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Preface

It was on a cloudy day in 2011 that a colleague at Windesheim brought the Doctoral Grant for
Teachers, issued by the Dutch Research Councel (NWO), to my attention. At that moment, I
was rather happy teaching tra�c engineering and supervising students performing research
on various tra�c and transport topics, but had started to get homesick of doing research
myself. I contacted Eric van Berkum, who was happy to help me de�ne a research proposal
and act as supervisor for my PhD-project. I acquired the grant and started my life as a
part-time teacher and PhD-student. Combining teaching and research was often satisfying,
but sometimes quite a struggle. A University of Applied Sciences o�ers a very dynamic
work environment, which made me seriously wander from my PhD-path from time to time.
Nevertheless, with the help of my supervisors, colleagues, family and friends, I succeeded in
�nishing this quest. I am proud and happy to present this thesis, which re�ects my interests
in junction design and tra�c and transport modelling.

As said, this thesis would not have been completed without the help of many. The �rst
person I want to thank is my supervisor at the University of Twente, Eric van Berkum. Eric
is a very accessible and easy going professor with a truckload of knowledge and experience,
and a good sense of humour. I hugely appreciate his patience with me, especially when I re-
peatedly contacted him to tell him that I would not be able to spend any time on my research
in the following weeks or even months. Our talks often started with some nice anecdote
or the sports news of that week, before Eric continued asking fundamental questions about
the purpose of the analyses and started to o�er suggestions for an alternative perspective or
additional analyses. It happened more than once, that after a few weeks, although I initially
rejected a suggestion, discovered that it was a ’damn good idea’. In the end, Eric and Luc
were able to interpret the tone of my ‘hmm’, whether I agreed with their comments and was
inclined to do something with it. That was a crucial incentive to �nally �nish my project.

That brings me to the second person I want to thank, being my co-supervisor, Luc Wis-
mans. I must be careful not to praise him too much, since he will probably remind me of
it. Luc’s input was very valuable to me. I used his PhD-research and thesis as a template
for my own. Luc was always available and willing to answer questions and very generous
with his comments in draft versions of papers and thesis-chapters. I often suspected that
he somehow managed to put more than twenty-four hours in his days. The only time Luc
declined a meeting request was when I o�ered to cook a spicy Thai dinner when we had
to discuss a couple of thesis-chapters. I would advise anyone to ask Luc to be his or her
(co-)supervisor.

This research and thesis would not have been possible without the help of my colleagues
at Windesheim. Above all, I want to thank my colleagues at the team of Spatial Planning
and Mobility. Janet, Marcus, Natascha, Je�rey, Hugo and Armand, thank you for taking over
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a long list of tasks while I was spending time on my research. Moreover, thank you for the
pleasant talks, trips, projects and lessons we shared together. I also want to thank Willem
Buunk, who provided a quiet and supportive research environment, during his time as lector
Area Development at Windesheim. As I said, Windesheim o�ered a dynamic working en-
vironment and with regard to that I want to thank Jolling Lodema and Huigert de Hoop for
giving me the opportunity to �nish my PhD-research.

Before I started working for Windesheim, I worked for Goudappel Co�eng for about
eight years. I was part of the team that developed the �rst version of the tra�c and transport
modelling package OmniTRANS and was especially busy with the junction modelling part of
it. During my PhD-research, I had pleasant talks with some of my former colleagues, which
never got tired of talking about junction modelling. I also want to thank DAT.Mobility for
giving me a personal licence of OmniTRANS during the last stage of my research.

I would like to thank my graduation committee, being Karst Geurs, Martijn Mes, Bert van
Wee, Tom Bellemans and Francesco Viti, for taking the time to read my rather bulky PhD-
thesis. I am grateful for their useful suggestions, and I am looking forward to answering
their questions during the defence.

I am also happy that Agnes Bezembinder and Arnout Schoemakers wanted to be my
paranymphs. Both did not hesitate a moment when I asked them. Agnes is my dear sister,
which I know since she was born. In November 2005, she was supposed to be my witness
at my wedding, but she got caught in an extremely rare snowstorm. She most certainly
deserved another change. I know Arnout since our common studies in Leeuwarden and
Groningen. Although we did not see each other that often during the past years, his reaction
was:‘You can always count on me when it gets exciting’. And so it is.

Finally, I would like to thank the ones that made the most important contribution. First,
I want to thank family and friends in general for showing interest and o�ering support.
Ab and Ageniet, my parents, thank you for supporting me in my study and work choices.
You also equipped me with a ’northern common sense’ that helped me to keep stress at an
acceptable level during my PhD-quest. However, the main reason that I was able to �nish
this project was, that I was supported by my fabulous wife Marie-José and our fantastic kids
Tieme and Arwen. Very special was that, some time after I started my PhD-research, Marie-
José also started with hers. Also concerning tra�c and transport and also at the University
of Twente, but with a di�erent topic and and di�erent promotor, being Karst Geurs. One
could wonder whether it is wise to simultaneously conduct two PhD-researches and raise
two children, but for us, it was a pleasant journey. While sitting on our sofa, instead of
watching TV, we were helping each other with SPSS-scripts. Our family-travels to beautiful
places, such as Thailand, Sri Lanka and the Azores provided the necessary physical and
mental recharging. Moreover, kids make you constantly realize what is most important in
life. Ultimately, we both succeeded in �nishing our thesis and on top of that managed to
plan our defence at the same day. We are all looking forward to celebrating that day with
Tieme and Arwen.

Now that my PhD-research is coming to an end, I am feeling a little melancholic, inspired
by the quote ‘It’s not about the destination, it’s about the journey’. Doing a PhD-research
is a great journey that I would recommend everyone who likes doing research!

Erwin Bezembinder, Deventer, September 2021
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this �rst chapter the context, problem formulation and research objective are presented. A
motivation is given for the need to improve the junction design assessment process in order
to reduce the negative e�ects of tra�c in urban networks. The junction design assessment
process has two main de�ciencies. The �rst concerns incomplete and non-transparent iden-
ti�cation of viable junction design alternatives for a speci�c location, in the �rst stage of the
process. This primarily regards the lack of insight in and deliberate choices based on mul-
tiple objectives. The second de�ciency concerns the lack of accounting for network e�ects
when the best design is selected in the �nal stage of the process. This primarily regards
the lack of insight in repeatedly applying local selection criteria on the negative e�ects of
tra�c on a network level. This research aims to improve both local and network issues
which provides the option of making well informed decisions and in doing so minimise the
negative e�ects of tra�c such as congestion, accidents and pollution. Separate approaches
are suggested for the research concerning alternative identi�cation and network e�ects, al-
though both tracks share data and modelling challenges. For alternative identi�cation, the
plan is to determine sets of Pareto optimal junction design alternatives using data mining
techniques on tra�c model generated data. For network e�ects, the plan is to evaluate the
network e�ects using tra�c models within a network design problem based optimisation
framework.

The chapter starts with an explanation of the research context in Section 1.1, followed
by the problem formulation and research objective in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3 the research
design and suggested approaches for both research tracks are presented. The approaches
are further re�ned by de�ning the research scope in Section 1.4. Section 1.5 summarises the
research contributions. The chapter ends with an outline that explains the structure of this
thesis in Section 1.6.

3



4 Junction design rules

1.1 Context

People travel because they want to carry out activities such as living, working, shopping and
visiting friends and relatives at di�erent locations. Goods are transported because several
stages of production and sale are spatially separated (Van Wee, Annema & Banister, 2013). In
modern society, mobility of people and goods is a basic human need and an important pre-
requisite for economic development. However, mobility also has negative e�ects. Especially
in urban areas, supply has been unable to keep pace with increasing demand, resulting in
negative impacts such as environmental pressure, safety impacts and congestion (Van Wee
et al., 2013). The challenge is to manage mobility in such a way that locations stay accessible
and the negative e�ects, such as pollution and accidents are minimised.

In urban areas, most negative e�ects of mobility can be lead back to junctions. This is
no surprise, since at junctions the interaction between vehicles is most intense ( i.e. vehicles
have to slow down or even come to a complete stop in order to make a turn and/or give way
to other vehicles). As a result, negative e�ects such as delays, pollution and the number
of accidents increase. Next to demand, the magnitude of e�ects depends upon the junc-
tion design. For example, a single-lane roundabout has 80% less accidents than a priority
junction and optimised tra�c signals can minimise average delay even under oversatur-
ated conditions (CROW, 2012, 2013). Junction design choices can signi�cantly contribute
to minimising the negative e�ects of tra�c. This choice process is complicated by the fact
that underlying policy objectives can be con�icting (e.g. given a speci�c tra�c demand one
design can be the safest, but also produce high delays, whereas the design with the lowest
delays is unsafe). Moreover, junctions cannot be treated in isolation in terms of location and
type of problem due to a strong correlation between problems, so solving an accessibility
problem at one location may result in safety and/or environmental impact problems at other
locations.

Given this context, transport planners and engineers frequently face the challenge to
determine the best design for a speci�c junction. Junction design involves the choice for the
main type, such as signalised junction or roundabout, as well as choices concerning the num-
ber and con�guration of the approach and exit lanes, priority handling, slow tra�c crossing
facilities, signal control and geometric attributes such as the lane length and the central re-
servation width. The need to determine the best junction design is not only triggered by the
construction of new infrastructure. Due to changes in tra�c volumes, travel routes, vehicle
types, policies and the ongoing development of new junction design and control types, there
is a regular need for re-evaluation of the junction design. On the other hand, it is undesir-
able to re-design the junction frequently. The design should be able to last for a couple of
years and handle the day-to-day dynamics of tra�c.

The junction design assessment process, which is used to select the best alternative,
typically involves three stages (TRB, 2001), as shown in Figure 1.1. In the �rst stage, vi-
able alternatives are identi�ed based on limited input data, such as the average annual daily
tra�c volume, using decision rules, in the form of trees, graphs, �ow charts, look-up tables
or simple calculation methods, provided in design manuals. In the second stage, more de-
tailed input data, such as the peak hour tra�c volumes for each turning movement and
speci�c geometric and control attributes are collected and the operational, safety and en-
vironmental performances are determined by using tools ranging from static analytical to
dynamic simulation models. This stage is referred to as the engineering study. In the third
stage, the best alternative is selected based on multiple criteria. The performance meas-
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Stage I
Identify viable alternatives

Stage II
Perform engineering study

Stage III
Select best alternative

Figure 1.1 Junction design assessment process

ures determined in the previous stage are analyses and weighted in combination with other
criteria such as speci�c local constraints and cost. Selection methods such as cost-bene�t
analysis, multi-criteria analysis, life-cycle analysis or a ‘simple’ identi�cation of the altern-
ative with the least delay are used in order to select the best alternative. This three-stage
approach is used to avoid time and money consuming assessments of many alternatives.

Two main de�ciencies exist in this approach. The �rst concerns incomplete and non-
transparent identi�cation of viable junction design alternatives in the �rst stage of the pro-
cess. This primarily regards the lack of insight in and deliberate choices based on multiple
objectives. The second de�ciency concerns the lack of accounting for network e�ects of
local selection methods and criteria used in those methods. This primarily regards the lack
of insight in consequently or repeatedly applying local selection criteria on the negative
e�ects of tra�c on a network level. This research aims to improve both issues. Therefore,
subsequently, the limitations of alternative identi�cation and reckoning with network ef-
fects are discussed.

1.1.1 Limitations of alternative identi�cation
Identi�cation of viable junction design alternatives in the �rst stage of the junction design
assessment process is done by way of identi�cation rules or junction design rules. These
junction design rules can be found in design manuals and technical documents, which are
usually issued by government agencies on a provincial, state or national level. There exists
a large variety of rules ranging from table style rules advising a main junction type based
on the total twenty-four hour volume on the junction, graph style rules advising speci�c
junction types based on the total major and minor road peak hour volumes, to �ow chart or
decision tree style rules which can be used to determine whether a signal control should be
installed based on multiple criteria. The availability and quality of the decision rules used
to identify the viable alternatives varies by state, region or country. The rules have been
developed over a period of many years based on a combination of data collection and expert
judgement. Obviously, this is a positive feature, but also comprises some disadvantages.

First, the decision rules do not o�er a complete and consistent approach for all junction
design alternatives. Some rules are only meant for signalised junctions where others only
encompass whether a left-turn bay is needed on a major approach to a priority junction.
Some rules are formal warrants where others are informal guidelines. Moreover, sometimes
rules contradict each other, due to di�erent underlying objectives or knowledge changed in
time. Stamatiadis, Kirk, Agarwal and Jones (2012) did a literate study concerning the eval-
uation of design alternatives on both national and 41 state design manuals in the United
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States. They observed a lack of speci�c guidance at both national and state levels. Second,
many decision rules have not been updated for many years and thus do not reckon with
the consequences of changes in tra�c behaviour and vehicle types, and do not include re-
latively new junction design alternatives. Han, Li and Urbanik (2008) evaluated a rule by
comparing it with more recent data and concluded that it needed updating. Third, although
rules that use performance data as input are useful, one of the main motives for using rules
is to avoid the time and money consuming collection or modelling of performance data. In
the �rst stage of the junction design assessment process the need for this type of perform-
ance requiring rules should be avoided. Fourth, rules are often based on one underlying
objective, generally operational performance, causing junction design alternatives that are
better or best for other objectives to be neglected. Other rules implicitly contain a weighing
or preferred order for di�erent objectives, which restricts and complicates the assessment of
multiple objectives in later stages of the junction design assessment process. Bezembinder,
Wismans and Van Berkum (2016b) determined the operational, safety and environmental
performances for twenty junction �ows and compared the best junction designs for the dif-
ferent objectives. They concluded that when considering only one objective, conclusions
concerning the best junction design may be inadequate. Moreover, operation is by far the
dominant objective for the existing rules. Some rules either explicitly or implicitly are based
on a safety objective. The environmental objective is rarely used. This has become a bigger
limitation since operation is no longer necessarily the dominant criterion in contemporary
policy practice. Fifth, in order to facilitate a more complete approach, rules are combined in
systems of rules. However, this makes them often less comprehensible to use. Sixth, many
rules predict only one (i.e. ‘the best’) design alternative. Other rules can only be used to
exclude speci�c junction design alternatives. Ideally, one would prefer the rule to provide a
set of viable junction design alternatives for the situation at hand. Due to these limitations,
existing junction design rules are not adequate. New junction design rules are required as
is a suitable approach to generate and evaluate these new rules.

1.1.2 Limitations of reckoning with network e�ects

The selection of the best junction design in the third and �nal stage of the junction design
assessment process is done by way of a selection method, such as a multi-criteria analysis
or a ‘simple’ identi�cation of the alternative with the least delay. Changing the design of
a junction usually in�uences the operational performances (i.e. delays) of that junction.
Consequently, this can in�uence the �ow of tra�c and thus operational performances on
up- and downstream roads and junctions. Moreover, due to changes in junction delays,
travel times for routes traversing the junction also change. This can trigger travellers to
change their route. When travel time changes are substantial, travellers might also change
their departure time, mode of transport, destination or even decide not to make the trip
at all. Due to changes in tra�c �ows and travel behaviour, changing a junction design at
one location in the network can have e�ects on other junctions and roads in that network.
Moreover, what is best for a speci�c junction location, is not necessarily also best for the
whole network. For example, selecting the junction design alternative with the least delay
on the junction can result in higher overall loss times, number of accidents and/or emissions
for the whole network.

In the existing junction design assessment process, regardless of the level of sophist-
ication and the criteria used in the selection method, there is a general lack of insight in
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and thus reckoning with network e�ects. Generally, only the operational e�ects on one or
two adjacent junctions are reckoned with. When dealing with signalised junctions, insights
in the network e�ects of di�erent signal control policies are sometimes used in the selec-
tion process. In rare cases, the (operational) network performances of di�erent junction
design alternatives are integrated in the selection method. Insights in the network e�ects of
consequently or repeatedly using speci�c selection methods and incorporated criteria are
absent. Within this context it is highly desirable to gain insight in the ‘contribution’ of local
selection criteria to global network objectives (i.e. minimising the negative e�ects of tra�c
on a network level). An important reason why network e�ects are omitted in selection
methods is that determining them is very labour-intensive and computationally demanding
for full-scale urban networks in practice. A suitable approach is needed to make this more
accessible.

1.2 Problem formulation and research objective

In Section 1.1 it was observed that the junction design is determinative for the negative ef-
fects of tra�c in urban areas, both on local and network level. The choice for a particular
junction design leads to certain levels of operational, safety and environmental impact on
the junction and optionally on other junctions and roads in the network. For road authorit-
ies it is important to �nd the junction design which minimises one or more negative e�ects,
corresponding to the related policy objectives, both on local and network level. It was ob-
served that the contemporary junction design assessment process, incorporates two major
de�ciencies. One regarding de�cient alternative identi�cation by way of junction design
rules used in the �rst stage of the assessment process and one regarding the lack of atten-
tion for network e�ects in the third and �nal stage of the process when selecting the best
junction design alternative. Improving the junction design assessment process, will lead to
junction design alternatives with less congestion, accidents and pollution in the urban net-
work, or if this is not possible, at least to more conscious choices. In accordance with the
two de�ciencies, the research objective is also twofold:

1. To provide junction design rules, as well as a suitable approach to determine and evaluate
them, that can be used to identify viable junction design alternatives that bene�t most
to minimising the negative e�ects of tra�c on isolated junctions.

2. To provide insight in the network e�ects of local selection criteria for junction design
alternatives and to provide a suitable approach for the evaluation of network e�ects in
practice.

1.3 Research design

Two research tracks of improving the junction design assessment process were de�ned: One
regarding junction design rules in the alternative identi�cation stage and one regarding the
network e�ects of selection methods in the �nal stage. Although the two tracks are related,
di�erent research challenges arise as a result of which di�erent research approaches are
required. Both shared and speci�c research challenges are discussed in this section.
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1.3.1 Data and modelling requirements
Something that both tracks share, is their need for suitable data. In order to evaluate and
determine junction design rules, data is needed concerning the negative e�ects (e.g. per-
formance data regarding congestion, accidents and pollution) of the junction design altern-
atives for varying tra�c volumes. Unfortunately, the availability of this data is very limited.
This is partially caused by the fact that data collection is costly both in time and money.
For example, obtaining reliable data concerning the number of fatal accidents requires data
for multiple years, due to the (fortunately) small numbers. Measuring the concentration of
particulate matters and other substances in the air requires very speci�c (and often expens-
ive) equipment. Moreover, in order to evaluate the network e�ects, an extensive number of
sites or even individual vehicles or travellers (to determine route or other travel changes)
have to be monitored. More and more data is getting available due to new, often smart,
data collection methods. However, apart from the fact that data collection is costly both
in time and money, another major reason for the absence of suitable data is that for many
combinations of junction design alternatives and tra�c volumes, data can not be collected
due to the simple fact that these designs have not been constructed (yet). This is especially
true for situations with high levels of negative e�ects and (relatively) new junction design
alternatives. Due to the lack of existing data, the time and money constraints for collecting
new data and the absence of certain situations, using survey data is not an option. Alternat-
ively, models can be used to generate the required data for both junction and network level.
A multitude of tra�c models has been developed and applied over the years. In the junc-
tion design assessment process, tra�c models are used in the second, engineering study,
stage of the process, in order to determine the performances of di�erent junction design
alternatives. For most urban networks, in western countries, a tra�c and transport model
is available and used to determine the network e�ects of infrastructure and policy variants.
In this thesis, the choice is made to generate the data that is required to evaluate and de-
termine junction design rules and evaluate the network e�ects of local selection methods
by using tra�c models. This creates various modelling challenges which are di�erent for
both tracks.

1.3.2 Alternative identi�cation
For the alternative identi�cation track, the main research challenge is to determine and
evaluate new and better junction design rules based on data generated by tra�c models.
This involves both a data generation and a data mining challenge, where the latter involves
deriving (or constructing) the rules from the data. An additional challenge is to develop a
suitable approach that can easily determine new or update existing rules.

As said, existing research only determined rules for one objective, typically the opera-
tional objective, conducted analysis based on a limited number of junction design altern-
atives and tra�c �ow patterns and only predicts one junction design alternative. For the
new and better rules, it is required that they are based on multiple objectives, comprise
an extensive number of junction design alternatives and tra�c �ow patterns and besides
predicting one junction design alternative, are also able to predict a set of junction design
alternatives. This poses speci�c requirements for the data to be generated and the data
mining classi�cation method. In order to determine new rules based on data by using data
mining classi�cation methods, a dataset is needed containing one or more optimal or vi-
able junction design alternatives for each tra�c �ow pattern. When data is generated for
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one objective, it is evident how to determine the optimal junction design alternative for a
speci�c tra�c �ow pattern. For example, if the (operational) objective is to minimise the
total delay on the junction, the design alternative with the lowest delay value is the optimal
one. When data is generated for multiple objectives, di�erent junction design alternatives
can be optimal for the di�erent objectives. A design alternative that is optimal for one ob-
jective, can be sub-optimal for another. In many cases it is not possible to identify a design
alternative that is optimal for all objectives. In the third stage of the junction assessment
process, this is often dealt with by applying weights to the performance measures (e.g. by
way of a cost-bene�t or multi-criteria analysis). However, this is clearly undesirable in the
�rst, identi�cation, stage of the assessment process. Combining the optimal design altern-
atives for each individual objective into a set is also not desirable, because eventually, after
applying weights, the best alternative could be one that was second-best for multiple ob-
jectives. This problem can be resolved by determining the Pareto optimal set of junction
design alternatives.

The Pareto set consists of all solutions for which the corresponding objective values
cannot be improved for one objective, without degradation of another (Brands, 2015). To
determine the Pareto set, the concept of Pareto dominance is important. In Figure 1.2, each
solution, being a junction design alternative, is represented by a dot in the graph and has
a score for two objectives. In this example, both objectives are to be minimised. In the

Objective 1

O
bj

ec
tiv

e
2

Non-dominated
Pareto optimal

Dominated
Not Pareto optimal

Figure 1.2 Concept of Pareto dominance and Pareto optimal set

graph, a solution in the lower left corner would be optimal for both objectives. A solution
that has a lower score for both objectives than another solution is said to dominate that
solution. In the graph, dashed lines are drawn to indicate the scores for one speci�c solution.
All solutions in the area between the axes and the dashed lines dominate the regarding
solution. Solutions that are not dominated by any other solution are Pareto optimal. All
non-dominated solutions together are the Pareto optimal set of solutions. In the example,
only two objectives are used, but this applies for any number of objectives. The Pareto
optimal set of solutions always contains the best solution, whatever set of weights is used
for di�erent objectives in a later stage of the junction design assessment process.

Thus, in order to deal with multiple objectives a dataset should be generated containing
a Pareto optimal set of junction design alternatives for each tra�c demand pattern. The data
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mining classi�cation method, used to determine the new rules, aims to predict the Pareto
optimal sets based on given tra�c �ow patterns. Predicting multiple instead of one junction
design alternative can be seen as a multi-label classi�cation problem.

Based on the described research design, four main research steps are conducted regard-
ing junction design rules as depicted in Figure 1.3.

Step 1
Generate

data

Step 2
Determine

rules

Step 3
Evaluate

rules

Step 4
Apply
rules

Figure 1.3 Main research design steps for alternative identi�cation track

The �rst step is to generate data. Choices have to be made regarding the junction design
alternatives, the tra�c �ow patterns, the objectives and performance measures. When this
is done, tra�c performance models are chosen, which generate the regarding performance
measures for each combination of junction design and tra�c �ow patterns. Subsequently,
the data is prepared to be used as input for the rule determination step. This involves the
determination of the Pareto optimal sets as described earlier in this section. In the second
step, new rules are determined using data mining classi�cation methods. Various methods
and solution approaches are used and the results are evaluated in the third main step. This
includes a comparison with existing rules. Once the best method and solution approach are
determined, the method and resulting rules are applied for a case in the fourth and �nal
step.

Two cases are used while conducting the research steps. One case is primarily used to
evaluate the rule determination methods and solution approaches, while the other is used to
test the actual application of the junction design rules and the rule generation method. For
the �rst case, both single-objective and multi-objective rules are determined and evaluated.
The single-objective rules are primarily included as a �rst step in the development of rule
determination methods.

1.3.3 Network e�ects
For the network e�ects track, the main research challenge is to evaluate the network e�ects
of local selection criteria based on data generated by tra�c models. An additional chal-
lenge is to develop a suitable approach to evaluate the network e�ects for full-scale urban
networks.

The problem of determining the network performances of consequently or repeatedly
applying local selection criteria while reckoning with changes in travel behaviour is basic-
ally an optimisation problem. Ideally, results for applying local selection criteria are com-
pared with results from a global optimisation. The problem of optimising junction design
alternatives which considers the network perspective is a particular case of the Network
Design Problem (NDP), in which the junction design alternatives are decision variables,
while the network topological characteristics (widths, number of lanes, open or closed lanes,
etc.) are �xed and invariable. In this problem, the link �ows are descriptive variables: the
analyst cannot directly modify them, but they can indirectly be in�uenced by changing the
decision variable values (Cascetta, Gallo & Montella, 2006).
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The NDP is generally formulated as a bi-level optimisation. The upper level represents
the behaviour of the network authority, which aims to optimise one or more system object-
ives and controls the decision variables. The lower level describes the behaviour of road
users, which aim to minimise their own generalised cost (e.g. travel time, monetary cost)
by making individually optimal choices in the road network. The network design in the up-
per level interacts with the behaviour of the travellers in the network: the lower level. The
lower level is a constraint for the upper level, since the upper level cannot dictate the beha-
viour of the users in the lower level. Any network design the network authority chooses,
results in a network state (e.g. travel times and �ows), from which system objectives can be
derived (Brands, 2015). Although network performances for di�erent negative e�ects are
determined and optimal solutions for di�erent corresponding objectives can be obtained,
in this thesis, the optimisation problem is considered as a single-objective (SO) NDP. The
main reason why this problem is not considered as a multi-objective (MO) NDP is to keep
the complexity and computation times within reasonable limits. Solving either SO or MO
NDPs is a complex optimisation problem that is computationally expensive. Moreover, ana-
lysing and interpreting the results of a MO NDP (typically a Pareto optimal set of solutions)
is a complex task when it involves network solutions. Although various e�cient solution
approaches for determining and methods for analysing the results of the MO NDP have
been developed (e.g. Wismans, 2012; Brands, 2015), this is still an area for further research.
In this thesis, the main goal is to gain insight in the network performances of applying
local junction selection criteria and to compare performances and solutions with those of
global network optimal situations. It is not necessary to determine multi-objective network
solutions. Therefore, the optimisation problem is considered as a SO NDP.

Two main approaches for treating the (single-objective) optimisation of junction design
alternatives can be identi�ed: the local optimisation of junction designs and the global op-
timisation of junction designs (Cascetta et al., 2006). The local approach can be used to de-
termine the network performance for local selection criteria ( i.e. the criteria try to optimise
a certain local objective (e.g. minimise delay) based on junction model results). The global
approach can be used to determine the global minimum (e.g. the set of junction design
alternatives which produces the minimum total travel time in the network). In the local
approach, road authorities select the junction design for each junction location separately,
based on local performances, whereas in the global approach the road authorities select a
set of junction designs for the whole network based on network performances. Both the
local and network performances are derived from lower level modelling. Both approaches
require heuristics to solve the problem. Both approaches also require a (lower-level) tra�c
assignment model which is able to deal with junction performances, which requires another
heuristic. Moreover, computationally fast solution approaches are required, since network
optimisation models tend to be rather demanding regarding this issue.

Tra�c assignment is the step in transport modelling in which trips are assigned to the
network by confronting demand with supply, resulting in route choices, loads and tra�c
conditions. Di�erent types of assignment models can be used. Traditionally, three main
distinctions are made (Van Berkum & Van der Mede, 1993): Firstly, a distinction between
static and dynamic approaches, secondly, a distinction between approaches that de�ne an
equilibrium situation and those that do not, and thirdly, the distinction between stochastic
and deterministic approaches. Static models assume that demand and supply are time-
independent, hence constant during the considered time period (i.e. stationary), whereas
dynamic models are typically �ow propagation models over time, taking changes in supply
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and demand over time into account. Equilibrium models assume that �ows will be such that
there is no incentive for route switching (She�, 1985). In assignment models the situation
of equilibrium is de�ned either from the road users’ point of view, or from the systems point
of view. In both cases the equilibrium situation is an optimum, in the sense that a minimum
cost situation is de�ned. This is not the case for non-equilibrium approaches. In both the
deterministic and stochastic approach, travellers are assumed to be rational, and to choose
the best alternative. In the deterministic approach travellers are assumed to have perfect
knowledge of the whole network. In the stochastic approach, some sort of unawareness or
uncertainty about the properties of the network is allowed. Although dynamic models are
assumed to predict better tra�c propagation and travel times and stochastic models tend to
re�ect more realistic travel choice behaviour, they also require more complex and compu-
tationally demanding solution approaches. Since junction design changes are not made on
a daily basis, and it is acceptable or even desirable to examine the e�ects after a substantial
amount of time has passed, it is reasonable to assume that travellers have a lot of (or all) in-
formation about the network, and stationary �ows and travel times provide su�cient level
of detail. Since the tra�c assignment is also part of an optimisation framework, in which
it is assumed to provide the road users’ individual optimisation, and it will be used to com-
pare di�erent variants (i.e. local selection criteria), a user-equilibrium approach is required.
Thus, in this thesis, a static deterministic user-equilibrium tra�c assignment is used.

When utilising optimisation models, junction design alternatives for all junction loc-
ations under consideration have to be con�gured in the network. This can be a labour-
intensive and thus time and money consuming task in large-scale urban networks. Moreover,
the optimisation models are computationally demanding. Non performance requiring junc-
tion design rules might o�er a solution for this problem. Based on data generated by optim-
isation models, rules can be determined using data mining techniques as discussed previ-
ously. Rules can then be used to select the best junction design alternative. Note that these
rules are di�erent from the ones determined for alternative identi�cation.

Two cases are used while conducting the research steps. A small theoretical case is used
to evaluate and optimise di�erent modelling approaches. Both the small theoretical and a
real size network case are used to evaluate the network e�ects of di�erent local selection
criteria. Di�erent sets of tra�c demand and network grid size are used to determine the
results under di�erent circumstances and for rule determination and evaluation.

1.4 Research scope
In this section the research scope is de�ned in the sense that some delimitations are dis-
cussed.

Junction design

In this thesis the focus is on improving junction design choices in urban areas. In urban
areas, the percentage of negative e�ects of tra�c that can be traced back to junctions is
substantially higher than in rural areas. As a result of this, urban areas will bene�t more
from improving the junction design assessment process. In urban areas, the majority of
junctions are at-grade junctions with three or four arms. The rules in this thesis are meant to
deal with these junction design types, such as equal junctions, priority junctions, signalised
junctions and roundabouts.
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Negative e�ects of tra�c

As mentioned, tra�c has both positive and negative e�ects. In this thesis, the focus is on
reduction of the three main negative e�ects of tra�c being congestion, tra�c accidents and
air pollution. The performance models for both isolated junctions and networks should be
able to determine performance measures for these e�ects. Evaluation and determination
of rules is based on minimising one or more of the corresponding objectives (e.g. minim-
ising the total delay, the number of accidents and/or the emission of polluting substances).
Network performances are determined for these three negative e�ects.

Behavioural response

In order to evaluate the network e�ects of junction design selection methods, travel beha-
viour is taken into account. As noted, when one or more junction designs change, delays
on these junctions may change. Due to changes in the junction delays, travel times for
the routes traversing the junction change. This can trigger travellers to change their route.
When the travel time changes are substantial, travellers might change their departure time,
mode of transport, destination or even decide not to make the trip at all. Although a sub-
stantial part of the travel time can be traced back to junctions, it is expected that the main
response involves route choice deviations. Moreover, the optimisation heuristics need many
function evaluations and for each function evaluation the (lower-level) behavioural model
is called. In order to restrain the computational expenses it is preferable to have a fast
behaviour tra�c model. Therefore, in this thesis, only the main behavioural response of
route choice is considered, which is operationalised by solving a static deterministic user-
equilibrium tra�c assignment problem.

Dutch policy and practice

Although this thesis deals with a global problem (i.e. the challenge of choosing the best
junction design is worldwide), policy documents, statistics and examples are mainly taken
from Dutch practice because this research is conducted in (and funded by parties from) the
Netherlands. Similarly, although the methodologies and rules developed can be applied in
any country, half of the cases come from and/or are meant for Dutch practice. The other
cases are based on material from the United States (US). This is done because documentation
of existing rules, performance model methodologies and network cases are available for US
practice.

Selection criteria

In the last stage of the junction design assessment process, the best junction design altern-
ative is chosen by using a selection method (i.e. a cost-bene�t analysis or multi-criteria
analysis). Nevertheless, this thesis evaluates the network e�ects of selection criteria and
not selection methods. A lot of selection methods combine multiple criteria by using ranks,
weights or monetary units. Although it might be interesting to explore the network e�ects
of di�erent weights, insights in the network e�ects are less straightforward when evaluating
the weighted selection. It is unclear what is the in�uence of individual criteria. Moreover,
weights may vary for di�erent road authorities, networks or locations and in time. Selec-
tion criteria, such as ‘select the junction design alternative with the least average delay’ or
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‘select the junction type with the least number of accidents’, are more straightforward and
therefore used for the evaluation of network e�ects in this thesis.

1.5 Research contributions
The research presented in the next chapters has several contributions to the existing liter-
ature.

Rule determination methods

Determining junction design rules in an automated way, by using tra�c performance mod-
els to generate data and data mining classi�cation methods to determine the rules, has only
been done a few times. This has never been done in order to determine rules based on
multiple objectives and predict a set of (Pareto optimal) viable junction design alternatives.
The generic method presented in this thesis can easily be used to update existing rules or
determine new rules in any situation where the required junction performance models are
available. Moreover, a new approach to determine multi-label decision tree methods, using
the predicted probabilities, is introduced.

Junction design rules

For two countries, new junction design rules are determined which predict the Pareto op-
timal set of junction design alternatives for the operational, safety and optionally the en-
vironmental objective. The accuracy and performance of the new rules is compared with
existing rules. This has not been done earlier. For one case, rules comprising a multitude of
junction design alternatives are determined. Furthermore, application of the rules in design
manuals is explored.

Network solution approaches

Solving the static user-equilibrium tra�c assignment problem with junction modelling has
been discussed in literature extensively. However, no speci�c heuristic method is dominant.
In this thesis, di�erent solution approaches are analyses on a network with various junction
design alternatives, in order to �nd the approach with the best convergence characteristics.
Di�erent solution approaches are also analysed for the both the local and global optimisation
of junction designs. Existing literature focussed on signalised junctions, where this research
deals with signalised junctions as well as other junction types such as priority junctions and
roundabouts, as well as network performances for operation, safety and environment. The
solution approaches are evaluated for their computational e�ciency.

Insight in network e�ects of local selection criteria

Very little is known about the network e�ects of local junction design choices. By evaluating
and analysing the e�ects of di�erent local junction design criteria, insight is acquired in their
operational, safety and environmental impact on a network level. Moreover, by using the
results of optimisation of junction designs, selection rules are de�ned which can be used to
evaluate the network e�ects of local selection criteria on large-scale urban networks.
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1.6 Outline of the thesis
The structure of the thesis is summarised in Figure 1.4. The thesis consists of �ve parts. The

Part I: Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 2
Junction design

Part II: Alternative identi�cation

Chapter 3
Modelling background

Chapter 4
Modelling framework and cases

Chapter 5
Solution approaches

Chapter 6
Evaluation of existing and new rules

Part III: Network e�ects

Chapter 7
Modelling background

Chapter 8
Modelling framework and cases

Chapter 9
Model improvements

Chapter 10
Local selection criteria

Chapter 11
Rule-based evaluation

Part IV: Conclusions

Chapter 11
Conclusions, implications and

further research

Figure 1.4 Structure of the thesis

�rst part (I) consist of this introduction chapter and Chapter 2, in which additional back-
ground information is provided about the negative e�ects of tra�c both on local and net-
work level. This chapter also provides a literature review and discussion of existing junction
design rules. Subsequently, each research track is discussed in a separate part, where Part
II comprises research concerning alternative identi�cation and Part III concerning the net-
work e�ects. Part II starts with Chapter 3, which discusses the modelling background for the
alternative identi�cation which covers both data generation and data mining, respectively
providing literature reviews of junction performance models and decision tree methods.
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The latter are the data mining method used for determining rules. Chapter 4 presents the
modelling framework that is used to determine and evaluate new junction design rules for
alternative identi�cation. The chapter also presents the cases used. In Chapter 5, various
decision tree solution approaches are evaluated for both single-label and single-objective
and multi-label and multi-objective problems. Finally for Part II, Chapter 6 presents the
comparison of new and existing junction design rules and discusses the application of rules
in practice. Part III starts with the discussion of the modelling background for evaluating the
network e�ects in Chapter 7, encompassing literature reviews concerning tra�c assignment
with junction modelling and di�erent solution approaches for the Network Design Problem.
Chapter 8 presents the actual modelling framework and the cases used for evaluating the
network e�ects. Chapter 9 discusses various modelling improvements, aiming to increase
convergence speed, for the approaches presented in the previous chapter. In Chapter 10 the
actual evaluation of local selection criteria is discussed. Finally for Part III, non performance
requiring selection rules are determined and evaluated in Chapter 11. Some of the chapters
in the network e�ects part use knowledge obtained and modelling methods developed in
the alternative identi�cation part, as expressed by the dashed arrows in the �gure. Part IV
discusses conclusions, research implications and further research in Chapter 12. The �nal
part (IV) comprised the appendices.



Chapter 2

Junction design

In Chapter 1 the context, problem formulation, research objective, design, scope and con-
tribution were de�ned. The �rst part of the objective of this research is to provide (an
approach to generate) junction design rules which are used to identify junction design al-
ternatives which bene�t most to minimising the negative e�ects of tra�c for isolated junc-
tions. Before looking into rule generation methods and actually determine new junction
design rules, it is imperative to discuss the relationship of junction design and the negative
e�ects of tra�c and review existing junction design rules. The second part of the objective
of this research is to provide insight in the network e�ects of local junction design selection
criteria. Therefore, background information concerning these network e�ects and the best
way to analyse them is essential.

First, in Section 2.1, an exploration of junction design selection criteria is performed.
Next, in Section 2.2, it is discussed which junction design attributes or variables are most
determinative for determining the negative e�ects of tra�c on junctions. Section 2.3 dis-
cusses the network e�ects of junction design choices as well as network analysis. In Section
2.4, the background of existing junction design rules is described. The section starts with
a de�nition of junction design rules, after which the main sources and the characterisation
are discussed. The section continues with a description of the main junction design rules
that can be found in contemporary practice followed by a discussion of the existing rule
generation methods. The chapter ends with general conclusions in Section 2.5.

17
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2.1 Junction design selection criteria
In the third and �nal stage of the junction design assessment process, the best alternative
is selected based on multiple criteria. The performance measures determined in the engin-
eering stage are analyses and weighted in combination with other criteria such as speci�c
local constraints and cost. Selection methods such as cost-bene�t analysis, multi-criteria
analysis, life-cycle analysis or a ‘simple’ identi�cation of the alternative with the least delay
are used in order to select the best alternative.

This section provides an introduction in criteria used for junction design selection. It
is primarily meant as an exploration and introduction to subsequent sections instead of a
thorough literature review. In order to gain insight in which criteria are used and to determ-
ine their importance, an exploratory study was conducted as part of the research presented
in this thesis (Luitjens, 2015). Junction design experts of twenty-nine local authorities and
two consultancy companies in the Netherlands were interviewed, either live or by e-mail.
Based on a literate review, a list of junction design selection criteria was constructed, and
the experts were asked which criteria they usually use for selecting the best junction design
in urban areas. Table 2.1 shows in how many percent of the cases a criterion was men-
tioned. As expected, tra�c safety (98%) and tra�c operation (94%) are almost always used

Criterion %
Tra�c safety 98%
Tra�c operation 94%
Road categories 90%
Tra�c volumes 90%
Bicycle, freight, bus 74%
Cost 71%
Network attributes 55%
Spatial requirements 39%
Noise and air pollution 16%

Table 2.1 Selection criteria used in the assessment process

as a criterion in the assessment process. An interesting point is the regular use of the road
categories criterion (90%) which re�ects the importance of the design guidelines. Moreover,
in the Netherlands, most roads are categorised and designed according to the Sustainable
Safety principle (SWOV, 2005), as a result of which this criterion implicitly also concerns
tra�c safety. Another interesting point is the mention of the tra�c volumes (90%) criterion,
which was added to the initial list by many experts. Although tra�c volumes in itself do not
say anything about the performances of a junction, performances are implicitly reckoned
with by the experts when used. This observation is particularly interesting for the evalu-
ation and generation of rules, as discussed in Section 2.4. Network attributes, are mentioned
in little more than half of the cases (55%), which is rather encouraging regarding reckoning
with network e�ects. However, additional interview questions showed that this mostly con-
cerns reckoning with an adjacent junction or tra�c signal coordination on a route. Noise
and air pollution are only mentioned in 16% of the cases. This is also caused by the fact that
they are di�cult to determine and di�erentiate for di�erent junction design alternatives.
Additionally, the experts were asked what is the most important criterion. The results of
this question are shown in Figure 2.1. By far the most important criterion is tra�c safety
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Figure 2.1 Most important junction design selection criteria

(63%), especially when it is considered that the road categories criterion (10%) is also largely
based on a safety perspective as was mentioned above. Tra�c operation is considered to
be the most important criterion in only 13% of the cases. Spatial requirements and cost are
constraints that are determinative for another 10%. Network attributes are considered to
be the most important criterion in 3% of the cases. The other criteria jointly add up to the
remaining 1%.

When taking a closer look at the criteria, an interesting point is that although tra�c
safety is the most important criterion, there is usually no performance measure available
by which the junction design alternatives can be compared. This is caused by the fact that
limited data is available about tra�c safety performances of di�erent junction design al-
ternatives and due to that, there is also a lack of proper modelling approaches. This will
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. A common safety criterion is that a preferred or-
der of main junction types is suggested, where other criteria such as operation are used as
a constraint. A common approach in the Netherlands is to �rst try a roundabout, then a
priority junction and then a signalised junction, using an (volume weighted) average turn
delay limit of e.g. 50 seconds to switch between those types (CROW, 2012, 2013). For the
operational criterion, various measures are used, such as the mentioned average turn delay,
the maximum turn delay, the average volume-capacity ratio, the maximum volume-capacity
ratio and various combinations of those measures. Cost is a rather straightforward criterion,
although it can be debated which type of costs should be included. Other criteria, for which
no speci�c performance measure can be obtained, are more or less used as constraints, such
as the spatial requirements. More details, especially concerning the performance measures
for the three main negative e�ects of tra�c, will be discussed in the other sections of this
chapter.

2.2 Junction design and negative e�ects
Before discussing the existing junction design rules, it is imperative to have knowledge
about which junction design attributes are most determinative for the three main negat-
ive e�ects of tra�c on junctions, being congestion, accidents and air pollution. Moreover,
insight into which performance measures are used and/or preferred for these e�ects is re-
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quired. This section focusses on the local junction level. Network e�ects are discussed in
the next section.

2.2.1 Congestion
Tra�c congestion is when vehicles travel slower because there is too much tra�c on roads.
This makes trip times longer and increases queuing. Congestion arises when demand ap-
proaches the capacity of a road or junction. The capacity of a junction, (i.e. the maximum
number of vehicles that can traverse the junction in a speci�c time) is determined by the
design of the junction and the tra�c volumes on the junction. Because vehicles from di�er-
ent directions have to traverse the same piece of road (i.e. junction area), the capacity of a
speci�c turning movement is in�uenced by the �ows on other turning movements and the
way �ows have to give way to each other. When vehicles for a speci�c turning movement
have to give way to vehicles from another turning movement, their time needed to traverse
the junction increases (i.e. the capacity of the movement decreases). The more vehicles one
has to give way to, the lower the capacity for that turning movement.

The magnitude of the e�ect of these con�icting �ows on the capacity is determined by
various junction design attributes, ranging from the general junction type (e.g. junction or
roundabout), the sign type (none, stop, give-way), whether and how it is signal controlled,
the dimensions of the junction (e.g. the central reservation width or the roundabout radius),
the slow tra�c crossing facilities, to the number, con�guration and geometric attributes of
the approach and exit lanes. A multitude of studies was conducted concerning the e�ects
of speci�c junction design attributes on the junctions capacities. For example, the entry ca-
pacity for a roundabout is in�uenced by the number of vehicles exiting the roundabout on
the same arm. Although the �ows do not cross each other, vehicles entering the roundabout
often wait until they are sure the other vehicle actually exits the roundabout. This is caused
by the fact that the exiting vehicle does not use its indicator or that it can not be observed
from the entering vehicle. The e�ect if this so-called apparent con�ict, can be reduced by
expanding the space (central reservation width) between the entry and exit lane. In accord-
ance with this example, there exist many capacity in�uencing e�ects and related junction
design attributes. It lies outside the scope of this thesis to discuss them all and evaluate
whether they are most determinative for determining congestion. For now, the following
attributes are assumed to be the most important ones:

• Main junction type
• Number and con�guration of the approach and exit lanes
• Central reservation widths
• Number and con�guration of the lanes on the roundabout
• Slow tra�c crossing facilities

This is based on an examination of the input requirements of di�erent junction performance
modelling software1 and methodologies (TRB, 2010a; FGSV, 2015).

Performance measures that are often used to evaluate the congestion level of a junction
are the volume-capacity ratio, the level-of-service, the queue length (in meters or vehicles)
and the delay (in seconds, minutes or hours) (TRB, 2016; FGSV, 2015; CROW, 2012). Addi-
tionally, 95th percentile (or n-percentile) queues are determined, which reckons with vari-
ations of the queue length in time (both within-day and day-to-day). The values are determ-
ined for each lane or turning movement. For the whole junction, these values can either be

1SIDRA Intersection, Omni-X, MeerStrooksRotondeVerkenner, HCS, Junctions
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aggregated by determining the volume-weighted average value or by taking the maximum
value. The by far mostly used performance measure for junctions is the (volume-weighted)
average delay.

2.2.2 Accidents
A tra�c accident or a tra�c collision occurs when a vehicle collides with another vehicle,
pedestrian, animal, road debris or other stationary obstruction, such as a tree, pole or build-
ing. Accidents can result in death, injury and property damage. Factors that in�uence the
risk of a collision can be classi�ed by the three main tra�c system elements; human (e.g.
use of alcohol), vehicle (e.g. mass di�erences between road users) and road (e.g. design and
use of the road) (SWOV, 2005).

On junctions, the risk of collision is increased by the fact that drivers have to process
more information (e.g. signs, vehicles and pedestrians from di�erent directions) and/or have
to perform multiple task at the same time (e.g. reduce speed, indicate direction, make a turn,
give way). Moreover, there are more (potentially) con�icting �ows, di�erences in speed and
di�erent types of road users. This means that di�erent junction designs can result in di�er-
ent numbers of accidents. Numerous studies have been conducted analysing the number of
accidents for di�erent junction design attributes. A major factor concerns the main junc-
tion type. Roundabouts are for example safer than priority or signalised junctions, because
they reduce the number of potential con�icts between road users and lower the driving
speed (Churchill, Stipdonk & Bijleveld, 2010). In the Netherlands, replacing a junction by a
roundabout is estimated to reduce the number of severe casualties by approximately 46%.
A single-lane roundabout is safer than a multi-lane roundabout, since the latter has more
potential con�icts including weaving con�icts (CROW, 1998). Turbo-roundabouts have no
weaving con�icts, which reduces the number of accidents (CROW, 2008). Tra�c signals re-
duce the number of priority accidents (which often have casualties) if they replace a priority
junction. On the other hand, the risk for more rear-end collisions increases when applying
tra�c signals (CROW, 2013). Various other junction design attributes in�uence the risk
for accidents in a greater or lesser degree. For example, a wider central reservation on the
main road of a priority junction enables vehicles from the minor road to cross the road
in two stages, which is safer (CROW, 1998). Giving priority to bicycles and pedestrians on
roundabouts reduces their travel time, but also seems to be slightly less safe (Dijkstra, 2005).
Again, discussing all e�ects lies outside the scope of this thesis. For now, the attributes as
mentioned for congestion are su�cient.

Accidents are generally expressed as the number of accidents by type or severity (i.e.
fatal, injury or material damage only) for the whole junction for a speci�c time period.
Since accidents, fortunately, do not occur often, relatively long time periods are used (e.g.
a year). Alternatively, surrogate measures like the number of (potential) con�icts are used
as a performance measure, although this is actually an intermediate result. Generally, the
average number of fatal and/or injury accidents by year is used.

2.2.3 Air pollution
Air pollution occurs when harmful or excessive quantities of substances including gases,
particles and biological molecules are introduced into Earth’s atmosphere. It may cause dis-
eases, allergies and even death to humans as well as cause harm to other living organisms
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such as animals and food crops and may damage the natural or built environment. Sub-
stances not naturally found in the air or at greater concentrations than usual are referred to
as pollutants. Distinctions can be made in stationary sources and mobile sources, the latter
mainly being tra�c. The most important polluting substances that are produced by tra�c
are nitrogen-oxide (NOx) and particulate matter (PM10).

There are many factors that in�uence the amount of emissions. In general, these are at
the vehicle level (i.e. vehicle characteristics and car driver behaviour, possibly in�uenced
by the tra�c situation). At the road level, these are tra�c volume, road design, composition
of car park and �ow circulation (Smit, 2006; Pandian, Gokhale & Ghoshal, 2009). On junc-
tions, air pollution increases due to the fact that vehicles have to decelerate and accelerate
and line-up and move in queues. The in�uence of junction design attributes is related to
their in�uence on congestion (i.e. average delays and queue lengths). Generally, the more
delay, the longer the queue and the higher the emission levels. Research concerning the
air pollution e�ects of junction design attributes is rare. CROW (2010) compared the emis-
sions of various design variants for roundabouts and signalised junctions. They concluded
that no signi�cant di�erences could be found between the two main types. The emission
levels were mainly in�uenced by the vehicle volumes and car park composition. Generally,
concerning junction design, it can be stated that the amount of emissions is linked to the
amount of congestion on a junction, and thus is in�uenced by the regarding junction design
attributes.

Air pollution can be expressed as a concentration level, which is the amount of a par-
ticular substance within a cubic metre of air, for example 30µg/m3 of NOx. Determining
the concentration levels (i.e. the dispersion of the substance), can be di�cult, because this
is also in�uenced by numerous non-tra�c sources such as industry, agriculture and house-
holds. Moreover, dispersion of substances is in�uenced by wind direction and speed. This
lies outside the scope of this thesis, since the primary focus is on comparing di�erent junc-
tion design alternatives and the contribution of tra�c to air pollution. Within this context,
emissions can also be expressed as the amount of a substance generated by tra�c in grams
(and thus not by cubic metre).

2.3 Junction design and network e�ects
In the previous section the three main negative e�ects of tra�c, being congestion, accidents
and air pollution, related to junction design were discussed. That discussion focussed on the
negative e�ects for a particular junction location. In this section, a basic understanding of
the network e�ects of changes in junction design is provided. Furthermore, the performance
measures used and/or preferred for network analysis are discussed.

2.3.1 Network e�ects of junction design
Subsequently, the tra�c �ow, the behavioural response, route choice changes and the mag-
nitude of network e�ects of junction designs are discussed.

Tra�c �ow

Changing the junction design can in�uence the operational performance of a junction. For
example, the main type and/or the number of approaching lanes in�uences the delay on a
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junction. Changing the design of the junction can also in�uence the out�ow of the junction,
which can be either more or less, which in turn in�uences downstream roads and junctions.
Furthermore, vehicle queues can either in- or decrease, in turn in�uencing upstream roads
and junctions. Moreover, a junction design can be used to enforce a certain out�ow, either
to stimulate or restrict tra�c �ows. This can also be done for multiple junctions in a row
(e.g. signal coordination).

Behavioural response

Moreover, due to changes in junction delays, travel times for routes traversing the junction
also change. This can trigger travellers to change their route. When travel time changes are
substantial, travellers might also change their departure time, mode of transport, destination
or even decide not to make the trip at all. Although a substantial part of travel time, and
moreover delay, in urban networks can be traced back to junctions, it is expected that the
main response involves route choice deviations. Moreover, as mentioned when discussing
the research scope in Section 1.4, excluding other travel behavioural responses keeps the
computational burden of the tra�c models within feasible limits. Therefore in this thesis,
only the main behavioural response of route choice is considered.

Route choice changes

When changing the design, an initial decrease of delay on a junction can, for example, cause
travellers to change their route to that particular junction, thus increasing the �ow and con-
sequently the delay, which abrogates (part of) the initial delay reduction. However, due to
the route changes, �ows and delays on other junctions and roads are also in�uenced, which
might trigger more route changes. Changing the design and thereby reducing the delay on
one junction can also cause an increase (or decrease) of delay on other junctions and roads
in the network. Moreover, due to the �ow changes, not only delays (or congestion) but
also the number of accidents and the amount of air pollution can change by location and
consequently for the whole network. What is best for a speci�c junction location, is not
necessarily also best for the whole network. For example, selecting the junction design al-
ternative with the least delay on the junction can result in higher overall loss times, number
of accidents and/or emissions for the whole network.

Magnitude of e�ects

The magnitude of changes in congestion, accidents and air pollution due to junction design
changes depend on the situation at hand. This depends on the structure of and elements
in the network, the tra�c �ows and the behavioural sensitivity for changes in travel times
(and/or distances and costs). It is possible that changes can only have e�ect on the junction
at hand, or on one or two adjacent junctions. On the other hand, changing one junction
can cause major shifts in the network. Concerning the network, an important factor is the
proportion of delay (or travel time) on junctions in comparison with delay on roads, which
depends on the capacity of both junctions and roads as well as the road and junction dens-
ity. Potentially, the higher the share of delay on junctions, the bigger the impact of junction
design changes. The number of route changes also depend on the number of route altern-
atives and the variation in travel times on these routes. Which in turn is in�uenced by the
�ows (or volume-capacity ratio’s) on the routes. Generally, in highly congested networks,
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travellers are more sensitive for small network (and thus travel time) changes. Network
e�ects may be largest in networks where �ows (and congestion) are not distributed evenly
over the roads. Speci�cally for junctions, the number of route changes is also in�uenced by
the �exibility of junctions in the network. A priority junction is not �exible in the sense that
the priority arrangement (signs) for the major and minor road are �xed. A roundabout is a
bit more �exible since all entries have (more-or-less) equal control. Actuated tra�c signals
are very �exible due to the fact that the amount of green time is recalculated based on the
�ow for a speci�c turn. Unfortunately, for as far as known, no published work exist which
examined the impact of changes in one or more junction designs for the levels of congestion,
accidents and/or air pollution in an urban network.

2.3.2 Network analysis
This section explores the performance measures for the three main negative e�ects of tra�c
on the urban network level.

Congestion

For a junction, which can be seen as micro-level, congestion can for example be expressed
as volume-capacity ratio, delay, queue length or level-of-service. For a network, which can
be seen as the macro-level, both the de�nition as well as the choice of the performance
measures for congestion are a bit more complicated.

The complication starts with the fact that there is no single, broadly accepted de�nition
of congestion for an urban tra�c network (ECMT, 2007). One of the principal reasons for
this lack of consensus is that congestion is both a physical phenomenon, where vehicles
impede each others’ progression when demand approaches or exceeds the limited road ca-
pacity, as well as a relative phenomenon, which re�ects user expectations of the road sys-
tem performance. On a junction, the latter phenomenon is often negligibly small, but on
routes in urban networks, this is a serious matter. Moreover, di�erent perspectives on which
amount of delay is considered to be named congestion exist. Both the operational and user
perspective are considered important in understanding congestion and thus for choosing
the correct areawide congestion performance measure.

Numerous congestion performance measures have been presented in literature. Various
studies provide a literature review (Turner, 1992; Ye, Hui & Yang, 2013), sometimes with
a classi�cation (ECMT, 2007; Moran, 2011) and/or an assessment of di�erent congestion
measures (Aftabuzzaman, 2007; Rao & Rao, 2012; Litman, 2016). An extensive overview
and classi�cation is provided by (ECMT, 2007), which di�erentiate congestion indicators in
seven categories:

1. Speed-based indicators
2. Temporal/delay-based indicators
3. Spatial indicators
4. Service level/capacity indicators
5. Reliability indicators
6. Economic cost/e�ciency indicators
7. Other indicators

The �rst four categories involve indicators related to average speed or travel time either
or not related to a benchmark �gure, such as the free-�ow speed or free-�ow travel time.
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There has been some discussion about referencing to a free-�ow situation, which is basic-
ally a situation with ‘empty’ roads where the di�erence is regarded as delay. A situation
with zero delays is unrealistic and users rather determine delay as the travel time di�erence
between an o�-peak and peak situation, or even between a ‘normal’ and ‘irregular’ peak
situation. The problem or challenge is to determine the correct reference situation, which
can be di�erent for each network or situation. Reliability indicators are based on travel time
variability. These indicators say something about the distribution of travel times, where this
can be a distribution over vehicles travelling the same route/relation or over di�erent days.
The problem or challenge is to determine area- or networkwide values. Economic indicat-
ors typically extrapolate physical measures, such as speed and travel time, into monetary
values. When referred to a free-�ow situation, they share the challenge of determining the
‘correct’ threshold values. Moreover, there is quite some discussion about the actual ‘cost’ of
congestion. The seventh category contains indicators that do not �t in any of the other cat-
egories, such as the so-called exposure indicators, which relate to how roadway congestion
impacts total transport system performance. This is an underdeveloped indicator type and
would ideally seek to provide a relative measure of how many urban travellers are a�ected
by the congestion. Obviously, the policy importance of roadway congestion in a city where
98% of peak hour tra�c takes place upon the roads is di�erent from that of a city where
only 60% of peak hour tra�c takes place upon roads. This is an area where further research
is still required.

Aftabuzzaman (2007) classi�ed and assessed congestion indicators by variable types,
being: basic measures, ratios, level of service measures and indices. He assessed the indic-
ators based on: demonstrates clarity and simplicity, describes the magnitude of congestion,
allows city comparison, provides a continuous value, includes travel time and relates to
public transport congestion relief. In this thesis, the impact of junction design choices is
evaluated. This involves comparing the level of congestion for di�erent network variants
for motorised vehicles. The assessment criteria regarding city comparison and public trans-
port are not relevant for this case. With regard to the other assessment criteria, only one
indicator from the basic measure type, being total delay, can meet all the criteria. The other
basic measures and ratios indicators do not describe the magnitude of the congestion, level
of service measures do not provide a continues value and do not include travel time and
indices do not demonstrate clarity and simplicity. Rao and Rao (2012) performed a similar
assessment of congestion indicators by variable type and assessment criteria. They con-
cluded that speed-based indicators best ful�l the criteria.

Bertini (2006) performed a survey among more than 500 transportation professionals and
academics, asking how congestion is de�ned and measured in metropolitan areas. Regard-
ing the measures, 29% used delay, 20% level of service, 14% travel time, 14% volume-capacity
ratio, 13% speed and 10% other indicators. Based on this survey, time is the dominant vari-
able used as congestion indicator.

Before choosing a congestion measure, for the sake of completeness, it is relevant to
mention research concerning accessibility. Although, in the strict sense, accessibility meas-
urement is di�erent from congestion measurement, the topics as well as the research are re-
lated. An extensive overview and evaluation of accessibility measures is provided by Geurs
and van Wee (2004). They di�erentiate four basic perspectives on measuring accessibility:
infrastructure-based, location-based, person-based and utility-based. The �rst, more or less,
corresponds with the congestion measures. For the other perspectives, travel time or travel
time variability is related to locations and/or persons and/or expresses as the (economic)
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bene�t people derive from access to spatially distributed activities. Relating to locations
and people lies outside the scope of this thesis.

Based on literature, a travel time/delay-based indicator seems most appropriate. These
indicators are mostly used. Total delay, also mentioned loss time, can meet all assessment
criteria. Another, not unimportant, advantage is that this matches with the congestion per-
formance measure that is intended to be used for the junction level. The remark regarding
the limitation of referring to a reference situation should be kept in mind during use and
analysis. In order to overcome this limitation, the total travel time can be used next to the
total delay (or loss time).

Accidents

In contrast with congestion, analysing accidents on a network level is rather similar for
junction and network level. Therefore, the explanation in this paragraph is brief. As for
junctions, in a network, accidents are generally expresses as the number of accidents by
type or severity (i.e. fatal, injury or material damage) only now for the whole network or
area for a speci�c time period. Since accidents, fortunately, do not often occur, relatively
long time periods are uses (e.g. one or more years). If the numbers are su�cient, accidents
are di�erentiated by road type or by junction versus road elements. Policy objectives are
often based on reducing the number of accidents in an area with a speci�c absolute number
or by a percentage. The general performance measure is the average number of fatal and/or
injury accidents by year.

Air pollution

Analysing air pollution on an network level is also rather similar for junction and network
level. As for junctions, for networks, air pollution can be expressed as a concentration
level, which is the amount of a particular substance within a cubic metre of air, for ex-
ample 30µg/m3 of NOx. As mentioned earlier, determining the concentration levels (i.e.
the dispersion of the substance), can be di�cult and unnecessary, because this is in�uenced
by numerous non-tra�c (and junction design) related factors. Alternatively, emissions are
simply expressed as the amount of a substance generated by tra�c in (kilo)grams (and thus
not by cubic metre). As said, the most important polluting substances that are produced by
tra�c are nitrogen-oxide (NOx) and particulate matter (PM10).

2.4 Existing junction design rules

After introducing junction design rules, the limitations of existing rules have been discussed
in Chapter 1. In this section, existing junction design rules are reviewed in more detail. The
purpose of this review is to determine which variables should (at least) be included in the
search for new junction design rules. Before discussing the actual existing rules, a speci�c
de�nition of junction design rules for this thesis is given, the main sources of the rules are
mentioned and a way to characterise junction design rules is provided. The section ends
with a discussion of existing rule generation methods.
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2.4.1 De�nition
In general, a rule is an accepted principle or instruction that states the way things are or
should be done, and tells you what you are allowed or not allowed to do. A design rule is
meant to regulate the creation of an object or system. Junction design rules are instructions
meant to regulate the appearance of a junction. Where, junction design involves both the
choice for the main type, such as signalised junction or roundabout, and choices concerning
the number and con�gurations of the approach and exit lanes, priority handling, slow tra�c
crossing facilities, signal control and numerous geometric attributes such as the lane length
and the central reservation width. According to this de�nition, junction design rules are
guidelines or standards controlling all aspects of a junction design.

In this thesis, a more speci�c de�nition of junction design rules is used. The identi�ca-
tion of viable junction design alternatives in the �rst stage of the junction design assessment
process is done by using simple tools. These tools use decision rules, in the form of trees,
look-up tables, �ow-charts, graphs or simple equations. This is the type of junction design
rules this research is focussing on. Some existing junction design ‘rules’ require (some form
of) performance data such as the average delay or the number of accidents as input. As-
suming that this data is not available, it should be obtained by surveys or models. However,
it is undesirable to perform surveys or use performance models in the �rst stage of the as-
sessment process. Therefore, ‘rules’ that require performance data are excluded from the
de�nition of junction design rules in this thesis.

2.4.2 Sources
Junction design rules, sometimes speci�ed by di�erent names such as ‘guidelines’ or ‘war-
rants’, can be found in design manuals, which are usually issued by government agencies
on a provincial, state or national level. For example, junction design rules are provided in
design manuals for the following countries: Australia (Austroads, 2013), Belgium (AWV,
2009), Germany (FGSV, 2007, 2013, 2015), France (SETRA, 2002), The Netherlands (CROW,
2008, 2012, 2013), UK (HE, 2017) and USA (AASHTO, 2010b; FHWA, 2012; TRB, 2000, 2001,
2010a, 2010b). The availability and content of the rules is country speci�c. This is caused
by the fact that policies, procedures, junction design alternatives, tra�c modes, tra�c be-
haviour and accepted modelling tools are very di�erent by country. For example, in some
countries turbo-roundabouts are generally accepted, whereas in other countries they are
not (yet) considered as a viable alternative. Another example is that the same roundabout
design can have a di�erent operational and safety performance in di�erent countries. In
essence, there are no universal junction design rules, although some corresponding rules
appear in di�erent countries.

2.4.3 Characterisation
There exists a large variety of junction design rules, scattered over design manuals and
technical documents. In order to create some order in this forest of rules, junction design
rules can be characterised by the variables involved. The following types of variables can
be distinguished:

• Target/output variables: Refers to the speci�c target variable the rule determines.
This can range from the main junction type to a speci�c junction attribute such as
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whether a left-turn bay is needed on the major approach to a priority junction. The
variable can result in a speci�c value (e.g. referring to a junction type) or just in a true
or false (e.g. whether a left turn bay should be applied). Moreover, rules can predict
one or more junction design alternatives. In the latter case, the target variable is a
set of alternatives. Or, a rule can be used to exclude an alternative or attribute from
a prede�ned set. Many rules provide a check, using one or more threshold values,
whether a speci�c alternative type or attribute should be excluded from the viable set
of junction design alternatives.

• Predictor/input variables: Rules typically require limited and/or easily obtainable in-
put data. Most rules require one or more tra�c �ow volume related variables, such
as the total twenty-four hour volume or the peak hour volumes for the major and/or
minor roads, or the percentage of left turning tra�c from the major or minor road.
Other rules require speci�c site or network data, such as the road types of the ap-
proach roads, the presence of a school or an adjacent coordinated tra�c signals or
grade crossing.

• Objective: The ‘advice’ a speci�c rule gives, is generally based on an underlying ob-
jective, typically the operational objective. It for example excludes a speci�c junction
type because the operational performance is expected to be below a certain threshold
value. Or it selects the junction design alternative with the best operational perform-
ance (e.g. with the minimum average delay). There are rules which focus on other
objectives such as safety. Sometimes, multiple objectives are combined in one rule.

Additionally, before taking a closer look at the actual junction design rules, it is useful
to realise that junction design rules can have di�erent appearances. The appearance of
junction design rules can be characterised by the following properties:

• Form: Rules can be expressed in many ways. They can be formulated as an if-then-
else code, but can also be presented as graphs, look-up tables, decision trees, equations
or a simple (ordered) list. Many design manuals provide two-dimensional graphs, in
which users can easily point out a speci�c value for the target variable. Sometimes, a
simple equation is provided which produces a certain value which then can be used
to determine a target variable.

• Individual or system: What is called a rule in one design manual can be a system of
rules in another. In decision trees, multiple individual rules are often combined and
presented as one ‘system of rules’.

2.4.4 Main types
Many possible combinations of variable types and appearances exist, resulting in a multi-
tude of junction design rule types. Based on the number of occurrences in literature, four
main types of junction design rules can be distinguished, characterised by their target and
predictor variables. For each type the most common rules are mentioned and explained
brie�y. Although various references are mentioned, it is by no means the intention or even
possible to discuss all rules and sources. Nevertheless, a more extensive overview of existing
junction design rules can be found in Appendix A.
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Type I: Junction type based on tra�c �ow variables

This is by far the most common type of junction design rules. The general principle is that
a speci�c junction type is selected or excluded based on one or more tra�c �ow variables.
Various forms exist.

A frequently applied form advises the main junction type based on the major and minor
road tra�c volumes, providing a region in a graph for which a speci�c type is the best type
from an operational point of view. Figure 2.2 shows an example of this type of rule.

Figure 2.2 Example of junction design rule of Type I: Reprinted from Highway Capacity Manual
2000, TRB, 2000

During the 1970s and 1980s a diagram was developed based on UK practice (GBDOT,
1987), which helps to determine whether an at-grade junction has su�cient capacity (i.e.
tra�c can be handled with reasonable delays) or not. This can be determined from the
tra�c volumes (vehicles per day) on the major (primary) and minor (secondary) roads. This
was later extended with areas in which roundabouts and/or signals should (also) be con-
sidered (IHT, 2008). Various publications refer to this diagram or its predecessor (IRC, 1994;
NTA, 2003; GLA, 2009). A similar diagram was constructed in the USA, advising all-way stop
controlled (AWSC), two-way stop controlled (TWSC) or signal controlled junctions, based
on the major and minor street peak hour two-way volume (veh/h) (TRB, 2000). This is the
diagram shown in Figure 2.2. This diagram was later re�ned by Han et al. (2008), whom
constructed di�erent diagrams based on the percentage of left turning tra�c. Tracz (2000,
2004) constructed a similar �gure for application in Poland. SETRA (2002) presented a dia-
gram showing the �eld of application for roundabouts in France. Goudappel Co�eng (2015)
extended the basic diagram, to di�erentiate between di�erent types of (turbo)roundabouts
based on peak hour volumes and added a measure for the ease of crossing for bicycles and
pedestrians for the Netherlands, thus adding an extra operational objective.

Another frequently applied form is a table in which one or more threshold values are
given for a speci�c junction type whether it should be considered (for further research)
or not. Table 2.2 shows an example from the Netherlands (CROW, 2012), in which two
thresholds are given for three junction types. If one of the threshold values is exceeded
the capacity of the speci�c type is regarded as not su�cient and the type should not be
considered. The con�icting �ow in Table 2.2 is the sum of the approaching and circulating
�ows for each arm. The maximum value is compared with the threshold value. The rules
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Junction type 24h �ow (veh/24h) Con�icting �ow (pcu/h)
Priority junction 18,000 1,100
Single-lane roundabout 25,000 1,500
Turboroundabout 38,000 2,100

Table 2.2 Example of junction design rule of Type I: Adapted from Handboek Wegontwerp, CROW,
2012

are referred to as ‘rules of thumb’. Similar tables, either smaller or larger, can be found in
other publications (e.g. CROW, 2008; SANRAL, n.d.).

Another type of threshold based junction design rules are the ‘signal warrants’ presen-
ted in the Manual on Uniform Tra�c Control Devices (MUTCD) by FHWA (2012). The
installation of a tra�c signal should be considered if one or more of the in total nine war-
rants in the reference manual are met. The �rst warrant considers the eight-hour vehicular
volume. Volume thresholds are given in a table for the major and minor approach for a
series of di�erent conditions (e.g. dependent upon the number of lanes on the major and
minor approach), the approach speed and the area type. The need for a tra�c signal should
be considered if the threshold is exceeded for any of the eight hours of an average day.
Warrant 2 and 3 respectively consider four-hour and peak hour vehicular volumes based on
thresholds in graphs with the major and minor approach volumes. The graph for the four-
hour warrant is shown in Figure 2.3. Warrant 4 considers pedestrian volumes similarly.

Figure 2.3 Example of junction design rule of Type I: Reprinted from Manual on Uniform Tra�c
Control Devices by FHWA, 2012

Warrants 5 to 9 use other type of rules and are discusses in the regarding sections below.
The MUTCD also provides criteria and conditions for other junction types, such as all- and
two-way stop or yield control and roundabouts. CROW (1998) provides sixteen diagrams
similar to Figure 2.3, although the function type varies, for the consideration of di�erent
types of roundabouts with di�erent types of bicycle �ows and priority types. A slightly
di�erent, however similar rule, is presented by SETRA (2002). They advise three levels (of
detail) of capacity study that should be conducted based on the annual average daily tra�c
(AADT) on the major and minor roads.

All the rules discussed until now are primarily based on an operational objective. The
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application areas and threshold lines are generally based on a certain level of delay that is
accepted or not. Figure 2.4 shows one of the few examples where the choice for a junction
type is based on the relationship between the safety level and the tra�c volumes on the
major and minor roads (SweRoads, 2000).

Figure 2.4 Example of junction design rule of Type I: Reprinted from Highway Design Report by
SweRoad, 2000

The �gure shows a graph for a three arm junction with a 70 km/h speed limit on the
main road, based on Swedish accident statistics. The choice is whether to select a priority
junction or a signal controlled junction.

Type II: Junction type based on road characteristics

A second main type of junction design rules that is fairly common determines the main
junction type based on the characteristics of the crossing roads. The choices are (implicitly)
based on multiple underlying objectives, mostly regarding operation and safety and re�ect
a certain policy of the road authority. Although larger roads, imply that the tra�c volumes
on it are also higher, no tra�c �ow variables are used. The junction type is based on the road
types only. Figure 2.5 shows an example of this type of junction design rules from Canada
(ICBC, 2003). The general principle is that one or more junction types are advised based on
the road types of the major and minor road that are crossing at the junction. The rows and
columns represent di�erent road types, whereas the cells convey the junction types that
should be considered for this type of crossing. Similar tables can be found in AWV (2009);
Austroads (2013); FGSV (2013); HE (2017).

Type III: Junction attribute based on tra�c �ow variables

The third main type is closely related to the �rst type, in that they are also based on tra�c
�ow variables. However, instead of the main junction type, a particular junction element
is under consideration. In many rules, a decision has to made concerning some lane char-
acteristic, such as the number of lanes, addition of a turn bay, the length of a lane or even
the turn-radius. Figure 2.6 shows an example that indicates the conditions that may justify
the use of two approach lanes on the minor road (TRB, 2001). This can be determined for
each approach based on the peak hour volumes for the major and minor approaches and the
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Figure 2.5 Example of junction design rule of Type II: Reprinted from Strategy for Improving
Intersections Safety - Model Guidelines for Intersection Design and Operations, ICBC, 2003

Figure 2.6 Example of junction design rule of Type III: Reprinted from Evaluating Intersection
Improvements: An Engineering Study Guide, by TRB, 2000

percentage of right-turns on the minor road. A similar graph is provided in TRB (2001) for
determining if the bay storage length of a stopped approach is adequate based on the turn
and con�icting volumes. Similar rules can be found in CROW (2013).

Type IV: Junction type based on site or network characteristics

The fourth main type of junction design rules helps to determine the junction type based
on site or network characteristics. This type of rules is far less common.

The earlier mentioned ‘signal warrants’ (FHWA, 2012) contain rules of this type. Each
warrant contains criteria by which a tra�c control signal should be considered (or not).
Warrant 5 assumes there are crossing schoolchildren and compares their numbers with the
gaps in the tra�c stream. Warrant 6 has criteria to test the need for a coordinated signal
system. Warrant 7 uses the severity and frequency of crashes in order to determine whether
a signal should be installed. Warrant 8 provides criteria to test the need for a tra�c signal
based on the importance of the junction in the network (e.g. when it is part of the principal
road network for through tra�c). These rules try to choose a local junction design that
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contributes to a certain network objective, although the latter is not mentioned explicitly.
These network e�ects will be dealt with when evaluating junction design rules in later
chapters. Warrant 9 reckons with proximity of a grade crossing. Basically, these rules simply
reckon with the presence of something on or near the site of the junction, such as crossing
school children, an adjacent (coordinated) tra�c signal or grade crossing. Other site speci�c
rules e.g. consider bus stops and/or routes, parking manoeuvres and facilities, emergency
services, bridges, freight tra�c routes and spatial planning (TRB, 2000; CROW, 2012, 2013;
HE, 2017).

Combination of junction design rules

The four main types cover the majority of available junction design rules. In practice, many
rules are combined in a system or set of rules, frequently following a certain hierarchy
which is often presented as a series of steps or a decision tree. The earlier mentioned ‘signal
warrants’ are a system of rules for considering a tra�c signal. The warrants combine di�er-
ent types of rules. If one of the warrants is met, a tra�c signal should be considered. This
was extended for multiple junction types in (TRB, 2000) where a system of rules (including
the signal warrants) was presented including consideration of priority junctions and round-
abouts. Various speci�c systems of rules exists for the consideration of a tra�c signal or a
speci�c junction type, such as a roundabout (e.g. TRB, 2010a; CROW, 2008).

Another example of a combination of rule types is expressed as an ordered list. CROW
(2013) suggest a preferred order of junction design types from a safety point of view. The
rule prescribes to �rst evaluate the operational performance of a roundabout (e.g. by using
one of the rules of Type I). If for some reason (e.g. capacity or available space), a round-
about is not possible, then try a priority junction. If a priority junction is also not possible,
then ultimately, try a signalised junction. This preferred order stems from the idea that
roundabouts are safer than other junction types.

2.4.5 Rule generation
Most existing rules have been developed over a period of many years based on a combin-
ation of data collection and expert judgement. Literature about a systematic generation of
decision rules for junction design based on (modelled) data is exceptionally rare. Han et
al. (2008) used the HCM 2010 methodologies (TRB, 2010a) to distinguish between di�erent
junction types based on the major and minor street volumes in order to test and improve the
HCM 2000 Exhibit 10-15. They generated a dataset with more than 6,000 scenarios of vary-
ing tra�c �ows for three main junction types (all-way stop control, two-way stop control
and signal control). The results are analysed by plotting them in 2- and 3D diagrams us-
ing the major and minor volumes and the average control delay classi�ed by junction type,
in order to identify the areas where a junction type has the lowest delay. The original dia-
gram was then adjusted for di�erent percentages of left turning tra�c. Vitins and Axhausen
(2012) used the HCM 2000 methodologies to determine so-called shape grammars for junc-
tion type choice based on the total tra�c volume and the through tra�c share for three and
four arm junctions. A dataset with an unknown number of tra�c �ow scenarios was gener-
ated for four main junction types (all-way stop control, two-way stop control, signal control
and roundabout). From a data analysis of di�erent plots it was concluded that there exists
a large dependency of junction delays on through tra�c shares and total tra�c volumes.
Matrix shape grammars (i.e. look-up tables) were then formulated for both three and four
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arm junctions. Although these studies provided interesting approaches, they examined a
limited number of junction designs and demand volumes and moreover, they conducted a
manual analysis of the generated data. Tarko, Azam and Inerowicz (2010) �rst generated a
dataset with the operational performance of 1,296 scenarios for di�erent junction designs
and tra�c patterns using VISSIM. They considered six junction design types, ranging from
conventional priority junctions to jughandle junctions and roundabouts, determining the
total delay, stop delay and the average number of stops per vehicle. A classi�cation tree
method was then used to group the scenarios into as many homogeneous classes as pos-
sible. For example, a class is homogeneous (or pure) if all the included junctions exhibit
capacity shortages. Classes were constructed for capacity shortage as well as delay. Based
on these classes one can easily discover the average operational performance for one or more
junction design alternatives. Still, only a limited number of junction designs and tra�c �ow
scenarios was conducted and classes were constructed only based on operational perform-
ances. Nevertheless, using a data classi�cation or more generally, a data mining method,
seems a promising approach in order to derive junction design rules from modelled data.
Even more due to the fact that research regarding data mining methods has taken a leap in
the past decades.

2.5 Conclusions
The chapter started with an exploration of the junction design selection criteria based on
a survey conducted in the Netherlands. The most important criterion for selecting the best
junction design is clearly tra�c safety, followed at a respectable distance, by tra�c opera-
tion. Subsequently, the negative e�ects of tra�c on junctions and network level were dis-
cussed and performance measures for congestion, accidents and air pollution were presen-
ted. Table 2.3 summarises the performance measures for both the junction and network
level based on the literature review in this chapter.

Negative e�ect Junction Network
Congestion Average delay (s) Total travel time/delay (h)
Accidents Number of fatal-and-injury accidents per year
Air pollution Substance emissions (g)

Table 2.3 Overview of performance measures for junction and network level

In the second part of this chapter, existing junction design rules were described. A de�n-
ition of junction design rules was given, in which performance needing predictor variables
were excluded. The main sources and characterisation were described and four main types
of existing junction design rules were discussed. Based on the presented review a list of
target and predictor variables that at least should be considered in the search for new rules
can be constructed.

Before presenting an overview of variables, it should be noted that part of the predictor
(input) variables used in existing junction design rules, are junction design attributes. In
various rules, variables are used to di�erentiate the threshold values (or functions) for dif-
ferent situations. Figure 2.3, for example, which can be used to determine whether a tra�c
signal should be considered, shows di�erent threshold lines for di�erent numbers of lanes
on the major and minor road. This rule can therefore be used to evaluate a tra�c signal
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for di�erent junction design alternatives. Although the number of lanes seems to be a pre-
dictor (input) variable for the rule, it is in fact a target (output) variable. Therefore, in these
conclusions, all predictor variables related to the junction design, including network related
variables, are presented as target (output) variables. This leaves only �ow based variables
as predictor variables, as can be seen in Table 2.4. The table shows an overview of the target
(output) and predictor (input) variables based on the existing rules. Di�erent units are used

Type Variables
Target Main junction type, roundabout type, number of arms, number of ap-

proach lanes, number of circulating lanes, exclusive left turn lane(s), bi-
cycle priority regulation, ghost island/central reservation width, speed
limit, presence of school, distance to adjacent (coordinated) control sig-
nals, distance to grade crossing, major road type, minor road type, area
type, signal control type, lane length, right-turn lane radius

Predictor Total volume, total major volume, total minor volume, maximum minor
volume, con�icting �ow, entry volume, circulating volume, percentage
of right-turns on minor road, percentage of left-turns on the major road,
bicycle and/or pedestrian volume, pedestrian crossing volume, through
tra�c share, turning proportion, gap frequency

Table 2.4 Overview of variables used in existing junction design rules

for the volume based variables. Both twenty-four and one hour units are used. The �rst
often as the average annual daily tra�c (AADT) volume and the latter as the eight-hour,
four-hour or peak hour volume. For the twenty-four hour volumes, numbers of vehicles
are used, whereas for the hourly volumes both numbers of vehicles and passenger car units
(pcu’s) are used. For the latter, freight tra�c (truck) is weighted as multiple passenger car
units (e.g. 2.5).

Most existing rules are based on an (underlying) operational objective, predominantly
being the (volume weighted) average delay (s). Some rules are based on the volume-capacity
ratio and one rule used the ease of crossing for pedestrians and bicycles. Although a num-
ber of rules is based on a safety objective, it is often unclear which indicator is used for
this. For some rules, the number of accidents/year is mentioned. Other objectives, such as
environmental impact, are not mentioned. Neglecting or implicitly accounting for speci�c
objectives restricts and complicates the assessment of multiple objectives in a later stage of
the junction design assessment process.

Lastly, existing junction design rule generation literature was discussed. It was con-
cluded that using a data classi�cation or more generally, a data mining method, seems a
promising approach in order to derive junction design rules from modelled data. Even more
due to the fact that research regarding data mining methods has taken a leap in the past
decades. This is explored further in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Alternative identi�cation:
Modelling background

In Chapter 1 and 2 it was explained that existing junction design rules, which are used to
identify alternatives in the �rst stage of the junction design assessment process, are incom-
plete and non-transparent. Moreover, there is lack of data and methods to determine new
rules that can overcome these de�ciencies. The basic idea to solve this problem is to gener-
ate data by using junction performance models and derive new rules from the data by using
data mining methods. In this chapter, the data and modelling requirements, as well as a
review of existing models and methods, for both the data generation and data mining are
provided. This knowledge is used to formulate the resulting general framework in Chapter
4.

The chapter starts with a discussion of the background information for data generation
in Section 3.1. This section begins with a description of the data requirements. Next, a
general introduction to junction performance models is provided as well as the modelling
requirements. Subsequently, reviews of existing models for the operational, safety and en-
vironmental performance models are given. It is discussed, which models or model types,
best meet the requirements. In Section 3.2 background information about data mining and
data mining methods is provided. The section starts with a general introduction to data min-
ing, data mining methods and the requirements for the challenge at hand. It is concluded
that decision tree methods are the most promising data mining methods for determining
junction design rules. Therefore, these are discussed in more details. After a brief introduc-
tion of decision trees and decision tree inducers, methods for both single- and multi-label
decision trees are discussed. The chapter ends with conclusions in Section 3.3.

39
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3.1 Data generation
In order to determine new rules by using data mining methods, a dataset is needed contain-
ing one or more optimal or viable junction design alternatives (i.e. a Pareto set) for each
tra�c �ow pattern. In turn, in order to determine the optimal or viable junction design
alternative(s) for each tra�c �ow pattern, the performances for each junction design al-
ternative are needed. These are calculated by way of tra�c models or to be more speci�c
junction performance models.

Since the number of combinations is in�nite, the required size of the dataset depends on
the number of junction design alternatives, the number of tra�c �ow variables, the required
range of the tra�c �ows and the required complexity and accuracy of the resulting rules in
combination with the chosen data mining method. Since most of these values are very case
speci�c, the size of the dataset will be determined when discussing the cases in Chapter 4.
However, to get an idea of the order of magnitude, it is useful to mention that Han et al.
(2008) generated a dataset with about 6,000 tra�c �ow pattern for three main junction types
of limited size in order to generate a rule using two variables. When more junction types,
sizes and variables are used, it is save to state that the dataset should at least contain 10,000
tra�c �ow patterns to obtain accurate results. Di�erent dataset sizes will be evaluated in
Chapter 5.

In the remaining part of this section, the background of junction performance models
will be discussed, starting with the general introduction and the requirements.

3.1.1 Junction performance models
The input of the performance models should correspond with the target (junction design)
and predictor (tra�c �ow pattern) variables, where the output should correspond with the
performance measures, as discussed in Tables 2.4 and 2.3 in Chapter 2. Figure 3.1 shows a
schematic representation of the performance modelling for one speci�c tra�c �ow pattern,
with a total volume of 1,000 pcu/h and a four arm signalised junction design alternative
with two approach lanes on arms for the major road and one approach lane on the arms
for the minor road. In this example, this results in a (volume weighted) average delay of
22.15 seconds, an estimated number of fatal injuries of 0.89 per year and an emission of 0.11
grams of NOx for the peak hour under consideration.

In order to generate a dataset which can be used for deriving junction design rules, the
junction performance models should meet the following requirements:

• The model should be able to deal with di�erent junction types, such as equal junc-
tions, priority (stop and give-way) junctions, signalised junctions and di�erent types
of (turbo)roundabouts.

• The model should be able to deal with junction design variables such as the main
junction type, but also with the number of arms, the number and con�guration of
the approach and exit lanes, circulating lanes, central reservation widths, crossing
facilities and (priority) signs. The exact list of variables depends on the case at hand.

• Since the performances of a lot of di�erent tra�c �ow patterns should be determ-
ined, it is undesirable to provide manual signal setting, such as the cycle time and
green times. Signal settings should be calculated automatically based on a prede�ned
objective (e.g. minimise the total delay).
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Objective Performance measure Value
Operation Average delay (s) 22.15
Safety Fatal injuries per year 0.89
Environment NOx emission (g) 0.11

Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of performance modelling for one speci�c tra�c demand
pattern and junction design alternative

• Eventually the resulting junction design rules are used as part of the �rst stage of
the junction design assessment process. In this stage, it is desirable that tra�c �ow
variables with a limited level of detail are required. For example, one does not want
to have to collect tra�c �ows for each lane or movement for each vehicle type for
every �ve minute time interval. General tra�c �ows, such as shown in Figure 3.1 are
preferred. This does not necessarily mean that the model should only work with this
level of detail for its input data. It is possible to use a model that requires more detailed
input data, but then either some default assumptions have to be made or variations
of input data have to be used (and aggregated at a later moment).

• The model should be able to deal with slow tra�c. This involves both pedestrian and
bicycle �ows as well as speci�c (crossing) facilities for these.

• Preferably, the model can be used or at least be calibrated for use in di�erent countries,
dealing with speci�c junction design issues as well as tra�c behaviour such as gap
acceptance.

• The di�erent performance models for operation, safety and environment should be
consistent in the sense of required input data and the model type, as a result of which
the performance measures can be compared fairly and combined in order to determine
Pareto optimal sets.

• The model should be fast, in sense of computing time, since it has to be used many
times. E.g. for 100,000 tra�c �ow patterns and 20 junction design alternatives, it is
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used 2 million times. These numbers can increase when more complex tra�c �ows
and junction design alternatives are used.

• Preferably, the junction performance models can also be used as part of the framework
for determining the network e�ects of local junction design selection criteria, which
will be dealt with in the Chapters 7-11.

With these requirements in mind, subsequently the operational, safety and environ-
mental performance models are now discussed.

3.1.2 Operational performance models
As stated in Chapter 2, the preferred measure for operational performance is delay (in
seconds, minutes or hours). This can be either the total, average or maximum value. Al-
though delay is the dominant performance measure, other measures, such as the volume-
capacity ratio and queue length are also important to know. This is both for analysis pur-
poses and as (potential) input variable for safety and environmental performance models.
Most operational performance models provide multiple measures, since the calculation of
delay is linked to or fed by other measures.

A vast amount of literature and software applications exist concerning operational per-
formance models for junctions. Due to the considerable variety of model types it is challen-
ging to categorise and asses them. Literature in which di�erent model types are reviewed is
rare and between reviews di�erences in category de�nitions exist (e.g. FHWA, 2004; Akçe-
lik, 2007; Austroads, 2010). Here, the classi�cation as suggested by Akçelik (2007) is used.
Table 3.1 shows the general framework for road tra�c models that he suggested.

Tra�c elements
Road geometry elements

Approaches Lane groups Lanes
Individual vehicles Micro-simulation
Platoons Macro-simulation Meso-simulation
Drive cycles Micro-analytical
Tra�c �ows Macro-analytical Meso-analytical Meso/Micro-analytical
Speed-�ow relationships Macro-analytical

Table 3.1 General framework for road tra�c models

The columns show the level of detail for the road geometry elements used for model-
ling, being approaches (arms), lane groups (combined movements and/or lanes) and lanes
(or even lane segments). The modelling output is determined for these as a minimum level
of detail. The rows show the di�erent tra�c elements that are used in the model. Individual
vehicles speak for themselves. Platoons are groups of vehicles that share the same char-
acteristics. Drive cycles encompass the di�erent tra�c states of (groups of) vehicles such
as deceleration, cruise and acceleration. Tra�c �ow models use average �ows for a spe-
ci�c period of time (e.g. pcu/h). Speed-�ow models determine the operational performance
based on speed-�ow diagrams. Akçelik distinguishes macro-, meso- or microscopic models
and simulation or analytical models. A simulation model uses various rules (mostly in the
form of mathematical equations) for movement of vehicles in a system (individually or in
platoons). The most detailed type, modelling the interaction between individual vehicles,
is the microscopic simulation model. When platoons are used, the type is either macro-
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or mesoscopic simulation. Analytical models use direct mathematical computations to de-
termine system states. This can be done based on drive cycles, tra�c �ows or speed-�ow
relationships.

Besides the model types mentioned, models can be deterministic or stochastic. In de-
terministic models, the output of the model is fully determined by the parameter values
and the initial conditions. Stochastic models posses some inherent randomness. The same
set of parameter values and initial conditions will lead to an ensemble of di�erent outputs.
Simulation models are predominantly stochastic and analytical models deterministic, al-
though the latter often incorporate stochastic (randomised) elements. Another distinction
that can be made for models is whether they are static or dynamic. Static models assume a
constant state of �ow and operational performance over a period of time, typically a peak
hour. Dynamic models di�erentiate �ows and tra�c states over time. Simulation models
are mostly dynamic (e.g. re-evaluating the tra�c state every (few) second(s)), thus simulat-
ing the propagation of time. Analytical models are generally static, although they can deal
with multiple periods (e.g. by using equations reckoning with a tra�c state from a previous
period).

Basically, all model types as presented in Table 3.1 can provide the desired operational
performance measures. The challenge is to �nd the right balance between reliable and su�-
ciently detailed results and feasible input demands and computing time (i.e. to �nd a balance
between microscopic simulation models on the one hand and macroscopic analytical mod-
els on the other hand). Most models are systems of sub-models and/or algorithms, that have
been developed during many years and that are not (completely) documented but have been
integrated into, often commercial, software applications. Therefore, examples of worldwide
well-known software applications will be mentioned when discussing respectively the sim-
ulation and analytical models in more detail. The list of applications mentioned is by no
means exhaustive.

Simulation models

As said, simulation models are predominantly dynamic and stochastic. One of the main
advantages of dynamic tra�c models mentioned in literature is that they are better in de-
termining the correct location of tra�c jams and queues (i.e. by modelling blocking-back
e�ects and thus travel times on routes in a more realistic way). This is especially relev-
ant for network situations however less relevant for isolated junctions. A disadvantage of
dynamic models is that they require more (detailed) input data, although this depends on
whether the model is macro-, meso- or microscopic. For all these types, something needs
to be said about the pattern (in time) of vehicles approaching the junction. For the purpose
of using junction design rules, in the �rst stage of the junction design assessment process,
it is undesirable that one has to provide tra�c �ow patterns distributed in time. In order to
avoid this problem, one could combine the results of multiple prede�ned default patterns
or, as done in many studies, use equally distributed (�at) �ow patterns. Stochastic mod-
els better represent human nature (i.e. individual di�erences in making choices). The cost
is that one needs multiple runs (e.g. with di�erent random seeds) and that ultimately the
results must be combined or averaged in some way. The number of runs depends on the
situation and the desired con�dence interval, but 10-100 runs are not uncommon. Micro-
scopic simulation models, modelling individual vehicles, can model the �ow and interaction
of tra�c on a junction in the most detailed way. Various (commercial) software applications
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have been developed and proven in practice over the years, such as VISSIM, AIMSUN and
PARAMICS. These models can deal with all kind of signalised and unsignalised junctions
and roundabouts and both motorised, bicycle and pedestrian tra�c �ows, for both networks
and isolated junctions. However, they also require detailed input data, both for the junction
design and the (dynamic) �ow patterns. Moreover, since they re-evaluate the location and
characteristics of each vehicle, every (few) seconds(s), they are computationally demanding.
Macro- and mesoscopic simulation models, use platoons instead of individual vehicles and
are therefore generally less computationally demanding. Examples of renowned software
applications of these types are SATURN, TRANSYT(-7F) and CONTRAM, where the �rst two
are macroscopic and the latter mesoscopic. SATURN and CONTRAM are primarily tra�c
assignment models, where junctions are part of an urban network. They can handle mul-
tiple junction types, but are less suitable for modelling isolated junctions. TRANSYT(-7F) is
speci�cally meant for modelling signalised junctions.

Analytical models

Analytical models are predominantly static and deterministic. As said, analytical models use
direct mathematical computations to determine system states. A regularly but incorrectly
stated disadvantage of analytical models in general, is that they are unable to provide cor-
rect results at high degrees of saturation. Most analytical models can determine delays and
other performance measures for highly or oversaturated situations and are able to deal with
downstream blockage. The static and deterministic nature makes analytical models compu-
tationally fast and assures that they will always produce the same results for a speci�c set
of input data. Macroscopic analytical models are either based on tra�c �ows for which the
results are determined, by approach (arm) or based on speed-�ow relationships. Examples
of software application are ARCADY and RODEL, both meant for modelling roundabouts.
This model type can also be found in many transport planning packages (e.g. CUBE, EMME,
VISUM or OmniTRANS), in which they are part of static tra�c assignment models, although
many of these packages nowadays incorporate meso- of even microscopic analytical mod-
els for junctions. For modelling roundabouts or as part of an assignment model, this type
of model is su�cient. For modelling junctions and roundabouts in more detail (e.g. with
crossing slow tra�c �ows), a meso- or microscopic model is needed. At this point, special
attention should be paid to the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), which is a publication
of the Transportation Research Board (TRB) of the National Academies of Sciences in the
United States. It contains methodologies for roundabouts, signalised and unsignalised junc-
tions that have been developed and updated regularly since the 1950s. The latest version is
the HCM 2016 or HCM6 (TRB, 2016). The HCM consist of macro-, meso- and microscopic
analytical methods and has been implemented in many software applications. The software
application HCS is a direct implementation of the HCM methodologies. Other applications
such as SIDRA-Intersection contain the HCM as an alternative approach. A similar work is
the HBS (FGSV, 2015) which is often referred to as the German HCM, which is among oth-
ers implemented in LISA+. SIDRA-Intersection is an example of the most detailed analytical
model, with a lane-by-lane drive cycle based approach. The latter is especially interesting
when combined with emission models, which are discussed in Section 3.1.4.
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Conclusions

To conclude, simulation models provide excellent results, however the added value in com-
parison with analytical models is limited. Simulation models require more input data and
need substantially more computing time than analytical models, due to their dynamic and
stochastic nature. Therefore, simulation models are regarded as unsuitable for the purpose
of the research presented in this thesis. This also applies for the safety and environmental
modelling approaches which need (vehicle) simulation data as input. Since the di�erences
in input data and computing time are negligible, micro- or mesoscopic analytical models are
preferred over macroscopic models. An implementation of a recent version (2010/2016) of
the HCM seems the most logical choice. In particular, since calibration methods for local
circumstances are provided.

3.1.3 Safety performance models
As stated in Chapter 2, the preferred performance measure for safety is the number of
(fatal-and-injury) accidents per year. However, in tra�c models typically no accidents oc-
cur (Wismans, 2012). Modelling of actual accidents, in terms of time and place, in current
tra�c models is complicated since numerous factors in�uence the probability of an accident
occurrence. Although some e�orts to model accidents or near-accidents were made, these
are predominantly linked to microscopic (dynamic) simulation models.

Although most literature concerning safety performance models deals with one spe-
ci�c category or type of model, various classi�cations of safety performance models can be
found in literature (e.g. OECD, 1997; European Commission, 2004; Archer, 2005; Wismans,
Van Berkum & Bliemer, 2012; Wismans, 2012). Archer (2005) states that four mainstream
modelling approaches for tra�c safety modelling can be identi�ed: descriptive models, pre-
dictive/analytical models, risk models and accident consequence models. This distinction
was adopted from an earlier report from OECD (1997). Descriptive models are the most
commonly used at a system level and are based on tra�c data and exposure data. Predict-
ive/analytical models are used to predict how changes in independent variables are expec-
ted to in�uence dependent variables in accordance with mathematical models that describe
these relationships. Risk models are mainly used to identify and qualify risk factors that
explain and predict individual road-user behaviour. Accident consequence models aim to
reduce the consequences of accidents by identifying in�uential factors. The latter two ap-
proaches are not relevant for the purpose of the research presented in this thesis, since they
primarily focus on very speci�c individual driver behaviour aspects and do not result in an
overall level of safety or number of accidents for a road segment or junction. The European
Commission (2004) issued a report concerning models for tra�c and safety development and
interventions in which they made distinctions between aggregate and disaggregate models
and between descriptive and explanatory models. They however concentrated on time-
series modelling and comparisons between tra�c safety levels in di�erent countries, which
makes this classi�cation less useful for this thesis. Wismans et al. (2012) and Wismans (2012)
stated that three model types can be distinguished to assess e�ects on tra�c safety: acci-
dent risk based models (ARBM), accident prediction models (APM) and safety performance
indicators (SPI). ARBMs are descriptive models and based on tra�c accident data and ex-
posure data. APMs are based on available data to quantify the relation between accidents
and quantities that describe the infrastructure use and characteristics. An SPI describes the
quality of tra�c safety of a tra�c system and is similar to an APM. SPIs however produce
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so-called surrogate measures of tra�c safety instead of an actual number of accidents. This
classi�cation was used in search of a tra�c safety model that can be used in combination
with a dynamic tra�c assignment model with a focus on link-based models, although also
some junction-based models were mentioned. The threefold classi�cation of tra�c safety
models corresponds with the �rst two types as suggested by Archer (2005) and OECD (1997),
where ARBMs match with the descriptive models category and the APMs and SPIs are both
speci�c forms of predictive/analytical models, and will be used to discuss the models in
more detail.

ARBMs

ARBMs are descriptive models and are based on the relationship between the ‘three basic
dimensions of tra�c safety’, being risk, exposure and consequences. Each is considered rel-
evant given the fact that changes in any one particular dimension will have an in�uence on
the overall tra�c safety situation. Figure 3.2 shows a graphical presentation of the dimen-
sions as suggested by Rumar (1988). This model is representative for all ARBMs which are

Figure 3.2 The three dimensions of tra�c safety as proposed by Rumar: Reprinted from Collective
Risk but Individual Safety by Rumar, 1988

based on (historical) accident and exposure data. A commonly used risk value is the number
of accidents per million vehicle kilometres, possibility di�erentiated by road type or estim-
ated as a function of �ow. These models represent a useful instrument for descriptive and
comparative tra�c safety analysis (Archer, 2005). Although these models are also often used
in combination with both static and dynamic assignment models in order to predict changes
in the number of accidents as a result of measures taken (e.g. Lord, 2002; Dijkstra, Bald, Benz
& Gaitanidou, 2008; Wismans, 2012). Wismans (2012) used the ARBM in combination with
a dynamic assignment model in order to evaluate di�erent dynamic tra�c management
measures, where injury accident risk �gures were determined for �ve di�erent road types.
Zantema, Van Amelsfort, Bliemer and Bovy (2008) used the ARBM in combination with a
dynamic tra�c assignment model in order to assess the e�ects of pay-as-you-drive on tra�c
safety. Most ARBMs are related to network or road type characteristics.
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An example of junction crash rates is provided by the Massachusetts Department of
Transport (MASSDOT). They provide an average crash rate/million entering vehicles for
both signalised and unsignalised junctions (e.g. 0.80 and 0.60 respectively (MASSDOT,
2015)). Additional crash rates are available for each district separately and the rates are
updated on a yearly basis. Problems with such models are often related to the availability
and quality of both exposure and accident data (Archer, 2005). This is even more relev-
ant for (urban) junctions, since this data is even less available. Dijkstra (2014) concluded
that only very limited resources exist which can help us provide insight in the tra�c safety
on (urban) junctions in the Netherlands. Only Dijkstra (1998) and Janssen (2003) reported
ARBM-like models concerning urban junctions. Dijkstra (2014) used the models from this
studies and combined them with data from Fortuijn (2012) concerning di�erent types of
(turbo-)roundabouts and data concerning the percentage of cyclists, moped riders and ped-
estrians in injury crashes. The resulting models were compared with results from accident
prediction models as reported by Bonneson and Pratt (2009). This study resulted in a method
to estimate the changes in safety e�ects due to changes to a junction, or for a comparison
of alternatives. The method can deal with di�erent types of junctions, the total number of
passing vehicles, the ratio of major and minor �ow and the number of con�ict points (with
or without speed reduction). Categories of tra�c �ows and ratios are used. A drawback for
application is the fact that for many combinations of �ow categories and junction types no
accident rates are available, simply because these junction types do not exist for these �ow
volumes or at least are not present in the dataset used to determine the model.

APMs

APMs, also called safety performance models, safety performance functions or crash predic-
tion models, basically are mathematical equations that aim to estimate the expected num-
ber of accidents as a function of geometrical and operational attributes of the tra�c system
components. A multitude of APMs have been developed around the world with varying
explanatory variables and model forms. Various authors have published literature or state-
of-the-art reviews concerning AMPs (e.g. Lord, Manar & Vizioli, 2005; Reurings et al., 2006;
Lord & Mannering, 2010; Wismans, 2012; Vieira Gomes, Geedipally & Lord, 2012). Typic-
ally, di�erent APMs are developed for road links and junctions and for rural and urban roads
(Reurings et al., 2006). Here, the focus is obviously on APMs for urban junctions. Reurings
et al. (2006) concluded that the model forms for (urban) junctions in their state-of-the-art
study were all quite similar, namely:

Aj = α ·Qβ1
ma ·Q

β2

mie
∑
γi·xi (3.1)

where Aj is the estimated expected number of accidents being a function of the number
of vehicles entering junction j from the major road Qma and the minor road Qmi. α, β
and γ are parameters speci�c to the junction type, road characteristics (such as speed limit)
and location. The exponential part of the equation holds additional explanatory variable(s) x
related to junction characteristics. The vehicle �ows are mostly expressed as annual average
daily tra�c (AADT).

Numerous APMs for urban junctions have been developed during the past decades: Hall
(1986); Brüde and Larson (1993); Mountain and Fawaz (1996); Sayed and Rodriguez (1999);
Lord and Persaud (2000); Bauer and Harwood (2000); Persaud, Lord and Palmisano (2002);
Greibe (2003); Harnen, Radin Umar, Wong and Wan Hashim (2003); Turner, Bone and Jack-
ett (2003); Salifu (2004); Bonneson and Pratt (2009); AASHTO (2010b); Vieira Gomes et al.
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(2012); Jonsson (2013); Barbosa, Cunto, Bezerra and Nodari (2014). In almost all papers, sep-
arate models were developed for junctions with three arms and junctions with four arms,
and/or for di�erent types of control (stop, signalised, major/minor priority or roundabout).
This is desirable, because separate models for di�erent junction types give a better descrip-
tion of the data then one model for all junction types which includes the junction type as an
explanatory variable. Separate models are also more insightful than one model (Reurings
et al., 2006). All models include the tra�c �ows (AADT) on the major and minor roads as
explanatory variable. Small variations occur in summation of the �ows and the model for-
mulation, such as the one suggested by Turner et al. (2003) in which the lowest value of the
entering �ows of two major approaches is used and di�erent model forms with AADT in the
exponential part of the equation are tested. Only part of the models include other explanat-
ory variables, concerning the junction geometry and tra�c control, although a wide variety
of variables have been tested in di�erent studies. In almost all cases, the �t of the model
increases with the number of geometric variables included. A balance should be aimed
between the number of explanatory variables and a reasonable goodness-of-�t (Reurings
et al., 2006). Variables that are frequently used are the number of lanes, the average width
of the lanes and the presence of a median. The parameters of most models were estimated
using a generalised linear model (GLM) since the distribution of the response variables is
de�nitely not normal. Accident count data has a discrete, non-negative nature and the vari-
ances in the number of accidents increase as tra�c �ows increases (Wismans, 2012). It is
often assumed that the number of road accidents follows a Poisson distribution. Alternat-
ive GLM approaches, estimation methods and distribution models have been proposed and
tested. Lord and Persaud (2000) used a generalised estimating equations (GEE) procedure
and Vieira Gomes et al. (2012) estimated the parameters using a GLM modelling approach
with a Poisson-Gamma distribution. Nambuusi, Brijs and Hermans (2008) conducted an
extensive review of di�erent modelling methods for APMs. They concluded that although
the general approach gives reasonable results in many situations, the choice of the model
should depend on the nature of the response and the objective of the study.

Although APMs can deal with the non-linear nature of the relationship between acci-
dents and exposure and they can incorporate various tra�c �ow and geometric character-
istics of a junction, a major disadvantage is their lack of �exibility, thereby restricting the
predictive ability and possibilities for generalisation (Archer, 2005). Furthermore, Salwalha
and Sayed (2006) showed that recalibration of an APM is absolutely necessary before trans-
ferring them for use in di�erent time periods and spatial regions. Persaud et al. (2002)
demonstrated the complexity of calibrating APMs for urban junctions. These complexit-
ies relate to the speci�cation of the functional form, the accommodation of the peculiarities
of accident data and the transferability of the models to other jurisdictions. The results of
the transferability test are mixed. Barbosa et al. (2014) tested the transferability of APMs to
other jurisdictions, following the Highway Safety Manual calibration procedure (AASHTO,
2010a). They concluded that despite a reasonable �t for the recalibrated models, it is believed
that the transfer of APM across di�erent jurisdictions is an alternative that should be used
parsimoniously. The Highway Safety Manual (HSM) (AASHTO, 2010a) includes a predictive
method that is by far the most complete and detailed set of APMs for junctions in the world.
APMs have been estimated for various types of rural and urban junction types, estimating
di�erent accident severity types. Besides the base functions, a large catalogue of so-called
crash modi�cation factors (CMFs) is provided and maintained for various tra�c facilities.
CMFs quantify the change in expected average crash frequency as a result of geometric or
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operational modi�cations to a site that di�ers from set base conditions.

SPIs

The sporadic nature of accidents and tra�c data availability at urban roads results in di�-
culties to collect enough and good information to estimate an APM. That is one of the reas-
ons why also SPIs are used to assess the e�ects of tra�c safety (Wismans, 2012). In contrast
with APMs, SPIs do not try to estimate the number of accidents but underlying variables
such as the number of (potential) con�icts. Due to the fact that con�icts occur more of-
ten, the changes that enough data can be collected are bigger. During the past decade, a
lot of SPI related research has been conducted. However, almost all SPIs were connected
to microsimulation models (Look, 2001; Archer, 2005; Morsink, Wismans & Dijkstra, 2008;
Wismans, 2012). An advantage of these models is the large amount of detailed informa-
tion concerning level of service and interaction between vehicle status like drive speed. The
primary con�ict severity measure that has been proposed is the (minimum) time to collision
(TTC). Other examples are (minimum) post encroachment time, (maximum/initial) decelera-
tion rate, maximum speed (di�erential) and potential collision energy (Archer, 2005; FHWA,
2008; Tarko, Davis, Saunier & Sayed, 2009; Wismans, 2012).

Unfortunately, when discussing the operational performance models, it was concluded
that micro-simulation models were un�t for the purpose of this research. This basically
rules out the use of SPIs, unless they are fuelled by data provided by an analytical model.
One of the rare examples of an SPI that is not connected to a microsimulation model is
suggested by Stamatiadis, Kirk, Agarwal and Jones (2012); Stamatiadis, Kirk and Agarwal
(2012); Stamatiadias, Kirk and Agarwal (2012), although they used a microsimulation model
to construct the model. They �rst used VISSIM to determine vehicle trajectory data for
di�erent junction designs and tra�c volume scenario’s and then applied the Safety Surrog-
ate Analysis Model (SSAM) developed by (FHWA, 2008) in order to identify di�erent types
of potential con�icts between vehicles. Con�ict types used are rear end, right angle, lane
changing, crossing and permitted left turn con�icts. Based on the data generated by VISSIM
and SSAM they developed con�ict prediction models for each main junction type (all-way
stop controlled, two-way stop controlled, roundabout and signal controlled) using tra�c
volumes, lane con�guration and signal setting variables as explanatory variables. This is
a very interesting approach. Nevertheless, using con�icts instead of the actual number of
accidents or casualties should be done with great care. A similar number of con�icts on dif-
ferent junction types could lead to a di�erent number of accidents. Furthermore, it is (still)
unknown how well the model can be transferred to or calibrated for other locations.

Conclusions

To conclude, ARBMs for junctions are rare and when they exist, only main junction cat-
egories are di�erentiated (e.g. signalised and unsignalised junctions). Moreover, since they
give an average crash rate for all entering vehicles, the models are insensitive for di�erences
in major/minor or directional �ows. The approach suggested by (Dijkstra, 2014), combin-
ing data from di�erent studies, overcame some of these disadvantages, however still for a
substantial combination of �ow categories and junction types no accidents rates were avail-
able. In contrast with ARBMs, numerous APMs for junctions exist. APMs for many di�erent
junction types, layouts and tra�c �ow types and con�gurations exist. The challenge is to
�nd a consistent set for all junction design options under research. The most comprehensive
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set of APMs for junctions can be found in the HSM (AASHTO, 2010a). Another issue for
APMs is that doubts have been expressed concerning the transferability of the models to
other locations. Concerning this, Burtenshaw (2014) stated that the APMs incorporated in
the TRL software package Junction (including ARCADY/PICADY/OSCADY) which model
various types of signalised and unsignalised junctions and roundabouts, can be used outside
the UK when one interprets the accident frequencies as indices. The indices will provide an
indication of the relative safety of one layout versus another at a particular location. This
is su�cient for the purpose of this research, since the idea is to compare di�erent junction
design alternatives. Finally, most of the SPIs are unsuitable for the purpose of this research,
since they rely on data from microscopic simulation models, which were excluded from
the model search earlier. The approach suggested by Stamatiadis, Kirk, Agarwal and Jones
(2012) estimating potential con�icts based on data from analytical models is interesting, but
still lacks results from practical applications and transferability. That being said, APMs seem
the best modelling option for the safety performance model.

3.1.4 Environmental performance models
As stated in Chapter 2, the preferred measure for air pollution is the amount of a substance,
like NOx and PM10, generated by tra�c (in grams). Initially, the preferred measure was the
concentration of substances at certain locations (in micrograms per cubic metre), also be-
cause there are regulations concerning limit values of these concentrations (Wismans, 2012).
In order to compute concentration levels one would also require the modelling of emissions
from other sources then tra�c (e.g. industry, agriculture and households). Moreover, dis-
persion of substances in�uenced by wind direction and wind speed should be modelled.
This lies outside the scope of the research presented in this thesis and therefore only tra�c
emission models will be discussed in this section.

As mentioned, there are many factors that in�uence the amount of emissions generated
by tra�c. In general, these are at the vehicle level (i.e. vehicle characteristics and car driver
behaviour, possibly in�uenced by the tra�c situation). At the road section level, these are
tra�c volume, road design, composition of car park and �ow circulation (Hickman, 1999;
Smit, 2006; Pandian et al., 2009; Wismans, 2012). The emissions caused by tra�c are usually
calculated by the product of an emissions factor and the number of vehicle kilometres using
the following equation:

Esl = fs · Ll ·Ql (3.2)

where Esl is the amount of emission of substance s for road link l (g), fs is the emission
factor, Ll the length of the road link (km) andQl the �ow on the road link (veh/h). Equation
3.2 shows that emission modelling is performed by combining a tra�c (operational per-
formance) model with an emission model. Obviously, the emission model should match the
aggregation level of the performance measures resulting from the tra�c model. As discussed
in Section 3.1.2, operational performance models can either be static analytical models or dy-
namic simulation models. Static models supply performance measures that are constant for
the time period under consideration, whereas dynamic models provide performance meas-
ures for each time segment separately. Moreover, the operational performance models can
be micro-, meso- or macroscopic, where performance measures can be delivered per indi-
vidual vehicle, vehicle platoon and/or aggregated by approach, lane group or lane. When
discussing the operational performance models, it was concluded that dynamic simulation
tra�c models, either being micro-, meso- or macroscopic were un�t for the purpose of this
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research. Therefore, only emission models that can be connected to static analytical tra�c
models can be used.

There are many emission models that can be connected to tra�c models to assess the
e�ects on air pollution. Various state-of-the art reviews and/or classi�cations can be found
in literature (Hickman, 1999; Joumard, 1999; Broongrapue, Dia & Zito, 2005; Emmerson,
McCrea & Boulter, 2006; Boulter, McCrae & Barlow, 2007; Wismans, 2012; Elkafoury, Aly,
Bady & Aly, 2013; Y. Wang, Szeto, Han & Friesz, 2018). Y. Wang et al. (2018) provided a
relatively recent overview of existing emission models, where they di�erentiated static and
dynamic model types. Table 3.2 shows the static models types reported in that overview,
supplemented with some main characteristics and examples.

Model type Function
Characteristics

Examples
Road Vehicle Tra�c

Aggregated Discrete Road type Fuel scales Flow NAEI, CAR, VFEM
Average-speed Continuous - Vehicle type Flow, Aver-

age speed
COPERT, MOBILE,
EMFAC, TEE

Tra�c situation Discrete Road type Vehicle type Flow, Level of
service

HBEFA, ARTEMIS

Table 3.2 Overview of existing emission models based on static tra�c models

A model type that is classi�ed as dynamic by Y. Wang et al. (2018) is the driving mode or
modal emission model. In modal models, emission factors are allocated to the speci�c modes
of vehicle operation encountered during a trip. Di�erent types of modal models exist, and
the terminology used can be confusing. A possible simple type de�nes vehicle operation
in terms of modes like ‘idle’, ‘acceleration’, ‘deceleration’ and ‘cruise’. These modes can
normally not be provided by a static analytical tra�c model which is why the model type
was excluded from the static overview. Nevertheless, SIDRA Intersection contains a four-
mode elemental model connected to the static analytical model (e.g. Akçelik, Smit & Besley,
2012). The model is however dependent on speci�c extra information stored in the SIDRA
model, which makes it less �exible in use.

Before discussing the modelling approach for emissions in the context of this research,
there are two aspects that should be mentioned. A �rst aspect that should be considered
when modelling emissions is whether one (wants to) reckons with hot emissions, cold emis-
sions and/or evaporation losses. Evaporating losses of petrol are in general due to breathing
losses through the tank vent and fuel permeation during driving and parking. Hot emissions
are the emissions of substances by thermally stabilised engine operations and cold emis-
sions are the emissions during the warming-up phase (Hickman, 1999). Moreover, tra�c
produces also non exhaust emissions of particulate matter (PM) as a result of brakes ab-
rasion, tire wear and pavement erosion. All emission models predict hot emissions, but
only few explicitly or implicitly predict cold start, evaporating and non exhaust emissions
(Smit, 2006). An overview of di�erent model types is provided by Emmerson et al. (2006).
Predicting non-hot emissions is important when assessing networks variants with di�erent
trip lengths and routes, but has limited relevance when assessing di�erent (local) junction
designs. Therefore, only hot emissions will be accounted for. A second aspect is that the
emission performance models that will be discussed do not provide the absolute emission
level. They only calculate the part that determines the di�erence in emission levels and can
therefore be used to determine which junction design performs best related to emissions.

Next, the aggregated, average-speed and tra�c situation models will be discussed in
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more detail.

Aggregated models

Aggregated models or aggregated emission factor models operate on the simplest level, with
a single emission factor being used to represent a particular type of vehicle or a general type
of driving, where the traditional distinction is between urban roads, rural roads and motor-
ways (Emmerson et al., 2006). Vehicle operation is therefore only taken into account at a
very rudimentary level, and the approach cannot be used to determine emissions for situ-
ations which are not explicitly de�ned. The emission factors are calculated as mean values
of measurements on a number of vehicles over given driving cycles and are usually stated
in terms of mass of pollutant emitted per vehicle and per unit distance or per unit of fuel
consumed (Emmerson et al., 2006). Given their simplicity, aggregated emission factors are
mainly used in applications on a large spatial scale, such as national and regional inventor-
ies, where little detailed information on vehicle operation is required. Use in a detailed air
pollution study is not desirable, but is regularly applied since it simply the only means avail-
able for estimating emissions. Examples of this type of model are NAEI, CAR and VFEM.

Emissions near junctions are largely dependent on �eet, speed, deceleration speed, queuing
time, acceleration speed, queue length and tra�c �ow rate (Pandian et al., 2009). The emis-
sion model for this research should include these parameters in some way in the emission
factor. Since aggregate models use one generalised emission factor, they are not suitable.

Average-speed models

Average-speed functions for road vehicles are widely used to estimate exhaust emissions in
regional and national inventories, but are also used in local air prediction models. Average-
speed models are based upon the principle that the average emission factor for a certain
pollutant and a given type of vehicle varies according to the average speed during a trip.
The emission factor is again usually stated in grams per vehicle-kilometre (Emmerson et
al., 2006). In general a continuous average-speed emission function is �tted over a range
of driving cycles. In principle, the input is trip-based average speed, although in prac-
tice it is also common for local speed measurements taken at discrete locations to be used
(Wismans, 2012). Since these models are developed based on actual driving pattern data
with vehicle speed being the sole descriptor of driving patterns, congestion is implicitly ac-
counted for in these models on di�erent levels (Smit, Brown & Chan, 2008). However, the
average speed is not an adequate congestion indicator (e.g. both a free-�ow condition of an
arterial and a stop-and-go situation on a highway can give the same average speed), which
leads to signi�cant errors in estimations of emission factors Y. Wang et al. (2018). Examples
of this type of model include COPERT, MOBILE, EMFAC and TEE. The latter, Tra�c Energy
and Emissions, model actually incorporates a ‘corrected average speed’ modelling approach
(Negrenti, 1998). This model assumes that the e�ect of congestion on emissions at a certain
average speed can be expressed by means of a correction factor derived from average speed,
green time percentage, link length and tra�c density.

Tra�c situation models

Tra�c situation models advance in terms of capturing cycle dynamics by correlating the
average emission rates with various driving cycle parameters, which in turn are referenced
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to speci�c tra�c situations. These models de�ne tra�c situations as a combination of sev-
eral dimensions, including area type, road type, speed limit, and level of service. For dif-
ferent vehicle categories, the computation of the emission factor for each tra�c situation
relies on representative speed-time curves. Hence, this type of model requires qualitative
variables (e.g., congestion level, road type, and area type) or quantitative tra�c situation
variables (e.g. average speed, tra�c volume, and link length) that represent tra�c situ-
ations, as well as the tra�c data per driving situation as input (S. Wang, Meng & Yang,
2013). Either through qualitative (textual) or quantitative descriptions, the de�nitions of
tra�c situations may result in inconsistencies in interpretation as Boulter et al. (2007) poin-
ted out. Despite this shortcoming, tra�c situation models tend to be best suited to local
applications (e.g., emission estimations for individual links, street atmospheric dispersion
modelling, etc.) among all types of static emission models, thanks to their capability of
providing emission estimations with more detailed tra�c characteristic considerations on
the link level. Wismans (2012) stated that the focus in emission modelling for macroscopic
applications lies in the development of tra�c situation emission models. Examples of this
type of model include HBEFA and ARTEMIS. In essence, tra�c situation based models are
related to road segments, typically being road links. At a junction, the tra�c situation may
be di�erent for each (approach) lane (e.g. a queue of left-turning vehicles on a separate
lane, while the straight and right turning vehicles can cross the junction unobstructed).
Gasthuis (2015) extended an approach originally suggested by (Wismans, 2012) and based
on ARTEMIS, with a part to deal with junction approach lanes, based on the queue length
and the stop-and-go tra�c situation in the ARTEMIS model. He compared the results of
di�erent runs with the static analytical approach with results from a more detailed dynamic
simulation based approach and concluded that the new approach was able to approximate
the dynamic results.

Conclusions

To conclude, aggregate emission models, given their simplicity, are unsuitable for use in
detailed local studies, which is the case when assess di�erent junction design alternatives.
They are not able to di�erentiate junction types. Average speed models can be used in local
studies, but the average speed is not always an adequate congestion indicator. The free-�ow
speed from a minor approach may be equal to a speed on a (partly) congested major road.
The ‘corrected average speed’ approach suggested by (Negrenti, 1998) could overcome this
problem, however some doubts exist concerning the correction method (Emmerson et al.,
2006) and correction factors for junctions are limited. The most suitable model type is the
tra�c situation model. The approach suggested by Gasthuis (2015) seems to be the most
interesting modelling approach to use.

3.2 Data mining
Generally, two main types of data mining methods can be distinguished: veri�cation-oriented
(the systems veri�es the user’s hypothesis) and discovery-oriented (the system �nds new
rules and patterns autonomously). Clearly, the latter type is relevant for the task at hand.
Discovery-oriented methods, which automatically identify patterns in the data, involve both
description- and prediction-oriented methods. Description-oriented methods focus on un-
derstanding the way the underlying data operates while prediction-oriented methods aim to
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build a behavioural model for obtaining new and unseen samples and for predicting values
of one or more variables related to the sample. Again, the latter is relevant for the task at
hand. Prediction-oriented methods, commonly referred to as supervised learning methods,
attempt to discover the relationship between input attributes (or independent variables) and
a target attribute (or dependent variable). The relationship that is discovered is represen-
ted in a structure referred to as a model. Usually, models describe and explain phenomena
which are hidden in the dataset and which can be used for predicting the value of the tar-
get attribute whenever the values of the input attributes are known. Supervised learning
methods, can produce either regression models or classi�cation models. Regression models
map the input space into a real-valued domain. For instance, a regressor can predict the
demand for a certain product given its characteristics. Classi�cation models map the input
space into prede�ned classes. This is the type of data mining method needed to determ-
ine junction design rules. Various classi�cation methods exist, such as: neural networks,
k-nearest-neighbour, decision trees, support vector machines, naive Bayes, logistic regres-
sion, linear discriminant analysis and instance based. The choice for the best classi�cation
method is very domain and case speci�c and depends on the requirements for the intended
model.

In order to determine junction design rules, the classi�cation method should meet the
following requirements:

• The resulting model can predict the target variable adequately.

• The resulting model should be easy to interpret and used by decision makers. The
resulting rules should be able to be included in design manuals in a way that they can
be interpreted easily by their readers and for example be presented on an A4-format
paper.

• The method should be able to deal with a categorical (nominal) target variable and
with both numerical and categorical input variables.

• The target variable should be able to be a single object (e.g. the best junction design),
or a set of viable junction designs, referring to respectively single-label and multi-label
classi�cation. The latter is the Pareto optimal set of solutions in this thesis.

• The method should be able to handle large datasets.

The classi�cation method which best meets these requirements is the decision tree
method. Although it has not been applied to determine junction design rules, it has been
proven to be a powerful method which can handle both numerical and categorical data, re-
quires little data preparations, uses a white box model, is easy to understand and interpret,
performs well on large datasets, is robust and o�ers possibilities to validate the model us-
ing statistical techniques (Rokach & Maimon, 2015). Most important, rules can directly be
derived from the resulting decision trees. Kotsiantis (2013) state that such symbolic classi-
�ers (being the decision trees) have an advantage over ‘black-box’ models, such as neural
networks, in terms of comprehensibility. The logical rules followed by a decision tree are
much easier to interpret than the numeric weights of connections between the nodes in a
neural network. Decision makers tend to feel more comfortable to use models that they
can understand. Lim, Loh and Shih (2000) compared thirty-three classi�cation methods in-
cluding decision trees for thirty-two datasets and concluded that decision trees are able to
produce accurate results for a variety of cases. A lot of research has been done concerning
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decision tree methods and numerous extensions or alternative methods have been proposed
during the last decades. Multi-label decision tree methods can handle the prediction of mul-
tiple target values (Kotsiantis, 2013) (i.e. predicting a set of viable junction designs). This
is considered to be a su�cient basis to use decision tree methods as the means to derive
junction design rules from a dataset generated by performance models. In the remaining
part of this section, information for a basic understanding of decision trees is presented and
it is discussed which decision tree methods can best be used to determine junction design
rules.

3.2.1 Decision trees
Decision trees classify instances by sorting them down the tree from the root to some leaf
node, which provides the classi�cation of the instance. Each node in the tree speci�es a
test of some (predictor) attribute, and each branch descending from that node to one of the
possible values for this attribute. An instance is classi�ed starting at the root of the tree,
testing the attribute speci�ed by this node, then moving down the tree branch corresponding
to the value of the attribute in the given example. If the new node is not a leaf node, but
an internal node, the process is repeated for the subtree starting at the new node. A tree
can contain both nominal and numeric attributes. When the predicted outcome (target) of
a decision tree is a real number, it is called a regression tree. When the predicted outcome
is a class to which the data belongs, it is called a classi�cation tree. Since the junction
design alternative is a nominal variable, only classi�cation trees are used in this thesis.
Figure 3.3 shows an example of a simple and hypothetical decision tree which can be used
to determine the best junction design alternative. The example tree uses two attributes, total

Total volume (pcu/h)

{Signalised}Minor volume ratio

{Equal}{Priority}

< 0.4 ≥ 0.4

< 2, 500 ≥ 2, 500

Figure 3.3 Example tree

volume (pcu/h) and minor volume ratio, to categorise the data into three junction design
alternatives, being equal, priority and signalised junctions. This is a single-label decision
tree. A multi-label decision tree would simply predict multiple junction design alternatives
in the leaves (e.g. {Signalised,Roundabout} in the rightmost leaf).

The single-label example tree could have been obtained from a dataset as shown in Fig-
ure 3.4. The �gure shows a dataset containing twelve instances, which are projected in a
two-dimensional graph using the two attributes as used in the example tree. The dashed
lines show the split values used for each attribute. The splits do not necessarily make a
perfect classi�cation, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. One priority junction is grouped with the
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Figure 3.4 Dataset projected in two-dimensional graph with splits from the tree

equal junctions. The process of obtaining a tree from the data is performed by using decision
tree inducers.

3.2.2 Decision tree inducers
Decision tree inducers are algorithms that automatically construct a decision tree from a
given dataset. Typically, the goal is to �nd the optimal decision tree by minimising the
generalisation error (i.e. to maximise the accuracy of the tree). Induction of an optimal
decision tree from a given dataset is considered to be a hard task (Rokach & Maimon, 2015).
As a result, heuristic methods are required for solving the problem. Roughly speaking, these
methods can be divided into two groups: top-down and bottom-up with clear preference in
the literature to the �rst group. Most methods consist of two conceptual phases: growing
(extending) and pruning (reducing). In order to select the most suitable method, a basic
understanding of the algorithm framework is required.

Basic algorithm framework

A basic algorithm framework for the top-down induction of a decision tree using growing
and pruning is provided in pseudocode in Algorithm 3.1. Where S is the training set, A is
the input feature set, y is the target feature and T is the tree. SplittingCriterion is the
method for evaluating the split, whereas StoppingCriterion deals with the criteria to stop
the process. The algorithms following this framework are greedy by nature and construct
the decision tree in a top-down, recursive manner (also known as ‘divide and conquer’). In
each iteration, the algorithm considers the partition of the training set using the outcome of
a discrete function of the input attributes. The selection of the most appropriate function is
made according to some splitting measures. After the selection of an appropriate split, each
node further subdivides the training set into smaller subsets, until no split gains su�cient
splitting measure or a stop criterion is satis�ed. Most splitting functions are univariate,
which means that the instance space is split according to the value of a single attribute.
The choice of the best attribute to perform the split on, is also part of the splitting function.
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Algorithm 3.1 Top-down algorithm framework for decision tree induction

1: TreeGrowing(S,A, v, SplitCriterion, StoppingCriterion)
2: if StoppingCriterion(S) then
3: Mark T as a leaf with the most common value of y in S as a label
4: else
5: ∀ai ∈ A �nd a that obtain the best SplittingCriterion(ai, S)
6: Label t with a
7: for each outcome vi of a do
8: Set SubTree = TreeGrowing(σa=vi, S,A, y)
9: Connect root node of tT to SubTreei with a branch labelled as vi

10: end for
11: end if
12: return TreePruning(S, T, y)
13: TreePruning(S, T, y)
14: repeat
15: Select a node t in T such that pruning it maximally improves some evaluation criteria
16: if t 6 ∅ then
17: T = pruned(T, t)
18: end if
19: until t = ∅
20: return T

The splitting function usually measures the homogeneity of the target attribute within the
subsets. The function is applied to each candidate subset (i.e. each possible split) and the
resulting values are combined to provide a measure of quality of the split. The stopping
criteria can be based on multiple conditions such as the fact that the splitting criterion is not
greater than a certain threshold or simply because the maximum tree depth has been reached
or the number of cases in a child/parent node is less than the minimum de�ned number.
After the growing process, trees can be pruned. Pruning removes parts of a model that are
non-predictive. The process discards statistical noise, reducing the models size and usually
improving its accuracy. Pruning can occur in a top down or bottom up fashion. A top-
down pruning will traverse nodes and trim subtrees at the root, while a bottom up pruning
will start at the leaf nodes. Various pruning techniques are available. In combination with
loose stopping criteria, pruning can be used to further minimise the generalisation error (i.e.
maximise the accuracy) or for ‘trading accuracy for simplicity’ in order to create smaller and
more comprehensible trees.

Selection of suitable algorithm(s)

A variety of top-down decision tree induction algorithms has been developed since the
late sixties. Excellent overviews have been published by Murthy (1998); Podgorelec, Kokol,
Stiglic and Rozman (2002); Kotsiantis (2013); Baros, De Carvalho and Freitas (2015); Rokach
and Maimon (2015). The general observation is that there are a couple of fundamental
or classical decision tree induction algorithms and that numerous extensions and variants
have been developed over time. Rokach and Maimon (2015) state that the most popular
algorithms are ID3, C4.5, C(A)RT, CHAID and QUEST, where Podgorelec et al. (2002) refer
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to these as the fundamental or classical methods. These algorithms all follow the main
framework discussed previously, with each di�erent approaches for splitting, stopping and
pruning. Extensions and alternative methods have been developed to improve tree accur-
acy or comprehensibility, computer speed or memory consumption for speci�c problems
(Kotsiantis, 2013). Before considering any extension or alternative method, it is useful to
determine whether a speci�c problem arises when determining junction design rules based
on a dataset generated by models:

• Large datasets: Large datasets tend to create computer speed and memory problems.
Although the junction design dataset is intended to contain hundreds of thousands to
millions of instances, this only starts to be a problem with much larger datasets with
a multitude of attributes, usually for applications such as text mining.

• Small datasets: For small datasets, classi�cation accuracy and tree structure are highly
sensitive to changes in the training data. Successful approaches to counteract this
e�ect include multiple classi�ers (e.g. bagging and boosting), thus building ensembles
of decision trees (also called random forests). Although the junction design dataset is
not de�ned as large it is also not small, whereby using ensembles can be avoided.

• Cost-sensitive data: Sometimes, some decisions are more important (or costly) than
others. For example, for a bank an error approving a home loan to a bad customer is
more costly than an error of rejecting a home loan to a good customer. For junction
design choices this seems unimportant, however building a roundabout on a location
which should have been an equal junction is more costly than building a priority
junction on that speci�c location. Various methods are available to deal with so-called
misclassi�cation costs in combination with classic algorithms.

• Imbalanced data: Decision tree classi�ers tend to predict majority classes and thereby
underestimate classes that only seldom occur. For example a rare decease. This can
also be the case for junction design decisions where speci�c types, such as equal junc-
tions, are only valid or viable for low and equally distributed tra�c volumes.

• Concept drift: Concept drift means that the statistical properties of the target variable,
changes over time in unforeseen ways. For example when one tries to predict certain
costumers behaviour which changes over time. This is not an issue when dealing with
junction design choices based on performance models.

• Uncertain data: A major problem is incomplete or noisy data. If some attribute values
are missing, classical algorithms do not perform well on processing such an object.
This is primarily an issue when data is collected from real life situations. Data gener-
ated by models is typically complete.

• Ordinal classi�cation: When the values of the target variable have a natural order, one
would expect this to be re�ected in the resulting tree. Classical algorithms often treat
ordinal classes as nominal, thus neglecting the speci�c relation between the values.
Junction design alternatives are typically nominal.

• Multi-relational data: This encompasses multi-label, multi-instance and multi-value
data. Multi-label data contains instances which can belong to multiple labels (target
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classes). Multi-value data has single attributes which can have multiple values. Multi-
instance data refers to multiple instances that combine result in one speci�c class
label. The junction design database does not contain multi-value or multi-instance
data. As discussed, it can contain either single- or multi-labelled data. In the single-
label case, the tree predicts one speci�c junction design alternative. In the multi-label
case, the tree predicts a set of junction design alternatives. Speci�c methods have
been developed for the latter.

• Multivariate splits: This is not a speci�c problem, but rather a possible solution to
deal with data for which tree splits can best be made based on more than one attrib-
ute (generally a linear combination) at a node. Most of the work on multivariate splits
considers linear (oblique) trees. A problem is that the tree becomes less comprehens-
ible and understandable for decision makers, which is a requirement for the junction
design rules. This also applies for most of the hybrid algorithms that have been de-
veloped, in which one ore more of the components of the decision tree algorithm is
replaced by another supervised learning method, such as neural networks and genetic
algorithms, which produce far less understandable trees.

Summarising, most of the problems are not relevant for the junction design case, pre-
dominantly because the data is generated in a controlled modelling environment and the
suggested improvements make the tree incomprehensible. Dealing with single- and multi-
labelled data is a requirement. Besides that, dealing with cost-sensitive and unbalanced data
should be considered when building the trees. This can be achieved by extensions on the
fundamental methods. Subsequently, methods for single- and multi-label decision trees are
discussed.

3.2.3 Single-label decision tree methods

The earlier mentioned overviews (Murthy, 1998; Podgorelec et al., 2002; Baros et al., 2015;
Rokach & Maimon, 2015) discuss the advantages and disadvantages of various methods.
They also refer to the work of Lim et al. (2000) which gave a profound comparison of twenty-
two decision tree as well as other algorithms. The shared conclusion is that none of the
methods is superior to others in all aspects of quality. To make the choice of an induction
method for a speci�c problem even more complicated, a method that performs well for one
domain can perform poorly for some other. The general strategy is to evaluate multiple
algorithms for each speci�c domain or even task. For as far as known, there are no pub-
lications concerning decision tree algorithms used in order to determine decision trees for
junction design rules. The closest domain, at least related to tra�c, junctions and/or rules,
concerns the analysis of tra�c accidents severity using decision trees by Oña, López and
Abellán (2013). They use ID3, C4.5 and CRT and conclude that ID3 performs signi�cantly
worst, whereas the choice for C4.5 or CRT depends on whether how one weights tree ac-
curacy versus comprehensibility. M. Liu, Lu, Wang, Wang and Zhang (2014) used CRT to
predict driver’s decisions to give way at unsignalised junctions. A fair amount of relatively
recent studies in other domains apply decision trees using CRT, CHAID and QUEST (e.g.
see Ture, Kurt, Kurum and Ozdamar (2005); Huang, Lin and Lin (2008); Lee and Park (2013);
Song and Lu (2015); Zaborski, Proskura and Grzesiak (2017)). Therefore, in this thesis also
CRT, CHAID and QUEST will be used to determine decision trees for junction design rules.
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3.2.4 Multi-label decision tree methods
A few algorithms have been suggested to construct multi-labelled decision trees. An ex-
tension of the C4.5 algorithm with a multi-class entry formula was suggested by Clare and
King (2001). A decision tree classi�er named MMC (multi-valued and multi-labelled clas-
si�er) was presented by Y. Chen, Hsu and Chou (2003), which was improved in MMDT
(multi-valued and multi-labelled decision tree) by Chou and Hsu (2005), in SSC (similarity
of same and consistent) by Li, Zhao, Chen and Chang (2006) and in AMDT (a new multi-
valued and multi-labelled data algorithm) by Yi, Lu and Liu (2011) and Yi, Yan, Lu and Liu
(2013). In these algorithms, various functions in the traditional decision tree algorithms are
replaced by functions �t for handling multi-labelled data, primarily based on measures for
the similarity between one or more sets. Unfortunately, these approaches have some disad-
vantages. First, although the use of set similarity measures to build the tree is an advantage,
it must be noted that these measures do not reckon with the fact that predicting too much
solutions is not as bad as predicting too few solutions, as is the case in the problem at hand.
Second, due to the fact that an average set-similarity is determined for each possible split,
the process is rather resource demanding. Third, and this is the major disadvantage, the
approaches tend to produce very large trees. The size of the trees could be reduced by using
pruning methods, but these are not yet available for the regarding algorithms. Another body
of research refers to clustering trees (Blockeel, Readt & Ramon, 1998; Kocev, Vens, Struyf
& Dzeroski, 2007; Piccart, Struyf & Blockeel, 2008). Although the terminology is di�erent,
and changes during the years, algorithms to deal with multi-labelled data are suggested.
The algorithms are all based on clustering trees, were each node of the tree corresponds to
a cluster of solutions instead of a class. Using clusters has various advantages, especially
when target or class data is missing, but clusters also make the resulting trees di�cult to
interpret. In the junction design case, since data is generated by models (no data is missing)
and trees are demanded with limited complexity, these algorithms seem unsuitable. Tra-
ditional decision tree algorithms, like ID3, C4.5, CRT, CHAID and QUEST include various
methods for pruning the resulting trees (Rokach & Maimon, 2008), but are normally unable
to produce a tree which can be used to predict multiple labels (Y. Chen et al., 2003). How-
ever, the leaves of the resulting trees provide a probability vector, based on the frequencies
of the instances with a speci�c label in a leaf.

Figure 3.5 shows a slightly extended and altered version of the earlier presented example
tree. The tree now also shows the number of instances for each junction design alternative,
and their percentage, in each leaf. The two leftmost leaves are pure, which means that all
instances in the leaf are of the same junction design alternative. The rightmost leaf contains
both signalised junctions and roundabouts. The results of this leaf could be interpreted
as a predicted set of junction design alternatives. Thus, the probability vectors could be
used to determine the predicted sets of solutions. This can only be done when there is a
su�cient number of instances in each leaf (i.e. small tree and large dataset), which is the
case for the problem at hand. Therefore, in this thesis, a new approach is proposed in which
traditional single labelled decision tree algorithms are used to deal with multi-labelled data
which produce accurate decision trees of limited complexity.
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Total volume (pcu/h)

Alterative % n
Equal 0.0 0
Priority 0.0 0
Signalised 60.0 3
Roundabout 40.0 2
Total 100.0 6

Minor volume ratio

Alternative % n
Equal 100.0 3
Priority 0.0 0
Signalised 0.0 0
Roundabout 0.0 0
Total 100.0 3

Alternative % n
Equal 0.0 0
Priority 100.0 4
Signalised 0.0 0
Roundabout 0.0 0
Total 100.0 4

< 0.4 ≥ 0.4

< 2500

≥ 2500

Figure 3.5 Example decision tree with predicted probabilities

3.3 Conclusions
In the �rst part of the chapter, the modelling background for the data generation was dis-
cussed. Since a large dataset is needed (e.g. at least containing 100,000 �ow patterns), the
junction performance models used to determine the operational, safety and environmental
performances for the junction design alternatives under consideration, should be computa-
tionally fast. This is one of the modelling requirements that were discussed. For the opera-
tional performance model, a static deterministic analytical modelling approach is concluded
to be the most suitable. An implementation of a recent version (2010/2016) of the HCM ap-
proach seems the most logical choice. In particular, since this is an excellently documented
and internationally recognised approach including calibration methods in order to adjust
it to local circumstances. The choice for a static modelling approach has consequences for
the modelling options for the safety and environmental performance models. For the safety
performance model an APM is the most suitable approach. The most comprehensive set of
APMs for junctions is provided by the HSM, also including calibration methods. For the en-
vironmental performance model, which can be connected to a static tra�c model, a tra�c
situation based emission model is the best option. The approach suggested by Gasthuis
(2015) o�ers a suitable emission model for assessing junction design alternatives based on
the ARTEMIS model.

In the second part of the chapter, the modelling background for data mining was dis-
cussed. New rules are derived from data generated by performance models by using data
mining methods. Based on the stated data mining requirements, decision tree methods are
the most promising data mining method to determine junction design rules. Various tradi-
tional single-label methods are available and suitable for determining junction design rules
(e.g. CRT, CHAID and QUEST). No method has been used for this speci�c problem and re-
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search from other domains suggest that the choice for the best method is very domain or
even case speci�c. It is best to evaluate multiple methods with di�erent implementations of
the splitting, stopping and pruning functions. For multi-labelled data, no ready-made and
suitable method is available. A promising approach is to extend the traditional decision tree
methods by using the predicted probabilities to predict sets of junction design alternatives.

The knowledge gained in this chapter is used to formulate the general framework in
Chapter 4.



Chapter 4

Alternative identi�cation:
Modelling framework and cases

After discussing the modelling background in Chapter 3, in this chapter the general frame-
work for determination and evaluation of junction design rules for alternative identi�cation
is presented. The framework consists of two main stages. In the �rst stage, datasets are gen-
erated that can be used to determine and evaluate the rules. Junction performance models
are used to generate the data based on chosen tra�c �ows and junction designs. Objectives
are used to select viable junction designs. In the second stage, the new rules are determined
and evaluated. This involves the use of decision tree methods and indicators to evaluate the
rules. The chapter provides a description of the modelling framework as well as the cases
which are used to determine and evaluate the new rules in the forthcoming chapters 5 and
6.

The chapter starts with a description and schematic representation of the modelling
framework in Section 4.1. Next, a description of the models, methods and actions within
the data generation stage of the modelling framework is provided in Section 4.2. This also
includes a description of the chosen operational, safety and environmental performance
models. In Section 4.3, the models, methods and actions within the rule determination stage
are discussed. Section 4.4 provides a description of the cases that will be used in the follow-
ing chapters. The chapter ends with a summary in Section 4.5.

63
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4.1 Introduction
In order to determine and evaluate new junction design rules a modelling framework is
constructed. The framework consists of two main stages, each containing one or more
steps. A schematic representation of the framework is depicted in Figure 4.1.

Tra�c �ows Junction designs

Generate base data

Junction
performance models

Base performance data

Select viable designs Objectives

Base dataset

Split data

Training dataset Test dataset

Determine rules

Decision tree
method(s)

New rules Evaluate rules

Results

Existing rules

Stage I: Data generation

Stage II: Rule determination

Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of the junction design rule determination and evaluation
framework

The �gure shows main input and output data for each step. The �rst stage involves the
generation of data, which is used to determine and evaluate new junction design rules in the
second stage. The data generation stage consists of multiple steps. The �rst step involves
the generation of base performance data. The core of this process is formed by junction per-
formance models. The junction performance model determines a speci�c performance for
a junction, such as average delay, based on a given junction design and tra�c �ow pattern.
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Given a set of junction designs and a set of, randomly generated, tra�c �ows an extensive
base dataset is thus created. Subsequently, one or more junction designs are selected for each
tra�c pattern based on one or more objectives that have been de�ned. Next, the dataset is
divided in a training and test dataset. The training data is used to determine new junction
design rules in the second main stage. The rule determination step uses the decision tree
methods discussed in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 to determine new rules. Next, the rules are
evaluated, which involves a mutual comparison as well as a comparison with existing rules,
based on various indicators involving complexity, accuracy and performance. In subsequent
sections, a more detailed description of the steps in each of the two main stages is provided.

4.2 Data generation
In the data generation stage, datasets are generated that can be used to determine and eval-
uate new junction design rules in the next stage. The data generation stage consists of three
main steps being: generate base data, select viable designs and split data. In this section,
the process during each of these steps is described, including a theoretical example which
is used for clari�cation.

In order to generate the base data, the operational, safety and environmental perform-
ances are determined using junction performance models. The basic input for the perform-
ance models is a tra�c �ow pattern and a junction design. Since this is an important and
extensive part of �rst data generation step, the operational, safety and environmental per-
formance models are �rst explained separately. A review and discussion of existing models
was provided in Chapter 3. As discussed, the performance models are all static determin-
istic analytical based. Since the applicability of and preference for speci�c models can be
country speci�c, there is no model that would serve all countries without modi�cations.
The models presented in this section are widely accepted but were also chosen to serve ap-
plication in the two case countries selected in this thesis. The cases, being USA and The
Netherlands, are discussed in Section 4.4, later in this chapter. In this section, the generic
methods are described. Values for parameters and calibration factors that are speci�c for a
case are discussed in the case section and Appendix B.

4.2.1 Operational performance model
The operational performance model is primarily an implementation of the Highway Capa-
city Manual (HCM) 2010 methodologies for junctions (TRB, 2010a). The HCM methodolo-
gies have been developed and improved since the 1950s and have been a worldwide refer-
ence for transportation and engineering scholars and practitioners, and are also the base of
several country speci�c capacity manuals. For use in the Dutch case, some functionalities
were added.

In this thesis, the model primarily predicts the average control delay (s) that motorised
vehicles endure on each approach lane. The lane delays are aggregated to turn delays. Based
on the turn delays, di�erent delay measures can be determined for the whole junction. The
default measure is the volume weighted average delay. Additionally, the maximum delay is
determined.

The average control delay of motorised vehicles depends on many factors. As on roads,
the more tra�c on a lane, the higher the delay. However, delay on a junction is also in-
�uenced by the �ows on other lanes on the junction, because vehicles have to give way
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to other vehicles, bicycles and/or pedestrians or have to wait for a red tra�c light. Tra�c
rules, signs and tra�c signals regulate the way vehicles have to give way to each other.
The delay also depends on the number of (shared) lanes and geometric attributes such as
the width of the central reservation. The HCM o�ers separate step-wise methodologies for
AWSC-junctions, TWSC-junctions, signalised junctions and roundabouts.

Generic model formulation

The methodologies for the di�erent junction types share a common structure which can be
formulated by generic functions. A generic function for determining the average control
delay dl (s) on a lane l for a non-signalised junction is:

dl = f(Ql, Cl) (4.1)

where Ql is the �ow (pcu/h) on the lane and Cl the capacity (pcu/h) of the lane. For signal-
ised junctions the formulation is:

dl = f(Ql, Cl, Ct, gl) (4.2)

where Ct is the signals cycle time (s) and gl the e�ective green time (s) for the tra�c on a
particular lane.

The capacity of a lane is a function of junction design attributes D, the tra�c �ows Q
and parameters representing the tra�c behaviour τ :

Cl = f(D,Q, τ) (4.3)

The junction design D primarily involves lane attributes such as the width and length or
whether it is shared by multiple movements, but also other junction design elements such
as the number of circulating lanes on the roundabout, the number of exit lanes, slow tra�c
crossing facilities, etcetera. The tra�c behavioural parameters τ involve parameter values
for gap acceptance, minimum headway, follow-up headway, etcetera.

For signalised junctions, cycle time and e�ective green time are required as additional
variables for the delay function. In the context of this thesis, it is (clearly) undesirable to
provide them as input data. It is required that the cycle time and green times are determined
based on the junction design D, basically being the lane con�guration, the tra�c �ows Q
and signal control settings S:

Ct, gl = f(D,Q,S) (4.4)

Signal control settings are for example the minimum allowed green time, the maximum
cycle time and the reaction time.

The remainder of this section gives a more speci�c description of the delay, capacity and
signal control functions, although this description is far from complete, since this would re-
quire dozens of pages. The description of the capacity and signal control functions focus on
providing the main concepts reckoned with, instead of providing equations. For a complete
description, one is referred to the HCM 2010 (TRB, 2010a). At the end of this section the
functionalities added for the Dutch case are explained.
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Delay functions

Control delay is the delay incurred due to the presence of a tra�c control device, such as
a sign or signal controlled junction. The average control delay is de�ned as the total time
loss experienced in negotiating a junction. Control delay includes delay associated with
vehicles slowing in advance of a junction, the time spent stopped on the junction approach,
the time spent as vehicles move up in the queue and the time needed to accelerate to their
desired speed before leaving the junction. The general delay function is composed of three
components:

dl = dl,1 + dl,2 + dl,3 (4.5)

where dl is the average control delay (s) for lane l, composed of the uniform delay dl,1,
the incremental delay dl,2 and the geometric delay dl,3. Uniform delay is the delay when
the junction is subject to uniform arrivals and departures. Incremental delay captures the
randomness of the arrival and departure process. Geometric delay represents the time lost
due to the junction geometry (i.e. the time it takes a vehicle to cross the junction when no
control measures and other vehicles are present).

For non-signalised junctions, the delay components can be determined by:

dl,1 =
3600

Cl
(4.6)

dl,2 = 900 · T · xαl [(xl − 1) +

√
(xl − 1)2 +

β · (xl − xl,0)

Cl · T
] (4.7)

d3 = 5 ·min{1, x}+ γ (4.8)

where Cl is the capacity (pcu/h), T is the time period (h), typically one hour and xl is the
volume-capacity ratio (Ql/Cl) with Ql being the tra�c �ow (pcu/h). xl,0 is the minimum
volume-to-capacity ratio and α, β and γ are model parameters.

For signalised junctions, the delay components can be determined by:

dl,1 = PF · 0.5 · Ct · (1− gl/Ct)2

1−min{1, xl} · P
(4.9)

with

PF =
1− P

1− gl/Ct
· 1− yl

1−min{1, xl} · P
· [1 + yl

1− P · Ct/gl
1− gl/Ct

]

yl = min{1, xl} · gl/Ct

dl,2 = 900 · T · xαl

[
(xl − 1) +

√
(xl − 1)2 +

β · k · l · xl
Cl · T

]
(4.10)

dl,3 = 5 ·min{1, xl}+ γ (4.11)

where PF is the progression adjustment factor, Ct is the cycle time (s), gl is the e�ective
green time (s), P is the proportion of vehicles arriving during the green indication (decimal)
and yl is the �ow ratio. k and l are additional model parameters.
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Capacity functions

Separate stepwise capacity functions for the four main junction types are used:

TWSC junctions require drivers on the stop controlled approaches to select gaps in the
major-street �ow in order to execute crossing or turning manoeuvres. In the presence
of a queue, each driver on the controlled approach must also spend time moving to the
front-of-queue position and prepare to evaluate gaps in the major-street �ow. Thus,
the capacity of controlled arms is based primarily on three factors: the distribution
of gaps in the major-street tra�c stream, driver judgement in selecting gaps through
which to execute the desired manoeuvre, and the follow-up headway required by each
driver in the queue. The methodology computes the potential capacity of each minor
movement, which is ultimately adjusted, if appropriate, to compute a movement capa-
city and �nally a lane capacity. The methodology reckons with di�erent lane numbers
and con�gurations, two-stage gap acceptance, crossing pedestrians and tra�c islands.

AWSC junctions require drivers on all approaches to stop at the junction before proceed-
ing. Because each driver must stop, the decision to proceed into the junction is a
function of tra�c conditions on the other approaches. If no tra�c is present on the
other approaches, a driver can proceed immediately after stopping. If there is tra�c
on one or more of the other approaches, a driver proceeds only after determining if
no vehicles are currently at the junction and that it is the driver’s turn to proceed.
In general, the capacity can be determined as a function of the saturation headway,
departure headway and service time. The model reckons with di�erent lane numbers
and con�gurations.

Roundabouts require drivers on an entry approach to give way to vehicles on the round-
about. The capacity of a roundabout approach is directly in�uenced by the �ow pat-
terns. The three �ows of interest are the entering �ow, the circulating �ow and the
exiting �ow. The methodology computes the base capacity for each entry lane based
on the con�icting circulating �ow, the critical headway and the follow-up headway.
Di�erent values for the latter two are used dependent on the number and type of
entry and circulating lanes. Base capacities are corrected for the e�ects of crossing
pedestrians on the roundabout entry, assuming pedestrian priority.

Signalised junctions are controlled by a tra�c signal. This will be discussed in the next
subsection. The capacity function primarily involves the determination of the max-
imum rate of �ow for a lane as measured at the stop line during the green indication,
which is referred to as the saturation �ow rate. The saturation �ow rate is based on
gap acceptance behaviour parameters and lane characteristics such the lane length,
width, angle, slope, speed-limit, the presence of a bus stop, parking manoeuvres, the
type of (shared) movements allowed, etcetera. Except for the type of (shared) move-
ments allowed, these variables will be kept constant for this thesis. Additionally, ca-
pacity reductions are applied when con�icts are permitted during green indication.

Signal control functions

Various methods exist for determining the cycle time and green times. In this thesis, these
values are determined by using the so-called ‘quick estimation method’ as described in
Chapter 31 of the HCM 2010 (TRB, 2010a). Although this method, does not guarantee
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an optimal signal timing plan (with minimum control delay for the junction), it provides
signal timings and delays when minimal data is available. This quick estimation method
subsequently determines the left-turn treatment, lane volumes, signal timings and critical
junction volume-to-capacity ratio.

Added functionalities

In order to deal with additional junction types and reckon with bicycle and pedestrian tra�c
�ows, which are speci�c for the Dutch case, the following functionalities were added to the
HCM methodologies:

Turbo-roundabouts : The method to determine the entry capacity of roundabouts is re-
placed by a method suggested by Fortuijn (2012). Fortuijn did extensive research re-
garding capacity calculations of various types of (turbo-)roundabouts in The Nether-
lands. The method also reckons with a reduction of the entry capacity due to wrong-
fully giving way to exiting vehicles.

Pedestrians and bicycles on roundabouts : The method to determine the pedestrian ef-
fects on the entry capacity of a roundabout is replaced by a method suggested by
Siegloch and Brilon as reported by CROW (1998) and De Leeuw (1997) which also
accounts for the e�ects of bicycle tra�c. A method to determine the pedestrian and
bicycle e�ects on the exit capacity is added as suggested by Schmotz (2014). The latter
method determines the probability that an entry is blocked by vehicles queued from
giving way to crossing slow tra�c on an upstream exit.

Priority junctions : The model to compute the base capacities for priority junctions is
replaced by a method originally suggested by Bovy (1991) and later extended as re-
ported by Bezembinder (2018). This method enables the modelling of equal junctions
and priority squares as well as reckoning with the e�ects of wrongfully giving way
to non-con�icting vehicles.

Signal control : The model to determine the cycle time and green times is extended with
options to deal with crossing pedestrian and bicycle tra�c �ows. The optimal cycle
time is calculated by Websters formula.

4.2.2 Safety performance model
The safety performance model is an implementation of the Highway Safety Manual (HSM)
methodologies (AASHTO, 2010a). The model predicts the average number of fatal-and-
injury crashes per year. The HSM approach is based on accident performance models (APM),
which are also called safety prediction models (SPMs) or safety prediction functions (SPFs).
The latter are used in the HSM documentation and are therefore also used here. The SPFs
predict the expected average crash frequency (ACF) as a function of tra�c volume and junc-
tion characteristics. The HSM provides a series of base SPFs for di�erent collision types, for
a few base junction designs. Subsequently, crash modi�cation factors (CMFs) are determ-
ined and applied for all kind of junction design variations. CMFs quantify the change in
expected average crash frequency as a result of geometric or operational modi�cations to a
site that di�er from the base conditions. The HSM provides predictive models for rural two
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lane roads, rural multi-lane highways and urban and suburban arterials. The later are used
in this thesis. The predictive model for an urban or suburban arterial junction is given by:

Aj = fc · (Aj,b +Aj,ped +Aj,bike) (4.12)

Aj,b = (Aj,mv +Aj,sv) · (fcm,lt · fcm,rt · fcm,ltsp · fcm,ra · fcm,AWSC) (4.13)

where,

Aj = ACF of a junction for a selected year
Aj,b = ACF of multi- and single-vehicle collisions
Aj,ped = ACF of vehicle-pedestrian collisions
Aj,bike = ACF of vehicle-bicycle collisions
Aj,mv = ACF of multi-vehicle collisions for base conditions
Aj,sv = ACF of single-vehicle collisions for base conditions
fc = Calibration factor
fcm,lt = CMF for left-turn lanes
fcm,rt = CMF for right-turn lanes
fcm,ltsp = CMF for left-turn treatment at signals
fcm,ra = CMF for conversion from signal to roundabout
fcm,AWSC = CMF for conversion from TWSC to AWSC

Equation 4.12 shows that the junction crash frequency is estimated as the sum of three
components: Aj,b, Aj,ped andAj,bike, optionally multiplied by a calibration factor fc which
is used to deal with di�erences for speci�c local conditions. Equation 4.13 shows that Aj,b
is based on two subcomponents (Aj,mv and Aj,sv) and a series of CMFs. In the remaining
part of this section, it is explained how the values of each of these elements are determined.

SPFs for multiple- and single-vehicle collisions

The generic SPF for Aj,mv and Aj,sv is:

Aj,ivk = e(αiku+βiku·lnQAADT,major+γiku·lnQAADT,minor) (4.14)

where Aivk is the average number of vehicle crashes per year for vehicle collision type i
and crash severity k. QAADT,major and QAADT,minor are respectively the average annual daily
tra�c volumes for the major and minor road and α, β and γ are parameters. Separate
values ofA are determined for di�erent vehicle collision types i (single- and multiple-vehicle
collisions) and crash severities k (total and fatal-and-injury crashes). Parameter values are
di�erentiated based on the base junction type u, being two-way stop controlled or signalised
junctions with either three or four arms. Since there are no model parameters for fatal-and-
injury crashes at three and four-arm TWSC junctions, Equation 4.14 is then replaced by:

Aj,sv(FI) = Aj,sv(TOT ) · fj,sv,m (4.15)

where fj,sv is the proportion of fatal-and-injury crashes which is di�erentiated by the num-
ber of arms m, either being three or four arms.
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CMFs for multiple- and single-vehicle collisions

Various CMFs are used to di�erentiate from the base condition assumed for the SPFs presen-
ted in the previous section. The base condition for junction left-turn lanes is the absence
of left-turn lanes on the junction approaches. The same applies for right-turn lanes. CMF
values for fcm,lt,um and fcm,rt,um are provided for di�erent base junction types u and the
number of approaches with left-/right turn lanes m. The base conditions for signal phasing
assume a permitted left-turn treatment (i.e. left-turning tra�c may use the same phase as
con�icting through tra�c). For each arm with protected left-turn treatment, a value for
fcm,ltsp is applied. No separate SPFs are available for roundabouts and AWSC junctions.
Alternatively, CMFs are provided for the conversion from respectively a signalised junction
to a roundabout fcm,ra and a TWSC to a AWSC junction fcm,AWSC.

SPFs for vehicle-pedestrian collisions

Separate SPFs are provided for the estimation of the number of vehicle-pedestrian collisions
at signalised and unsignalised junctions. For signalised junctions the SPF for Aj,ped is:

Aj,ped = e(αm+βm·lnQAADT,tot+γm·ln(QAADT,minor/QAADT,major)+δm·Qped+εm·nlanesx) (4.16)

where QAADT,tot is the sum of average daily tra�c volumes (vehicles/day) for the major
and minor roads, Qped is the sum of daily pedestrian volumes (pedestrians/day) crossing
all junction arms, nlanesx is the maximum number of lanes crossed by pedestrians in any
crossing manoeuvre at the junction, considering the presence of tra�c islands and α, β,
γ, δ and ε are model parameters which are di�erentiated by the number of arms m, either
three or four. Only fatal-and-injury crash frequencies are determined. For stop-controlled
junctions the number of vehicle-pedestrian collisions per year is estimated by:

Aj,ped = Aj,b · fpedm (4.17)

where fped is the pedestrian accident adjustment factor, di�erentiated for the number of
arms m.

SPF for bicycle-vehicle collisions

The SPF for the estimation of the number of vehicle-bicycle collisions Aj,bike is:

Aj,bike = Aj,b · fbike,u (4.18)

where fbike is the bicycle accident adjustment factor for junction type u.

Calibration for local conditions

Based on observed data, a calibration factor can be determined for each main junction type
u, by using the following equation:

fc,u =

∑
Aj,o,im∑
A,jp,im

(4.19)

where Aj,o is the observed and Aj,p the predicted crash frequencies. For each of these
frequencies a summation is made over all site locations i for a particular junction type u.
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4.2.3 Environmental performance model

The environmental performance model is a simpli�cation of the tra�c situation based emis-
sion model ARTEMIS as used by Wismans (2012). This model predicts the amount of NOx
and PM10 emitted by tra�c based on di�erent tra�c states for which di�erent emission
factors are used. Figure 4.2 shows the four tra�c states that are distinguished, being free-
�ow, heavy tra�c, quasi-saturated and stop-and-go, and their connection to speed. Where
vf is the free-�ow speed and vc is the speed at capacity.

Figure 4.2 Connecting emission factor and speed by di�erentiating tra�c states: Reprinted from
Towards Sustainable Dynamic Tra�c Management by Wismans, 2012

Emission factors for di�erent road types and vehicle classes were used. This approach
was adapted to be used with urban junctions and static �ow data by relating the emission
factors, di�erentiated by speed limit classes, to the average queue length for each lane or
approach on the junction. The queue length represents the length for which a stop-and-
go tra�c state applies. The total emission on the junction is simply a summation of the
lane emissions. The model cannot be used to determine absolute amounts of emissions for
junctions, but can be used to compare di�erent junction �ows and geometries. The basic
principle was studied and tested by Gasthuis (2015). The basic model is:

Esl =
∑
i

fse,id · Ll ·Ql (4.20)

where Esl is the emission of a substance s for lane l , fse,id is the emission factor for
the substance (g/vehkm) for speed limit class i and road type d, Ll is the length of the road
section with a stop-and-go tra�c state and Ql is the �ow on the road section (veh/h). The
length of the road section is equal to the average queue length times the average vehicle
length. The average queue length and the average delay under stationary tra�c can be
converted from each other using Little’s law, which means that the average queue length
is computed as the product of the average delay and the �ow rate for the lane of interest.
The expected total delay (in vehicle hours per hour) and the expected number of vehicles
in the average queue are numerically identical. For example, four vehicle hours per hour
delay can be used interchangeably with an average queue of four vehicles during the hour
(TRB, 2010a).
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4.2.4 Generate base data
In the �rst step of the data generation stage a dataset is created that contains performance
values for many combinations of tra�c demand patterns and junction design alternatives.
Before actually creating the dataset, some choices have to be made which are in�uenced by
the intended use of the rules to create.

First, the junction design alternatives to be considered should be de�ned. This is a list
of all potential junction design alternatives that should be evaluated. Junction design in-
volves both the choice for the main type, such as signalised junction or roundabout, as well
as choices concerning the number and con�guration of the approach and exit lanes, pri-
ority handling, slow tra�c crossing facilities, signal control and geometric attributes such
as the lane length and the central reservation width. The level of detail depends upon the
requirements for the speci�c case (i.e. for the intended rules).

Second, it should be decided for which tra�c �ow variables and ranges the junction
design alternatives should be evaluated. The tra�c �ow at least involves the turning volumes
for the motorised vehicles on the junction. Dependent upon the intended use of the rules
(e.g. for urban areas) pedestrian volumes should be used as well. If bicycle and truck tra�c
volumes are present in signi�cant numbers, these should also be included. Typically, hourly
and/or daily tra�c volumes are used, since these are major input variables for the perform-
ance model(s). The range (i.e. the total tra�c volume on the junction), is case speci�c and
dependent upon the chosen junction design alternatives, either as variable or by way of
passenger car units. As a rule, the range should be such that every junction design altern-
ative can reach a certain amount of operational over-saturation (e.g. with an average delay
above a speci�ed threshold value). The number of tra�c demand patterns needed in the
dataset depends on the chosen number of �ow variables and ranges, but should probably
range between 10,000 and 1,000,000. A practical limitation could be the calculation time of
models used in the framework.

Third, it should be decided based on which objectives the junction design alternatives
should be evaluated, and based on that which performance indicators should be used. Typ-
ically, minimising the operational performance (e.g. the average delay), is used, as was con-
cluded in Section 2.4. Preferably, the rules are also based on other objectives (e.g. regarding
safety and environmental impact). The choice for one ore more speci�c performance meas-
ures is also in�uenced by the possibility to model the regarding measure.

In order to illustrate the approach, a simpli�ed example case is used. Table 4.1 shows
�ve four-arm junction design alternatives (JDA), for three main junction types (MJT), being
priority junction (PR), signalised junction (SIG) and roundabout (RA). The lane number and

NR JDA MJT
Major road Minor road

Approach Exit Approach Exit
1 PR1 PR 1 1 1 1
2 SIG1 SIG 1 1 1 1
3 PR2 PR 2 1 1 1
4 SIG2 SIG 2 1 1 1
5 RA1 RA 1 1 1 1

Table 4.1 Simpli�ed example with �ve junction design alternatives

con�guration for the approach and exit lanes of the major and minor roads are de�ned for
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each alternative. The lane con�guration means that there is one lane which is shared by
left turning, straight and right turning tra�c, whereas means that there are two lanes; a
separate lane for left turning tra�c and a shared lane for straight and right turning tra�c.
For the tra�c �ows, only motorised vehicles are used, where the total tra�c �ow on the
junction is assumed to range between 0 and 2,000 pcu/h. Two objectives, being operation
and safety are used, respectively expressed by the (volume weighted) average delay (s) and
the estimated number of fatal injuries by year.

Next, the actual base dataset is generated by using the performance models as described
in the Sections 4.2.1-4.2.3. Figure 3.1 showed a schematic representation of the performance
modelling for one speci�c tra�c pattern, with a total volume of 1,000 pcu/h and junction
design alternative SIG2 (from Table 4.1). This results in a (volume weighted) average delay
of 22.15 seconds and an estimated number of fatal-and-injuries of 0.89 per year. The en-
vironmental performance is not used in this example. For the given tra�c demand pattern
(TDP) this is repeated for each junction design alternative that has been de�ned. The results
for the �ve junction design alternatives in the example are shown in Table 4.2.

TDP NR JDA MJT Delay(s) Injuries
1 1 PR1 PR 54.67 0.68
1 2 SIG1 SIG 32.62 1.01
1 3 PR2 PR 34.56 0.42
1 4 SIG2 SIG 22.15 0.89
1 5 RA1 RA 29.33 0.21

Table 4.2 Example of performance for �ve junction design alternatives given a speci�c tra�c
demand pattern

This calculation of the performance measures for all junction design alternatives is re-
peated for other tra�c demand pattern (i.e. with a di�erent total volume and/or a di�erent
distribution of �ows over the junction). The tra�c demand patterns are determined by using
a random generator. In the example case, only four tra�c demand patterns are generated,
thus resulting in a base performance dataset with 4× 5 = 20 records.

4.2.5 Select viable designs
In the second step of the data generation stage, one or more junction design alternatives are
selected for each tra�c demand pattern, thus creating a dataset that can be used as input
for the rule determination step (i.e. the decision tree method). For evaluation purposes,
this dataset is divided in a training dataset and a test dataset in the third and �nal step of
the data generation stage. The selection of viable designs is an important step in the whole
rule determination and evaluation framework, since this is where the intended values of the
target variable for the junction design rules are determined. Again, some choices have to be
made which are in�uenced by the intended junction design rules.

First, a choice should be made regarding the number of objectives and (target) labels. As
stated in the research design (Section 1.3), in this thesis, either single-objective and single-
label or multi-objective and multi-label rules are determined. Given that the necessary per-
formance measures were included in the base dataset, both types of rules can be generated
from it.
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Second, the intended target variable, either being single- or multi-label should be chosen.
The target variable represents the junction design. However, di�erent levels of detail can
be used. On the one hand, the target variable can be a speci�c junction design alternative
(speci�ed by the main type, speci�c number and con�guration of approach and exit lanes,
slow tra�c handling, etc.). On the other hand, the target variable can just be the main
junction type (e.g. priority, signalised or roundabout). The �rst can lead to very speci�c but
complex rules, while the latter can produce very transparent but too general rules. Likely,
the required level of detail for the target variable lies somewhere in between. Ideally, various
alternative target variable classi�cations are evaluated before determining the �nal rules.

Third, given the chosen objective(s) and target variable, it should be determined how
the so-called viable junction design alternatives are selected for each tra�c demand pattern.
This is di�erent for the single-objective and single-label and the multi-objective and multi-
label situations and is illustrated by way of the example case. Figure 4.3a shows a graph
with the values for performance measures for the operational and safety objectives for one
tra�c demand pattern, corresponding the values from Table 4.2. For a single-objective and
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Figure 4.3 Performances of junction design alternative solutions for (a) all (b) size category 1 (c) size
category 2

single-label situation, where the rule aims to predict the design with the minimum delay,
SIG2 would be selected, since it has the lowest delay value. For a multi-objective and multi-
label situation, where the rule aims to predict the Pareto optimal set based on minimising
the delay and fatal injuries, SIG2 and RA1 would be selected, since these are the Pareto
optimal solutions.

An issue for both situations is the fact that this approach often selects the larger junc-
tions (i.e. which have a better operational performance). In practice, one might prefer smal-
ler design alternatives from a �nancial point of view or simply because there is not enough
space for the large(r) design alternative. Therefore, it is proposed to use so-called size cat-
egories. The junction design alternatives are assigned to corresponding size categories and
a (set of) viable junction design alternative is selected for each combination of tra�c de-
mand pattern and size category. For the example case, two size categories are di�erentiated.
Figures 4.3b and 4.3c show the solutions for two size categories separately. For the single-
objective and single-label situation, SIG1 and SIG2 would be selected for size categories 1
and 2. For the multi-objective and multi-label situation, the sets {SIG1,PR1} and {SIG2,RA1}
would be selected. Alternatively, cost or size (i.e. space or area) could have been added as
an objective which is minimised. However, this would mean that a choice is integrated in
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the rules, whereas this choice should be made by the user of the rule. Moreover, it is not
always desirable to minimise cost and space.

Another issue for both situations is the fact that a selected alternative still can have an
unacceptable performance level. It is simply the best of the evaluated alternatives. There-
fore, threshold values can be used. For safety and environmental performance measures
this is di�cult. For the operational performance, various threshold variables and values ex-
ist (e.g. a maximum allowed average delay (s)). The actual threshold value depends upon the
case. In the small example, a delay threshold of 50 (s) is used. The threshold value is showed
in the graphs in Figures 4.3b and 4.3c. For the multi-objective and multi-label situation in
the example, this would mean that alternative PR1 is excluded from the selected set.

The selection process is repeated for each combination of tra�c demand pattern and size
category. For the example case with four tra�c demand patterns and two size categories,
this would mean a dataset of 4× 2 = 8 records. Table 4.3 shows the example dataset.

ID TDP V1 V2 . . . V12 VMA VMI VTOT SC JDA MJT SJDA SMJT
1 1 25 100 25 300 200 500 1 PR1 PR {PR1,SIG1} {PR,SIG}
2 1 25 100 25 300 200 500 2 PR2 PR {PR2,RA1} {PR,RA}
3 2 50 200 50 600 400 1,000 1 SIG1 SIG {SIG1} {SIG}
4 2 50 200 50 600 400 1,000 2 SIG2 SIG {SIG2,RA1} {SIG,RA}
5 3 75 300 75 900 600 1,500 1 SIG1 SIG {SIG1} {SIG}
6 3 75 300 75 900 600 1,500 2 SIG2 SIG {SIG2,RA1} {SIG,RA}
7 4 100 400 100 1,200 800 2,000 1 OS OS {OS} {OS}
8 4 100 400 100 1,200 800 2,000 2 SIG2 SIG {SIG2,RA1} {SIG,RA}

Table 4.3 Simpli�ed example dataset with four tra�c demand patterns and two size categories

The dataset contains both the variables representing the base tra�c pattern (i.e. the
volumes for the twelve turning movements as shown in Figure 3.1 (V1-V12)), as well as
multiple combined variables such as the total volume on the major (VMA) or minor road
(VMI) or the whole junction (VTOT). The combined variables are important for the rules
to be determined. For each combination of tra�c �ow pattern and size category (SC) the
selected junction design alternative (JDA) and the corresponding main junction type (MJT)
for the single-objective and single-label situation are stored in the table. Additionally, the
selected set of junction design alternatives (SJDA) and the corresponding set of main junc-
tion types (SMJT) for the multi-objective and multi-label situation are stored in the table. In
this example, the results for both situations are stored in the same table. Alternatively, sep-
arate tables can be created according to the need for a speci�c situation. Note that the table
also shows (S)JDA and (S)MJT values of ‘OS’. For this combination of tra�c demand pattern
and size category, there was no junction design alternative with a delay below the chosen
threshold value (50 seconds). This value is included in the dataset in order to facilitate the
rules to predict an ‘other solution’ (OS) for the speci�ed tra�c demand pattern and size cat-
egory. In practice this would for example mean that one should consider a grade-separated
junction.

4.2.6 Split data
Finally, in the third step of the data generation stage, the dataset is split into a training
dataset and a test dataset. Two-third of the original dataset is used for the training dataset
and one-third for the test dataset. The records or instances are randomly selected from the
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original dataset.

4.3 Rule determination
In the rule determination stage, new junction design rules are determined based on the
training dataset, using decision tree methods, and evaluated based on the test dataset by
using indicators re�ecting the complexity, accuracy and performances of the rules. The
results of the new rules can also be compared with the existing junction design rules. The
rule determination stage consists of two main steps being: determine rules and evaluate
rules. In this section, the process during each of these steps is described. The theoretical
example as introduced in the previous section is used to clarify the description.

4.3.1 Determine rules
In this �rst step of the rule determination stage, the decision tree is determined. Rules
can be derived from the tree. The decision tree is determined by way of a decision tree
induction algorithm (CRT, CHAID or QUEST) which uses the dataset as a training set. This
was discussed in the previous chapter and is further discussed in more detail in Chapter
5. For the sake of completeness, a brief description of the process is given in this section,
elaborating on the earlier presented example data.

In short, the decision tree method needs to know the intended target variable and the
predictor variables. For the example case, the target variable is either the (set of) junction
design alternative(s) or the (set of) main junction type(s) and the predictor variables are the
variables representing the tra�c pattern (V1-V12,VMA,VMI,VTOT) and the size category
(SC). Figure 4.4 shows a possible tree for the single-objective and single-label situation pre-
dicting the main junction type.

VTOT

SC

{SIG}{OS}

1 2

{SIG}{PR}

≤ 500 ≥ 2000

Figure 4.4 Tree for the single-objective and single-label situation for the example case

The tree classi�es the eight instances from Table 4.3 according to the total volume
(VTOT) and the size category (SC). When the total volume is below 500 (pcu/h), the tree
predicts a priority junction. When the total volume is between 500 and 1,000 (pcu/h) a sig-
nalised junction is predicted. For volumes above 2,000 (pcu/h), the tree predicts a signalised
junction or an ‘other solution’ depending on the size category. Figure 4.5 shows a possible
tree for the multi-objective and multi-label situation based on the data from Table 4.3.
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SC
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Figure 4.5 Tree for the multi-objective and multi-label situation for the example case

Alternatively, the size category can be excluded from the tree and separate trees can be
trained for each size category. Although this likely decreases tree complexity, it is unclear
whether this also increases the tree accuracy. Situations for which selected junction designs
for multiple size categories have similar attributes are then excluded from the process. As
a start it seems better to include the size category as predictor variable and let the tree
induction process decide whether it contributes to the classi�cation.

4.3.2 Evaluate rules
In order to evaluate both new and existing junction design rules, various indicators are
used. The new rules are determined by using the training dataset. For the evaluation, the
test dataset is used. The new (tree based) rules are evaluated for their complexity, accuracy
and performances. The existing (non tree based) rules are evaluated for their accuracy and
performances.

Complexity

The complexity of resulting trees is evaluated based on the number of nodes, the number
of leaves, the tree depth (number of levels) and the number of variables in the tree. Lower
numbers correspond to lower complexity.

Accuracy

The target variables in the test dataset are assumed to hold the true target values. In situ-
ations with single-labelled data, the predictive accuracy of a rule is simply the proportion
of correctly classi�ed or predicted instances. If this would be applied to multi-labelled data,
this is a very strict measure, being the proportion of instances for which the predicted set
of labels is the same as the true set of labels. In the context of this thesis, predicting a set
of viable junction design alternatives for further research, it is also interesting to know the
proportion of instances for which the predicted set at least contains the true set of labels.
In this context predicting too many labels instead of predicting too few is less bad. There-
fore, multiple measures are introduced in order to evaluate the accuracy of the rules. All
accuracy measures discussed below are on a per-instance basis and the aggregate value is
an average over all instances. Let T be the true set of labels (i.e. the Pareto optimal set) and
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P be the predicted set of labels (i.e. by either the new or existing rules). The measure for
the predicted set at least containing the true set is named su�ciency, which is de�ned as:

Sufficiency =

{
0, if P 6⊆ T ;

1, if P ⊆ T.
(4.21)

The measure for the predicted set being equal to the true set, is named equality, and is
de�ned as:

Equality =

{
0, if P 6= T ;

1, if P = T.
(4.22)

Although predicting too many labels is less bad than predicting too few, it is still a
disadvantage of the model. Therefore, also the number of labels that is wrongfully predicted
is evaluated with the overestimation measure:

Overestimation = |P/T | (4.23)

This measure is best evaluated in relation with the average set size.
Additionally, a similarity measure is used which is a more general measure for compar-

ing sets used by various authors (Y. Chen et al., 2003; Chou & Hsu, 2005; Yi et al., 2013), also
referred to as the Jaccard index or intersection over union:

Similarity =
|T ∩ P |
|T ∪ P |

(4.24)

The values for su�ciency, equality and similarity range between 0 and 1. Higher val-
ues correspond to higher accuracy. The value of overestimation ranges from 0 up to the
maximum number of labels. Lower values correspond to higher accuracy.

In order to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the new rules, it is imperative to
di�erentiate the indicators for di�erent size and volume categories.

Performance

Another measure concerns the performances of the predicted (set of) junction design al-
ternative(s). In some situations, the di�erences in performance between junction design al-
ternatives is limited (i.e. less than a second di�erence in average delay). For these situations,
predicting the ‘wrong’ junction design alternative is less severe. Therefore, it is important
to determine and compare the performance measures for both the new and exiting rules.
The performances of each junction design alternative can simply be retrieved from the base
performance dataset as described in Section 4.2.4.

Another issue involves the fact that existing rules are often based on one objective,
thereby neglecting junction design alternatives that are important for other objectives. If a
rule selects viable junction design alternatives based on minimising the average delay, the
alternative with the lowest number of accidents could be missing from the predicted set.
It is important to compare the performances resulting from the new and existing rules in
relation to the performances resulting from the Pareto optimal set. Various indicators exist
for this purpose. (Brands, 2015) provided an excellent overview in the context of comparing
two Pareto sets. These can also be used to compare a Pareto with a (potentially) non-Pareto
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set. Again all measures discussed are on a per-instance basis. The aggregate value is the
average value over all instances.

The �rst indicator is the minimum objective value attained by a set for every objective
function. This is a straightforward indicator which uncovers the �rst problem mentioned
above. Figure 4.6 shows a visual representation of the determination of the minimum ob-
jective values for two sets. The �gure shows the objective space for a two-dimensional case

z1(q, s)

z 2
(q
,s

)

min(z1)

min(z2)

(a) True (Pareto optimal) set

z1(q, s)
z 2

(q
,s

)
min(z1)

min(z2)

(b) Predicted (non-Pareto optimal) set

Figure 4.6 Performance indicators visualisation

(i.e. with two objectives). The axes represent the performances z for the two objectives (1
and 2), based on a given tra�c �ow pattern q and size category s. Figure 4.6a shows the
true (Pareto optimal) set, containing four junction design alternatives. Figure 4.6b shows
a predicted or existing set, containing three junctions design alternatives. The minimum
objective values are indicated with min(z1) and min(z2). The value for min(z1) is equal
for both sets, whereas the value for min(z2) is lower (and thus better) for the true set.

A minor complication is the fact that sets can also contain the ‘other solution’ (OS)
junction design alternative. As explained in section 4.2.5, for this combination of tra�c
demand pattern and size category, there was no junction design alternative with a delay
below the chosen threshold value. Evidently, since the junction design is unknown, no
performances can be determined for this alternative. Therefore, if a set contains an ‘OS’
alternative, the regarding combination of tra�c demand pattern q and size category s is
excluded from the analysis.

The second indicator is the hypervolume indicator (also known as S-metric or space
coverage). In a two-dimensional case (i.e. with two objectives), it determines the area that is
covered by the Pareto optimal points within a set with respect to a reference point. The area
is indicated in Figure 4.6 in grey, whereas the reference point is indicated with a star. The
reference point represents the upper boundary of all objectives (i.e. the reference point is
de�ned in a way that it is dominated by all solutions in all sets). Because the true maximum
values of the objective functions are not known a conservative point is chosen, based on
the evaluated solutions. In a three-dimensional case area is replaced with volume and in
the more dimensional case with hypervolume, hence the name of this indicator. Figure 4.6a
shows the hypervolume for a true set, in which all points are Pareto optimal. Figure 4.6b
shows the hypervolume for a set in which not all points are Pareto optimal. Therefore, the
hypervolume area is smaller. The bigger the hypervolume the better.
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4.4 Case descriptions
Two countries, being the United States of America (US) and the Netherlands (NL), are used
as main cases for the rule determination, evaluation and application. The choice for these
countries is mainly based on the availability of existing junction design rules and corres-
ponding junction performance models. The availability of existing junction design rules is
limited. A combination of existing rules and corresponding junction design models which
can be used to determine new rules and compare them with the existing rules, is even rarer.
For the national level in the US, such a combination is available. Moreover, with the HCM
and the HSM methodologies, well researched and worldwide respected performance models
are available for the operational and safety objectives. The Netherlands is chosen, since the
motivation for this thesis partly originates from Dutch practice. Moreover, a second country
can demonstrate the transferability of the approach to determine new junction design rules.

For both countries, two (sub)cases are de�ned, thus resulting in four cases: US1, US2,
NL1 and NL2. The rules in the cases are meant to serve di�erent numbers of objectives and
are used for di�erent steps in the evaluation process, as shown in Table 4.4. In case US1,

Topic Item
Cases

US1 US2 NL1 NL2

Objectives
Operation 3 3 3 3
Safety 3 3 3
Environment 3 3

Evaluation
Solution approaches 3 3
Comparison with existing rules 3 3 3*
Improvements 3 3

* = Only for performances.

Table 4.4 Objectives and evaluation steps for cases

rules are determined predicting the junction design alternative (single-label) which has the
best operational performance (single-objective). The case is only used to evaluate di�erent
solution approaches (i.e. decision tree induction algorithms). In case US2, rules are determ-
ined predicting a Pareto optimal set of junction design alternatives (multi-label) based on
minimising both operational and safety performances (multi-objective). The case is used for
evaluating di�erent solution approaches as well as for comparing new and existing rules.
Case NL1 and NL2 determine rules for predicting a Pareto optimal set based on minimising
the operational, safety and environmental performances. The cases are primarily used to
compare new and existing rules. Case US2 and NL2 are also used to evaluate further im-
provements.

The operational objective is expressed as the volume weighted average delay (s). The
delays are averaged over the turns T on the junction. The safety objective is expressed as the
number of fatal-and-injury crashes per year. This measure directly results from the safety
performance model. The environmental objective is expressed as the total NOx emissions
(g) on the junction. The emissions are summed over all lanesL and armsA. The formulation
of the junction objectives is presented in Table 4.5. In order to prevent junctions with an
unacceptable performance level to be part of the Pareto set, a threshold value is used for the
operational performance. This threshold value is depicted as ψ in Table 4.5. For the US and
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Objective Measure Formulation

Operation Volume weighted average
delay (s)

Z1 = min
((∑

t∈T
dt ·Qt

)
/
(∑
t∈T

Qt

)
, ψ
)

Safety Number of fatal-and-injury
crashes per year

Z2 = Aj

Environment NOx emission (g) Z3 =
∑
a∈A

∑
l∈L

E
NOx

al

Table 4.5 Formulation of the junction objectives

NL cases respectively threshold values of 50 and 70 (s) are used.
For all cases, choices are made concerning the junction designs and tra�c �ows. Table

4.6 shows a summary of these choices.

Topic Item
Cases

US1 US2 NL1 NL2

Junction design

Main types 4 4 4 4
Alternatives 24 21 16 26
Variants - 67 42 88
Size categories 5 7 5 9
Attributes 9 9 12 12

Tra�c �ow

Motorvehicle variables 12 12 12 12
Motorvehicle range (pcu/h) 0-7000 0-7000 0-7000 0-7000
Bicycle variables 4 4
Bicycle range (bikes/h) 0-500 0-500
Combined variables 26 26 29 29

Table 4.6 Junction design and tra�c �ow choices for cases

For both main cases, a brief description is given concerning the existing rules that will
be used for the evaluation of the new rules. A more detailed description of the cases is
provided in Appendix B.

4.4.1 Case 1: US
In the USA, junction design rules can be found in both national and state documents. In
this case, the focus is on the national level. Junction design rules are scattered over various
junction design manuals and technical reports, published by TRB (TRB, 2001, 2010b), FHWA
(FHWA, 2010, 2012) and AASHTO (AASHTO, 2010b, 2010a). A lot of rules require data
generated by performance models and lie outside the research scope of this thesis which
aims to determine rules for the �rst stage of the junction design assessment process. The
Manual on Uniform Tra�c Control Devices (MUTD) (FHWA, 2012) describes eight warrants
that de�ne conditions in which a tra�c control signal is likely to improve junction safety,
operations, or both. If a warrant is met, then signal control may be appropriate. Some
warrants require volume based input data, such as eight, four or one hour volumes, while
others require performance data such as delay or the crash history or speci�c local data
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such as the area population. Various rules exist for the realisation of speci�c junction design
alternatives and elements, such as volume thresholds for roundabouts or for the number of
entry lanes required (e.g. TRB, 2010b). An overall approach is also provided, combining
the earlier mentioned warrants and various other rules in one method (TRB, 2001). Not all
warrants and rules are relevant and/or usable in order to determine a viable set of junction
design alternatives. The rules were adapted in order to facilitate a fair comparison between
existing and new rules. More information can be found in Appendix B.

4.4.2 Case 2: NL

In the Netherlands, junction design rules can be found in various publications of CROW
(CROW, 1998, 2008, 2012, 2013). Most rules are capacity thresholds, which means that they
provide a value for the maximum allowed tra�c volumes for a certain time interval (e.g. the
total tra�c volume on a junction or arm in a peak hour (pcu/h)). Various tables are provided
for various junction design types. Another, rather general but common rule, prescribes a
preferred order in which main junction design types should be considered (CROW, 2012,
2013). The preferred order, being; roundabout, priority junction and signalised junction is
based on the sustainable safety principle, in which roundabouts are considered (and proven
to be) the safest junction design types. The rule dictates that a roundabout should be con-
sidered, unless it should be excluded for operational reasons. Furthermore, various design
rules exist for speci�c design elements and/or junction design types. For example, a graph-
ically represented rule which can be used to determine whether a single lane roundabout
should be considered for a given combination of entry �ow, con�icting circulating �ow and
crossing bicycle �ow (CROW, 1998).

There is no overall (set of) junction design rule(s) available applicable for all relevant
junction design alternatives and tra�c modes. Therefore, a combination of rules from two
source is used. The �rst source (CROW, 2008) provides two capacity thresholds for di�erent
types of junctions,ranging from single lane roundabouts, two lane roundabouts to turbo-
roundabouts, priority junctions and signalised junctions. The �rst threshold represents the
maximum allowed sum of all entry �ows in a peak hour. The second threshold represents
the sum of the entry �ow and the (potentially) con�icting �ow for one arm and is thus
evaluated for each arm. If one of the threshold values is exceeded, then this junction design
type is considered unsuitable to be taken into account for further research. The second
source (CROW, 2013) provides the so-called Slop-criterion which calculates a value based
on the (eight-hour) total volume on the major road, the (eight-hour) maximum volume of
the minor roads and a set of parameters. If the resulting value exceeds a certain threshold
value, a priority junction is no longer a viable solution. Using the (capacity) thresholds does
not provide a set of viable junction design alternatives. However, the rule can be used to
determine such a set. An extensive description of the existing rules can be found in the
Appendix B.

Since bicycle �ows are a substantial part of tra�c �ow in the Netherlands, it is desirable
to reckon with these in the rules. However, since there are no existing rules for all junction
design types, crossing bicycle �ows will be reckoned with in the existing rules by simply
adding them to the con�icting �ow (1 bicycle = 0.2 pcu), which is used in various rules.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a modelling framework was presented by which new junction design rules
can be generated and evaluated. The framework consists of two main stages, regarding data
generation and rule determination. In order to generate the data �rst a series of choices has
to be made concerning the junction design alternatives, tra�c �ows, objectives and per-
formance models. Furthermore, choices have to be made regarding the target and prediction
variables needed in order to determine the decision trees in the second main step. Various
measures were provided which are used to evaluate the new rules, both for comparing dif-
ferent solution approaches and comparing the new and existing rules.

Finally, two case were presented, for which existing rules and the data generation were
described. These cases are used in the following two chapters. Di�erent solution approaches
for determining new junction design rules are tested in Chapter 5, providing the approach
which is subsequently applied in Chapter 6.



Chapter 5

Alternative identi�cation:
Solution approaches

In Chapter 3, based on a literature review, both single- and multi-label decision tree methods
for determining junction design rules were chosen. In Chapter 4 a modelling framework was
presented in which these methods can be implemented and evaluated. Although the frame-
work and main methods have been chosen, it is still to be determined which speci�c method,
algorithm and/or approach options, provide the best junction design trees and rules. From
literature, it was concluded that no speci�c tree induction method was superior to others in
all aspects o� quality and over di�erent domains. The general strategy is to evaluate mul-
tiple algorithms. This applies for the general method or algorithm as well as for alternative
options or parameters for the methods. Moreover, consequences of choices made during the
generation of the input data should be evaluated. In this chapter, combinations of methods,
algorithms, options, parameters and choices, which are referred to as solution approaches,
are evaluated. The purpose of this chapter is to �nd the solution approaches which produce
the best junction design trees and rules. The solution approaches are compared mutually,
not with the existing rules. That will be done in Chapter 6. In this chapter, the US case, as
described in Section 4.4, is used for the evaluation of the solution approaches.

In Section 5.1, the solution approaches for single-objective and single-label rules are dis-
cussed. The section starts with a description of the methods or algorithms that are used, fol-
lowed by an overview of the experimental set-up, the analysis of the results and conclusions.
In Section 5.2, the same topics are discussed for the solution approaches for multi-objective
and multi-label rules. The chapter ends with conclusions in Section 5.3.

This chapter is based on:

Bezembinder, E., Wismans, L. Van Berkum, E. (2015, January11-15). Using decision trees in order
to determine intersection design rules. In Proc. transportation research board 94th annual meeting.
Washington D.C., United States.

Bezembinder, E., Wismans, L. Van Berkum, E. (2017, October16-19). Constructing multi-labelled de-
cision trees for junction design using the predicted probabilities. In Proceedings ieee 20th international
conference on intelligent transportation systems. Yokohama, Japan.
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5.1 Single-objective, single-label rules
In this section solution approaches for determining rules predicting one junction design
alternative which is the optimal solution for one objective, are evaluated. First, in section
5.1.1, a description is given of the decision tree algorithms that are used. In section 5.1.2, an
overview of the experimental set-up is presented, followed by the analysis of the results in
Section 5.1.3. Section 5.1.4 provides conclusions.

5.1.1 Decision tree algorithms
In order to give a basic understanding of the decision tree induction algorithms that are
used, a short description is provided for each algorithm. In Chapter 3, it was concluded that
the CRT, CHAID and QUEST algorithms can best be used to determine the decision trees
for the junction design rules. The descriptions correspond to the implementation of the
algorithms in IBM SPSS Decision Tree 21 (Corporation, 2012), which is used in this thesis.

CRT

CRT (or CART or C&RT) stands for Classi�cation and Regression Trees. It was developed
by Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone (1984) and is characterised by the fact that it con-
structs binary trees. The splits are selected using the Gini or twoing impurity measure cri-
teria. The Gini criterion may encounter problems when the domain of the target attribute is
relatively wide. In such a case, it is possible to employ a binary criterion called the twoing
criterion. When the target attribute is binary, the Gini and twoing criteria are equivalent.
For multi-class problems, the twoing criterion prefers attributes with evenly divided splits.
The obtained tree is pruned by cost-complexity pruning. CRT can also consider misclassi-
�cation costs in the tree induction.

CHAID

CHAID stands for Chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection. The CHAID algorithm
was originally proposed by Kass (1980). The algorithm tests variables for independence
using the chi-square test, which determines whether splitting a node generates a statistical
improvement in purity. Either Pearson or likelihood-ratio chi-square is used for determining
the node splitting and class merging. The resulting signi�cance values are adjusted using
the Bonferroni method. CHAID allows multi-way node splitting (as opposed to binary node
splitting), which means that the instance space can be split in more than two classes per
node. CHAID does not perform pruning. Exhaustive CHAID, proposed by Biggs, Ville and
Suen (1991), is a modi�cation of CHAID that uses a more thorough heuristic for �nding, at
each node, the optimal way of grouping the categories of each predictor. Misclassi�cation
cost can be considered.

QUEST

QUEST was proposed by Loh and Shih (1997) as a Quick, Unbiased, E�cient Statistical Tree
and also constructs binary trees. For nominal predictors, it uses the Pearson chi-squared
test for node splitting. QUEST has negligible bias and uses ten-folded cross-validation to
prune the trees. Misclassi�cation cost can be considered.
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5.1.2 Experimental set-up
For this experiment, case US1 is used, which is the single-objective variant of the US case.
Data generation choices for this case were presented in Table 4.6. The goal is to determine
rules for four-arm junctions based on 4 main types, 21 alternatives and 67 variants, dif-
ferentiated by 5 size categories. The dataset contains the junction design alternative with
the minimum volume weighted average delay (s) for each combination of size category and
tra�c �ow pattern. When the delay for all junction design alternatives is higher than 50
seconds, the label ‘Other solution’ is assigned to the target variable for that tra�c �ow pat-
tern and size category. The tra�c �ow pattern is represented by the 12 peak hour turning
�ows for motorised vehicles (pcu/h). Besides the 12 base tra�c �ow variables, the database
also contains 20 composed variables, such as the total volume or the percentage of left-
turning vehicles on the major road. A complete overview of the variables used can be found
in Appendix B. The total volume on the junction can range between 0 and 7000 (pcu/h).
The delay is determined by a performance model using the HCM 2010 methodologies (TRB,
2010a).

The base performance dataset contains one million tra�c �ow patterns. Given the facts
that the training dataset gets two-third of these patterns and �ve size categories are di�eren-
tiated, the training dataset contains 1, 000, 000× 0.67× 5 = 3, 350, 000 records. Handling
such an amount of data can become demanding, both in computer memory and computing
time, when running the decision tree algorithm. Since it is the intention to run di�erent
algorithms with di�erent options, it is worthwhile to explore smaller training set sizes. It is
expected that the accuracy of the resulting tree will reduce with smaller training set sizes,
but if this reduction is limited, the gain in computing time might outweigh a small loss of
quality. This is also interesting to know when one would like to work with smaller base per-
formance datasets (e.g. when a, computationally more demanding, microsimulation model
is used to determine the performance measures). Thus, di�erent training set sizes are tested.
The decision trees are trained based on 3, 350, 000, 335, 000, 33, 500 and 3, 350 records.

The selected decision tree algorithms, as explained in Section 5.1.1, have options that
can be varied, and which are expected to in�uence the resulting trees. The most important
option is the splitting criterion. Seven main solution approaches are de�ned, based on their
main method and splitting criterion. An overview is provided in Table 5.1. The codes in
the table are used in tables and graphs showing the results later in this section. Besides the

Nr. Main method Splitting criterion Code
1 CHAID Pearson chi-square CD-P
2 CHAID Likelihood ratio chi-square CD-L
3 Exhaustive CHAID Pearson chi-square ED-P
4 Exhaustive CHAID Likelihood chi-square ED-L
5 CRT Gini impurity CT-G
6 CRT Twoiing impurity CT-T
7 QUEST Pearson chi-square QT-P

Table 5.1 Overview of chosen main solution approaches for the decision tree algorithms

main method and the splitting criterion, there is a series of options to be de�ned for each
main method regarding controlling the growth limits, splitting criteria and pruning of the
trees. Table 5.2 shows the options and their value(s) and whether they are relevant for each
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main method. Most options have one chosen value, based on the default value provided

Option Value CD ED CT QT
Growth limits
Maximum tree depth 3/5/99 3 3 3 3
Minimum number of parent node cases 100 3 3 3 3
Minimum number of child node cases 50 3 3 3 3
Maximum number of iterations 100 3 3
Minimum change in cell frequencies 0.001 3 3

Splitting criteria
Signi�cance level for splitting nodes 0.05 3 3 3
Signi�cance level for merging categories 0.05 3
Adjust signi�cance with Bonferroni Yes 3 3
Allow resplitting of merged categories No 3 3
Intervals for scale independent variables 10 3 3
Minimum change in improvement 0.0001 3

Pruning
Perform pruning Yes/No 3 3
Maximum di�erence in risk 1 3 3

Table 5.2 Overview of options for the decision tree algorithms

by the IBM SPSS Decision Tree 21 software. The values for the maximum tree depth and
whether to perform pruning are varied. It is to be expected that there exists a trade-o�
between the predictive accuracy and the complexity or size of the tree. The maximum tree
depth and pruning reduce the complexity of the tree but may also reduce the accuracy. In
order to gain insight in this trade-o� mechanism, it is worthwhile to explore the maximum
achievable predictive accuracy, where the maximum tree depth is set to 99 and no pruning
is performed. Eventually, a comprehensible tree is desired, thus runs with pruning and
di�erent values (3-5) for the maximum tree depth are used.

In total, 50 runs with di�erent training set sizes, main solution approaches and options
are performed.

5.1.3 Analysis
In this section the results of applying the di�erent solution approaches as described in Sec-
tion 5.1.2 are discussed. The training of the decision trees was obviously performed with
the training dataset. The evaluation of the accuracy and complexity was performed with
the test dataset. The results are discussed by topic.

Dataset size

The �rst topic concerns the size of the training dataset. It is expected that the accuracy of
a resulting tree will reduce with smaller training set sizes. But if this reduction is limited,
the gain in computing time might outweigh a small loss of quality. It is also interesting
to look into the complexity of the resulting tree, since eventually comprehensible trees are
required. Table 5.3 shows average values for the accuracy, complexity and computing time.
These are average values for all seven main solution approaches. As expected, the accuracy
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Set size Standard Accuracy Number of Number of Number of Duration
error rate levels nodes leaves (s)

3,350 0.011 0.766 4.9 49 30 15
33,500 0.003 0.805 9.6 368 222 78

335,000 0.001 0.844 12.9 2736 1647 676
3,350,000 0.000 0.867 17.0 21455 13097 5815

Table 5.3 Average accuracy, complexity and computation time values for di�erent training set sizes

rate increases with bigger training set sizes. The accuracy rate varies between 0.766 and
0.867. The standard error is, except for a dataset with 3,350 cases, negligibly small. Between
training set sizes of 3,350 and 33,500 the accuracy improves with 10.1%. Between 33,500
and 335,000 and between 335,000 and 3,350,000 the improvement is respectively 4.5% and
2%. The tree complexity on the other hand, if expressed by the number of leaves, increases
with a factor of 6-7 between the data set sizes. The computation time, expressed in seconds
duration, increases with a factor of 6-9 between the data set sizes. The average computation
time of one tree for the 3,350,000 dataset size is 97 minutes (Intel Core i7 CPU, 2.50GHz,
16.0GB RAM, 64-bit OS) compared to 11 minutes for the 335,000 dataset size. This di�erence
is expected to increase when activating the pruning option in later tests. Before deciding on
the dataset size for further test, it is worthwhile to take a closer look at potential di�erences
in accuracy, complexity and computing time for the di�erent solution approaches.

Dataset size and solution approach

Table 5.4 provides an overview of the accuracy rates for the di�erent solution approaches,
as shown in Table 5.1. The best value for each training set size is presented underlined,
whereas the worst value is presented italic. The table shows that the QUEST algorithm
with a Pearson chi-square based splitting criterion (QT-P) has the lowest accuracy for all
training set sizes, although it is especially worst for the smaller set. The CRT algorithm
(CT-G and CT-T) generally has the highest accuracy rates except for the largest set size,
where the Exhaustive CHAID with a likelihood chi-square based splitting criterion (ED-L)
has the best accuracy. Generally, the accuracy values for the di�erent solution approaches
are relatively close to each other.

Set size CD-P CD-L ED-P ED-L CT-G CT-T QT-P
3,350 0.766 0.735 0.767 0.747 0.762 0.768 0.594

33,500 0.805 0.809 0.800 0.805 0.824 0.820 0.797
335,000 0.844 0.842 0.842 0.844 0.852 0.861 0.832

3,350,000 0.867 0.867 0.867 0.868 0.852 0.865 0.852

Table 5.4 Accuracy rates for di�erent solution approaches and training set sizes

Table 5.5 shows the number of leaves for each solution approach. The values for the
numbers of leaves shows a lot more variation for the di�erent solution approaches. The
highest numbers are produced by the CHAID algorithms, which can be related to the fact
that it allows multi-way splits, instead of the binary split for the CRT and QUEST algorithms.
The number of leaves is extremely high for the largest set size. A large tree, does not auto-
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matically mean better accuracy, since the CRT algorithm, which has high accuracy rates,
does also produce relatively smaller trees.

Set size CD-P CD-L ED-P ED-L CT-G CT-T QT-P
3,350 41 43 40 39 16 17 16

33,500 307 315 306 305 111 118 89
335,000 2576 2566 2455 2439 264 607 625

3,350,000 22111 22140 21154 20951 254 585 4482

Table 5.5 Number of leaves for di�erent solution approaches and training set sizes

Table 5.6 shows the duration (s) of the computing time for the solution approaches.
Generally, the CHAID algorithms are the fastest, whereas the CRT with the twoing based
splitting criterion (CT-T) is the slowest, expect for the QUEST algorithm having largest data-
set. Summarising, given the relatively small improvement in the accuracy (2%) between the

Set size CD-P CD-L ED-P ED-L CT-G CT-T QT-P
3,350 9 6 9 9 30 36 3

33,500 33 33 36 39 99 255 48
335,000 357 321 342 333 873 1623 882

3,350,000 3666 3498 3933 3135 4320 4974 17148

Table 5.6 Duration (s) of the computing time for di�erent solution approaches and training set sizes

two largest dataset sizes and the intention to evaluate many solution approaches, a training
set size of 335,000 will be used for further tests. Only a small variation in the accuracy rates
for di�erent solution approaches exist, especially for the intended set size. There do exist
large di�erences in complexity (number of leaves) and computing time (duration(s)). The
CHAID algorithms are fast but tend to produce large trees. The CRT algorithms produce the
most accurate trees which are relatively small, but have higher computational demands. The
QUEST algorithm produces the least accurate trees and is computationally demanding for
larger datasets. However, before choosing or excluding one or more solution approaches, it
is important to take a closer look at the accuracy rates for speci�c parts of the model.

Main type

Given a dataset with 500,000 cases (with 335,00 cases for the training set and 165,00 cases for
the test set), the average accuracy of the solution approaches range between 0.832 and 0.861,
which seems a very reasonable rate. It means that in 83% to 86% of the cases the junction
design alternative is predicted correctly. However, it is important to know if the inaccuracy
is concentrated on one or more speci�c areas. Therefore, accuracy rates are di�erentiated
by main junction type.

Table 5.7 shows accuracy rates for the main junction types being; all-way stop controlled
(AW), two-way stop controlled (TW) and signalized (SIG) junctions and roundabouts (RA).

In this table, a junction design alternative is counted as correctly classi�ed when the
main junction type is predicted correctly. So if the observed junction design alternative is
SIG3 and the predicted alternative is SIG4, it is labelled as correctly classi�ed. This analysis
is based on the idea that it is less bad to predict a di�erent alternative of the same main
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Main type Cases CD-P CD-L ED-P ED-L CT-G CT-T QT-P
AW 431 0.228 0.393 0.343 0.343 0.398 0.410 0.361
TW 27,354 0.843 0.850 0.840 0.841 0.837 0.858 0.761
SIG 55,127 0.834 0.830 0.834 0.840 0.849 0.856 0.860
RA 82,087 0.957 0.955 0.958 0.957 0.956 0.957 0.944
All 165,000 0.895 0.894 0.896 0.897 0.899 0.906 0.884

Table 5.7 Accuracy rates by main junction type for di�erent solution approaches

type than to predict an alternative of another main junction type. The table also shows the
number of cases that are predicted of each type for the test set. The average accuracy rates
for predicting the main type are obviously higher than the average accuracy rates for pre-
dicting the junction design alternative. The overall average values, as shown in the bottom
row of the table, range between 0.884 and 0.906. Although there are di�erences in accur-
acy between the main types, the di�erences between the solution approaches are limited.
Generally, the CT-T approach has the highest accuracy rates and the QT-P approach has
the lowest values. For all solution approaches, it can be seen that trees are much better in
predicting roundabouts (range of 0.944-0.958) than all-way stop controlled junctions (range
of 0.228-0.410). This is to a certain extent caused by the fact that the total number of cases
in which the AW junction type is the preferred junction type is limited to 876 in the training
set (and 431 in the test set) which is only 0.3%. Decision tree models tend to underestimate
classes with few cases and overestimate classes with a lot of cases. By taking a closer look
at a so-called classi�cation table, additional insight is acquired in the severity of the mis-
classi�cation. Table 5.8 shows a classi�cation table for the main junction types for the CT-T
approach.

Predicted
AW TW SIG RA

Test

AW 0.410 0.300 0.290 0.000
TW 0.002 0.858 0.140 0.000
SIG 0.000 0.056 0.856 0.088
RA 0.000 0.000 0.043 0.957

Table 5.8 Classi�cation table for the main type for the CT-T solution approach

On the diagonal of the table, the classi�cation rates for the speci�c main type can be
found. The accuracy rate for the AW type is 0.410, which means that 41.0% of the AW type
junctions in the test set are actually predicted as AW by the tree. The other 59.0% are wrong-
fully predicted as TW (30.0%) and SIG (29.0%). The true severity of this misclassi�cation can
only be determined by studying the resulting tree and the performances of the regarding
junction design alternatives (and types). For example, the di�erences in the performances
of the di�erent junction designs are very small, thus predicting the wrong design is not that
bad. This topic will be further addressed in Chapter 6, once an optimal solution approach is
chosen and applied.
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Size category

The independent variables of the tree model consist of tra�c �ow patterns and the size
category. The junction designs were classi�ed by size category, in order to avoid the largest
junction designs alternatives always be the best (i.e with the lowest delay values). In all
trees resulting from the di�erent solution approaches, the size category is the primary split
variable. This is rather logical, since the size category is directly linked to the junction
design alternative. Although this might not bene�t the comprehensibility of the trees, the
accuracy rate might be improved by constructing separate trees for each size category. Table
5.9 shows the accuracy rates for those separate trees. Each separate tree is trained based on

Size cat. CD-P CD-L ED-P ED-L CT-G CT-T QT-P
1 0.885 0.891 0.886 0.890 0.906 0.906 0.885
2 0.682 0.686 0.679 0.682 0.733 0.735 0.636
3 0.875 0.879 0.875 0.879 0.890 0.884 0.866
4 0.916 0.917 0.917 0.917 0.933 0.934 0.916
5 0.862 0.860 0.861 0.865 0.872 0.873 0.858
Average 0.842 0.843 0.841 0.844 0.864 0.864 0.831
Combined 0.844 0.842 0.842 0.844 0.852 0.861 0.832

Table 5.9 Accuracy rates for trees for di�erent size categories and di�erent solution approaches

67,000 cases (i.e. 335,00/5). For most of the size categories, the accuracy rates for the separate
trees are higher than the ones for the combined trees with the size category as one of the
independent variables. However, for size category 2, the accuracy rates are considerably
lower. Consequently, the improvement of the average accuracy rates for the separate trees
over the values for the combined tree are small, (e.g. 0.03 for the CT-T approach) which
makes the need for separating the trees by size category questionable.

Comprehensible trees

Until now, no limits were used for building the trees. This resulted in trees with 9 to 19
levels and 264 to 2576 leaves. In order to create comprehensible trees (i.e. a tree that can
be presented on an A4-format paper), a limited number of levels and leaves is required.
Therefore, the options regarding the maximum tree depth and whether to use pruning are
enabled. For CHAID, which allows multi-way splits, the maximum tree depth is set to 3.
For CRT and QUEST, which only allow binary splits, the maximum tree depth is set to 5.
The latter two also allow pruning. Unfortunately, reducing the complexity of the tree will,
presumably, also decrease the accuracy.

First, Table 5.10 shows accuracy and comprehensibility indicators for the di�erent solu-
tion approaches when only the maximum tree depth (and no pruning) is enforced. Now, the
CHAID algorithms have better accuracy rates, ranging from 0.789 to 0.796. Unfortunately,
these rates are established by much bigger trees. The number of leaves is, between 324 and
355 is more than 10 times higher than the values for the CRT and QUEST algorithms. Still,
the CRT and QUEST algorithms have 63 nodes and 32 leaves.

Table 5.11 shows the results when pruning is also activated for these algorithms. The
trees now have 44-51 nodes and 22-26 leaves. Overall, the accuracy rates are still very
reasonable with values between 0.759 and 0.792. For the CT-T approach the accuracy even
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Indicator CD-P CD-L ED-P ED-L CT-G CT-T QT-P
Std.error 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Accuracy rate 0.795 0.789 0.796 0.793 0.758 0.786 0.776
Number of levels 3 3 3 3 5 5 5
Number of nodes 378 384 411 380 63 63 63
Number of leaves 324 329 355 324 32 32 32

Table 5.10 Accuracy and comprehensibility for di�erent solution approaches with maximum tree
depth

Indicator CT-G CT-T QT-P
Std.error 0.001 0.001 0.001
Accuracy rate 0.759 0.792 0.772
Number of levels 5 5 5
Number of nodes 43 51 49
Number of leaves 22 26 25

Table 5.11 Accuracy and comprehensibility for di�erent solution approaches with maximum tree
depth and pruning

improved after pruning. Ultimately, comprehensible trees have been created with still ac-
ceptable accuracy rates.

5.1.4 Conclusions

In this section solution approaches for determining rules predicting one junction design al-
ternative which is the optimal solution for one objective, were evaluated. Seven solution
approaches based on three main decision tree algorithms, being CHAID, CRT and QUEST
were evaluated regarding accuracy, comprehensibility and computing time. Di�erent train-
ing set sizes were evaluated. The bigger the training set, the higher the accuracy of the
resulting tree. Eventually, 500.000 cases seemed the best set size regarding both accuracy
and computing time. Generally, the solution approaches based on the CRT method gave the
best accuracy rates, whereas the QUEST algorithm gave the worst results. CHAID produces
reasonable accurate trees, but tends to create very large trees. Creating separate decision
trees for size categories does not improve the average accuracy signi�cantly. CRT is also
the most suitable algorithm to create comprehensible trees with 5 levels and 25 leaves.

5.2 Multi-objective, multi-label rules

In this section solution approaches for determining rules predicting a Pareto set of junction
design alternatives which is the optimal solution for two objectives, are evaluated. First, in
section 5.2.1, a description is given of the decision tree algorithms which are used. In section
5.2.2, an overview of the experimental set-up is presented, followed by the analysis of the
results in Section 5.2.3. Section 5.2.4 provides conclusions.
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5.2.1 Decision tree algorithms
Based on a literature review, which was discussed in Chapter 3, it was concluded that ex-
isting multi-label decision tree algorithms are not suitable for determining junction design
rules. An alternative approach was suggested, in which the data is treated as single-labelled
and the predicted probabilities of the resulting tree are used as a means to determine a
predicted set of solutions. This enables the use of profoundly proven and widely available
single-label decision tree algorithms with a range of modelling options such as pruning.
In the remaining part of this section, the new approach is described in more detail. The
approach consists of three main steps:

• Normalise the data
• Built a decision tree
• Determine predicted sets of solutions

Normalise the data

To be able to use single-label decision tree algorithms for this purpose, the �rst step is to
apply the standard data normalisation method (Codd, 1972). This method transforms the
data into single-labelled instances. For example, an instance with a set of three junction
design alternatives is transformed to three instances with one junction design alternative.

Built a decision tree

In the second step, a traditional single-label decision tree algorithm as discussed in Section
5.1.1, is used to build a tree. The leaves in the resulting tree contain a probability vector,
where the probability is determined by comparing the frequency of the instances with a
speci�c label with the total number of instances in the leaf. In other words, the probability
represents the number of times a junction design alternative occurs in the leaf relative to
the total number of junction design alternatives in that leaf. An example was shown and
discussed in Section 4.3. In contrast with the approach for the single-objective and single-
label situation, the leaves are not meant to be pure (i.e. contain only instances for one
junction design alternative), except when the Pareto optimal set only contains one junction
design (which is best for all objectives). On the contrary, a certain degree of distribution
over di�erent junction design alternatives is required in order to determine a predicted set
of solutions in the next step. This requires a certain control of the tree growth (e.g. by
restricting the number of levels).

Determine predicted set of solutions

In the third step, the predicted set of junction design alternatives can be derived from the
predicted probabilities. One way to determine the predicted set is to include each junction
design alternative for which the predicted probability is greater than zero. Alternatively,
threshold values (τ ) can be used to determine the predicted set to reduce the number of
junction design alternatives in the set. Higher values of τ will produce smaller predicted
sets of solutions, but with a higher change of missing junction design alternatives. Lower
values of τ will produce larger predicted sets of solutions, but with a higher change of
overestimating the number of viable junction design alternatives. The optimal value for τ
is to be determined, but can be chosen after the decision tree has been built. Moreover, this
variable can either be determined static (5.1) or dynamic (5.2):
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τstatic = a (5.1)

τdynamic =
1

(K + b)
(5.2)

WhereK is the number of possibly predicted junction design alternatives in the regard-
ing leaf and a and b are constants. K is dependent upon the size category, since not each
size category has the same number of junction design alternatives. If the size category is not
a split attribute, or multiple size categories are combined in one leaf, the highest number
for K is presumed.

5.2.2 Experimental set-up
For this experiment, case US2 is used, which is the multi-objective variant of the US1 case.
Data generation choices for this case were presented in Table 4.6. The goal is to determine
rules for four-arm junctions based on 4 main types, 21 alternatives and 67 variants, di�er-
entiated by 7 size categories. The dataset contains a Pareto optimal set of junction design
alternatives for each combination of size category and tra�c �ow pattern. The Pareto op-
timal set is determined based on minimising both the volume weighted average delay (s)
and the number of fatal-and-injury crashes per year. When the delay for a junction design
alternative is higher than 50 seconds it is excluded from the set. If by doing this the Pareto
optimal set becomes empty, an ‘Other solution’ item is assigned to it. The tra�c �ow is
represented by the 12 peak hour turning �ows for motorised vehicles (pcu/h). A conversion
factor is used to determine annual average daily tra�c units which are required as input for
the safety performance model. Besides the 12 base tra�c �ow variables, the database also
contains 20 composed variables, such as the total volume or the percentage of left-turning
vehicles on the major road. The total volume on the junction can range between 0 and 7,000
(pcu/h). The delay is determined by a performance model using the HCM 2010 methodolo-
gies (TRB, 2010a), whereas the crashes are determined by a performance model using the
HSM 2010 methodologies (AASHTO, 2010a).

Based on the analysis of di�erent training set sizes for the single-objective case, a train-
ing set, getting two-third of the data for 100,000 tra�c �ow patterns and 7 size categories,
with 100, 000× 2

3 × 7 = 466, 667 records is used.
In the selected decision tree approach, as explained in Section 5.2.1, di�erent single-label

decision tree algorithms can be utilised in the second step. Di�erent solution approaches
were evaluated in Section 5.1. The main solution approaches were presented in Table 5.1. A
selection of these main approaches is used in this experiment, being: ED-L, CT-G/T and QT-
P. The options and their value(s) are used as presented in Table 5.2. However, the maximum
tree depth is varied with values of 2-10 and 99. The latter is used as a maximum value.
Other stop criteria then become decisive. Furthermore, the CHAID algorithm, which allows
multi-way splits, by default creates 10 intervals (classes or groups) for scale variables. This
tends to produce large tree, as was concluded in section 5.1.3. Therefore, di�erent values
ranging from 2 to 10 are used in this experiment. A value of 2 corresponds with a binary
split.

In addition, the threshold value (τ ), as explained in Section 5.2.1, can be varied. Both
static and dynamic values are evaluated. The static threshold will be evaluated for values
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with a=0.1, 0.2, 0.3 or 0.4 and the dynamic threshold for values with b=0, 1 or 2. Unless
stated otherwise, the default value for τ is a dynamic value with b=1.

In total, 150 runs with di�erent main solution approaches and options are performed.

5.2.3 Analysis
In this section the results of applying the di�erent solution approaches as described in Sec-
tion 5.2.2 are discussed. The training of the decision trees was obviously performed with
the training dataset. The evaluation of the accuracy and complexity was performed with
the test dataset. The results are discussed by topic.

First the results for the experimental runs without pruning are discussed. This will give
insight in the maximum achievable predictive accuracy of the approach and the various
algorithms. Next, the results for the experimental runs with pruning are discussed. This
gives insight if it is possible to create comprehensible but still accurate trees.

Results without pruning

Figure 5.1 shows the accuracy measures (su�ciency, similarity, equality and overestimation)
for the three decision tree algorithms without pruning for di�erent values of the maximum
tree depth.

(a) Su�ciency (b) Similarity

(c) Equality (d) Overestimation

Figure 5.1 Accuracy performance measures by maximum tree depth without pruning for di�erent
decision tree algorithms

In general, the predictive accuracy of the resulting trees is satisfying. Depending on the
maximum allowed tree depth and the applied algorithm, the values for su�ciency range
between 0.650 and 0.908 (Figure 5.1a). The course of the graphs di�ers by algorithm. For
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CRT, su�ciency increases with higher values for the maximum tree depth, whereas for
CHAID, su�ciency decreases, and values for QUEST more or less stay the same. Overall,
CRT has the highest values for su�ciency (Figure 5.1a), similarity (Figure 5.1b) and equality
(Figure 5.1c) and the lowest values for overestimation (Figure 5.1d). Su�ciency, similarity
and equality can be increased by allowing more tree depth, while the overestimation stays
the same. QUEST produces similar su�ciency rates as CRT, but with less tree depth it
has large values for overestimation. This means it tends to create leaves with large sets of
junction design alternatives. Although su�ciency is acceptable, overestimation and equality
are not. This can be improved by allowing more tree depth. Evidently, the two-step selection
of split variables used in QUEST, is less suitable for less tree depths. For CHAID, su�ciency,
similarity and equality decrease with more tree depth. This is primarily caused by the fact
that CHAID tends to split in more than two classes and thereby produces more nodes and
leaves which cause sets to be distributed over more leaves.

Figure 5.2a and 5.2b respectively show the complexity of the tree by way of the number
of nodes and the number of leaves.

(a) Number of nodes (b) Number of leaves

Figure 5.2 Complexity performance measures by maximum tree depth without pruning for di�erent
decision tree algorithms

The decision tree produced by CHAID contains 2.0 to 3.6 times more nodes and leaves
than the trees produced by CRT and QUEST. As said, with CHAID, interval/ratio attributes,
such as the tra�c demand attributes in our case, are banded into discrete groups based on
a �xed number of intervals. The results shown in Figure 5.1 and 5.2 are based on a value
of 2 for the �xed number of intervals, which gave the best results for su�ciency, similarity,
equality and overestimation as can be seen in Table 5.12 for experiments with a maximum
tree depth (td) of respectively 2 and 5. Although, the �xed number of intervals is set to 2, the
number of nodes and leaves in the resulting tree is still much higher for CHAID compared
to CRT and QUEST. This is partly caused by the fact that nominal and ordinal attributes,
such as the size category in our case, can still be split in more than two groups.

In Figure 5.3 the accuracy and complexity of the resulting tree is combined, by using the
su�ciency and the number of leaves for di�erent values of the maximum tree depth. For
trees with 4 to 20 leaves, QUEST and CHAID have higher su�ciency. Above 20 leaves, CRT
produces higher su�ciency values. For CRT, it holds that if one wants to achieve higher
accuracy, one must allow trees with (considerably) more leaves.

The use of di�erent threshold values and the operational and safety performance of the
resulting trees is discussed in the next section when presenting the results for the model
runs with pruning, since these topics are more relevant for handling smaller trees.
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Intervals Su�ciency Similarity Equality Overestimation
td=2 td=5 td=2 td=5 td=2 td=5 td=2 td=5

2 0.805 0.759 0.718 0.648 0.551 0.467 0.548 0.445
3 0.771 0.655 0.697 0.546 0.538 0.372 0.426 0.408
4 0.751 0.627 0.637 0.525 0.450 0.353 0.471 0.387
5 0.759 0.648 0.648 0.546 0.467 0.377 0.445 0.372
6 0.767 0.613 0.652 0.517 0.469 0.354 0.441 0.354
7 0.766 0.593 0.652 0.491 0.470 0.329 0.432 0.364
8 0.697 0.603 0.582 0.499 0.398 0.332 0.433 0.365
9 0.654 0.582 0.539 0.491 0.359 0.332 0.435 0.344
10 0.653 0.585 0.538 0.490 0.356 0.331 0.434 0.352

Table 5.12 Accuracy performance measures for di�erent intervals for attribute classi�cation for the
CHAID decision tree algorithm for maximum tree depths (td) 2 and 5

Figure 5.3 Complexity (number of leaves) versus accuracy (su�ciency) for di�erent decision tree
algorithms

Results with pruning

The CRT and QUEST algorithms facilitate pruning of the resulting tree, which enables re-
ducing the complexity (number of nodes and leaves) of the tree. The question is, what this
means for the accuracy. Table 5.13 shows values for su�ciency, overestimation and the
number of leaves for situations with pruning (P) and without pruning (NP) for di�erent
values for the maximum tree depth.

The table also shows the relative di�erence (%Dif.) between these two situations. The
tree complexity, represented by the number of leaves, reduces with values ranging between
25% and 63%. For CRT, the su�ciency reduces with 3-6%, with a maximum value of 0.870
starting from a maximum tree depth of 6. For QUEST, besides a reduction of the high values
for overestimation, the su�ciency increases for maximum tree level values of 6, 7 and 8. The
most su�cient tree, with a value of 0.847, has 7 levels and 38 leaves. In general, CRT and
QUEST produce trees with similar tree complexity. CRT still has better values for accuracy
(su�ciency and overestimation).

All results, presented up to now, have been generated by using a dynamic threshold
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CRT
td Su�ciency Overestimation Number of leaves

NP P %Dif. NP P %Dif. NP P %Dif.
2 0.650 0.650 0 0.374 0.374 0 4 4 0
3 0.756 0.729 -4 0.436 0.371 -15 8 5 -38
4 0.796 0.771 -3 0.404 0.349 -14 16 9 -44
5 0.839 0.817 -3 0.397 0.355 -10 29 16 -45
6 0.883 0.818 -7 0.470 0.334 -29 47 19 -60
7 0.893 0.839 -6 0.396 0.322 -19 75 36 -52
8 0.892 0.870 -3 0.331 0.337 2 108 56 -48
9 0.897 0.870 -3 0.320 0.325 2 135 68 -50

10 0.908 0.870 -4 0.330 0.325 -2 153 69 -55
QUEST

td Su�ciency Overestimation Number of leaves
NP P %Dif. NP P %Dif. NP P %Dif.

2 0.790 0.662 -16 1.329 0.798 -40 4 3 -25
3 0.775 0.662 -15 1.322 0.798 -40 8 3 -63
4 0.835 0.821 -2 1.111 1.106 0 16 10 -38
5 0.838 0.824 -2 0.549 0.555 1 30 15 -50
6 0.806 0.837 4 0.530 0.435 -18 50 25 -50
7 0.823 0.847 3 0.509 0.420 -18 74 38 -49
8 0.803 0.841 5 0.463 0.385 -17 106 49 -54
9 0.809 0.780 -4 0.468 0.368 -21 138 59 -57

10 0.813 0.788 -3 0.431 0.345 -20 161 66 -59

Table 5.13 Comparison of accuracy and complexity measures for situations without pruning (NP)
and with pruning (P) by maximum tree depth for the CRT and QUEST decision tree algorithms

value using b=1, as described in Section 5.2.1. The threshold value is used to determine
whether a junction design alternative is going to be part of the predicted set by comparing
the threshold with the predicted probability. Lower threshold values produce larger pre-
dicted sets of solutions, with presumably better su�ciency but also with higher values for
overestimation. Di�erent threshold values were tested. Figure 5.4 shows four accuracy per-
formance measures for di�erent static threshold values for runs with a maximum tree depth
of 5.

In the approach, using a threshold value close to zero (0.001) leads to an optimal su�-
ciency (1.000), since (almost) each leaf contains the complete set of possible junction design
alternatives. However, equality is close to zero, whereas the number of overestimated solu-
tions is at its max (5.554 for CRT and 2.777 for QUEST). The higher the threshold value, the
lower the su�ciency and overestimation values. Table 5.14 shows the accuracy perform-
ance measures for di�erent parameter values (b) for the dynamic threshold value. Both for
the static and dynamic threshold values, there is no speci�c value that is best for both suf-
�ciency and overestimation. A static threshold value between 0.2 and 0.3 seems the most
defensible since similarity and equality are best for these values. For dynamic threshold val-
ues, the CRT algorithm is better for b=0 and b=2. For b=1 it depends on the weight for higher
su�ciency versus lower overestimation whether CRT or QUEST gives the best results.
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(a) Su�ciency (b) Similarity

(c) Equality (d) Overestimation

Figure 5.4 Accuracy performance measures by static threshold values for the CRT and QUEST
decision tree algorithms with pruning and maximum tree depth = 5

CRT
b Su�ciency Similarity Equality Overestimation
0 0.807 0.787 0.668 0.311
1 0.817 0.782 0.656 0.355
2 0.839 0.758 0.610 0.497

QUEST
b Su�ciency Similarity Equality Overestimation
0 0.780 0.763 0.651 0.392
1 0.824 0.735 0.574 0.555
2 0.824 0.735 0.574 0.555

Table 5.14 Accuracy performance measures by dynamic threshold parameters for the CRT and
QUEST decision tree algorithms with pruning and maximum tree depth = 5

Figure 5.5 shows the operational and safety performances for the trees produced by CRT
and QUEST for di�erent maximum tree depths. Figure 5.5a and 5.5b, respectively show the
average delay (s) and the number of fatal-and-injury crashes per year. It can be seen that
the average values for the QUEST algorithm are much higher for smaller trees. From a
maximum tree depth of 5 the values for CRT and QUEST become similar. This corresponds
with the higher overestimation of QUEST for smaller trees, where it adds non-Pareto optimal
solutions to the set, which leads to higher performances for both operation and safety.

Figure 5.5c and 5.5d show the percentage di�erence in respectively the average opera-
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(a) Operational performance (b) Safety performance

(c) %Dif. in operational performance (d) %Dif.in safety performance

Figure 5.5 Operational and safety performance for CRT and QUEST decision tree algorithms

tional and safety performance between the true and the predicted sets. Again, for di�erent
values of the maximum tree depth. The �gures show that the CRT algorithm tends to ‘acci-
dentally’ predict solutions which are safer but have more delay for smaller trees.

5.2.4 Conclusions

In this section, the use of traditional decision tree algorithms CRT, CHAID and QUEST to
determine viable sets of junction design alternatives based on a given tra�c demand pattern
and the available space for a junction was evaluated. Multi-labelled decision trees were
constructed by using the predicted probabilities of the resulting tree.

The most important conclusion is that it is possible to construct multi-labelled tree for
junction design choices. It is possible to use traditional decision tree algorithms to construct
decision trees which can be used to predict sets of junction design alternatives. If the su�-
ciency is used as the measure for accuracy, it can be concluded that the trees can be used to
predict a viable set of junction design alternatives with an 81-90% accuracy. In an unpruned
situation, 90% can be reached. In a pruned situation, 81% can be reached for a tree with 5
levels and 16 leaves. Overall, the CRT algorithm produces the highest values for su�ciency,
similarity and equality and the lowest values for overestimation. An optimal value for the
threshold value used to determine whether a solution should be part of the predicted set of
solutions is dependent on the required levels of su�ciency and overestimation.
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5.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, di�erent solution approaches for �nding the best junction design trees and
rules were evaluated. This was done for a single-objective and single-label situation and a
multi-objective and multi-label situation. The solution approaches were evaluated based on
accuracy, complexity and computing time. The solution approaches consist of a combination
of methods, algorithms, options parameters and choices regarding the dataset.

For the single-objective and single-label situation, seven main solution approaches for
four main decision tree methods (CHAID, Exhaustive CHAID, CRT and QUEST) and vari-
ous splitting criteria were evaluated. Di�erent training set sizes were evaluated. The bigger
the training set, the higher the accuracy of the resulting tree. Eventually, 500.000 cases
seemed the best set size regarding both accuracy and computing time. Generally, the solu-
tion approaches based on the CRT method gave the best accuracy rates, whereas the QUEST
algorithm gave the worst results. CHAID produces reasonable accurate trees, but tends to
create very large trees. Creating separate decision trees for size categories does not im-
prove the average accuracy signi�cantly. CRT is also the most suitable algorithm to create
comprehensible trees with 5 levels and 25 leaves.

For the multi-objective and multi-label situation, three main solution approaches (CHAID,
CRT and QUEST) were evaluated as part of the new approach. If the su�ciency is used as
the measure for accuracy, it can be concluded that the trees can be used to predict a viable
set of junction design alternatives with an 80-90% accuracy. In an unpruned situation, 90%
can be reached. In a pruned situation, 81% can be reached for a tree with 5 levels and 16
leaves. Overall, the CRT algorithm produces the highest values for su�ciency, similarity
and equality and the lowest values for overestimation. An optimal value for the threshold
value used to determine whether a solution should be part of the predicted set of solutions
is dependent on the required levels of su�ciency and overestimation.

Overall, the CRT algorithms give the best results for both single-label and multi-label
decision tree determination. These will be used as the base approach for further research as
presented in Chapter 6.



Chapter 6

Alternative identi�cation:
Evaluation of existing and new
rules

In Chapter 4 a modelling framework for determining and evaluating junction design rules
was presented. Both single- and multi-label decision tree methods were chosen. In Chapter
5 various solution approaches were tested and evaluated based on the accuracy and com-
plexity of the resulting decision trees. In this chapter, the best approach is used to determine
new junction design rules, which are compared with existing rules and extended for applic-
ation in design manuals.

First, in Section 6.1, the comparison of new and existing junction design rules is dis-
cussed. This is done for the US case, as well as for the more complex NL case. The US case
was also used for evaluating di�erent solution approaches in Chapter 5. Besides the fact that
the NL case is more complex, in the sense of an extra objective, more junction design types
and slow tra�c �ows, it is also used to evaluate the transferability of the new approach.
In the comparison, besides accuracy, also the resulting performances for the di�erent ob-
jectives is evaluated. In order to make a fair comparison with existing rules, the junction
de�nitions in the NL case were restricted. In order to determine the full potential of the
approach, these restrictions are lifted and another set of new junction design rules is de-
termined in Section 6.2. Subsequently, application of the decision trees in design manuals is
discussed which concerns the trade-o� between complexity and accuracy of the trees. The
chapter ends with conclusions in Section 6.3.

Part of this chapter is based on:

Bezembinder, E., Wismans, L. Van Berkum, E. (2018a). An approach for determining rules used to
select viable junction design alternatives based on multiple objectives. Advances in Science, Technology
and Engineering Systems Journal, 3(5), 407-420.
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6.1 Comparing new and existing rules
One of the main reasons for conducting this research is that existing junction design rules
have serious limitations, as was discussed in Section 1.1. Moreover, there is a lack of a (sys-
tematic) method in order to determine new junction design rules. Therefore, a new method
was developed. This method is able to determine new junction design rules predicting a set
of (viable) junction design alternatives based on multiple (underlying) objectives. Thus far,
rules resulting from di�erent solution approaches were compared mutually. In this section,
the new rules are compared with existing rules, in order to ascertain that the new rules
indeed provide an improvement.

New rules are determined using the training data. Both new and existing rules are eval-
uated for their accuracy and performance based on the test data. The Pareto optimal set
for each combination of tra�c �ow pattern and size category in the test dataset is used as
reference point, i.e. the true set to be predicted.

Subsequently, the experimental set-up, the results and conclusions are discussed in this
section.

6.1.1 Experimental set-up
Two cases, being the US case and the NL case, were prepared to conduct the comparison
of new and exiting rules. In order to make a fair comparison, the junction design alternat-
ives for both the existing and new rules are the same. Respectively a brief and a complete
description of the cases, including the existing rules, was provided in Section 4.4 and Ap-
pendix B. The comparison is only made for the multi-objective and multi-label situation.
Respectively, case US2 and case NL1 are used.

Case US2 was also used for �nding the best solution approach for determining new junc-
tion design rules. This case involves 21 junction design alternatives (for 4 main types and
67 variants) and 7 size categories for four-arm junctions. The Pareto optimal set is determ-
ined based on minimising both the volume weighted average delay (s) and the number of
fatal-and-injury crashes per year. When the delay for a junction design alternative is higher
than 50 seconds, it is excluded from the set. The tra�c �ow is represented by 12 peak hour
turning �ows for motorised vehicles (pcu/h). The total volume on the junction can range
between 0 and 7000 (pcu/h). The existing rules are derived from design manuals provided by
TRB (2001) and FHWA (2012). The training and test datasets consist of respectively 466,667
and 233,333 records.

Case NL1 involves 16 junction design alternatives (for 4 main types and 42 variants)
and 5 size categories for four-arm junctions. The Pareto optimal set is determined based on
minimising the volume weighted average delay (s), the number of fatal-and-injury crashes
per year and the NOx emission (g). A delay threshold of 70 (s) is used to exclude altern-
atives from the set. The tra�c volume is represented by the 12 peak hour turning �ows
for motorised vehicles (pcu/h) and 4 (two-sides) peak hour crossing �ows for bicycles (bi-
cycles/h). The total motorised volume ranges between 0 and 7000 (pcu/h), whereas the total
bicycle volume ranges between 0 and 500 (bicycles/h). The existing rules are derived from
design manuals provided by CROW (2008, 2012). The training and test datasets consist of
respectively 333,333 and 166,667 records.

The new rules for both cases are determined by using the multi-objective, multi-label
approach. The CRT decision tree algorithm with a twoing splitting criterion, a maximum
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tree depth of 5 and pruning, is used as solution approach.

6.1.2 Results
In this section, the results of comparing the new and existing rules are discussed. First, the
accuracy of the existing and newly determined junction design rules will be considered.
Second, the performances related to the predicted sets of viable junction design alternatives
will be evaluated. Third, the variables involved in the rules will be compared.

Accuracy

Table 6.1 shows accuracy values for both the existing and new rules for both cases. The
accuracy represents how good the rules can predict the Pareto optimal sets. The table shows
values for su�ciency, similarity, equality and overestimation, according to equations 4.21-
4.23. In addition to the accuracy values, the average set size is presented.

Item
Case US2 Case NL1

Existing New Existing New
Su�ciency 0.311 0.905 0.845 0.899
Similarity 0.249 0.723 0.391 0.821
Equality 0.129 0.492 0.051 0.745
Overestimation 1.320 0.550 1.596 0.293
Average set size 1.857 1.741 2.606 1.242

Table 6.1 Accuracy measures of existing and new rules for both cases

The table shows that the new rules can better predict the Pareto optimal sets then the
existing rules can. For both cases, the su�ciency values, being the measure for the predicted
set at least containing the true (Pareto optimal) set, for the new rules are higher. For case
US2 the di�erence is evident. The existing rules have a su�ciency rate of 31.1% where the
new rules accomplish a 90.5%. For case NL1, the di�erence in su�ciency rates is limited,
with respectively 84.5% and 89.9% for the existing and new rules. However, there are big
di�erences for the other measures. This is caused by the fact that the existing rules predict
large sets, with an average set size of 2.606 and an average overestimation of 1.596. Larger
sets have a higher change to at least contain the true set, which is re�ected in the su�ciency
value. However, equality, which re�ects the rate at which the predicted set being equal
to the true set, is extremely low. The rules are not discriminating enough, thus causing
substantially more work in a later stage of the junction design assessment process. The new
rules produce more equal and smaller sets and still have a higher su�ciency rate.

The presented accuracy values in Table 6.1 are average values for the whole test set. In
order to determine whether di�erences exist for speci�c parts of the set, result are di�eren-
tiated by size category and volume categories.

In Table 6.2, which shows the accuracy measures di�erentiated by size categories, it
can be seen that su�ciency rates are fairly stable for all size categories. The values range
between 87.3% and 95.1% for case US2 and between 83.0% and 95.4% for case NL1. For
case NL1, equality rates are also relatively high. For case US2, these rates are lower for
the higher size categories. This means that the new rules predict bigger sets, which also
can be seen while looking at the overestimation values. This is not a big problem, since
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Case Size category Su�ciency Similarity Equality Overestimation
US2 1 0.951 0.826 0.674 0.404

2 0.899 0.860 0.807 0.182
3 0.882 0.807 0.586 0.375
4 0.882 0.747 0.594 0.604
5 0.873 0.583 0.234 0.805
6 0.933 0.578 0.216 0.840
7 0.913 0.660 0.335 0.642

NL1 1 0.954 0.902 0.851 0.153
2 0.949 0.844 0.723 0.285
3 0.894 0.857 0.802 0.179
4 0.870 0.760 0.678 0.437
5 0.830 0.743 0.672 0.410

Table 6.2 Accuracy measures for the new rules di�erentiated by size category for both cases

the overestimation is still limited and moreover, the similarity values, which represent an
average set comparison, are still reasonably high.

In Table 6.3, which shows the accuracy measures di�erentiated by volume categories, a
similar stable set of su�ciency rates can be seen for both cases.

Case Volume category Su�ciency Similarity Equality Overestimation
(pcu/h)

US2 <1000 0.961 0.791 0.506 0.527
1000-1999 0.914 0.741 0.484 0.605
2000-2999 0.711 0.557 0.331 0.797
3000-3999 0.851 0.681 0.477 0.555
4000-4999 0.934 0.743 0.533 0.484
5000-5999 0.970 0.767 0.551 0.451
≥6000 0.984 0.773 0.557 0.443

NL1 <1000 0.931 0.826 0.706 0.292
1000-1999 0.859 0.826 0.768 0.226
2000-2999 0.857 0.773 0.666 0.315
3000-3999 0.931 0.668 0.450 0.743
4000-4999 0.865 0.798 0.763 0.338
5000-5999 0.906 0.906 0.906 0.094
≥6000 0.943 0.943 0.943 0.057

Table 6.3 Accuracy measures for the new rules di�erentiated by volume category for both cases

Su�ciency rates are best for the lower and higher volume categories. The middle cat-
egories generally have the lowest su�ciency values. This can in part be explained by the
fact that there are more junction design alternatives available for these volume categor-
ies. Moreover, as was the case for the size categories, the similarity values are again still
reasonably high.

Generally, it can be concluded that the new rules have a much better accuracy then
the existing rules and that there are no speci�c weaknesses concerning the accuracy values
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if they are di�erentiated for size and volume categories. The Pareto optimal sets can be
predicted with a 90% accuracy.

Performance

Table 6.4 shows the average minimum performances for all objectives and the normalised
hypervolumes (as explained in Figure 4.6). The operational performance is expressed as
volume weighted average delay (s), the safety performance as the number of fatal-and-injury
crashes by year, and the environmental performance as the NOx emissions (g). The table
shows the average minimum performances for respectively the Pareto optimal sets, the sets
predicted by the existing rules and the sets predicted by the new rules. For a fair compar-
ison, if any of the sets (Pareto, existing, new) only contains the ‘other solution’ junction
design alternative, the regarding instance is excluded from the analysis, as was mentioned
in section 4.3.2. For case US2, the new rules show that the average minimum performance

Measure
Case US2 Case NL1

Pareto Existing New Pareto Existing New
zmin Operation 16.415 24.476 18.588 15.579 23.995 31.367

Safety 0.787 0.782 0.776 0.581 0.577 0.574
Environment 0.923 1.869 1.028

Hypervolume 1.000 0.898 0.958 1.000 0.833 0.970

Table 6.4 Performances measures of existing and new rules for both cases

for both objectives is better (lower) in comparison with the existing rules. This means that
the new rules produce sets of junction design alternatives which contain alternatives with
a better (lower) performance for either operation, safety or a combination of one or more
of these objectives. This was to be expected, since the su�ciency rate for the existing rules
was only 31.1% for this case. On the other hand, the di�erences are not as big as those for
the accuracy rates. The new rules provide an average reduction of 24% for operational and
only 1% for safety performances in comparison with the existing rules. This is partly caused
by the exclusion of instances for which one of the sets predicts a single ‘other solution’ junc-
tion design alternative. This was the case for 58% of the instances. A striking point is the
fact that the average minimum safety performance for both the existing and the new rules is
lower than that for the Pareto optimal set. This seems strange, since an alternative that has
the minimum (optimal) performance for one objective is to be expected to be in the Pareto
optimal set. This was true, however since a threshold value was used for the operational
performance, some alternatives (i.e. with better safety performance) were excluded from
the eventual set. When the new rules ‘accidentally’ predicted these alternatives (i.e. coming
from other size categories), the performance measures for these alternatives were reckoned
with, thus lowering the average minimum safety performance.

For case NL1, the average minimum operational performance is better for the existing
rules than for the new rules. This is primarily caused by the fact that the existing rules
predict large sets, as was mentioned in the previous section, thereby increasing the change
that the junction design alternative with the minimum performance is part of the predicted
set. Moreover, the existing rules are speci�cally made to serve the operational objective. On
the other hand, the average minimum performance for the new rules is rather high. Further
analysis shows that there is a relatively small amount of wrongly predicted junction design
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alternatives which have very high values for the operational performance. Table 6.5 shows
the number of instances for various delay classes.

Delay class (s) Pareto Existing New
< 25 5389 5224 5227
≥ 25 and < 50 1157 1183 1185
≥ 50 and < 70 459 498 480
≥ 70 0 70 113

Table 6.5 Number of instances by delay class for case NL1

When using median values instead of average, the operational performances for the
Pareto, existing and new sets are respectively 7.145, 7.175 and 7.156. The performance values
for the safety and environmental performances are better (lower) for the new rules. The
new rules provide an average reduction of 1% for the safety performance and 45% for the
environmental performance.

The hypervolume values in Table 6.4 show how close the performances of a set are to the
performances of the Pareto optimal set. In the chosen de�nition, using a reference point, a
larger hypervolume means a better solution. The table shows the values relative to the best
(or highest) value for a case, which are not surprisingly the values for the Pareto optimal sets.
The results show that for both cases, the new rules are better than the existing rules. For
NL1, the hypervolume value for the new rules is only 3% less than that of the Pareto optimal
set. The higher average minimum performance value for the operational performance is
now compensated by the better scoring safety and environmental performance values, thus
resulting in a close resemblance to the Pareto optimal set.

Generally, it can be concluded that the new rules predict junction design alternatives
with either equal or better (lower) performances for all objectives.

6.1.3 Conclusions
In this section, the accuracy and performance of new and existing junction design rules was
evaluated for a test set containing Pareto optimal sets of junction design alternatives. The
comparison was conducted for two cases. Results show that for about 90% of the situations
the Pareto optimal set can be predicted by the new rules, whereas existing rules hardly reach
35% or are not discriminating enough resulting in large set sizes, creating more work in later
stages of the junction design assessment process. Moreover, the new rules provide better
performances for the non-operational objectives (safety and environment). Results for the
operational performances were di�erent for the two cases. Generally, the new rules produce
better results with smaller predicted sets.

6.2 Application of junction design rules
In the previous section it was concluded that the new rules that were determined are bet-
ter than the existing rules. In this section, various issues when applying the new rules in
practice are discussed. For some of these issues, various options for improvement of the
rules are evaluated, whereas for other issues merely one or more promising approaches for
implementation of the rules are demonstrated and discussed.
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6.2.1 Improved rules
In order to make a fair comparison with existing rules, the junction de�nitions in the NL case
were restricted. In order to determine the full potential of the approach, these restrictions
are lifted and another set of new junction design rules is determined. This concerns case
NL2 as described in Section 4.4 and Appendix B. This case is similar to case NL1. The
di�erence is that it has more junction design alternatives and more size categories. Case
NL2 involves 26 junction design alternatives (for 4 main types and 88 variants) and 9 size
categories for four-arm junctions. The rest of the settings is equal for both cases. Due to
the higher number of size categories, the training and test datasets respectively consist of
600,000 and 300,000 records. The extended number of junction design alternatives in case
NL2 is expected to provide solutions with a better performance for one or more objectives.
The existing rules cannot be evaluated for this test set, since it involves junction designs
which are not included in these rules. The question is whether adding more detail (i.e. more
junction design alternatives) has a negative e�ect on the accuracy of the new rules.

Table 6.6 �rst shows the accuracy measures for the rules for both case NL1 and NL2. The

Item
Case NL1 Case NL2

Existing New New
Su�ciency 0.845 0.899 0.914
Similarity 0.391 0.821 0.763
Equality 0.051 0.745 0.631
Overestimation 1.596 0.293 0.490
Average set size 2.606 1.242 1.482

Table 6.6 Accuracy measures of rules for case NL1 and NL2

values for case NL1 were already presented in Table 6.1. It must be reminded that the values
for the two cases were determined based on di�erent test sets. The table shows that the new
rules for case NL2 have an even higher su�ciency value of 0.914. Values for similarity and
equality are lower. This is partly caused by the fact that the rules for case NL2 overestimate
the number of junction design alternatives in a set with an average value of 0.490, which
means that for each two sets, the rules approximately predict one junction design alternative
too many. For comparison, the overestimation value for the existing rules for case NL1 was
1.596. Summarising, adding more junction design alternatives does not have a predominant
negative e�ect on the accuracy. On the contrary, although overestimation increases, the
overall su�ciency also increases.

Table 6.7 shows the values for the performance measures for the rules for both case
NL1 and NL2. The table shows the average minimum performances for all objectives and

Measure
Case NL1 Case NL2

Pareto Existing New Pareto New
zmin Operation 15.579 23.995 31.367 14.713 17.331

Safety 0.581 0.577 0.574 0.436 0.430
Environment 0.923 1.869 1.028 0.576 0.764

Hypervolume 1.000 0.833 0.970 1.000 0.979

Table 6.7 Performances measures of rules for case NL1 and NL2
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the normalised hypervolume values. The operational performance is expressed as volume
weighted average delay (s), the safety performance as the number of fatal-and-injury crashes
by year, and the environmental performance as the PM10 emissions (g). The table shows the
average minimum performances for respectively the Pareto optimal sets, the sets predicted
by the existing rules (only for case NL1) and the sets predicted by the new rules. The table
shows that the values for the Pareto optimal sets are lower for the new case. This con�rms
the expectation that junction design alternatives with better performances can be found.
The improved rules are also able to better predict this. The minimum average performance
measures are lower, and thus better, for all objectives. The hypervolume value also shows a
small improvement for the improved rules.

6.2.2 Rules in design manuals
Thus far a maximum tree depth of �ve and pruning was used to limit the size of the tree
and thus realise a certain level of comprehensibility and a tree that approximately �ts on
one page in a design manual. This resulted in trees with, obviously, �ve levels, which means
that one can determine the set of viable junction design alternatives in at most �ve steps (i.e.
by answering �ve questions). Still, the tree consist of a considerable number of nodes and
leaves. Table 6.8 shows the complexity indicators for the multi-objective and multi-label
cases.

Indicator Case US2 Case NL1 Case NL2
Levels 5 5 5
Nodes 43 37 39
Leaves 22 19 20
Variables 6 3 3

Table 6.8 Complexity measures for trees from multiple cases

The resulting trees consist of 37 to 43 nodes and 19 to 22 leaves. Since the accuracy
measures for the trees are rather high, it is the question whether the complexity of the trees
can be reduced while maintaining a reasonable level of accuracy. To test this, additional
runs were performed with case US2, which has the largest tree. Table 6.9 shows accuracy
and complexity measures for di�erent maximum tree depths (levels) for this case.

Tree depth
Indicator 5 4 3 2
Accuracy Su�ciency 0.905 0.896 0.779 0.651

Similarity 0.723 0.701 0.610 0.497
Equality 0.492 0.466 0.399 0.352
Overestimation 0.550 0.638 0.798 0.931

Complexity Nodes 43 27 13 7
Leaves 22 14 7 4
Variables 6 4 2 2

Table 6.9 Accuracy and complexity measures for trees with di�erent maximum tree depths for case
US2
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The table shows that the number of nodes and leaves is, as to be expected, substantially
reduced with reducing maximum tree depths. Obviously, the accuracy rates also decrease.
Notable is the small decrease in su�ciency, which is used as the main measurement for
accuracy, between 5 and 4 levels. The su�ciency decreases from 0.905 to 0.896 which is a
decrease of only 0.98%, while the number of nodes reduces from 43 to 27 (37.2%) and the
number of leaves from 22 to 14 (36.6%). The decrease of su�ciency for a maximum tree
depth of 3 and 2 is respectively 13.0% and 16.5%. The table also mentions the number of
di�erent independent variables in the tree.

Table 6.10 shows a further speci�cation, being the number of times a variable is used for
a decision in a node. The dominant variables are the size category (SC) and the total volume

Tree depth
Variable 5 4 3 2
SC 7 7 4 2
VTOT 4 3 2 1
VMITL 4 2
VMA 3 1
VL 2
VMAL 1

Table 6.10 Independent variables for trees with di�erent maximum tree depths for case US2

(VTOT). In the larger trees, the sum of the through and left turning volumes on the minor
roads (VMITL) and the sum of all volumes on the major roads (VMA) is also used a couple
of times. The largest tree also used the sum of all left turning volumes (VL) and the sum of
the left turning volume on the major roads (VMAL).

Given the relatively small reduction of accuracy between 5 and 4 levels in comparison
with the substantial reduction of complexity, this tree is used for further exploration of
presentation in a design manual. Figure 6.1 shows the regarding tree. The �gure shows that
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Figure 6.1 Tree for case US2 with maximum tree depth of 4

the tree is presented in a comprehensible manner that can be printed in a design manual.
Smaller, even more comprehensible trees, loose too much accuracy, while larger trees are
more di�cult to print and interpret. Alternative tree layouts are possible (e.g. with a ho-
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rizontal orientation instead of the vertical orientation showed in the �gure). Alternatively,
a table format can be used (e.g. Bezembinder, Wismans & Van Berkum, 2015). A further
exploration lies outside the scope of this thesis, but is interesting to pursue before actually
applying the rules in design manuals.

Finally, it is interesting to compare the volume based variables appearing in the tree
with those used in the existing rules. Both use the total volume and the sum of volumes
on the major roads. In existing rules, for the minor road, the volume of the arm with the
highest volume is used, whereas the new rules simply use the sum of volumes on the minor
road. Furthermore, existing rules use the con�icting �ow for each arm separately. This cor-
responds but is not equal to the sum of the through and left turning volumes on the minor
roads used in the new rules. Larger trees for the new rules also use the sum of all left turning
volumes and the sum of the left turning volume on the major roads. Generally, correspond-
ing variables are used in existing and new rules. This is interesting, since this means that
with almost the same input data a better identi�cation of junction design alternatives can
be made.

6.3 Conclusions
In the �rst part of this chapter, the accuracy and performance of new and existing junction
design rules were evaluated for a test set containing Pareto optimal sets of junction design
alternatives. The comparison was conducted for two cases. Results show that for about
90% of the situations the Pareto optimal set can be predicted by the new rules, whereas
existing rules hardly reach 35% or are not discriminating enough resulting in large set sizes,
creating more work in later stages of the junction design assessment process. Moreover,
the new rules provide better performances for the non-operational objectives (safety and
environment). Results for the operational performances were di�erent for the two cases.
Generally, the new rules produce better results with smaller predicted sets.

In the second part of this chapter, various issues regarding the application of the rules
were discussed. The new rules were further improved by using more junction design al-
ternatives. For use of the rules in design manuals, a smaller tree without loosing too much
accuracy was found. Moreover, the new rules are based on input data which is largely sim-
ilar to that of the existing rules, supporting an easy transition from existing to new rules.
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Chapter 7

Network e�ects: Modelling
background

In the Chapters 3-6, the �rst part of the objective of this research, regarding the determ-
ination of (an approach to generate) junction design rules for the identi�cation of viable
alternative, was dealt with. The second part of the objective of this research is to provide
insight in the network e�ects of local selection criteria for junction design (i.e. which local
criteria bene�t most to minimising the negative e�ects of tra�c on a network level) and
to provide a suitable approach for the evaluation of network e�ects in practice. The ba-
sic idea to solve this problem is to evaluate the network e�ects of local selection criteria
based on data generated by tra�c optimisation models. In this chapter, the data and mod-
elling requirements, as well as a review of existing models and methods are provided. This
knowledge is used to formulate the resulting general modelling framework in Chapter 8.

The chapter starts with a short introduction into the problem at hand in Section 7.1. In
this thesis, the challenge of determining network e�ects of di�erent local selection criteria is
ful�lled by solving the problem of �nding an equilibrium between road authorities’ junction
design choices and road users’ travel (route) choices. This is a particular case of the Network
Design Problem (NDP), in which junction design alternatives are the decision variables. This
will be discussed in Section 7.2. Subsequently, two di�erent approaches are distinguished:
global optimisation of junction designs (GOJD) and local optimisation of junction designs
(LOJD). These approaches are respectively discussed in more detail in Sections 7.3 and 7.4.
Part of the modelling framework involves tra�c assignment with junction modelling and
network performance models. These are discussed in Sections 7.5 and 7.6. The chapter ends
with conclusions in Section 7.7.
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7.1 Introduction
The choice for a particular junction design on a location, given certain tra�c �ows, results in
average delays for each turning movement on that junction. The turn delays are part of the
total travel time on travellers’ routes in the network. When turn delays change, route travel
times change and potentially, travellers alter their route. This will result in changes in �ows
on the regarding junction (as well as on other junctions), which will produce changes in turn
delays. This will again change route travel times, and so on. The idea is that eventually, this
will reach a certain stable equilibrium situation, where travellers will no longer change their
routes. This is a well-known problem that can be solved by a user equilibrium based tra�c
assignment model. The process will be repeated each time one or more junction designs are
altered.

The problem becomes more challenging when it is considered that the junction design
choice is based on turn �ows and delays. When the �ows and delays change due to route
changes, one might want to reconsider the junction design choice made, which again trig-
gers the occurrence of a new equilibrium situation. Moreover, the choice is often part of a
broader network policy, directed by the road authorities, which try to minimise one or more
negative e�ects of tra�c on a network scale.

The problem of optimising junction design alternatives in a network, can be seen as a
particular case of the road Network Design Problem, which will be discussed in the next
section.

7.2 Network Design Problem
As said, the problem of optimising junction design alternatives in a network can be seen as
a particular case of the road Network Design Problem (NDP), in which the junction design
alternatives are the decision variables, while the network topological characteristics (widths,
lane numbers, open or closed links, etc.) are �xed and invariable. In this problem, the link
�ows are descriptive variables: the analyst cannot directly modify them, but they can be
indirectly in�uenced by changing the decisional variable values (Cascetta et al., 2006). The
road NDP is generally formulated as a bi-level optimisation problem as shown in Figure 7.1.
The upper level represents the behaviour of the network authority, which aims to optimise

Upper level:
Optimising system objective(s)

Lower level:
Optimising objectives of individual users

Decision
variables

Network
state

Figure 7.1 The bi-level optimisation problem

one or more system objectives and controls the decision variables. The lower level describes
the behaviour of road users, which aim to minimise their own generalised cost (e.g. travel
time, cost), by making individually optimal choices in the road network. The network design
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in the upper level interacts with the behaviour of the travellers in the network: the lower
level. The lower level is a constraint for the upper level, since the upper level cannot dictate
the behaviour of the users in the lower level. Any network design the network authority
chooses, results in a network state (e.g. travel times and �ows), from which the system
objectives can be derived (Brands, 2015).

Junction design optimisation

In this thesis, the decision variables are clearly junction design alternatives. The lower level
is served by a user equilibrium tra�c assignment model, in which travellers try to optimise
(minimise travel time) their shortest paths. The network state represents the negative e�ects
of tra�c (i.e. congestion, accidents and air pollution). For the upper level, two approaches
can be identi�ed1:

• Local optimisation of junction designs (LOJD): This approach assumes a local
optimisation of junction designs. For example, for each location the junction design
with the minimum delay is chosen ( i.e. the total amount of delay on junctions is then
minimised). This does not necessarily lead to a global optimum (i.e. minimum loss
time in the network). This approach can be used to evaluate local selection criteria.

• Global optimisation of junction design (GOJD): This approach assumes a global
optimisation of junction designs. It tries to minimise the negative e�ects of tra�c
for the whole network. It aims to �nd the set of junction designs that produces the
least negative e�ects (e.g. congestion). This approach can be used as a benchmark
for evaluating the results from LOJD runs. The GOJD approach can also be used
to generate data for determining non-performance requiring junction design rules,
which in turn can be used to conveniently evaluate the network e�ects of junction
design criteria on large-scale urban networks. Rule determination will be discussed
separately in Chapter 11.

Before discussing the two approaches in more detail, a general formulation of the GOJD
and LOJD problems is provided, preceded by some notations and de�nitions. The explan-
ation is adopted from Cascetta et al. (2006) in which signal settings have been replaced by
junction designs.

Notations and de�nitions

The tra�c network is represented by a graph consisting of nodes and links. Nodes can be
junctions and/or origin/destination points. The links represent road connections between
nodes. A cost function is associated to each link, representing the cost (travel time) for
the users to cover it, according to the �ow on the link. In order to deal with the cost a user
encounters when crossing a junction, each junction node is (virtually) expanded to represent
all turning movements at the junction as shown in Figure 7.2. A cost function is associated
to each junction link, which is based on the �ow on the junction link itself as well as the
other junction links for that particular junction.

1This distinction is adopted from (Cascetta et al., 2006), which used it to di�erentiate local optimisation of signal
settings (LOSS) and global optimisation of signal settings (GOSS).
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.2 Representation of a junction as a simple node (a) and expanded showing all turning
movements (b)

The following general notations and de�nitions will be used:
nl number of links
nj number of junctions
np number of paths
nod number of od pairs
fa �ow on link a (veh/h)
ca cost on link a (h)
f link �ow vector: fT = [f1, f2, . . . , fa, . . . , fnl

]
c link cost vector: cT = [c1, c2, . . . , ca, . . . , cnl

]
ca(f) cost function on link a (h)
c(f) link cost function vector
ji design for junction i
j junction design vector: jT = [j1, j2, . . . , ji, . . . , jnj

]
ji(f) junction design function for junction i
j(f) junction design function vector
∆ link-route incidence matrix with nl rows and np columns; the generic element

δlp is equal to 1 if link l belongs to path p and is equal to 0 otherwise
P route choice probability matrix with np rows and nod rows; the generic element

ppod gives the probability that the users for the od pair choose the path p
d OD demand vector, which is the vectorial form of the Origin-Destination matrix;

the generic element dod represents the demand �ow between the od pair

General problem formulation

The global optimisation of junction designs problem (GOJD) consists of searching for the
vector j∧, among all the feasible j vectors, corresponding to an equilibrium f∗ = f∗(j) such
as to minimise the objective function ω (i.e. minimise the total travel time in the network),
depending on network tra�c �ows (f∗) and on junction designs (j). Formally, the problem
can be expressed as follows:

j∧ = arg min
j
ω(j, f∗) (7.1)

subject to:
f∗ = ∆P[∆T c(j, f∗)]d = f∗(j)

j ∈ J
where J is the set of feasible junction design solutions. f∗ is the link �ow obtained by solv-
ing an equilibrium assignment problem in the network. ∆P[∆T c(j, f∗)]d represents the
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deterministic user equilibrium assignment model. f∗ = f∗(j) is the assignment constraint,
which imposes mutual consistency between �ows and costs.

In a similar formulation, the local optimisation of junction designs (LOJD) can be ex-
pressed as:

f∗ = ∆P[∆T c(j(f∗), f∗)]d (7.2)

In this case the cost functions are generally not separable inasmuch as the junction link
cost is related to �ows on other junction links. Generally in this case uniqueness of the
equilibrium cannot be proven.

Similar to the GOSS and LOSS (Cascetta et al., 2006) the GOJD and LOJD problems can
also be seen in the framework of game theory. The interaction between the �ow vector f
and the junction design vector j can be seen, using game theory, as a game between two
players, the road user and the tra�c authority (O. Chen & Ben-Akiva, 1998). The GOJD
can be expressed as bi-level Stackleberg game, where the tra�c authority is the leader; it
determines the junction designs in anticipation of the users’ reaction. The LOJD can be
seen as a Cournot game, where the tra�c authority and the users choose their strategy
simultaneously (i.e. they react to each other ).

7.3 Global optimisation of junction designs
In order to solve the GOJD problem, the challenge is to determine the set of junction design
alternatives in a network for which tra�c produces the minimal total travel time. This topic
has been studied extensively, and the number of related publications has grown over time.
Extensive reviews of related road NDPs are given by Wismans (2012) and Farahani, Miado-
abchi, Szeto and Rashidi (2013). They identify several problem types, making distinctions
between discrete, continuous and mixed decision variables, between �xed, stochastic and
elastic tra�c demand and between static (deterministic or stochastic) or dynamic (lower
level) modelling of the tra�c system. Another major distinction is made between single
objective and multi-objective NDPs. For the latter, more than one objective function is op-
timised simultaneously, resulting in multiple possible optimal solutions, a Pareto set. In
this thesis, the decision variables, being junction design alternatives, are discrete, the tra�c
demand is assumed to be �xed for typically a peak hour period and the tra�c state is mod-
elled by way of a static tra�c assignment model (including junction modelling). The aim
is to optimise a single objective, being the operational performance, by way of minimising
the total travel time in the network. Moreover, there are no speci�c constraints, such as
upper level budget constraints. Based on the existing literature, there seems to be no re-
search on NDPs aiming to minimise total travel time (or other objectives) using junction
design alternatives as decision variables. There is a considerable body of research concern-
ing minimising delay (and or stops) by way of signal settings (e.g. Yang & Yagar, 1995;
Ceylan & Bell, 2004; Cipriani & Fusco, 2004; Chiou, 2005; Cascetta et al., 2006; Sadabadi,
Zokaei-Aashtiani & Haghani, 2008; Afandizadeh, Moghimidarzi & Kalantari, 2012; Kesur,
2012; AASHTO, 2010b; Liangzhi, Lei & Wenxing, 2012; Marciano, Musolini & Vitetta, 2013;
Almeida, Carrano & Alberto, 2013; Ren, Huang, Cheng, Zhao & Zhang, 2013; Stevanovic,
Stevanovic & Kergaye, 2013; Tran, Nguyen & Nguyen, 2015). Others optimise both signal
settings and lane layouts (e.g. Canterella, Pavone & Vitetta, 2002, 2006; Canterella & Vitetta,
2006) while Y. Liu and Luo (2012) propose a bi-level model for planning signalised and un-
interrupted �ow junctions in an evacuation network. Wismans (2012) proposes an NDP
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optimising various dynamic tra�c management measures, including tra�c signals. Long,
Gao, Zhang and Szeto (2010); Long, Szeto and Huang (2014) and Foulds, Duarte, Nascimento,
Longo and Hall (2014) present a framework which optimises junction turning restrictions
in an urban network.

For solving the NDP di�erent approaches are possible. The bi-level linear programming
problem is NP-hard (Gao, Wu & Sun, 2015), so any bi-level problem is NP-hard as well.
Therefore, heuristics are needed to solve the bi-level NDP for larger networks. The huge
number of feasible solutions and the non-convexity of the objective function necessarily
requires the adoption of metaheuristic algorithms (Wismans et al., 2012). In various stud-
ies, di�erent heuristics, such as hill climbing, simulated annealing, tabu search, genetic al-
gorithm, branch and bound, particle swarm and ant (colony) systems, were compared based
on their speed of convergence. In by far the majority of studies concerning single object-
ive road NDPs, the genetic algorithm (GA) performed best (Wismans, 2012). GA is also the
dominant approach in studies dealing with junction related decision variables. Therefore, a
GA will be used as the solution approach in the global optimisation framework.

7.4 Local optimisation of junction designs
In order to solve the LOJD problem, the challenge is to determine the impact of local junc-
tion design selection criteria on the total travel time or total loss time in a tra�c network.
Based on the existing or predicted tra�c �ows and junction performances, applying the
local criterion can result in changing the junction design. Implementation of the junction
design results in changes in travel times on the junction, which in turn can lead to changes
in routes and ultimately link and junction �ows. Other junction �ows, can cause the local
criterion to advise a new junction design. There is a circular dependency between �ows,
travel times and junction design (selection criteria). There seems to be no research con-
cerning the network impact of junction design selection criteria. The problem is however
similar to the local optimisation of signal settings (LOSS) problem, which arises when signal
control parameters of an urban network are locally optimised and have to be consistent with
equilibrium tra�c �ows (Gallo & D’Arcierno, 2013). The LOSS problem can be formulated
as a �xed-point problem, where one has to search for equilibrium tra�c �ows congruent
with link travel times and signal settings, and the signal settings are obtained according to
a local control policy. This problem has been studied extensively (e.g. Allsop, 1977; Smith,
1979a, 1979b; Dafermos, 1982; Fisk & Nguyen, 1982; Florian & Spiess, 1982; Gartner, 1983;
Meneguzzer, 1990, 1995; Canterella & Improta, 1991; Smith & Vuren, 1993; Al-Malik & Gart-
ner, 1995; Lee & Hazelton, 1996; Cascetta et al., 2006; D’Acierno, Gallo & Montello, 2012;
Gallo, D’Acierno & Montella, 2015).

Cascetta et al. (2006) state that the algorithms proposed to solve a LOSS problem follow
two di�erent approaches. Simultaneous algorithms solve a unique problem, in which the
signal settings and equilibrium tra�c �ows are considered as unknown variables. These
algorithms in e�ect combine the upper and lower levels of the NDP in one simultaneous
approach. Sequential algorithms, instead, solve a problem of signal regulation (with known
�ows) and an equilibrium network assignment problem (with known signal settings). They
compared the convergence speed of both simultaneous and sequential approaches and con-
cluded that the �rst converge more quickly (without loss of optimality). The approaches
they tested were all based on a Method of Successive Averages (MSA) framework, which is
widely used for solving tra�c assignment problems. H. Liu, He and He (2009), D’Acierno
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et al. (2012) and Gallo et al. (2015) further explored MSA algorithms for solving the com-
bined assignment-control problem. In this thesis, a simultaneous MSA-based approach will
be used as solution approach in the local optimisation framework.

However, an important notion concerns the fact that the LOJD approach assumes that
road authorities aim to optimise local conditions in interaction with individual road users’
(route) choices. This is suitable for determining the full potential of repeatedly or con-
sequently applying certain local selection criteria for determining the junction design. How-
ever, in practice, local selection criteria are regularly applied without (directly) reckoning
with the consequences of route choice changes. Junction design on one or several locations
is simply altered based on speci�c selection criteria, after which users change their routes
and a new equilibrium situation arises. After some time (e.g. in the next �nancial year) new
junction design changes are applied, and so on. In order to simulate this process, the local
selection criteria can simply be applied, after which the tra�c assignment with junction
modelling and the network performance models are executed, optionally repeated multiple
times representing multiple years. This cannot be done with the above-mentioned simul-
taneous MSA-based implementation, due to its simultaneous character (i.e. the junction
design selection criteria are applied as part of the iterative tra�c assignment procedure). A
straightforward solution is to simply apply the tra�c assignment with junction modelling
after the local junction design selection criteria have been employed, and optionally repeat
this multiple times. In order to di�erentiate the two approaches, they will be referred to as
LOJD-SIM for the simultaneous approach and LOJD-SEQ for the sequential approach.

7.5 Tra�c assignment with junction modelling
The tra�c assignment with junction modelling functions as the lower level model in the bi-
level NDP framework, modelling the individual road users optimising their routes and travel
times. It can also be used separately (i.e. without the bi-level NPD framework), simply by
using it to determine the network e�ects of changing one or more junction designs in the
network as was described in the introduction of this chapter in Section 7.1. As stated, a static
deterministic user equilibrium approach will be followed. The discussion below applies for
this type of approach.

Traditional (static deterministic) tra�c assignment models allocate origin-destination
trips to routes according to Wardrop’s Principle (Wardrop, 1952) of equal minimum cost
per used route. In addition, they assume that travel time on each link is a separable func-
tion of the �ow on the link itself. This simplistic assumption of separable cost functions
allows a convenient mathematical treatment using convex optimisation formulations that
guarantees solution uniqueness (in terms of link �ows), and assists in proving algorithms
convergence. However, the assumption of separable costs is not always satis�ed, especially
at junctions, where various tra�c movements interact and in�uence each other’s travel time
in a non-separable and potentially highly asymmetric manner. As a consequence, conveni-
ent solution approaches, such as the Frank-Wolfe algorithm (Frank & Wolfe, 1956) cannot be
used. This problem was already discussed by (Dafermos, 1980; Fisk & Nguyen, 1982; She�,
1985). Throughout the years, various solution approaches have been suggested. A rather
coarse approach is to set �xed junction (turn) delays in the model. Although this might solve
the problems of convergence and solution uniqueness, unrealistic junction delays are used
when �ows change, resulting in unrealistic assignment results. Florian and Spiess (1982);
She� (1985); Dupuis and Darveau (1986) suggested a so-called diagonalisation approach. It
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uses a ‘diagonalised’ cost function, where all o�-diagonal elements are temporarily �xed.
That is, the in�uence of the �ow on con�icting turns is �xed and regularly updated during
solving. Florian and Spiess (1982) as well as Dupuis and Darveau (1986) proved convergence
of this approach under certain conditions. However, in practice these conditions might be
rare (Muijlwijk & Zantema, 2012). Although solution uniqueness can sometimes only be
guaranteed by adding additional constraints, the most straightforward solution for getting
convergence is based on the Method of Successive Averages (MSA). Its major distinction
from the Frank-Wolfe algorithm is the determination of the step size; where the Frank-
Wolfe algorithm calculates the step size such that the objective function is minimised, MSA
uses a predetermined step size per iteration. A major drawback of MSA however, is the
slow convergence speed (She�, 1985). This is primarily caused by the fact that in the clas-
sic MSA, the step size (φ) is determined by 1/k, where k is the iteration number. The �ow
of each iteration is thus weighted equally. Alternative averaging methods have been de-
veloped, primarily aiming to give higher weights to solutions that are closer to the optimal
solutions, thus improving the convergence speed. Due to the use of averaging methods as
a subroutine of NDPs, research concerning the convergence speed of these approaches has
been revived in more recent years. Gallo et al. (2015) tested various averaging methods to
solve the local optimisation of signal settings on a real-scale network in Italy, and concluded
that 70% of computing time could be gained with alternative averaging methods. H. Liu et al.
(2009) earlier compared similar approaches with two additional methods called the method
of successive weighted averages (MSWA) and the self-regulating averaging method (SRAM).
The latter two provided the best convergence speed for solving a stochastic user equilibrium
problem. An MSA-based approach will be used for the tra�c assignment model with junc-
tion modelling. Multiple alternative averaging methods will be tested in order to determine
which �ts best for the cases used in this thesis.

7.6 Network performance models
The network performance models are used to determine the network state, as shown in
Figure 7.1, for the three main negative e�ects of tra�c, being congestion, accidents and air
pollution. In Chapter 2, Section 2.3, it was concluded that respectively total travel/loss time,
the number of fatal-and-injury accidents and the substance emissions of NOx and PM10 are
used as performance measures for these e�ects. Figure 7.3 shows a schematic representation
of the determination of these performance measures.

The operational performance is determined as part of the tra�c assignment model with
junction modelling, as discussed in the previous section. The safety and environmental per-
formance models use output data from the tra�c assignment model as input. All perform-
ance measures are a combination of road and junction performances. Junction performance
models have been discussed and used in Chapters 3-6. The major requirement for the road
and with that the network performance models is, that they are complementary with the
junction performance models.

7.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the data and modelling requirements, as well as a review of existing models
and methods for the evaluation of network e�ects of local selection criteria was provided.
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Tra�c assignment model
(Incl. operational performance model)
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Figure 7.3 Schematic representation of the network performance models

The regarding modelling challenge is ful�lled by solving a particular case of the road
NDP, in which junction design alternatives are the decision variables. Based on a back-
ground study it was concluded that based on the general NDP formulation two di�erent
approaches can be identi�ed that are useful for analysing the network e�ects of junction
design choices (and criteria). The LOJD approach, assumes a local optimisation of junction
designs and can be used to evaluate local selection criteria. The GOJD approach, assumes
a global optimisation of junction designs and can be used as a benchmark for evaluating
the results from the LOJD runs. The GOJD approach can also be used to generate data for
determining non-performance requiring junction design rules, which in turn can be used to
evaluate the network e�ects of junction design criteria in large-scale urban networks. Rule
determination will be discussed separately in Chapter 11.

Based on literature study, solution approaches were chosen for both the LOJD and GOJD
problems. The GOJD problem can best be solved by using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The
LOJD can best be solved by either using a simultaneous MSA-based approach (LOJD-SIM)
and a sequential approach which simply applies the tra�c assignment with junction mod-
elling (LOJD-SEQ).

Essential parts of the modelling framework are modelling approaches for a tra�c as-
signment with junction modelling and network performance models. Based on literature
study, it was concluded that an MSA-based approach is best for solving the static tra�c
assignment with junction modelling. Multiple averaging methods will be tested in order
to determine which �ts best for the cases used in this research. In order to determine the
network state, the junction performance models presented and used in the Chapters 3-6 are
suggested to be extended with corresponding road performance models.

The knowledge gained in this chapter is used to formulate the general framework in
Chapter 8.
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Chapter 8

Network e�ects: Modelling
framework and cases

After discussing the modelling background in Chapter 7, in this chapter the general frame-
work for evaluating the network e�ects of local selection criteria for junction design is
presented. In contrast with the modelling framework used to determine and evaluate the
junction design rules for alternative identi�cation, there is no global stepwise framework.
The framework consist of di�erent modelling approaches that are used for di�erent steps
and purposes in the evaluation of the network e�ects. Basically, there are two main ap-
proaches, being the local optimisation of junction designs (LOJD) and the global optimisa-
tion of junction designs (GOJD). For the LOJD approach, respectively the LOJD-SEQ and
LOJD-SIM approaches were chosen. The LOJD-SEQ approach is used to evaluate the mere
application of local selection criteria for junction design in an urban tra�c network. The
LOJD-SIM approach is used to explore the full potential of optimising local objectives by
using the selection criteria. The GOJD approach is used to determine optimal network per-
formances and solutions (i.e. junction designs). The results of the latter are used as the
optimal reference situation. Important parts of the approaches are the performance models
and the tra�c assignment with junction modelling. This chapter provides a description of
the di�erent modelling parts and approaches, as well as an explanation of the cases that are
used to evaluate the network e�ects in the forthcoming chapters 9, 10 and 11.

First, the network performance models are described in Section 8.1. In Section 8.2 the
approach for the tra�c assignment model with junction model is discussed. Next, in Section
8.3, the LOJD-SEQ approach is explained. Section 8.4 gives a description of the LOJD-SIM
approach, whereas the GOJD approach is discussed in Section 8.5. Section 8.6 provides a
description of the network cases that are used in the forthcoming chapters. The chapter
ends with a summary in Section 8.7.

125
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8.1 Network performance models
In this section, the network performance models used to determine the operational, safety
and environmental e�ects are described. The network performances are a combination of
junction and road performances. Junction performance models were already presented in
the Sections 4.2.1-4.2.3. The road and thus the network performance models have been
chosen to match the junction performance models.

8.1.1 Operation
The operational performance is expressed as the total loss time (h). The total loss time is
the di�erence between the total travel times from the equilibrium (EQ) and all-or-nothing
(AON ) assignments. In the latter situation, tra�c is assigned to the shortest routes accord-
ing to free-�ow travel times. The main equation for the total loss time (TLT ) is:

TLT = TTTEQ − TTTAON (8.1)

The total travel time from the equilibrium assignment (TTTEQ) is a summation of the total
travel time on links and the total travel time on turns:

TTTEQ =
∑
a

(ttl,a ·Ql,a) +
∑
b

(ttt,b ·Qt,b) (8.2)

where ttl,a and ttt,b are respectively the travel time on link a and turn b, and Ql,a and Qt,b
the �ow on link a and turn b.

Determining the operational performance is part of the tra�c assignment model, which
uses the travel times on links and turns to determine the fastest paths between origins and
destinations in the network. The travel time on turns is determined by using an implement-
ation of the Highway Capacity Manual 2010 methodologies for junctions as described in
Section 4.2.1.

ttt,b = dt,b (8.3)

The travel time on links is determined by using the well-known Bureau of Public Roads
(BPR) function:

ttl,a = ttl,a,0[1 + αd

(
Ql,a
Cl,a

)βd

] (8.4)

where Ql,a is the �ow on link a (pcu/h), Cl,a is the capacity of the link (pcu/h) and α and β
are model parameters which depend on the road type d. ttl,a,0 is the free-�ow travel time
for link a.

The total travel time from the all-or-nothing assignment (TTTAON ) is determined by:

TTTAON =
∑
a

(ttl,a,0 ·Ql,a,0) (8.5)

where Ql,a,0 is the �ow on link a (pcu/h) when assigned all-or-nothing (i.e. to the shortest
free-�ow route between origin and destination). No turn travel times are used, since these
are �ow dependent. The free-�ow travel times on turns would be the geometric delays, but
these are negligibly small.
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8.1.2 Safety
The safety performance is expressed as the total number of fatal-and-injury accidents per
year (TA), which is a summation of the number of fatal-and-injury accidents on all roads
and junctions in the network:

TA =
∑
a

Ar,a +
∑
i

Aj,i (8.6)

Both the number of fatal-and-injury accidents for roads Ar , which unlike links encompass
two directions, and for junctions Aj is determined by an implementation of the Highway
Safety Manual (HSM) methodologies (AASHTO, 2010a). The HSM approach is based on
safety performance functions (SPFs) for a few base road conditions and crash modi�cation
factors (CMFs) for situations that di�er from those base conditions. The models predict
the average crash frequency (ACF). The HSM provides predictive models for rural two lane
roads, rural multi-lane highways and urban and suburban arterials. The later are used in
this thesis. The HSM approach for determining the number of fatal-and-injury accidents on
road junctions was described in Section 4.2.2. The predictive model for (urban and suburban
arterial) roads is given by:

Ar = fc · (Ar,b +Ar,ped +Ar,bike) (8.7)

Ar,b = Ar,mv +Ar,sv +Ar,mvdw (8.8)

where,

Ar = ACF of a road for a selected year
Ar,b = ACF of multi- and single-vehicle collisions
Ar,ped = ACF of vehicle-pedestrian collisions
Ar,bike = ACF of vehicle-bicycle collisions
Ar,mv = ACF of multi-vehicle collisions for base conditions
Ar,sv = ACF of single-vehicle collisions for base conditions
fc = Calibration factor

Equation 8.7 shows that the road crash frequency is estimated as the sum of three com-
ponents: Ar,b, Ar,ped and Ar,bike, optionally multiplied by a calibration factor fc which is
used to deal with di�erences for speci�c local conditions. Equation 8.8 shows that Ar,b is
based on two subcomponents (Ar,mv and Ar,sv). The HSM also suggests a third compon-
ent, which comprises the number of multi-vehicle driveway-related collisions, and a series
of CMFs. Both the third component and the CMFs require a level of detail for their input
which lies outside the scope of this thesis. In the remaining part of this section, the determ-
ination of the incorporated components is explained.

SPFs for multi- and single-vehicle collisions

The generic SPF for Ar,mv and Ar,sv is:

Ar,iv = e(αivd+βivd·ln(QAADT)+ln(L) (8.9)

where Ar,iv is the average number of vehicle crashes per year for vehicle collision type i.
QAADT is the average annual daily tra�c volume on the speci�c roadway segment, L is the
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length of the road segment (in miles instead of kilometres) and α and β are the parameters.
Separate values ofN are determined for di�erent vehicle collision types i (single- and multi-
vehicle collisions). Parameters values are di�erentiated by collision type i and road type
d. Road types with a di�erent number of lanes (2-5) and with either divided or undivided
directions or a shared two-way left-turn lane in the centre of the road, are di�erentiated.

SPFs for vehicle-pedestrian collisions

The SPF for the estimation of the number of vehicle-pedestrian collisions Ar,ped is:

Ar,ped = Ar,b · fped,ds (8.10)

where fped is the pedestrian adjustment factor, which is di�erentiated based on the road
type d and the speed limit s. The latter is either less than or equal to 30 mph or greater than
30 mph.

SPFs for vehicle-bicycle collisions

The SPF for the estimation of the number of vehicle-bicycle collisions Ar,bike is:

Ar,bike = Ar,b · fbike,ds (8.11)

where fbike is the bicycle adjustment factor, which is also di�erentiated based on the road
type d and the speed limit s.

Calibration for local conditions

Based on observed data, a calibration factor can be determined for each main road type d,
by using the following equation:

fc,d =

∑
Nr,o,id∑
Nr,p,id

(8.12)

where Nr,o is the observed and Nr,p the predicted crash frequencies. For each of these
frequencies a summation is made over all site locations i for a particular road type d.

8.1.3 Environment
The environmental performance is expressed as the amount of NOx or PM10 (g) emitted
by tra�c. The substance emissions are determined by using an implementation of the
ARTEMIS model for air emissions as suggested by (Wismans, 2012). This model predicts the
emissions based on di�erent tra�c situations or states for which di�erent emission factors
are used. A simpli�ed version was used in order to determine the emissions for turns on
a junction, as presented in Section 4.2.3. A version as presented by Wismans, Van Den
Brink, Brederode, Zantema and Van Berkum (2013) is used to determine the total amount of
substance emitted by tra�c in a network (TEs):

TEs =
∑
a

∑
m

∑
d

Ql,am · δl,ad · fse,md(Ql,a, Cl,a, Col,a) · Ll,a (8.13)

where
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Ql,am Flow for vehicle class m on link a (veh)
Ql,a Total �ow (for all vehicle classes) on link a (pcu/h)
Cl,a Capacity for link a (pcu/h)
Col,a Out�ow capacity for link a (pcu/h)
fse,md Emission factor of substance s for vehicle classm, depending on theQ/C-ratio

(grams/(vehkm))
Ll,a Length of link a (km)
δl,ad Road type indicator, equals 1 if link a is of road type d, and 0 otherwise

As can be noticed, this is no straightforward summation of link and junction emissions
as was the case for the operational and safety network performance models. In this model,
the average tra�c situation or state for the period under consideration is solely connected
with the Q/C-ratio on the link. However, on urban links, the out�ow capacity Qol,a, based
on junction modelling, is used instead of the link capacity Ql,a, if the �rst is lower than
the latter. Emission factors are then determined based on the Q/C-ratio according to the
relationship presented in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1 Emission factors based on tra�c states and Q/C-ratio’s: Reprinted from Towards
Sustainable Dynamic Tra�c Management by Wismans, 2012

8.2 Tra�c assignment with junction modelling

In this section, the tra�c assignment model with junction modelling is explained. The model
aims to achieve a static deterministic user equilibrium situation. As discussed, due to the
non-separable and asymmetric cost functions, conventional solution approaches, such as the
Frank-Wolfe algorithm cannot be used for tra�c assignments with junction modelling. The
most straightforward and promising solution is based on the Method of Successive Averages
(MSA), whose major distinction from the Frank-Wolfe algorithm is the determination of
the step size; where the Frank-Wolfe algorithm calculates the step size such that objective
function is minimised, MSA uses a predetermined step size per iteration. Algorithm 8.1
shows the main steps of the MSA algorithm used in pseudo-code.

The following variables are used in the algorithm:
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Algorithm 8.1 MSA algorithm

1: k ← 0
2: f1 ← f0

3: repeat
4: k ← k + 1
5: ckl ← c(fkl )
6: gkt ← g(fkt )
7: ckt ← c(fkt ,g

k
t )

8: fkAON ← aon(ckl , c
k
t )

9: ϕ← s(k)
10: fk+1 ← (1− ϕ)fk + ϕfkAON
11: until RG < ε or k > kmax

k iteration number
fl link �ow vector
ft turn �ow vector
f �ow vector
cl link cost vector
ct turn cost vector
c cost vector (including links and turns)
gt turn green ratio vector
ϕ step size
RG relative gap
ε relative gap threshold
kmax maximum number of iterations to perform

The �rst two steps represent the initialisation. The iteration number is set to zero and
the �ows, for both links and turns, are assigned initial values, typically equal to zero. Sub-
sequently, an iterative procedure is conducted. First the iteration number is increased by
one. Then the link cost are determined based on link �ows. Next, for turns on signalised
junctions, green ratios are determined based on turn �ows. Based on the turn �ows, and for
signalised junctions the green ratios, the turn costs are determined for all junction types.
Subsequently, an all-or-nothing assignment is performed. The shortest path algorithm uses
the link and turn cost calculated in the previous steps. The assignment results in auxiliary
�ows. Next, the weight (step size) that will be applied on the auxiliary �ows is determined.
New �ows are determined mixing current �ows and auxiliary �ows. The �nal step of the
iterative procedure is to determine whether to stop or proceed with it. The algorithm uses
the following functions:

• Link cost function, c(fkl ): The link cost function is expressed in time (ttl) and is de-
termined by using the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) function as depicted in equation
8.4.

• Turn green ratio function, g(fkt ): For signalised junctions, green ratios are de-
termined for each turn. The green ratio is the ratio of the e�ective green time and
the cycle length. These values are determined by calculating the optimal cycle length
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and green times for each signalised junction based on the turn �ows and the junction
design. The method to achieve this was described in section 4.2.1.

• Turn cost function, c(fkt ,g
k
t ): The turn cost function is also expressed in time

(delay) and is determined by the junction model as described in section 4.2.1.

• Step size function, s(k): The default step size is: ϕ = 1/k, where the �ow of each
iteration is weighted equally. Alternative step size functions with the purpose to in-
crease convergence speed can be used.

• Assignment model, aon(ckl , c
k
jl): An all-or-nothing assignment is used which de-

termines the shortest paths based on both link and turn travel times.

• Stop criterion, RG, ε, kmax: The iterative process stops when the relative gap RG
is below a given threshold value (e.g. ε = 0.0001 as suggested by Rose, Daskin and
Koppelman (1988)) or when the number of iterations k exceeds the given maximum
number of iteration (kmax). RG is determined with:

RG =
TCk+1 − TCAON

TCk+1
(8.14)

where
TCk+1 =

∑
a

fk+1
l,a cl,a +

∑
b

fk+1
t,b ct,b

TCAON =
∑
a

fAONl,a cl,a +
∑
b

fAONt,b ct,b

8.3 Local optimisation of junction designs (sequential)
In this section, the approach for the sequential implementation of the local optimisation of
junction designs is described. The approach is simply an iterative application of the tra�c
assignment with junction modelling, the performance models and the application of local
selection criteria. Algorithm 8.2 shows the main steps of the LOJD-SEQ algorithm used in
pseudo-code.

Algorithm 8.2 LOJD-SEQ algorithm

1: k ← 0
2: repeat
3: if k 6= 0 then
4: jk ← j(fkt ,p

k
t )

5: end if
6: fk, ck ← msa(jk)
7: pk ← p(fk)
8: k ← k + 1
9: until k > kmax

Most of the variables have already been explained in the previous section, when discuss-
ing the MSA algorithm. New is the variable j, which is the junction design vector, containing
the attributes of all junction design alternatives in the network.
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In the �rst step of the LOJD-SEQ algorithm, the iteration number is set to zero. Sub-
sequently, an iterative procedure is conducted. First, it is determined whether the junction
designs should be changed or not. If so, this is determined by applying the local (junc-
tion design) selection criteria, which use the turn �ows and/or turn performances as input.
Next, a tra�c assignment with junction modelling is conducted, using the optionally up-
dated junction designs in this process. Based on the �ows resulting from the assignment,
the operational, safety and environmental performances are determined after which the it-
eration number is increased by one. The �nal step of the iterative procedure is to determine
whether to stop or proceed. The following functions have been added to the algorithm:

• Performance function, p(fk): Operational, safety and environmental performance
models as described in Section 8.1.

• Junction design function, j(fkt ,p
k
t ): This function determines the junction design

for all junctions in the network based on the given turn �ows and the turn perform-
ances. The junction design consists of attributes like the main junction type (e.g. sig-
nalised junction or roundabout), the signal settings, the number of circulating lanes
on a roundabout, the sign type, the number and con�guration of the entry and exit
lanes and the central reservation width. The choice for the junction design is determ-
ined by a (local) junction design selection criterion.

• Assignment model,msa(jk): An MSA assignment is used which determines shortest
paths based on both link and turn travel times (i.e. a tra�c assignment with junction
modelling as presented in Section 8.2).

8.4 Local optimisation of junction designs (simultaneous)
The simultaneous variant of the local optimisation of junction designs (LOJD-SIM) prob-
lem is solved by using a simultaneous MSA-based approach, as mentioned in Section 7.4.
The approach is adopted from Cascetta et al. (2006), whom suggested an approach to solve
the local optimisation of signal settings. The approach was adapted and extended in or-
der to deal with junction design alternatives and local (junction design) selection criteria.
Algorithm 8.3 shows the main steps of the LOJD-SIM algorithm used in pseudo-code. The
algorithm shows similar features as the MSA and the LOJD-SEQ algorithm presented in the
previous sections. Only variables and functions that are di�erent or new are discussed in
this section.

The main di�erence with the MSA algorithm is the introduction of the variable j, which
is the junction design vector, containing the attributes of all junction design alternatives
in the network. During each iteration, the junction designs are re-determined based on a
(local) junction design rule, which is fed by turn �ows and/or turn performances (p). Next,
turn green ratios (gkt ← g(fkt , j

k)) and turn cost (ckt ← c(fkt ,g
k
t , j

k)w(k)) are determined
based on these new junction designs. The following functions are new:

• Junction design update function, u(k): The junction designs can be redetermined
each iteration. Alternatively, they can be determined every r iterations or they can
only be determined after the �rst s iterations and/or end after e iterations. This func-
tion is primarily used to control the convergence speed. Unless stated otherwise, the
junction designs will be updated every iteration.
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Algorithm 8.3 LOJD-SIM algorithm

1: k ← 0
2: f1 ← f0

3: repeat
4: k ← k + 1
5: pk ← p(fk)
6: if u(k) then
7: jk ← j(fkt ,p

k
t )

8: end if
9: ckl ← c(fkl )

10: gkt ← g(fkt , j
k)

11: ckt ← c(fkt ,g
k
t , j

k)w(k)
12: fkAON ← aon(ckl , c

k
t )

13: ϕ← s(k)
14: fk+1 ← (1− ϕ)fk + ϕfkAON
15: until RG < ε or k > kmax

• Turn cost weight function, w(k): The turn cost can be weighted (di�erently) in
each iteration. By weighting the turn cost with a value below 1.0, the non-separable
and asymmetric nature of the turn cost is slightly dampened, which could improve the
convergence speed. By default, the weight is equal to 1.0. Alternatively, the weight
can be lower during the �rst r iterations, or the weight can increase with a certain
value or percentage during each iteration. Unless stated otherwise, this weight is
equal to 1.0.

8.5 Global optimisation of junction designs
The global optimisation of junction designs (GOJD) problem is solved by using a genetic
algorithm (GA), as mentioned in Section 7.3. In this section, the generic algorithm and the
speci�c implementation of the GA for the GOJD are presented.

8.5.1 Genetic algorithm
GAs belong to a larger class of evolutionary algorithms. A GA is a population-based al-
gorithm, inspired on the process of natural evolution, where well-adapted individuals within
a species have a bigger chance to survive (i.e. survival of the �ttest). Pairs of parents are
selected based on their better performance compared to others, from which new individu-
als (children) are created in the population by reproduction. Furthermore, properties of
individuals slightly change by mutation. Over generations this leads to improvements in
the population, since individuals with desired properties have a better change to survive.
When a GA is applied to the NDP, every population member is a speci�c network design.
Properties of network designs may be mixed to form new solutions (Brands, 2015).

The iterative steps of a GA can be implemented in many ways. Algorithm 8.4 shows a
generic structure adopted from Brownlee (2012) that is used in this thesis.

The following variables are used in the algorithm:
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Algorithm 8.4 Genetic algorithm

1: g ← 1
2: s← initialise(ns, n)
3: c← evaluate(s)
4: sbest, cbest ← best(s, c)
5: while not terminate() do
6: sparents ← select(s, ns)
7: schildren ← ∅
8: for all parent1, parent2 ∈ sparents do
9: child1, child2 ← reproduce(parent1, parent2, pc)

10: schildren ← mutate(child1, child2, pm)
11: end for
12: cchildren ← evaluate(schildren)
13: sbest, cbest ← best(schildren, cchildren)
14: s← replace(s, schildren)
15: g = g + 1
16: end while

g generation number
n problem size
ns population size
s population vector
c cost vector
pc crossover probability
pm mutation probability
sbest best solution
cbest cost of best solution
parent parent solution
child child solution

After setting the generation number, the GA starts with the creation of a random popu-
lation. Each individual in this initial population represents a solution. Each solution is then
evaluated (i.e. its �tness is determined and the �ttest solution and its �tness are stored as the
best). Then, a termination condition is checked. As long as the termination condition is not
satis�ed, a series of steps is repeated that creates a new generation of the population. The
new population of children is created by three main genetic operators, being selection, re-
production and mutation. Selection selects the parents, reproduction creates children based
on two parents and mutation adjusts the children according to random mutation. The new
population is evaluated and hopefully contains a new best solution, which then is stored. Fi-
nally, the current population is replaced by the new one, the generation number is increased
and process is repeated from the termination condition.

8.5.2 GA implementation

Numerous ways to implement a GA exist. In this section, the chosen implementation for the
GOJD problem is discussed. First, choices to be made regarding the genetic representation
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and the population size are discussed. Subsequently, the chosen implementations of the
functions as mentioned in Algorithm 8.4 are presented.

Genetic representation

In a GA a possible solution is called an individual. The properties of an individual are rep-
resented by a chromosome. Many GA encode chromosomes as a binary bitstring, but other
encodings, such as numeric, are also possible. The value of n, being the problem size or
(bit)string length, is dependent upon the type of encoding, the number of decision variables
and the number of possible values for each decision variable. The number of alternatives
determines the number of bits or elements required for each decision variable. With a bin-
ary encoding, 2b alternatives can be handled with a b-bit encoding, whereas with a numeric
encoding, assuming values between 0 and 9, 10b alternatives can be used. For the GOJD
problem, the decision variables are the junctions in the network, and the possible values are
the junction design alternatives for each junction. The encoding method can in�uence the
behaviour and results of the GA, dependent upon which reproduction and mutation func-
tions are used. For example, when a binary bitstring is split within a 2-bit binary code, this
can change the design of two junctions. Whether this has a positive e�ect on the conver-
gence speed and the properties of the best solution is case speci�c.

Population size

The size of the population must be large enough to provide su�cient coverage of the domain
and mixing of the useful subcomponents of the solution (Goldberg, Deb & Clark, 1992).
There is no speci�c method for determining the best value for the population size. It should
be determined for each problem speci�cally. As a rule of thumb, the population size ranges
between 1 to 10 times the number of decision variables under consideration. Increasing
the population size usually increases the accuracy of the GA, however it also causes the
number of generations needed for this result to increase, and thus the computation time.
The optimal population for a given problem is the point of in�ection where the bene�t of
quick convergence is o�set by increasing inaccuracy.

Function implementations

The implementation of the functions as mentioned in Algorithm 8.4 is:

• initilise: As a start, the GA determines an initial population. The chromosomes or
(bit)strings representing each individual in the population are determined by drawing
random numbers for each element of the (bit)string. A random seed is used so that this
process can be reproduced. Ideally, the GA is executed multiple times with di�erent
random seeds.

• evaluate: The �tness of each individual in the population is evaluated by �rst de-
coding the chromosomal representation to speci�c junction design alternatives in the
network. Then the lower-level model as described in Section 8.2 is executed. This
tra�c assignment model with junction modelling produces performance indicators
for operational, safety and environmental impact. Depending on the objective one
speci�c indicator is chosen. The �tness of an individual is equal to the value for the
performance indicator with a reversed sign.
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• select: The GA selects parent solutions based on a binary tournament selection,
which means that for each parent, two individuals are randomly selected from the
population. The individual with the highest �tness of the two is used as parent. The
selection of parents continues until a new (parent) population is completed. As a
consequence of this selection method, individuals can be parent of several children
or no children at all. Moreover, the best performing parent solutions are selected to
carry on unaltered. This strategy is known as elitism selection and guarantees that
the solution quality obtained by the GA will not decrease from one generation to the
next.

• reproduce: The GA determines two children for each pair of parents in the pop-
ulation. Children are constructed of the chromosomes of their parents. One-point
crossover is used, which means that the parents are split at one randomly determ-
ined point. The split can be within the encoding of one property (junction design
alternative) if it is composed of multiple bits or numbers. This function uses a cros-
sover probability value, which regulates the percentage of children which is not equal
to their parents. GAs are generally con�gured with a high probability of crossover.
When a value of pc = 0.98 is used, this means that 98% of the children is created due
to a crossover between two parents and 2% is an exact copy of one of the parents.

• mutate: For each element in the chromosome it is determined whether the content
will be changed or not based on the mutation probability. This is referred to as random
point mutation. GAs are generally con�gured with a low probability of mutation.
When a value of pm = 1/n is used, this means that only one element in a chromosome
can be changed by random mutation.

• terminate: During each generation, the best solution is saved (best) and the popula-
tion of children becomes the population of the next generation (replace) until the ter-
mination condition is met. A maximum number of generations is used. The required
value of the maximum number of generations will be determined in combination with
the population size as described earlier in this section and will be studies in Chapter
9.

8.6 Case descriptions
In this section, two network cases that are used in order to evaluate the network e�ects
of local (junction design) selection criteria, are introduced. A more detailed description of
the cases is provided in Appendix C. The �rst case is the well-known Sioux Falls case. Al-
though originally based on the actual city of Sioux Falls in South Dakota, United States, this
is a small theoretical network. The case was chosen because it is often used in papers con-
cerning equilibrium assignments and optimisation problems. It is well documented, has fast
calculation times and is easy to check during research as well as by readers of this thesis. The
original Sioux Falls network does not contain junction designs, hence 20 junction locations
are added. The second case involves a network of the town of Delft in The Netherlands.
This is a realistic, calibrated case, but is still manageable in the sense of network size and
calculation times. The network includes 242 junction designs, mostly in urban areas, which
makes it perfect for evaluating junction design selection criteria.
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For both the Sioux Falls and Delft cases, the same junction design types and modelling
parameters are used (i.e. for the Dutch situation). This is done, for a better comparison of
selection criteria. Although Sioux Falls is an American case, it is theoretical and originally
without junction designs, so this will not be a problem.

8.6.1 Case 1: Sioux Falls
The Sioux Falls case is based on the well-know Sioux Falls network, which was �rst pub-
lished by Morlok et al. (1973). Several variants exist in research publications. Here, the
variant as described by S. Wang et al. (2013) is used as a starting point. The Sioux Falls net-
work consists of 24 nodes and 76 links, where nodes also function as origin and destination
points for trips. Each link has a capacity, free-�ow travel time and a travel time function
assigned to it. For the latter, the BPR function as shown in Equation 8.4 is used. The func-
tion uses the model parameters α and β. These are constant for all links in this Sioux Falls
variant, where α = 0.15 and β = 4. To enable using the Sioux Falls network as suggested
by S. Wang et al. (2013) with junction designs, the following adjustments have been made:

• On 20 of the 24 nodes, a junction de�nition is added, resulting in 14 three-arm and 6
four-arm junctions. The remaining four nodes are only connected to two links, as a
result of which they are no junction locations. The junction design alternatives will
be discussed later in this section.

• Although they don’t mention a speci�c time unit, the link capacities and travel times
correspond to a 24-hour period. Because the junction performance models require
passenger car units per hour (pcu/h), capacities and demand are divided by a factor
of 10, assuming the peak hour to contain 10% of the 24-hour period trips.

• To make the link capacities in accordance with junction capacities, the link capacities
are multiplied by a factor of 1.5. This is indicated as CAPF = 1.5.

• The safety and environmental performance models require speci�c road type indica-
tions for links. These are added based on the link capacity. Speci�cs can be found in
Appendix C.

• Although not an adjustment, it should be mentioned that link free �ow travel times
are interpreted as a hundredth part of an hour. A free �ow travel time of 6 would then
be 0.06 hours, being 3.6 minutes.

The resulting Sioux Falls network and tra�c demand are displayed in Figure 8.2 which
shows the node numbers, junction locations (grey nodes) and one-way link capacities (pcu/h)
for both directions (a) and the tra�c demand, summarised by the number of departing and
arriving trips per node (b). In the Sioux Falls network, 20 junctions locations are possible,
being 14 three-arm and 6 four-arm junctions. The �ve-arm junction at node 10 is interpreted
as a four-arm junction, where the arm from node 17 is ignored in the junction performance
model. For each location, four junction design alternatives are de�ned:

• Equal junction
• Priority junction
• Signalised junction
• Roundabout
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(a) Network

Node Departures Arrivals
1 880 880
2 400 400
3 280 280
4 1160 1170
5 610 610
6 760 760
7 1210 1210
8 1670 1670
9 1620 1630
10 4520 4510
11 2230 2240
12 1390 1400
13 1460 1450
14 1410 1410
15 2140 2130
16 2610 2610
17 2340 2340
18 480 470
19 1280 1280
20 1850 1840
21 1100 1100
22 2440 2440
23 1450 1450
24 770 780
Total 36060 36060

(b) Tra�c demand

Figure 8.2 Sioux Falls case with (a) network with node numbers, junction locations (grey nodes) and
link capacities (pcu/h) and (b) tra�c demand with node departures and arrivals (pcu/h)

Besides the main junction type, the number of approaching and exiting lanes, as well as
the lane allocation is de�ned for each junction arm. Figure 8.3 shows the four-arm junction
design alternatives. The three-arm options can be found in Figure C.3 in Appendix C. For
the priority junctions, a choice was made which links must give way. The north-south
orientated roads are assumed to be priority roads, unless they begin or end at an east-west
orientated three arm junction. Although following a systematic way of de�nition, the choice
is arbitrary. For signalised junctions, no speci�c signal settings are de�ned. The junction
model used will determine the signal settings (cycle time, green times) based on the junction
layout and tra�c �ows during each call. Various default, minimum and maximum values
are used for junction attributes.

8.6.2 Case 2: Delft
The Delft case is a small tra�c and transport model for the town of Delft in The Netherlands.
The network consists of 491 nodes, 726 (one-way and two-way) links and 25 centroids. The
latter being the origin and destination points for trips. Link attributes, such as speed and
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(a) Equal junction (b) Priority junction

(c) Signalised junction (d) Roundabout

Figure 8.3 Four-arm junction design alternatives

capacity have default values based on one of the nine di�erent road types, ranging from
35 to 100 km/h for speed and 1200 to 9600 pcu/h for capacity. For the travel time function,
the BRP function, as shown in Equation 8.4 is used. The model parameters are constant
for all links, the function uses the model parameters α and β. These are constant for all
links, where α = 0.87 and β = 4. Additional road types for the safety and environmental
performance models were added (see Appendix C for more information). The total amount
of departing and arriving trips in the network is 41,192 pcu/h.

On 242 of the 491 nodes a junction de�nition is present. Figure 8.4 shows which junc-
tion types are de�ned in the base network. The base network consists of 93 equal junctions,
85 priority junctions, 50 signalised junctions and 14 roundabouts. Besides the main junc-
tion type, the number and turn allocation of approaching and exiting lanes and the central
reservation width are de�ned per arm. Junction sizes vary from small junctions with one
approach lane per arm to large junctions with six approach lanes, a wide central reservation
and multiple exit lanes per arm. Roundabouts with both one and two circulating lanes exist
in the base network.

For each junction location, four junction design alternatives are de�ned, being equal
junction, priority junction, signalised junction and roundabout. This is similar to the de�n-
itions for de Sioux Falls case, for which an example was shown in Figure 8.3. The speci�c
number of lanes, major (right-of-way) road, central reservation width and other attributes
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Figure 8.4 Delft network with base junction types

are determined in correspondence with the base junction design. In the �gure, node num-
ber 6831 is highlighted. Di�erent junction design alternatives for this node can be found in
Appendix C.

8.7 Summary
In this chapter, the implementation of the di�erent modelling approaches for determining
the network e�ects of local (junction design) selection criteria were presented.

The GOJD problem is solved by using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The LOJD problem
is either solved by using a simultaneous MSA-based approach (LOJD-SIM) or a sequential
approach simply applying the tra�c assignment with junction modelling (LOJD-SEQ). An
MSA-based approach is also best for solving the tra�c assignment with junction modelling.
Existing methods were adapted in order to �t the speci�c junction design challenges. In
order to determine the network state, the junction performance models presented and used
in the Chapters 3-6 were extended with corresponding road performance models.

The solution approaches consist of iterative heuristics that aim to reach a stable equilib-
rium situation. Generally, a lot of iterations are and thus computing time is needed to reach
a su�ciently stable situation, even for the relatively small network cases presented in this
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chapter. It is worth, or maybe even necessary to minimise computing time of the algorithms.
Since, optimal settings are very problem speci�c, it is inevitable to simply evaluate various
modelling approaches and model settings. Therefore, before the actual network e�ects will
be evaluated in Chapter 10, �rst a series of modelling improvements will be evaluated in
Chapter 9.
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Chapter 9

Network e�ects: Model
improvements

In Chapter 8 a modelling framework for the evaluation of local junction design selection cri-
teria was presented. The framework contains various iterative heuristics that aim to reach a
stable equilibrium situation. Generally, a lot of iterations are needed to reach a su�ciently
stable situation, even for relatively small and/or theoretical networks. This is even more
true for networks with junctions. The computing time of the heuristics is in�uenced by
the settings of the algorithm. In order to evaluate local junction design selection criteria,
a lot of model runs are intended to be made. It is worth or maybe even necessary to min-
imise computing time of the algorithms. Unfortunately, there is no universal solution (i.e.
the optimal settings are problem speci�c). Therefore, in this chapter, various modelling ap-
proaches and model settings, for di�erent parts of the modelling framework, are evaluated
for their computing time.

In Section 9.1 the convergence speed of di�erent averaging methods for the MSA al-
gorithm, used for the tra�c assignment with junction modelling, is evaluated. Subsequently,
in Section 9.2, averaging methods and other algorithm options are evaluated for the MSA
algorithm used for determining the simultaneous implementation of the local optimisation
of junction designs (LOJD-SIM). In Section 9.3, the computing speed of the GA, used for the
global optimisation of junction designs, is optimised. The chapter ends with conclusions in
Section 9.4. All experiments in this chapter are performed with the Sioux Falls case.

Part of this chapter is based on:

Bezembinder, E., Wismans, L. Van Berkum, E. (2016a, June12-17). Averging methods for static tra�c
assignment with junction modelling. In Presented at the ninth triennal symposium on transportation
analysis (tristan iv). Oranjestad, Aruba.
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9.1 Tra�c assignment with junction modelling

The tra�c assignment with junction modelling is implemented by way of the MSA ap-
proach. Although this method has essential advantages, a major drawback is the slow con-
vergence speed (She�, 1985). This is primarily caused by the fact that in the classic MSA,
the step size (ϕ) is determined by 1/k, where k is the iteration number. The auxiliary �ow
of each iteration is thus weighted equally, regardless of how close this �ow approaches
a solution point. This inspired researchers studying various �xed-point problems to de-
velop alternative methods with optimised step size (e.g. M. Chen & Alfa, 1991; Magnanti &
Perkaris, 1997; Maher, 1998; Bottom & Chabini, 2001). These algorithms recalculate the step
size based on information from prior iterations and o�er better convergence rates than MSA.
However, the algorithms discard the simplicity of MSA because of an additional optimisa-
tion sub-problem at each step (H. Liu et al., 2009). Therefore, alternative averaging methods
have been developed, in order to provide better convergence speed whilst maintaining the
simplicity of MSA.

Due to the use of averaging methods as a subroutine of NDP problems, research con-
cerning the convergence speed of these approaches has been revived in more recent years
examining various �xed-point problems where MSA is applicable. Gallo et al. (2015) com-
pared di�erent averaging methods to solve the local optimisation of signal settings in a
real-scale network in Italy and concluded that 70% of computing time can be gained with
alternative averaging approaches. H. Liu et al. (2009) earlier compared similar approaches
with two additional methods called the method of successive weighted averages (MSWA)
and the self-regulating averaging method (SRAM). The latter two provided the best conver-
gence speed for solving a stochastic user equilibrium problem for both a six node theoretical
network and the Sioux Falls network. Although these alternative averaging methods have
not been tested on networks with multiple junction designs, it is expected that they also
have better convergence speed then the classic MSA, for this particular problem. However,
methods may perform di�erently for di�erent problems. It is best to apply and evaluate
various methods before choosing a particular one. Before doing this, the methods used by
Gallo et al. (2015) and H. Liu et al. (2009) are �rst discussed in more detail.

9.1.1 Averaging methods

MSA was originally introduced by Robbins and Monro (1951) for �xed point problems. The
sequence of step size, [ϕk], guarantees the convergence of this method. Robbins and Monro
(1951) and Blum (1954) proved that, under the condition of

∑
ϕk =∞ and

∑
(ϕk)2 <∞,

the MSA procedure converges almost surely to a stable solution. The classic MSA, with
ϕk = 1/k, satis�es these conditions, referred to as the Blum Theorem. However, it is a
fact, that at the very beginning, ϕk could be too large, and therefore, the objective values do
not reduce until a number of iterations. In contrast, after many iterations, the step size of
ϕk could become too small, such that convergence speed becomes extremely slow (H. Liu
et al., 2009). Various averaging methods have been proposed to overcome these problems,
although limited knowledge is available about the performances of these methods. The
methods will now be explained in more detail.
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MSA-POL

Polyak (1990) suggested an alternative approach resulting in a slightly bigger step size:

ϕk =
1

k
2
3

(9.1)

Bottom and Chabini (2001) compared Polyak’s averaging method with regular MSA and
found that Polyak’s method outperforms MSA in their numeric experiments.

MSA-BGB

Bar-Gera and Boyce (2006) applied constant step size sequences in MSA, which e�ciently
solved their travel forecasting problems:

ϕk =
1

γ
(9.2)

where γ is a constant between 1 and 50. The convergence of constant step averaging meth-
ods is very problem speci�c, moreover because it does not satisfy the Blum Theorem. Bar-
Gera and Boyce (2006) did not o�er a general way to �nd the optimal constant step size for
di�erent problems. Based on the results reported in Bar-Gera and Boyce (2006), Gallo et al.
(2015) used γ = 5 for their combined assignment-signal control problem.

MSA-NAZ

Nagurney and Zhang (1996) proposed another sequence, being:

ϕk =
1

sk
(9.3)

where

s = [1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, . . . ,

k︷ ︸︸ ︷
k, k, . . . , k, . . .]

MSA-RM

Cascetta et al. (2006) proposed a sequence in which a restart or refresh memory is forced
within certain intervals:

ϕk =
1

sk
(9.4)

where

s = [m1,m1 + 1,m1 + 2, . . . ,m1r, . . . ,mk,mk + 1,mk + 2, . . . ,mkr, . . .]

where m = [1, 2, 4, 8, . . .] and r = 10 according to Cascetta et al. (2006) and Gallo et al.
(2015).
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MSWA

H. Liu et al. (2009) introduced the method of successive weighted averages:

ϕk =
kd

(1d + 2d + 3d + · · ·+ kd)
(9.5)

where d is a positive number. When d = 0, MSWA is equal to MSA withϕ = 1/k. The value
of d determines how much weight is to be assigned to the later iterations. The larger the
value of d, the less weight is assigned to the beginning intermediate point. H. Liu et al. (2009)
evaluated values between 0 and 2.5 for the conventional MSA algorithm and concluded that
higher values performed better for stricter convergence criteria.

SRAM

H. Liu et al. (2009) also proposed the self-regulating averaging method, for which the step
size depends on the distance between the link �ow di�erences (x−y) of intermediate solu-
tions:

ϕk =
1

βk
(9.6)

where

βk =

{
βk−1 + Γ,Γ > 1, if ‖xk − yk‖ ≥ ‖xk−1 − yk−1‖
βk−1 + γ, γ < 1, if ‖xk − yk‖ < ‖xk−1 − yk−1‖

Solutions closer to the optimal solution get a larger step size, whereas solutions lying farther
away from the optimal solution get a smaller step size. The choice of the step size increment
parameters Γ and γ is �exible (e.g. Γ ∈ [1.5, 2] and γ ∈ [0.01, 0.5]). H. Liu et al. (2009)
suggested Γ = 1.90 and γ = 0.01.

9.1.2 Experimental set-up

Seven averaging methods will be evaluated. Their implementation is summarised in Table
9.1. For MSWA di�erent values for d will be used. The step size for SRAM depends on the
distance between �ow di�erences as described in Section 9.1.1 and is either big or small. Fig-
ure 9.1 shows the step size values (ϕ) of the averaging methods for the �rst 100 iterations.
For MSWA, only the values for d = 2 are shown. For SRAM, step size is not predetermined
(i.e. it is determined during the iterative process). The �gure only shows one possible out-
come.
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Method Step size
MSA ϕk = 1/k

MSA-POL ϕk = 1/k
2
3

MSA-BGB ϕk = 1/5
MSA-NAZ ϕk = 1/[1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, . . .]
MSA-RM ϕk = 1/[1, 2, . . . , 10, 2, 3, . . . , 4, 5, . . . , 40, . . .]
MSWA ϕk = kd/(1d + 2d + 3d + · · ·+ kd), d = [1, 2, 5, 10]
SRAM ϕk = 1/βk , βk = βk−1 + 1.90 or βk = βk−1 + 0.01

Table 9.1 Evaluated averaging methods

Figure 9.1 Step size (ϕ) by iteration (k) for di�erent averaging methods

The averaging methods are applied on variants of the Sioux Falls case (as described in
Section 8.6.1). Four network variants are used, respectively containing no junctions (NET),
only signalised junctions (NET-SIG), only priority junctions (NET-PR) and only single-lane
roundabouts (NET-RA). Link capacities are assumed to be default (CAPF = 1.5). The total
amount of tra�c is varied with factors (ODF ) of 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4. For all averaging
methods the number of iterations is determined based on a stopping criterion of a Relative
Gap (RG), according to Equation 8.14, less than 0.001. The maximum number of iterations
performed (kmax) is 1000.
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9.1.3 Analysis
Table 9.2 shows the results for all averaging methods with default tra�c demand (ODF =
1.0). For MSWA, di�erent values of dwhere �rst tested on the NET-PR network variant. For
d = 2 the best results, being 100 iterations, were obtained. The other network variants were
evaluated with d = 2 only. The table shows that the classic MSA needs 669 iterations for the

Method NET NET-PR NET-SIG NET-RA
MSA 669 740 664 884
MSA-POL 316 (53%) 142 (81%) 173 (73%) 398 (55%)
MSA-BGB - - - -
MSA-NAZ 398 (40%) 272 (63%) 445 (31%) 291 (67%)
MSA-RM 222 (67%) 130 (82%) 127 (80%) 243 (73%)
MSWA(d=1) 146 (80%)
MSWA(d=2) 152 (81%) 100 (86%) 121 (81%) 140 (84%)
MSWA(d=5) 135 (82%)
MSWA(d=10) 280 (62%)
SRAM 307 (54%) 482 (35%) 486 (25%) 550 (38%)

Table 9.2 Number of iterations for RG ≤ 0.001 (and relative di�erence to MSA) for all network
variants and averaging methods and ODF = 1.0

network variant without junctions (NET) to reach RG < 0.001. The network variants with
priority junctions (NET-PR) and roundabouts (NET-RA) need more iterations, respectively
740 and 884. NET-RA has the slowest convergence, which could be explained by the fact that
the �ow on each roundabout turn is in�uences by almost all other turns. This is especially
true for congested situations, which is the case in the highly saturated Sioux Falls network.
This could also explain why the network variant with signalised junctions (NET-SIG) needs
slightly less iteration than the NET variant. The automated (local) optimisation of the signal
settings provides extra options to spread the tra�c �ow in the network.

The table shows the iteration numbers for all averaging methods, with the relative im-
provements compared to the classic MSA method. All averaging methods, except the MSA-
BGB, show an improvement in convergence speed. The MSA-BGB method did not reach
RG < 0.001 within the maximum number of 1000 iterations for any of the network vari-
ants. This method is clearly not suitable for this problem. This is probably caused by the
fact that it does not satisfy the Blum Theorem. The other methods show improvements
ranging between 35% and 86%. The best method for all network variant is the MSWA (with
d = 2) with a reduction in the number of iterations, and thus the computing time, of 81%-
86%. MSA-POL and MSA-RM perform well for the NET-PR and NET-SIG network variants,
but show poorer results for the NET-RA network variant. The SRAM method gave less fa-
vourable results as suggested by H. Liu et al. (2009), which could be caused by the fact that
the parameters used for weighting the di�erent situations are not optimised for networks
with junctions.

To illustrate the course of theRG value over the iterations, Figure 9.2 shows the Relative
Gap on a logarithmic scale for the �rst 500 iterations for the NET-PR variant.

The �gure emphasises the fact that the MSWA method (with d = 2) is the averaging
method with the fastest convergence speed. Moreover, it is the only method which reaches
the stricter stop criterionRG ≤ 0.0001 within the 500 iterations shown. The MSWA method
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Figure 9.2 Relative Gap (RG) by iteration for di�erent averaging methods for the NET-PR variant
with ODF = 1.0

(with d = 2) is best for all network variants and tra�c demand variations. The relative
improvement in convergence speed, in comparison with the classic MSA, is smaller for less
congested and bigger for more congested variants.

9.1.4 Conclusions

MSWA (with d = 2) will be used as averaging method for the tra�c assignment with junc-
tion modelling. This method is 81% to 86% faster than the classic MSA, dependent on the
level of congestion and junction types in the network.

9.2 Local optimisation of junction designs (simultaneous)
The LOJD-SIM algorithm used to solve the local optimisation of junction designs also uses
an MSA approach as discussed in the previous section. The main di�erence is that, instead
of e.g. only signal settings (cycle time, green times), the whole junction design can now
change based on changes in tra�c �ows during the iterative process. Again, the classic
MSA approach, with ϕ = 1/k, o�ers slow convergence speed. Other averaging methods,
as discussed in the previous section, should be evaluated. Additionally, due to the fact that
the junction design is re-evaluated during the iterative process, the convergence speed can
possibly be improved by changing other options in the algorithm, such as the initial �ows,
the update frequency and the start and end iterations for the junction design update.
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9.2.1 Experimental set-up
Since the LOJD-SIM problem is similar to the tra�c assignment with junction modelling,
only the classic MSA and the two best averaging methods from the previous section, being
MSA-RM and MSWA will be evaluated.

Various other option settings are evaluated. Di�erent runs are performed for the initial
�ows, the junction design update frequency and the junction design update start and end
iteration. The default method uses initial �ows equal to zero, the junction designs are up-
dated every iteration, starting from the �rst to the last one. Runs are performed with initial
�ows based on an all-or-nothing assignment, update frequencies of 5, 10 and 20 and start
and end iterations for the junction design update of respectively 20 and 50.

The LOJD-SIM algorithm is meant to determine a static user-equilibrium for a situation
with variable junction designs. The junction designs are determined by way of local junction
design selection criteria. Multiple criteria will be tested in the next chapter. Here, only the
MINAVGDELAY criterion will be used to evaluate di�erent methods and con�gurations. The
MINAVGDELAY criterion determines the junction design alternative based on the minimum
(volume-weighted) average delay value. The alternative with the minimum delay is chosen.
For each junction node in the Sioux Falls network, four junction design alternatives, as
shown in Figure 8.3 can be chosen from. Link capacities (CAPF = 1.5) and tra�c demand
(ODF = 1.0) are assumed to be default. The stopping criteria RG ≤ 0.001 and kmax =
1000 are used.

9.2.2 Analysis
Table 9.3 shows the results for the three averaging methods with default settings for the
other options.

Method Iterations
MSA 595
MSA-RM 102 (83%)
MSWA(d = 2) 95 (84%)

Table 9.3 Number of iterations for RG ≤ 0.001 (and relative di�erence to MSA) for di�erent
averaging methods for the MINAVGDELAY criterion

The table shows that the MSWA method reaches RG ≤ 0.001, 84% faster than the
classic MSA. This corresponds with the 81%-86% improvements for the MSA algorithm, as
discussed in the previous section. The MSA-RM method is a little slower, although it still
provides a 83% improvement in speed. An interesting result is that the three averaging
methods need fewer iterations to reach convergence for the MINAVGDELAY criterion than
for any of the network variants with �xed junction designs discussed in the previous section.
The NET-SIG variant needed the least iterations which could be explained by the fact that
the signal settings provided extra options to spread the tra�c �ow in the network. With
the MINAVGDELAY criterion, there are even more options (di�erent junction designs) to
spread the tra�c.

In addition to the main averaging method, the e�ects of other options in the algorithm
have been tested. Table 9.4 shows the results of the di�erent runs and compares them with
the default MSWA run.
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Option Value Iterations
Default 95
Initial �ows AON 107 (-13%)
Update frequency 5 97 (-3%)

10 107 (-13%)
20 114 (-20%)

Update start 20 95 (0%)
Update end 50 83 (13%)

Table 9.4 Number of iterations for RG ≤ 0.001 (and relative di�erence to default MWSA) for
di�erent variants of the MSWA method

The table shows that most of the alternative settings do not improve the convergence
speed. Only the option for which the updating of the junction design is stopped after the
�rst 50 iterations generates a 13% faster convergence. However, the total travel time in the
network is 20% higher than for the default settings. The result apparently does not re�ect
the user equilibrium situation with junction design alternatives.

9.2.3 Conclusions
As for the tra�c assignment with junction modelling, for solving the LOJD-SIM problem, the
MSWA (with d = 2) is the averaging method with the fastest convergence speed. The default
options, regarding the initial �ows, the update frequency and the start and end iterations
for changing the junction design, provide the best convergence features. These will be used
for evaluating the di�erent local junction design selection criteria.

9.3 Global optimisation of junction designs
The GOJD problem is solved by using a GA algorithm. This algorithm has a di�erent ap-
proach as the MSA-based algorithms discussed in the previous sections. In a GA, the pop-
ulation size and the number of generations have a large impact on the computation time.
The computational most demanding part of the GA is the �tness function, being the tra�c
assignment with junction modelling combined with a performance model. For each gener-
ation, the �tness function is executed for each individual in the population. A population
size of 40 will produce 2000 �tness function calls after 50 generation. Similarly, a population
size of 20 will reach 2000 �tness function calls after 100 generations. Although the num-
ber of function calls is equal, the results can be di�erent (e.g. due to the e�ects of random
crossover and mutation).

Another aspect that could in�uence the convergence speed is the genetic representation
or encoding.

9.3.1 Experimental set-up
In this section the e�ects of both a binary and a numeric encoding for the junction design al-
ternatives are evaluated. Subsequently, the trade-o� between population size and the num-
ber of generations will be evaluated for population sizes of 20, 40 and 80.
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Table 9.5 shows the binary and numeric encodings used for the junction design altern-
atives in the Sioux Falls network. Four junction design alternatives are possible for each
junction location. Note that the numeric values do not correspond to the decimal transla-
tions of the binary code. A binary code of 00 is equal to a decimal value of 0.

Junction design alternative Binary Numeric
Equal junction 00 1
Priority junction 01 2
Signalised junction 10 3
Roundabout 11 4

Table 9.5 Binary and numeric encoding for junction design alternatives

The Sioux Falls network contains 20 junction nodes as depicted in Figure 8.2. This will
result in a (bit)string of 40 elements with binary encoding, and of 20 elements with nu-
meric encoding. Figure 9.3 shows examples of how these (bit)string could look like. In this
example, junction node 3 is a signalised junction, which is encoded with 10 in the binary
string and 3 in the numeric string.

Junction node numbers:
3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Binary encoding:
1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

Numeric encoding:
3 2 4 3 2 1 4 4 2 3 1 4 2 4 3 4 4 3 2 4

Figure 9.3 Examples of binary and numeric encodings for the Sioux Falls network

9.3.2 Analysis
Figure 9.4 shows the total travel time (pcuh) in the network for the two types of encoding, for
a population of 40. The �gure shows that numeric encoding is closer to �nding the optimal
solution after 100 generations. The total travel time in the network for the solutions found
with the binary encoding is higher from the start and is 1.6% higher than the value for the
numeric encoding after 100 generations. The binary code can be split within the 2-bit code.
This can change two junction design alternatives, thus creating an extra random (mutation
like) e�ect. Apparently, this does not produce better results. The rest of the evaluations are
done with the numeric encoding only.

As said, the population size and the number of generations have a large impact on the
computation time. For each generation, the �tness function is executed for each individual
in the population. Within a generation, a larger population increases the changes of �nding
a �tter individual but it also increases the number of functions calls. A population size of
40 will produce 2000 �tness function calls after 50 generation. Similarly, a population size
of 20 will reach 2000 �tness function calls after 100 generations. Although the computing
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Figure 9.4 Total travel time per generation for binary and numeric encoding

time of these two con�gurations is equal, the results may be di�erent. Figure 9.5 shows the
total travel time (pcuh) projected against the (sequential) computing time (min) for three
di�erent population sizes, being 20, 40 and 80.

Figure 9.5 Total travel time by computing time for di�erent population sizes

The �gure shows that a smaller population size with more generations performs better
in terms of computation time. A population size of 20 reaches a similar level of total travel
time in 40 minutes as a population size of 80 in 160 minutes, which is four times faster.
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9.3.3 Conclusions
Numeric encoding provides substantially better convergence speed than binary encoding
and will therefore be used in the resulting modelling framework. The GA runs in the frame-
work will be performed with a population size of 20 (and 200 generations).

9.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the optimal approach and model settings for respectively, the tra�c assign-
ment with junction modelling, the LOJD-SIM and the GOJD approaches were determined
by using the Sioux Falls case. It was determined that large di�erences exist between ap-
proaches and settings. For the tra�c assignment with junction modelling and the LOJD-SIM
approach, the MSWA (with d = 2) is the averaging method with the fastest convergence
speed. For the GOJD, which also incorporates the tra�c assignment with junction model-
ling, the di�erences in computing time between the worst and best approaches and settings
can reach a factor 10 to 20. A numeric encoding and smaller population size with more gen-
erations provided better convergence features. With the chosen approaches and settings,
the actual network e�ects will determined and evaluated in Chapter 10.



Chapter 10

Network e�ects: Evaluation of
local selection criteria

In Chapter 8 a modelling framework and cases for determining the network e�ects of local
junction design choices were presented. In Chapter 9 several alternative implementations
of modelling approaches were examined and the best approaches and model settings were
chosen. In this chapter, the framework, cases and approaches are used in order to provide
insight in the network e�ects of local junction design selection criteria.

First, in Section 10.1 a general introduction is provided in which the local selection cri-
teria are listed. This introduction also mentions the operational, safety and environmental
performance measures that are used to evaluate the network e�ects as well as the objective
for the global network optimisation that is used as a frame of reference. Additionally, a brief
overview of the evaluation approaches that are used is provided. Next, in Section 10.2, the
network e�ects of local selection criteria are evaluated using the case of Delft. Respectively,
results from using the GOJD, LOJD-SEQ and LOJD-SIM approaches will be discussed. Both
network performances and network solutions are analysed for each approach. Section 10.3
contains the evaluation of local selection criteria for the case of Sioux Falls. Since this case
is smaller, faster and more transparent, besides network performances and solutions, addi-
tional analysis regarding junction and link performances and the e�ects of varying tra�c
conditions are discussed. The chapter ends with conclusions in Section 10.4.

Part of this chapter is based on:

Bezembinder, E., Wismans, L. Van Berkum, E. (2018b, April16-19). Network e�ects of local intersection
design strategies. In Proceedings 7th transport research arena. Vienna, Austria.
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10.1 Introduction
In order to evaluate the network e�ects of existing local junction design selection criteria,
the local selection criteria, the selection strategies, the performance indicators and object-
ives and the evaluation approaches should be chosen. These are successively explained in
this section. The section ends with a notice about the cases used.

Local selection criteria

In this chapter, for each junction location, the choice is between four main junction design
alternatives, being equal junction, priority junction, signalised junction and roundabout.
The choice is limited to the main type. Other junction design attributes, such as the num-
ber and con�guration of the approaching and exiting lanes per arm, the central reservation
width, the number of circulating lanes on a roundabout and the signal settings are determ-
ined based on local circumstances in the particular case. The signal settings are automatic-
ally determined based on the given turn �ows. Both three and four arm junctions are used.
The determination of the major and minor road, and consequently the location of signs,
is also determined based on local circumstances (i.e. based on the road types and existing
junction design con�guration).

Based on literature, as discussed in Chapter 2, the following local selection criteria are
de�ned, which are shaped to �t the four junction design alternatives:

• MINAVGDELAY: The design is chosen by selecting the alternative with the min-
imum volume weighted average turn delay.

• MINMAXDELAY: The design is chosen by selecting the alternative with the min-
imum maximum turn delay.

• MINCOMDELAY: The design is chosen by selecting the alternative with the min-
imum volume weighted average turn delay for alternatives for which the maximum
turn delay is less than a threshold value, set to 20 seconds.

• SUSA: The design is chosen based on a sustainable safety preferred order: round-
about, priority and signalized junctions. The �rst two are only used when the volume
weighted average turn delay is below 20 seconds.

The �rst three criteria are obviously related to an operational objective, whereas the fourth
criterion is primarily related to a safety objective. For comparison reasons, it is also in-
teresting to know what are the network e�ects of choosing one particular junction type
consequently. This is dealt with by introducing a so-called TYPE criterion, for which the
design is always equal to one speci�c alternative, regardless of the tra�c volumes and res-
ulting performances. Since there are four main junction types, there are four TYPE selection
criteria, being TYPE:EQ, TYPE:PR, TYPE:SIG and TYPE:RA for respectively equal junctions,
priority junctions, signalised junctions and roundabouts.

Selection strategies

A selection strategy determines which junction locations should be assessed with the re-
garding local selection criterion. The selection strategies are: ALL and N-AVGDELAY. The
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�rst simply selects all junctions. The second selects the N junctions with the highest
(volume weighted) average delay. Values used for N are 10, 20 and 50.

Performance indicators and objectives

The network e�ects of the local selection criteria are evaluated by using the operational,
safety and environmental performance indicators for respectively congestion, accidents and
air pollution as presented in Table 10.1. As a frame of reference, a global network optimal

Negative e�ects Performance indicator Equation
Congestion Total loss time (pcuh) Equation 8.1
Accidents Total number of fatal-and-injury accidents per year Equation 8.6
Air pollution Total substance emission NOx or PM10(kg) Equation 8.13

Table 10.1 Performance indicators for evaluating network e�ects

situation is determined for the operational objective by using the GOJD approach. This
means that the objective is to minimise the total loss time (pcuh) as presented in Table 10.1.
In analyses this will be referred to as the ‘operational optimum’.

Evaluation approaches

The presented local selection criteria are evaluated in three steps, using di�erent approaches
as described in chapters 8 and 9:

1. Evaluate single applications of local selection criteria (LOJD-SEQ approach)
2. Evaluate multiple applications of local selection criteria (LOJD-SEQ approach)
3. Evaluate local optimisation with selection criteria (LOJD-SIM approach)

In the �rst step, the local selection criteria are applied once. This means that the selection
criteria use �ow and performance variables from the current situation. Based on the selec-
tion criteria, new junction designs are determined, after which a new static user equilibrium
is determined and the network performances are calculated. The criteria are applied on all
or a selection of junctions. In the second step, the criteria are applied multiple times, thus
reckoning with the possible changes in route choice and thus turn �ows on the junctions.
This process could be repeated multiple times. This iterative approach serves two types of
evaluation. On the one hand, especially when the criteria are applied on all junctions in the
network, an iterative approach, provides an indication of the stability of the solution created
by the criteria on network level (i.e. it provides an indication of the impact of neglecting the
network e�ects when changing the junction designs based on local selection criteria). On
the other hand, especially when the criteria are applied on a limited number of junctions, it
provides a simulation of the evaluation of di�erent time steps. Suppose that their is budget
to change 10 or 20 junctions each year, what would be the e�ects after, two, three or even
ten years? In the third step, the local optimisation of selection criteria is evaluated. In this
step, the approach aims to optimise local objectives (as incorporated in the local selection
criteria), thus showing the full potential of the criteria under evaluation. During each step,
the results are compared with those from the operational optimum as determined by using
the GOJD approach as was discussed in the previous paragraph.
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Cases

The LOJD-SEQ approach needs a current situation with existing junction designs. For the
LOJD-SIM and GOJD approaches this is not necessary. The Delft case contains such a cur-
rent situation, whereas the Sioux Falls case lacks this. It would be possible to create one or
more �ctitious current situations in the Sioux Falls case, but this would not add substantial
depth to the analysis. Therefore, the Delft case will be used for all steps of the evaluation.
Additionally, the third step, using the LOJD-SIM approach, is also performed using the Sioux
Falls case. Since this case also has the advantage of being small and thus transparent and
computationally fast, it provides the potential for additional and more in depth analyses.

Additional selection criteria and strategies

Additional analysis were performed with two more local selection criteria and with di�erent
selection strategies, which are based on volume-capacity ratios instead of delays. Since
the analysis in this chapter is already rather extensive and the results were not such that
di�erent conclusions would be drawn, the results are presented in Appendix D.

10.2 Evaluate local selection criteria with Delft
In this section, the Delft case is used for the evaluation of local selection criteria. The section
starts with an explanation of the overall experimental set-up, followed by an analysis of
the current and operational optimum situations. Next, the evaluation of criteria will be
discussed according to the three steps of using evaluation approaches as discussed in the
previous section. The section ends with conclusions for the Delft case.

10.2.1 Experimental set-up
As said, for this experiment, the Delft network and demand will be used. The network
contains 242 junction locations with each four junction design alternatives, being equal
junction, priority junction, signalised junction and roundabout. The network contains a
current situation (i.e. the junction designs as they are de�ned nowadays), as presented in
Section 8.6.2, which involves 93 equal junctions, 85 priority junction, 50 signalised junctions
and 14 roundabouts.

All selection criteria that have been discussed in the introduction section will be used,
being: MINAVGDELAY, MINMAXDELAY, MINCOMDELAY and SUSA, as well as TYPE:EQ,
TYPE:PR, TYPE:SIG and TYPE:RA. Furthermore, di�erent selection strategies will be used:
ALL and N-AVGDELAY. The �rst simply selects all junctions. The second selects the N
junctions with the highest (volume weighted) average delay. Values used for N are 10, 20
and 50.

Three modelling approaches will be used, being: LOJD-SEQ, LOJD-SIM and GOJD. The
current situation will be used as a starting point for all approaches. All approaches use
model settings as concluded in the previous chapter.

10.2.2 Current and operational optimal situation
Before evaluating the local selection criteria, the current situation and results from the op-
erational optimum situation, as determined by way of the GOJD approach are analysed. The
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latter determines the situation for which the minimum total loss time (pcuh) in the network
is reached. Subsequently, the network performances and network solutions are discussed.

Network performances

Table 10.2 shows the performance values for the current situation in order to get an idea of
the magnitude of the total loss time, the number of fatal-and-injury crashes per year and the
substance emissions. Most of the loss time is su�ered on junctions, being 64% of the total,

Performance indicator Abs. %
Loss time (pcuh) Link 367 36

Junction 646 64
Total 1013 100

Fatal-and-injury crashes per year Link 85 74
Junction 30 26
Total 115 100

Substance emission (kg) NOx 252
PM10 13

Table 10.2 Performance values for the current situation

whereas most of the crashes happen on links, being 74% of the total number. The emission
performance model does not produce separate values for links and junctions, so only the
total values are shown.

Table 10.3 shows the network performances of the operational optimum situation by
way of index values referenced to the current situation. The table shows that the total loss

Loss time Crashes Emissions
Situation/Criterion Link Junc. Total Link Junc. Total NOx PM10
Current 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Op. Optimum 95 45 63 99 81 94 99 100

Table 10.3 Index values for the network performances of the operational optimum situation
referenced to the current situation

time (pcuh) can be reduced with 37%, by changing the junction designs in the Delft network.
This is the di�erence between the total loss time for the current and operational optimum
situations. Most of the reduction, logically, stems from junctions. Although limited, pur-
suing an operational objective also has positive e�ects on safety and environment. The
number of crashes can be reduced by 6%, whereas the emission of NOx can be reduced by
1%. As for loss time, most of the reduction in crashes, stems from junctions (19%). Overall,
the reduction of negative e�ects by changing junction designs is substantial.

Network solutions

Figure 10.1 shows the junction type distribution of the network solutions of the current and
operational optimum situations. The �gure shows that the operational optimum solution
contains substantially more priority junctions, at the cost of particularly signalised junction
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(a) Current situation (b) Operational optimum situation

Figure 10.1 Junction type distribution for the solutions of the current and operational optimum
situation

and to a lesser extent equal junctions. The number of roundabout in both solutions is equal.
However, this does not necessarily mean that these roundabouts are situated at the same
location. Figures 10.2 and 10.3 show the junction types in the Delft network for respectively
the current and operational optimum solutions.

Figure 10.2 Junction design solution for the current situation

The �gures also show the tra�c �ow (pcu/h), being the result of the tra�c assignment
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Figure 10.3 Junction design solution for the operational optimum situation

with junction modelling. Although it is quite a challenge to discover the di�erences and
certain patterns in it, it is clear that the 14 roundabouts are not situated at the same locations
in both networks. For example, see the six roundabouts at the eastern side of the network
in the current situation, which are priority or equal junctions in the operational optimum
situation. Another observation is that most of the signalised junctions at the busy southern
east-west corridor (and vice versa) in the current situation have been replaced by other
junction types in the operational optimum solution. Moreover, a lot of three-arm equal
junctions on quite local (neighbourhood) roads have been replaced by priority junctions.
From the perspective of minimising loss times, this might be a logical choice, but from the
perspective of road design and/or urban planning this might be undesirable.

Overall, 133 (of 242) junctions have a di�erent type between the current and operational
optimum situation. An interesting issue in that matter is, what kind of type changes these
are. In practice, a shift from an equal to a priority junction or vice versa, is relatively easy
(and thus cheap). A shift to or from a signalised junction is slightly more substantial (and
costly), whereas a transition to or from a roundabout is most drastic (and thus expensive).
Table 10.4 shows the di�erences between the current situation and the operational optimum
solutions in more detail. The table shows that numerous shifts, being 54 (36+18), is between
equal and priority junctions, which is an easy change. For 11 (6+5) locations a shift from an
equal or priority to a signalised junction is required, whereas for 40 (11+29) locations the
shift is the other way around. In ‘only’ 14 (4+4+5) cases the construction of a roundabout
is required, whereas in 14 (8+6) other cases roundabouts can be removed. Thus, although
41% of the changes involve minor investments, 38% and 21% respectively require medium
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Operational optimum

Equal Priority
Signal-

ised
Round-

about
Total

Equal 46 36 6 4 92
Current Priority 18 59 5 5 87

Signalised 11 29 4 5 49
Roundabout 8 6 0 0 14
Total 83 130 15 14 242

Table 10.4 Di�erences in junction design types for the solutions of the current situation and the
operational optimum situation

to large steps to be taken.

10.2.3 Single application of local selection criteria for all junctions
In this section, the local selection criteria are evaluated using the LOJD-SEQ approach with
one iteration, which involves a single application of the criteria. Both network performances
and network solutions will be analysed.

Network performances

Table 10.5 shows the network performances of all local selection criteria and the opera-
tional optimum by way of index values referenced to the current situation. When looking

Loss time Crashes Emissions
Situation/Criterion Link Junc. Total Link Junc. Total NOx PM10
Current 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
TYPE:EQ 144 145 145 103 93 100 107 106
TYPE:PR 137 83 103 104 100 103 107 106
TYPE:SIG 114 157 142 102 125 108 106 104
TYPE:RA 109 148 134 100 71 92 105 104
MINAVGDELAY 94 46 64 99 87 96 100 100
MINMAXDELAY 94 59 72 99 87 96 100 100
MINCOMDELAY 93 48 64 99 85 95 100 100
SUSA 110 121 117 102 81 96 104 102
Op. Optimum 95 45 63 99 81 94 99 100

Table 10.5 Index values for the network performances for each criterion and the current and
operational optimum situation

at the TYPE criteria, it can be concluded that choosing one speci�c junction type for the
whole network is not a wise option. All TYPE criteria produce an increase in total loss
time, emissions, and except TYPE:RA, in crashes. Making all junctions in the network equal
junctions, causes a 45% increase of total loss time, primarily incurred on large and busy
junctions. Similarly, a network with only signalised junction causes an increase of 42% of
total loss time. This is primarily caused by loss time on junctions and speci�cally on many
small and relatively quiet junctions, were the clearance time in tra�c signal control has a
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(relatively) large impact. A network with solely roundabouts leads to a 29% reduction of
fatal-and-injury crashes on junctions and 8% in total in comparison with the current situ-
ation. For all criteria and situations, including the operational optimum, this is the safest
solution. Unfortunately, the operational and environmental performances show a consider-
able increase in comparison with the current situation (+34% and +4-5%). Other criteria and
the operational optimum provide a 4-6% reduction of crashes and a considerable reduction
of total loss time on top of that.

When looking at the four local selection criteria, what stands out immediately, are the
results of the MINAVGDELAY criterion, which are very close to those of the operational op-
timum. Apparently, the local criterion of choosing the junction design alternative with the
minimum (volume weighted) average turn delay, considerably bene�ts to an operational op-
timal situation (i.e. were the total loss time in the network is minimal). The MINMAXDELAY
criterion, choosing the junction design with the minimum maximum turn delay, obviously
produces more average delays on junctions, resulting in a slightly smaller reduction of total
loss time in comparison with the current situation (28% instead of 34%). This is also re-
�ected in the MINCOMDELAY criterion, which is basically a mix of the MINAVGDELAY
and MINMAXDELAY criteria. Another notable point, is the fact that the SUSA criterion,
which chooses the safest junction design alternative (given an operational threshold), does
not provide the lowest number of total crashes in the network. It is no surprise that the
safest solution is provided by the TYPE:RA criterion, since this is merely the SUSA criterion
without the restrictions of the operational threshold. In comparison with the DELAY-related
criteria, SUSA produces the least crashes on junctions. However, route choice e�ects cause
longer and/or less safe routes, which neutralises the junction reduction.

Network solutions

Figure 10.4 shows the percentage of each junction design type that occurs in the solution
of the evaluated criteria and the current and operational optimum situation. For obvious
reasons, the TYPE criteria are excluded from this analysis. In the previous section it was

Figure 10.4 Junction type distribution for each criterion and the current and operational optimum
situation
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noted that the biggest di�erence between the current and operational optimal situation is
that the latter has more priority junctions (54% versus 35%) and less signalised junctions (6%
versus 21%). The four criteria produce even less signalised junctions (i.e. only 2-3%.) The
MINMAXDELAY criterion has substantially more equal junctions than the others. In the
MINMAXDELAY criterion, the maximum turn delay on a junction is decisive, regardless of
the number of vehicles su�ering this delay. The maximum turn delay is often encountered
on the minor road of a priority junction, thus ruling out this junction type. Due to small
�ows, these delays have a small impact on the average delay on the junction. The SUSA
criterion, predominantly leads to roundabouts (97%).

As noted, a corresponding distribution of junction types, does not mean that the junc-
tion types in the network are all the same. The number of junctions of a type can be the
same, but these can be situated on di�erent locations. Therefore, it is also useful to look
at the number of locations with di�erent junction types between two solutions. Table 10.6
shows the number of junction locations that have a di�erent type for the criterion solutions
and the solution of the current and the operational optimum situation. An interesting no-

Nr. of di�erences with
Situation/Criterion Current Op. Optimum
Current - 133
MINAVGDELAY 128 76
MINMAXDELAY 133 136
MINCOMDELAY 135 82
SUSA 221 225

Table 10.6 Number of junctions that have a di�erent type for the criteria in comparison with the
current and operational optimum situation

tion from Table 10.6 is that although the performances and distribution of junction types
between the MINAVGDELAY and the operational optimum situations are relatively similar,
there is still a substantial number of junctions in the network with a di�erent type, being
76 (31%). Table 10.7 shows the di�erences in junction design types between the solutions of
the MINAVGDELAY criterion and the operational optimum. The table shows that most of

Operational optimum

Equal Priority
Signal-

ised
Round-

about
Total

Equal 49 18 4 7 78
MINAVGDELAY Priority 34 110 7 2 153

Signalised 0 1 4 2 7
Roundabout 0 1 0 3 4
Total 83 130 15 14 242

Table 10.7 Di�erences in junction design types for the solutions of MINAVGDELAY criterion and
the operational optimum situation

the di�erences are between equal and priority junctions, namely 52 (18+34) or 68%. Further-
more, 7 roundabouts have been replaced by equal junctions, whereas 7 signalised junctions
have been replaced by priority junctions. When taking a closer look at the delays on the
junctions, it appears that the di�erences between the alternatives are very small. Small
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changes in tra�c �ows, can lead to di�erent junction types being the best option according
to the criterion, but with a (relatively) small reduction of the delay.

10.2.4 Single application of local selection criteria for a selection of
junctions

Until now, the criteria were applied on all junctions in the network. As was observed in
the previous subsection, this lead to a considerable number of changes in junction design.
In practice, the number of junctions that can be altered is often limited (e.g. due to budget
constraints). Therefore, in this section, the e�ects of selecting a limited number of junctions
is evaluated using the LOJD-SEQ approach. Again, both network performances and network
solutions will be analysed.

Network performances

Figure 10.5 shows the performance indices for di�erent numbers of selected junctions and
criteria except the TYPE criteria. The �gures show indices for the operational, safety and

(a) Total loss time (b) Total crashes

(c) Total NOx substance emission (d) Total PM10 substance emission

Figure 10.5 Performances indices for di�erent numbers of selected junctions and criteria

environmental performance values for di�erent numbers of selected junctions (N ). The N
junctions with the highest (volume weighted) average turn delay are selected, after which
the regarding criterion is applied on these junctions. Values of 10, 20 and 50 were used
for N . For the sake of completeness, the �gures also show the results when all junctions
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were selected (N = 242). Generally, the more junctions are selected and changed by the
criteria, the lower the index values and thus the larger the reduction of negative e�ects.
When 10, 20 and 50 junctions are selected, a reduction of respectively 6%, 16% and 32% of
total loss time for the MINAVGDELAY criterion is achieved. The di�erences between the
results for selecting 50 or all junction are relatively small (32% versus 36% reduction for the
MINAVGDELAY criterion). Similar, but less distinctive results can be seen for the crashes
and the NOx and PM10 emissions. A general exception are the results of the SUSA criterion,
where the reduction of negative e�ects increases with the number of selected junctions, but
deteriorate drastically when selecting all junction (i.e. even leading to a serious increase of
loss time and emissions in comparison with the current situation).

Selecting junctions does not mean that the junction design is actually changed. It is
possible that the current design still is the best option. It is therefore important to take a
closer look at the network solutions.

Network solutions

Figure 10.6 shows percentages of each junction design type that occurs in the solution of
evaluated criteria for di�erent numbers of selected junctions. The �gures show no surprises.

(a) MINAVGDELAY (b) MINMAXDELAY

(c) MINCOMDELAY (d) SUSA

Figure 10.6 Network solutions for di�erent numbers of selected junctions and criteria

Generally, percentages increase or decrease when more junctions are selected moving to-
wards the solution when selecting all junctions. An exception is the percentage of equal
junctions for the MINAVGDELAY and MINCOMDELAY criteria. The percentage initially
increases with an increasing number of selected junctions, but is smaller when all junctions
are selected. This can be explained by the fact that a number of equal junctions is not part
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of the N selected junctions with the highest average delay, but can be improved, generally
by changing it to a priority junction, when selected.

In the previous section, it was mentioned that selecting junctions, does not always mean
that they are actually changed. Table 10.8 shows how many junctions are changed in com-
parison with the current situation for di�erent numbers of selected junctions and di�erent
criteria. As suggested, the number of actually changed junction designs is smaller than the

N
Criterion 10 20 50 242
MINAVGDELAY 8 17 43 128
MINMAXDELAY 7 16 42 133
MINCOMDELAY 8 17 44 135
SUSA 6 15 38 221

Table 10.8 Number of junctions that are actually changed in comparison with the current situation
for di�erent numbers of selected junctions and criteria

selected number. However, the results show no outstanding issues.

10.2.5 Multiple applications of local selection criteria
Until now, the local criteria were applied once, which means that based on the current
situation, the local criteria were applied on all or a selection of junctions, after which a
new static user equilibrium was determined and the network performances were calculated.
However, due to possible route changes, the turn �ows on junctions can also change and
the chosen junction designs might not be the best choice any more. The criteria should be
re-applied. This process could be repeated multiple times. This iterative approach serves
two types of evaluation. On the one hand, especially when the criteria are applied on all
junctions in the network, an iterative approach, provides an indication of the stability of the
solution created by the criteria. On the other hand, especially when the criteria are applied
on a limited number of junctions, it provides a simulation of the evaluation of di�erent time
steps. Suppose that there is budget to change 10 or 20 junctions each year, what would
be the e�ects after, two, three or even ten years? Both questions will be answered in this
section. Although one could expect that the tra�c demand and the rest of the network also
change over the years, for analysis purposes these are maintained constant.

In this section, the existing local junction design criteria are evaluated using the LOJD-
SEQ approach with multiple iterations, which involves multiple applications of the criteria.
Subsequently, the network performances and network solutions will be analysed. This time,
both selection strategies, being ALL and N-AVGDELAY, are discussed simultaneously.

Network performances

Figure 10.7 shows performance values for loss times and crashes for the di�erent criteria,
when the described procedure is repeated multiple iterations and when the criteria are ap-
plied on all junctions. The results for emissions are omitted since there are only minimal
di�erences between iterations and criteria. The �gures show index values, where the per-
formances for the current situation are set to 100. The �gures show that the performance
levels stay reasonably stable after the �rst iteration in which the biggest e�ects are achieved.
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(a) Total loss time (b) Total crashes

Figure 10.7 Performances indices for all criteria by iteration

For the SUSA criterion, the total loss time (pcuh) �uctuates slightly over the iterations,
whereas the values for the DELAY criteria stay more or less the same. Similar results can
be seen for the total number of fatal-and-injury crashes per year, with the exception that
the numbers increase (slightly) after the �rst iteration. In order to interpret these results,
it is useful to know the (changes in) junction design solutions over the iterations. Before
looking into this, the network performances for situations where a selection of junctions
can be changed, will be discussed.

Figure 10.8 shows results when di�erent numbers of junctions are selected each iteration
(10,20,50 and 242) for the MINAVGDELAY criterion. The other criteria show similar results
in the sense of the course of the graphs. As can be seen, for total loss time, the best results

(a) Total loss time (b) Total crashes

Figure 10.8 Performances indices for N-AVGDELAY selection strategy and MINAVGDELAY junction
design criteria di�erent values of N

are obviously obtained by applying the criteria on all junctions. The total loss times when
selecting 20 en 50 junctions approximate these results after 3 to 7 iterations, although the
di�erence stays 1% in favour of selecting all junctions. Selecting 10 junctions seems to reach
a, less favourable, stable situation after 8 iterations. Results for the total number of fatal-
and-injury crashes show similar although less pronounced results, with the exception that
when selecting 20 junctions eventually produced fewer crashes than when selecting 50 or
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all junctions. This is interesting since, the total loss times for 20 and 50 are almost equal.
Apparently, a di�erent junction design solution is obtained which produces similar total loss
times, but less total crashes. A closer look at the network solutions is therefore obvious.

Network solutions

Figure 10.9 shows the network solutions by iteration for di�erent numbers of selected junc-
tions for the MINAVGDELAY criterion, whereas �gure 10.10 shows the number of di�erent
junctions compared to the current situation and the situation in the previous iteration. In

(a) N=10 (b) N=20

(c) N=50 (d) N=242

Figure 10.9 Network solutions by iteration for di�erent numbers of selected junctions for the
MINAVGDELAY criterion

these �gures, it can be observed that, when applying the criteria on all junctions (N = 242),
a stable situation with no junction changes already occurs after 3 iterations. For N = 50,
this occurs after 4 iterations, whereas for N = 20, changes (although small) still happen
in iteration number 10. It is interesting to see that, although the total loss times (pcuh) for
these di�erent values of N are rather close, the solutions are signi�cantly di�erent after 10
iterations. Another interesting notion is the fact that for N = 10, a stable situation, in
which no junctions are changed, is reached after 8 iterations, whereas both the network
performance and the network solution are still far from the better N = 242, let alone from
the operational optimum. This means that if one only assesses the 10 worst junction designs
each year, one will end up with a 8.3 percentage point less reduction of total loss time (pcuh)
in the network after 10 years.
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(a) Di�erent from current situation (b) Di�erent from previous iteration

Figure 10.10 Number of junctions di�erent from the current situations and from the previous
iteration for di�erent numbers of selected junctions for the MINAVGDELAY criterion

10.2.6 Local optimisation with selection criteria

When applying the local criteria multiple times, in many cases a stable situation occurs (i.e.
when the criteria are applied, no junctions are changed any more). It was observed that
di�erent stable solutions, with di�erent levels of network performances, arose. These are
not necessarily the optimal solutions for applying the criteria. For example, when applying
the MINAVGDELAY criterion, it would be interesting to determine the solution for which
the sum of all minimum (volume weighted) average delays on junctions is minimal. This
is di�erent from determining the global network optimum, which determines the solution
with the minimum total loss time in the network. Where the latter determines a global
optimum, in this section, local optima are determined. This is done by using the LOJD-SIM
approach. Respectively, the network performances and network solutions are discussed.

Network performances

Table 10.9 shows the network performances of the local criteria, the current and operational
optimum situations. For comparison reasons the absolute values have been indexed related
to the values for the current situation. The table also shows (within brackets) the di�erence
with the index values for the LOJD-SEQ approach as shown in previous sections. An inter-
esting �rst observation is that by using the local MINAVGDELAY criterion, a similar total
loss time as for the operational optimum can be reached. Although the index values are
similar, or for the link loss time even in favour of the local criterion, the absolute value for
the total loss time is, obviously, still smaller for the operational optimum situation. How-
ever, it is interesting to see that the global optimum can be approached closely by applying
a local criterion. More than that, the performance values for the number of crashes and
emissions are better for the local criterion. Especially, the number of crashes on junctions
is much lower for the local criterion. In the next section, a closer look is taken into the net-
work solutions and the di�erences between the solutions from the local MINAVGDELAY
criterion and the operational optimum situation.
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Loss time Crashes Emissions
Situation/Criterion Link Junc. Total Link Junc. Total NOx PM10
Current 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
MINAVGDELAY 95 45 63 99 83 95 100 100

(1) (-1) (0) (0) (-4) (-1) (-1) (0)
MINMAXDELAY 94 56 70 99 85 95 100 100

(0) (-3) (-2) (0) (-3) (-1) (0) (0)
MINCOMDELAY 92 50 65 99 78 93 99 99

(1) (3) (2) (0) (-2) (-1) (-1) (-1)
SUSA 108 109 108 102 84 97 103 102

(-2) (-12) (-9) (-1) (3) (0) (0) (0)
Op.Optimum 95 45 63 99 81 94 99 100

Table 10.9 Index values (and di�erence between index values for LOJD-SEQ and LOJD-SIM
approaches) for the network performances for each criterion, the current and the operational
optimum situation

Network solutions

Figure 10.11 shows the percentages of each junction design type that occurs in the solution
of the evaluated local criteria, the current and operational optimum situation. The �gure

Figure 10.11 Junction type distribution for each criterion and the current and operational optimum
situations

shows great similarities with Figure 10.4, which showed the network solutions for a single
application of criteria on all junctions. Table 10.10 shows the di�erences in percentages
between the LOJD-SIM and LOJD-SEQ approach. As for the values for network perform-
ances, the di�erences in the junction type distribution between the LOJD-SEQ and LOJD-
SIM approaches are small. For the MINAVGDELAY criterion, only a 1-2% shift between junc-
tion types exists. In order to obtain that last percent of reduction in total loss time (which
equals the performance of the operational optimum), �ve equal junctions and three round-
abouts should be added while six priority junctions and two signalised junctions should be
removed from the solution obtained by the LOJD-SEQ approach.
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Junction type

Criterion Equal Priority Signal
Round-

about
MINAVGDELAY +2 -2 -1 1
MINMAXDELAY -8 +8 0 0
MINCOMDELAY 0 -1 0 +2
SUSA 0 0 +2 -2

Table 10.10 Di�erences between percentages of junctions per type for LOJD-SEQ and LOJD-SIM
approaches for each criterion

Figure 10.12 shows the junction design solution for the MINAVGDELAY criterion. The
�gure also show the tra�c �ow (pcu/h), being the result of the tra�c assignment with
junction modelling. The �gure can be compared with the earlier �gures 10.2 and 10.3 re-
spectively showing the junction design solutions for the current and operational optimum
situations. Although the network performances for the operational objective are nearly the

Figure 10.12 Junction design solution for the MINAVGDELAY criterion

same for the MINAVGDELAY criterion and the operational optimum, still 73 (30%) junctions
in the network have a di�erent type. Most of the di�erences are between equal and prior-
ity junctions. The rest are mostly signalised junctions and roundabouts on relatively quite
junctions for which equal and priority type alternatives have been chosen.
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10.2.7 Conclusions

In this section, local junction design selection criteria were evaluated using the Delft case.

Based on the analysis, it can be concluded that a substantial reduction of the negative ef-
fects can be achieved by changing the junction designs in the studied network of Delft when
pursuing a global network optimum for the operational objective. Local criteria, especially
the MINAVGDELAY criterion, approximate the results of the operational optimum. Gener-
ally, signalised junctions and roundabouts are replaced by equal and priority junctions. The
numbers of the latter two junction types vary for the operational optimum situation and the
MINAVGDELAY criterion. The SUSA criterion, which pursues the principle of sustainable
safety, leads to a substantial deterioration of the operational performances and no better
safety performance than other criteria.

In order to achieve the mentioned reductions of negative e�ects a substantial number of
junctions has to be changed compared to the current situation. Selecting a limited number of
junctions leads to smaller reductions of negative e�ects, but the di�erence between selecting
50 instead of all junctions is restricted to a few per cent. It would be interesting to look
further into which junctions can best be selected in order to gain the most e�ect.

When applying the criteria multiple times, it can be concluded that when selecting all
junctions, the �rst iteration has by far the largest impact on the negative e�ects. After a few
iterations, no junction designs are changed by the criteria, resulting in a stable situation.
The e�ects of the �rst iteration are exemplary for the later iterations. The MINAVGDELAY
criterion stays the best. When selecting a limited number of junctions, it can be noted that
the results forN = 50, approximates the results forN = 242 after a few iterations. This also
applies for N=20 after more iterations. An interesting notion is that, although the total loss
times (pcuh) for these di�erent values of N are rather close, the solutions are signi�cantly
di�erent after 10 iterations. Another interesting notion is the fact that for N = 10, a stable
situation, in which no junctions are changed, is reached after 8 iterations, whereas both the
network performance and the network solution are still far from the better N = 242, let
alone from the operational optimum. Apparently, when assessing too few junctions each
year, cuts o� the road to certain better or optimal solutions.

When evaluating the criteria with the LOJD-SIM approach, thus showing the full poten-
tial of the criteria under evaluation, it can be concluded that by applying the local criteria,
and speci�cally the MINAVGDELAY criterion, results similar to an operational optimum
situation can be obtained. Thus minimising the (volume weighted) average turn delays on
junctions in a network strongly contributes to minimising the total loss time in the net-
work. Another conclusion is that single (or multiple) application of local junction design
selection criteria (LOJD-SEQ) closely approximates the results and solutions from the local
(and global) optimisation. A local optimisation only di�ers 1% in total loss time and only
has 1-2% di�erent junction types in the network solution.

However, the analyses were done for one speci�c case, with one set of demand and one
speci�c network with one speci�c ratio of link and turn delays. The question is to what
extent this can be transferred to other situations and cases. Therefore, in the next section,
the local criteria will be evaluated by using another case (Sioux Falls), including varying
demands and link-turn capacity ratios.
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10.3 Evaluate local selection criteria with Sioux Falls

Until now, only the Delft case was used for evaluating the local junction design selection cri-
teria. In this section, an additional analysis is performed in which the criteria are evaluated
by applying the LOJD-SIM approach (third evaluation step) on the Sioux Falls case. The
Sioux Falls case is much smaller, with only 20 junctions and 76 links, with consequently
faster computing time and more transparent analysis options. Therefore, the Sioux Falls
case is used in order to evaluate the local junction design criteria under varying tra�c con-
ditions (i.e. with di�erent demand and link-turn capacity ratios), and with a more in-depth
analysis of network solutions and junction performances. Subsequently, the experimental
set-up, analysis (of local optimisation with criteria and variations in tra�c conditions) and
conclusions are discussed.

10.3.1 Experimental set-up

As said, the Sioux Falls network and demand is used. The network contains 20 junction
locations, with each four junction design alternatives, being equal junction, priority junc-
tion, signalised junction and roundabout. As for the Delft case, the MINAVGDELAY, MIN-
MAXDELAY, MINCOMDELAY and SUSA criteria are used. Furthermore, the TYPE criteria
are used. Since there is no current situation, the LOJD-SIM approach starts with an empty
network with only priority junctions, and the LOJD-SEQ approach is not used. Since the
results for the LOJD-SIM and LOJD-SEQ approaches were rather similar for the Delft case,
it is no omission to exclude the latter approach from the analysis. Additionally, a global net-
work optimum is determined for the operational objective, minimising the total loss time
(pcuh) in the network using the GOJD approach. The LOJD-SIM and GOJD algorithms use
settings as concluded in the previous chapter.

In order to evaluate and compare the junction design selection criteria under di�erent
tra�c conditions in the network, both the link capacity and total tra�c demand in the
Sioux Falls network will be varied. Changing the link capacities results in di�erences in
the importance of junction versus link delays in the route choice process. For the basic
Sioux Falls network, a multiplication factor (CAPF ) of 1.5 for the link capacities was used.
Alternatively, a multiplication factor of 5.0 will be used. The latter value is chosen so that
the overall volume-capacity ratio’s for links are all below 0.85 in an equilibrium situation.
Changing the total tra�c demand in the network results in overall lower or higher tra�c
�ows on links and junctions and consequently a possibly di�erent distribution of tra�c
over the network. Tra�c demand is multiplied by factors (ODF ) of 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4,
where 1.0 is assumed to be the basic demand.

10.3.2 Local optimisation with selection criteria

First, results for basic demand (ODF = 1.0) and link capacities (CAPF = 1.5) are ana-
lysed. The results consist of network performances, network solutions and junction per-
formances for the operational objective. Variations in tra�c conditions (ODF and CAPF )
are discussed in the next section.
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Network performances

Table 10.11 shows the operational network performances of the di�erent local selection
criteria and the operational optimum situation. The table shows the total loss time (pcuh),
being the total travel time minus the free-�ow travel time in the network. The loss time is
di�erentiated between the loss time on the links and the loss time on the junctions. The
lower the loss time, the better the criterion. Obviously, the operational optimum situation

Link Junction Total
Situation/Criterion Abs. % Abs. % Abs. Index
TYPE:EQ 1622 65 875 35 2497 140
TYPE:PR 1740 78 482 22 2222 124
TYPE:SIG 1363 64 778 36 2141 120
TYPE:RA 1535 66 793 34 2327 130
MINAVGDELAY 1573 84 296 16 1869 105
MINMAXDELAY 1377 74 490 26 1867 104
MINCOMDELAY 1566 83 312 17 1877 105
SUSA 1366 71 560 29 1926 108
Op.Optimum 1364 76 424 24 1788 100

Table 10.11 Loss times (pcuh) for each criterion and the operational optimum situation in absolute
values (Abs.), percentages (%) and index for the Sioux Falls case

gives the best results, with a total loss time of 1788 pcuh, which gets an index value of 100.
Approximately 24% of the loss time for this situation is experienced on junctions. The four
TYPE criteria, with one single junction design alternative in the network, give the highest
loss time values, which are 20-40% higher than the optimal value. The criterion advising
signalized junctions (TYPE:SIG) gives the best results of these four, very likely because this
criterion has a certain �exibility because the signal settings are determined based upon
the tra�c �ows. This causes a distribution of tra�c (routes) over the network and a link
loss time equal to the value for the operation optimum. For the criterion advising priority
junctions (TYPE:PR), the loss time on junctions is relatively low (22%). This is caused by
the fact that drivers try to avoid the minor roads and left turns due to their high delays.
However, this causes longer routes on links, which can be seen at the 1740 pcuh loss time
on links. The three DELAY criteria, choosing the junction design based on a minimum delay
value, give better results, and produce 4-5% higher total loss time values in comparison with
the optimal value. The MINAVGDELAY criterion has, by far, the lowest value for junction
loss time. This is obvious since it chooses the junction design alternative with the lowest
average delay. Junction loss time is only 16% of the total loss time. The loss time on links
is however, relatively high. The MINMAXDELAY criterion produces slightly less total loss
time and has a corresponding percentage of loss time on junctions (26%) as the operational
optimum (24%). This implies that there is a certain optimal ratio of junction and link loss
time. The SUSA criterion has a relative high loss times on junctions. The cause of this will
become clear when the solutions are analysed in the next subsection.
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Network solutions

Each criterion and the operational optimum situation produce a certain set of junction
design alternatives, for which the equilibrium between tra�c �ows, route choice and junc-
tion design is stable. Table 10.12 shows the solutions for all criteria (except the TYPE criteria)
and the operational optimum situation. There are twenty junctions in the Sioux Falls net-
work. The second row shows the node numbers (or IDs) of the junction. The colours in
the table represent a speci�c junction design alternative. The rows show the solutions for
each criterion or situation. The bottom row shows the number of arms for each junction.
The solution from the operational optimum contains seven equal junctions, nine priority

Node number Match
Situation/Criterion 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 (%)
MINAVGDELAY + + + + + + + + + 45
MINMAXDELAY + + + + + + + + 40
MINCOMDELAY + + + + + + + 35
SUSA + + + 15
Op.Optimum 100
Number of arms 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3

Equal Priority Signalised Roundabout

+ Junction design is the same as the design for the Op.Optimum

Table 10.12 Junction design solutions for each criterion and the operational optimum situation for
the Sioux Falls case

junctions, two signalised junctions and two roundabouts. As can be seen in the table, the
solutions based on the local selection criteria are considerably di�erent. The SUSA criterion,
which does not incorporate a choice for an equal junction, leads to six signalised junctions
and fourteen roundabouts. In this criterion, roundabouts are preferred unless they produce
an average delay that exceeds twenty seconds. When the delay threshold is exceeded, prior-
ity junctions are considered under the same conditions. If neither su�ce, a signalised junc-
tion is chosen. As in the Delft case, priority junctions are rarely (in this case never) chosen
because roundabouts are almost always better under the given delay threshold, and signal-
ised junctions perform better in congested situations. The criterion produces an 8% loss
in operational performance in comparison with the operational optimum. The MINAVG-
DELAY, MINMAXDELAY and MINCOMDELAY criteria, which share a considerable part
of their solutions, generally produce more roundabouts and (to a lesser degree) signalised
junctions than the solution from the operational optimum. The MINMAXDELAY criterion
lacks priority junctions, because they generally produce high delays for minor road and
left turn tra�c. Because the amount of tra�c for these movements is limited, the average
delay for priority junctions is acceptable, as can be seen in the solution for the MINAVG-
DELAY. The MINCOMDELAY criterion, which is a combination of the MINAVGDELAY and
MINMAXDELAY criteria, does not produce better results than the latter two criteria.

Table 10.12 also shows the junction designs which match with the junction designs from
the operational optimum (marked by the ‘+’ sign). The table also shows the total percentage
of junction designs that match with the operational optimum. The MINAVGDELAY has a
45% match, which means that nine of the twenty junctions are the same for this criterion
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and the operational optimum. The MINMAXDELAY criterion, which has a slightly better
operational performance has a 40% match. No speci�c type related pattern can be recognized
in the junction designs that match and those that do not match. Generally, the local criteria
overestimate the number of roundabouts at the expense of priority junctions.

To get an idea about the location of the junction design di�erences, the junction design
solutions for the operational optimum and the criteria are shown in the Sioux Falls network
in Figure 10.13. The junction design alternatives that are shared with the operational op-
timum are brightly coloured whereas the others are shown blurred. Sub�gure (f) shows the
junction designs that are shared by the operational optimum and the three DELAY oriented
criteria. The network �gures show that locations of the junction design alternatives that are
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Figure 10.13 Junction design solutions for di�erent criteria and the operational optimum situation
in the Sioux Falls network

shared with the operational optimum are scattered across the network. The three DELAY
oriented criteria share a small cluster of relatively closely located equal junctions in the
north-western part of the network and one roundabout, whereas the MINAVGDELAY and
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operational optimum share three priority junctions in the southern part of the network and
the MINMAXDELAY and the operational optimum share two signalised junctions on one
of the central arterials.

Junction performances

The analysis in the previous section showed that there are substantial di�erences between
the junction design solutions of di�erent criteria and the operational optimum. It could be
that the designs are di�erent but the underlying average volumes and delays are relatively
the same for the di�erent criteria. Table 10.13 shows the average volumes per arm (pcu/h)

Average volume per arm (pcu/h) Average delay (s)
Nr. #Arms OO AVG MAX COM SUSA OO AVG MAX COM SUSA

3 3 760 796 814 795 813 15.5 16.2 22.6 16.9 49.1
4 3 657 712 725 714 722 5.5 7.7 6.1 7.8 15.7
5 3 1005 929 989 934 988 73.1 17.3 101.0 17.4 96.4
6 3 702 792 758 794 760 4.7 10.1 17.1 10.3 17.1
8 4 604 571 591 577 592 65.6 16.2 17.4 16.4 17.2
9 3 818 627 714 637 714 6.9 4.2 5.2 4.3 16.0

10 4 931 926 874 929 874 35.5 56.7 63.1 56.3 65.0
11 4 615 670 630 670 622 5.4 6.6 6.7 6.6 17.6
12 3 567 632 603 631 600 4.7 5.1 4.6 5.1 13.7
14 3 545 516 564 518 562 6.2 2.3 6.3 2.3 14.2
15 4 1029 967 988 967 986 124.4 50.6 126.1 52.3 133.7
16 4 459 473 495 475 488 5.9 4.8 5.0 4.7 14.3
17 3 352 395 356 398 342 12.8 1.4 3.6 1.5 22.6
18 3 1191 1089 1159 1089 1168 70.2 105.2 97.9 107.0 102.3
19 3 816 707 809 714 809 34.0 17.1 44.2 17.0 47.5
20 3 781 734 696 723 705 21.4 15.2 14.8 15.0 14.9
21 3 600 593 574 588 575 2.9 2.9 7.2 7.6 13.6
22 4 559 657 562 647 567 6.9 26.7 17.7 28.6 17.9
23 3 451 451 435 437 449 3.2 3.8 13.0 3.3 13.0
24 3 773 797 752 789 758 3.0 5.2 21.5 18.1 16.9

OO=Op.Optimum, AVG=MINAVGDELAY, MAX=MINMAXDELAY, COM=MINCOMDELAY

Table 10.13 Junction volumes and delay for di�erent criteria and the operational optimum situation
for the Sioux Falls case

and the average (volume weighted) delay (s) for the junctions for the operational optimum
and the criteria. The table also shows whether the volume of a criterion di�ers for at least
ten percent from the operational optimums value by way of underlining a value. The same
is done for an absolute di�erence in delay of at least ten seconds. Moreover, the junction
design type is indicated by the cell colour. The table shows that the volume di�erences are
relatively modest. The delay di�erences however, are very high, especially for the SUSA
criterion with no junction with a delay below ten seconds. On the other hand, the num-
ber of junctions with more than twenty seconds of (average) delay is equal for operational
optimum, MINMAXDELAY and SUSA.
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10.3.3 Variations in tra�c conditions
The basic Sioux Falls network is heavily congested on links, resulting in many volume-
capacity ratio’s above 1.0. This is the result of the link cost function, as shown in equation
8.4, which has an exponential shape, with a very steep course of the function for values
above a volume-capacity ratio of 1.0. Although the link capacities were already increased
with a factor of 1.5 (CAPF = 1.5) for a better adjustment of link and junction capacities,
this still results in a 76-24% distribution of loss time over respectively links and junctions.
In reality, in urban networks (such as Delft), a substantial part of the loss time is expected
to be su�ered on junctions. Moreover, in realistic situations link volume-capacity ratio’s
should not exceed a value of 1.0. Therefore, di�erent values for CAPF are evaluated. First,
the value of CAPF was increased with steps of 0.5 and tested for the operational optimum
situation until no links had a volume-capacity ratio above 1.0. This resulted in CAPF =
5.0. Tables 10.14 and 10.15 show the network performances and solutions with the altered
link capacity, in accordance with Tables 10.11 and 10.12 for the base situation.

Link Junction Total
Situation/Criterion Abs. % Abs. % Abs. Index
TYPE:EQ 170 20 692 80 862 220
TYPE:PR 268 43 358 57 626 160
TYPE:SIG 113 13 747 87 859 219
TYPE:RA 136 17 680 83 816 208
MINAVGDELAY 170 37 291 63 461 118
MINMAXDELAY 120 18 529 82 649 165
MINCOMDELAY 165 35 309 65 475 121
SUSA 106 16 571 84 677 173
Op.Optimum 150 38 242 62 392 100

Table 10.14 Loss times (pcuh) for each criterion and the operational optimum in absolute values
(Abs.), percentages (%) and index with CAPF = 5.0 for the Sioux Falls case

Node number Match
Situation/Criterion 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 (%)
MINAVGDELAY + + + + + + + + + + + + 55
MINMAXDELAY + + + + + 25
MINCOMDELAY + + + + + + + + + + 50
SUSA + + + + + 20
Op.Optimum 100
Number of arms 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3

Equal Priority Signalised Roundabout

+ Junction design is the same as the design for the Op.Optimum

Table 10.15 Junction design solutions for each criterion and the operational optimum with
CAPF = 5.0 for the Sioux Falls case

Table 10.14 shows that the proportion of junction loss time is now 62%, compared to 24%
in the base variant. The overall di�erences between the operational optimum and the local
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criteria is now much higher with values ranging from an 18-120% increase of total loss time.
The TYPE criteria still produce the highest loss time values, whereas the MINAVGDELAY
comes closest to the operational optimums’ loss time. The MINMAXDELAY criterion, which
was the best for the base variant, now has a 65% higher loss time than the operational op-
timum. This is not caused by the fact that the junction design solutions for MINMAXDELAY
have changed a lot, but those of the operational optimum (and other criteria) have (see Table
10.15). Although the di�erences in loss time are much higher, the percentages for matching
the operational optimum solution are generally the same or even a little better. Due to the
fact that the junction loss time accounts for a bigger part of the total loss time, missing an
‘optimal junction’, now has relatively more consequences.

In order to take a further look at the performances of the criteria under di�erent tra�c
conditions, the total tra�c demand is varied. This is done with multiplication factors (ODF )
of 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4, where 1.0 represents the base Sioux Falls tra�c demand used
up till now. A factor of 0.6 means that there is 40% less tra�c in the network. Before
looking at the criteria, Table 10.16 �rst shows the loss times for the operational optimum for
di�erent values of ODF . The total loss time increases exponentially with linear increasing
demand. Except for the lowest demand, the share of junction loss time increases when
demand increases.

Link Junction Total
ODF Abs. % Abs. % Abs. Index
0.6 17 19 69 81 86 22
0.8 181 42 358 58 181 46
1.0 113 38 747 62 392 100
1.2 136 36 680 64 683 174
1.4 170 30 291 70 1392 355

Table 10.16 Loss times (pcuh) for the operational optimum for di�erent values of ODF in absolute
values (Abs.), percentages (%) and index with CAPF = 5.0 for the Sioux Falls case

Figure 10.14a now shows the percentage di�erence in total loss time between a criterion
and the operational optimum (as shown in Table 10.16) for di�erent values of the tra�c de-
mand multiplication factor. The �gure shows that for some criteria, e.g. SUSA, the percent-
age di�erence decreases when the tra�c demand increases (i.e. they become better when
the tra�c demand is higher). For the MINMAXDELAY criterion on the other hand, the total
loss time and the percentage di�erence increase when tra�c demand increases. The dif-
ferences for MINAVGDELAY and the corresponding MINCOMDELAY stay relatively stable.
Figure 10.14b shows the results of the junction loss time di�erences for the criteria. Gener-
ally, MINAVGDELAY and MINCOMDELAY show a relatively constant di�erence with the
operational optimum and are thus applicable for multiple tra�c conditions.

Figure 10.15 shows the number of predicted junction design types for di�erent tra�c
demand situations. The main di�erences are that the MINAVGDELAY only selects round-
abouts for low demands, whereas the operational optimum uses them, although sparsely for
higher demands. Moreover, the MINAVGDELAY completely neglects signalized junctions
for the highest demand where the operational optimum increases the number of signal-
ized junctions used in the network. Although signal control does not provide the lowest
minimum delay locally it evidently bene�ts the overall network performance.

Table 10.17 provides an overview of total loss times for the di�erent criteria, indexed
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(a) Total loss time (b) Junction loss time

Figure 10.14 Percentage loss time di�erences for various tra�c demand factors compared to
operational optimum for di�erent criteria for the Sioux Falls case

(a) Op.Optimum (b) MINAVGDELAY

Figure 10.15 Number of junction types per ODF for the Sioux Falls case

to the operational optimum, for di�erent values of CAPF and ODF , ordered by the total
loss time versus total travel time ratio. The latter is an indicator for the congestion level in
the network. The table also shows that the SUSA criterion is, with one exception, the worst
criterion regarding minimising the total loss time, although the di�erence with the oper-
ational optimum becomes smaller as the congestion level increases. The MINMAXDELAY
criterion generally performs worse as the congestion level increases, with the exception of
the situation with CAPF = 1.5 for which the link lost time is dominant. As observed
before, the MINAVGDELAY performs best on average.

10.3.4 Conclusions

In this section, criteria were analyses by utilising the LOJD-SIM approach on the Sioux
Falls case. The LOJD-SIM approach aims to optimise local objectives (as incorporated in the
criteria), thus showing the full potential of the criteria under evaluation.

Based on the analysis of the basic demand (ODF=1.0) and link capacities (CAPF=1.5)
it can be concluded that local criteria, except for the TYPE criteria, can determine a net-
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TLT/TTT Total loss time index
CAPF ODF (%) OO AVG MAX COM SUSA
5.0 0.6 4 100 121 114 123 202
5.0 0.8 7 100 117 137 123 185
5.0 1.0 11 100 118 165 121 173
5.0 1.2 15 100 121 165 123 162
5.0 1.4 24 100 121 178 120 169
1.5 1.0 36 100 105 104 105 108

OO=Op.Optimum, AVG=MINAVGDELAY
MAX=MINMAXDELAY, COM=MINCOMDELAY

Table 10.17 Loss time indices for each criterion and the operational optimum for di�erent values of
ODF and CAPF ordered by increasing total loss time (TLT) versus total travel time (TTT) ratio for
the Sioux Falls case

work solution with 4- 8% more total loss time than obtained by the operational optimum.
The DELAY criteria achieve 4-5%, whereas the SUSA criterion obtains 8%. Although the net-
work performance values for the DELAY criteria and the operational optimum are rather
close, there is only a 35-45% match in junction design solutions. Analysis of the location of
similarities and di�erences does not provide additional insight. Analysis of the junction per-
formances show that although volume di�erences are relatively small, di�erences in delays
among the criteria are substantial (i.e. small changes in tra�c �ows can cause substantial
changes in delays for junction design alternatives).

Based on the analysis of varying tra�c conditions, it can be concluded that the best local
criterion can be used to determine a network solution with 4-21% more total loss time than
obtained by the operational optimum. The number depends on the tra�c conditions in the
network (i.e. 4% is obtained in a highly congested network, but with a high proportion of
link loss time as compared to the junction loss time, and 21% is obtained by a highly conges-
ted network with a high proportion of junction loss time as compared to the link loss time).
On average, the MINAVGDELAY criterion performs well for various tra�c conditions. The
SUSA criterion provides the worst results for almost all situations, although the magnitude
decreases (slightly) when the congestion level increases. The MINMAXDELAY criterion per-
forms worse when congestion levels increase. Logically, the operational optimum is more
�exible in choosing junction design alternatives for di�erent tra�c situation, where the cri-
teria, as the name suggests, a restricted by certain criteria. For less congested situations, the
operational optimum, chooses far more equal junctions, while for more congested situation
it selects more signalised junctions. The numbers of equal and signalised junctions are less
prominent in the solutions of the MINAVGDELAY criterion, where signalised junctions are
ruled out above a certain congestion (or junction delay) level.

10.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, existing junction design criteria were evaluated using di�erent evaluation
approaches and cases. Conclusions have been discussed in detail in the corresponding para-
graphs of each section. Here, the major conclusions are summarised.
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A �rst major conclusion is that a substantial reduction of negative e�ects can be achieved
by changing the junctions designs in the studied network of Delft. This can be concluded
from application of the GOJD approach, which determined a global network optimum min-
imizing the total loss time in the network. A 37% reduction of total loss time, a 6% reduction
of the total number of fatal-and-injury crashes per year and a 1% reduction of NOx emissions
can be obtained in comparison with the current situation.

A second major conclusion is that some local criteria, speci�cally the DELAY related cri-
teria (MINAVGDELAY, MINMAXDELAY and MINCOMDELAY), can approximate the results
of the operational optimum in the Delft network. A single application of the MINAVG-
DELAY and MINCOMDELAY criteria, already approximates the results of the operational
optimum. On the other hand, choosing one speci�c junction type for the whole network is
not a wise option. All TYPE criteria produce an increase in total loss time, emissions and
except the TYPE:RA, in crashes. The latter is also the overall best option for reducing the
number of crashes (i.e. with 8%). The SUSA criterion, which pursues the principle of sus-
tainable safety, leads to a substantial deterioration of the operational performances and due
to the route choice e�ects no better safety performances than other criteria. The results are
similar for the LOJD-SEQ approaches with single or multiple iterations, where the �rst it-
eration has by far the largest impact. When using the LOJD-SIM approach, which provides
an idea of the full potential of the local criteria, the MINAVGDELAY criterion produced
network performances practically equal to those of the operational optimum.

A third major conclusion is that in order to achieve the earlier mentioned reductions in
negative e�ects, a substantial number of junctions has to be changed. The network solu-
tion of the operational optimum contains 133 (of the 242) junctions with a di�erent type as
compared to the current situation. In absolute numbers and roughly, the current situation
has more signalised junctions, whereas the operational optimum situation has more prior-
ity junctions. Moreover, although the network performances of the operational optimum
and the local DELAY criteria are quite similar, substantial di�erences exist in their network
solutions. Selecting a limited number of junctions leads to smaller reductions of negative
e�ects, but the di�erences between selecting 50 instead of all junctions is limited to a few
percent, when applied once. Applying the local selection criteria on a limited number of
junctions each time (e.g. year), generally leads to poorer network performances, also when
eventually the same number of junction has been evaluated.

A fourth major conclusion is that the above mentioned observations for the Delft case,
hold when the criteria are applied on the Sioux Falls case. When tra�c conditions (i.e.
the link capacities (CAPF ) and total demand (ODF ) are varied), the MINAVGDELAY cri-
terion stays performing well, whereas the MINMAXDELAY criterion deteriorates and the
SUSA criterion (slightly) improves when congestion levels increase, although the di�erences
between the local selection criteria and the operational optimum are bigger in this case.

In conclusion, the local junction design criteria, and speci�cally the DELAY criterion,
can contribute considerably to reducing the negative e�ects of tra�c in urban networks.
The local criteria approximate the results of a global operational optimum. However, a con-
siderable number of junctions must be changed to achieve this and the network solutions of
the operational optimum and the local criteria also di�er considerably. Moreover, the local
criteria need performance measures such as the delay for each junction design alternative.
This requires that for each potential junction location, all junction design alternatives have
to be de�ned in the network and performances have to be determined by using the junction
performance models. It would be more practical to have non-performance requiring selec-
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tion criteria when one wants to determine the network e�ects of local selection criteria in
large-scale urban networks. This is discussed in more detail in the next chapter.



Chapter 11

Network e�ects: Rule-based
evaluation

In Chapter 10 the network e�ects of junction design changes were evaluated using di�erent
evaluation approaches and cases. It was concluded that a substantial reduction of negat-
ive e�ects of tra�c can be achieved by changing the junction designs based on both local
and global optimisation objectives. When utilising optimisation models junction design
alternatives for all junction locations under consideration have to be con�gured in the net-
work. This can be a labour-intensive and thus time and money consuming task in large-scale
urban networks. Moreover, the optimisation models are computationally demanding. Non-
performance requiring junction design rules o�er a solution for this problem. Based on data
generated by optimisation models, rules can be determined using decision tree methods as
discussed in Chapters 3-6. This time the rules are not used to identify viable alternatives,
but for selecting the best alternative in a network perspective.

First, in Section 11.1, new rules will be determined. These rules are systematically de-
rived from data composed from global optimum (GOJD) runs by way of decision tree meth-
ods. Next, in Section 11.2, the network e�ects of new junction design rules are evaluated
using the case of Sioux Falls and the LOJD-SIM approach. This involves a �rst and quick
analysis of the new rules. Section 11.3 contains the evaluation of the new rules in more
detail for the case of Delft. Here, both the LOJD-SEQ and LOJD-SIM approaches are used.
For the LOJD-SEQ approach single and multiple applications of the rules as well as apply-
ing the rules on all or a selection of junctions is evaluated. Both network performances
and network solutions are analyses in each section. Conclusions are provided in each sec-
tion. The chapter ends with an overview of the performances of all local, either rule- or
non-rule-based, selection criteria in Section 11.4.

185
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11.1 Determine new rules
The main challenge in this chapter is to determine whether rule-based selection criteria can
be composed that satisfy the following requirements:

• Operational network performances are the same or close to those of the operational
optimum situation;

• Network solutions (junction designs) are the same or similar to those of the opera-
tional optimum situation;

• The number of junction designs that is di�erent from the current situation is limited
and/or the cost of changing the junction designs is limited;

• The rules only require non-performance data as input;
• The rules can be applied in a single run (i.e. iteration of the modelling approach used).

Most likely, not all requirements can be ful�lled (i.e. they can lead to contradicting res-
ults). Ultimately, choices have to be made which requirement is more or most important.
In order to facilitate the choice process, di�erent rules will be determined. Furthermore,
an additional requirement should be that the safety and environmental network perform-
ances are the same or better than those of the current and operational optimum situation.
However, since no optimum situations have been determined for both safety and environ-
ment, for the time being this remains a desire instead of a requirement, although safety and
environmental performances will be evaluated.

As discussed in Chapter 2, rules, as de�ned in this thesis, do typically not require per-
formance data as input. Most of the selection criteria, as evaluated in the previous chapter,
can be seen as performance requiring (rules), which means that they need the, typically op-
erational, performance of each junction design alternative under consideration. In the relat-
ively small network of Delft, with 242 junction locations with each four design alternatives,
this meant that 726 (additional) junction design alternatives had to be de�ned. For applica-
tion of local selection criteria on full-scale networks this becomes very labour-intensive as
for each junction in the network, multiple design alternatives have to be de�ned and eval-
uated. Therefore, it is interesting to examine whether (non-performance requiring) rule-
based selection criteria can be determined (i.e. using �ow, site or network based variables).

In order to determine these (non-performance requiring) rules, �rst a dataset needs to
be created. This is done by combining the results of all OO (operational optimum situation)
runs that have been performed (i.e. with di�erent combinations of ODF and CAPF for
the Sioux Falls case). A dataset is created with for each record the ‘selected’ junction design
alternative, the number of arms and various �ow based variables. Flow based variables in-
clude the total volume of tra�c on the junction, but also the volumes on the major and minor
roads and the volume of the left turning vehicles on these roads. Based on the experiences
with rules, computed �ow variables are added, such as the major-minor road ratio or the
average �ow per arm. A similar dataset is constructed from the OO run of the Delft case,
which has more junctions, both only one set of ODF and CAPF . Moreover, a combined
dataset with both Sioux Falls and Delft data is created.

Ideally, site and network based variables, such as the road types of the adjacent links,
the position in the network and the type of and/or distance to the (nearest) neighbouring
junction(s), can be added. The Sioux Falls network is theoretical and rather small, with a
predominantly symmetric grid structure. This means that the required di�erentiation of
network variables for the junctions is very limited. Therefore, these variables are not added
to the Sioux Falls (and combined) dataset. The Delft dataset is extended with variables such
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as the number of neighbouring junctions of each type and the number of adjacent links of
a certain type (e.g. urban). Table 11.1 provides an overview of both �ow based and site and
network based variables included in the dataset. As said the latter type is only used for the
Delft case.

Type Variables
Combined �ows Total volume, Major volume, Minor volume, Major left turn-

ing volume, Minor left turning volume
Flow percentages/ratio’s Major-minor ratio, Average volume per arm, Percentage of

left turning volume
Site/network Number of arms, Number of roundabout lanes, Neighbour

junction type (1-4), Number of neighbouring (equal, prior-
ity, signalised or roundabout) junctions, Number of neigh-
bouring junctions, Road type (1-4), Number of connected
(urban, rural or motorway) roads, Primary connected road
type

Table 11.1 Overview of variables included in the datasets

The challenge now is, how to determine the (categorical) junction design variable based
on one or more of the other (mostly continuous) variables. This is basically a rule genera-
tion challenge as dealt with in the �rst part of this thesis. Therefore, single-label decision
tree methods, as discussed in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, will be used. Again, CRT, CHAID and
QUEST are evaluated with di�erent options, in order to determine which method provides
the best accuracy in combination with a limited complexity of the resulting tree and rules.
Since the size of the dataset is rather small, the values for the allowed minimum number
of parent and child node cases are set to 1 (instead of respectively 100 and 50). The three
main decision tree methods were executed with di�erent splitting criteria and growth op-
tions. Based on the Sioux Falls dataset, the decision tree with the highest accuracy rate,
being 89%, was produced by using CRT, with the Gini impurity measure for splitting (and
no pruning). This produced a tree with 51 nodes, 26 leafs and 5 levels, which is a con-
siderable size. This means that 35 (51-26) if-then-else evaluations have to be made for each
junction in the network. Although this can be automated it lacks a reasonable level of trans-
parency. Therefore, the methods were also executed with di�erent maximum allowed levels
and pruning options. This resulted in trees with either three or �ve levels. An issue when
reducing the tree size for this data is that no roundabouts are predicted any more. This is
caused by the fact that the OO solutions only contain a few roundabouts. As discussed in
the �rst part of this thesis, decision tree methods tend to exclude small classes. In order
to prevent this problem, the cases for a speci�c junction type are duplicated in the dataset.
This is done for both signalised junctions and roundabouts, thus creating extended datasets.

Table 11.2 shows which junction design rules (or rule-based selection criteria) were cre-
ated, based on using di�erent datasets, including/excluding network variables and choices
regarding the size of the decision tree. The table shows characteristics of nine rules. Rule
VOL1SF, for example, is a volume based rule, based on the basic Sioux Falls dataset (SF) and
derived from a decision tree with three levels, consisting of 11 nodes and 6 leaves. The three
was constructed using the CRT method with Gini impurity measure splitting and has a 74.5%
accuracy. The name of each rule, shows whether the rule only contains volume (VOL) or
also network based (VOLNET) variables, whether it is based on a small (1) or big (2) tree and
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Decision tree
Rule Dataset Levels Nodes Leaves Method Accuracy
VOL1SF SF 3 11 6 CRT:Gini 74.5%
VOL2SF SF 5 41 21 CRT:Gini 87.5%
VOL1D Delft+ 3 13 7 CRT:Twoing 66.3%
VOL2D Delft+ 5 27 14 CRT:Gini 77.0%
VOL1DMIX DelftMix+ 3 9 5 CRT:Gini 63.7%
VOL1SFD SF+, Delft+ 3 11 6 CRT:Gini 55.4%
VOL2SFD SF+, Delft+ 5 39 20 CRT:Gini 69.9%
VOLNET1D Delft+ 3 13 7 CRT:Twoing 67.3%
VOLNET2D Delft+ 5 35 18 CRT:Twoing 80.0%

Table 11.2 Overview of non performance requiring rules and their dataset and decision tree
characteristics

which dataset was used (SF=Sioux Falls, D=Delft). For all rules, the CRT methods produced
the best accuracy, either with Gini or Twoing impurity measure splitting.

As said, the datasets are constructed of volumes and junction design types from the
global optimum situation. These volumes and types are a result of the converged GOJD
process. Additionally, VOL1DMIX was constructed. This rule is based on a dataset com-
bining the volumes from the current situation and the junction design types from the op-
erational optimum situation. This dataset was created based on the idea that one has to go
from the current situation (represented by the volumes) to the optimum situation (repres-
ented by the junction designs), thereby presumably ‘forcing’ the volumes and thus network
performances towards the global optimum situation.

For all rules, actual rules are derived from the decision trees. As an example, the pseudo-
code for rule VOL1SF is depicted in Rule 11.1. All rules can be found in their decision tree
shape in Appendix E. Where f represents �ow values, either for the whole junction (total),
the major (major) or minor (minor) road or left turning tra�c (left), p represents a pro-
portion and j is the actual junction design alternative to be determined.

Finally, as mentioned earlier, the rules determined in this chapter are di�erent from the
rules determined in the alternative identi�cation research track. The latter were developed
in order to identify a set of viable junction design alternatives from an extensive collection
of alternatives and variants, whereas the rules in this chapter point out the best option out
of four junction design types. Thus, identi�cation rules are not included in the analysis in
the chapter.

11.2 Evaluate rule-based selection criteria with Sioux Falls

In this section the Sioux Falls case is used for evaluating the new rule-based selection criteria.
The section starts with a brief explanation of the overall experimental set-up, followed by an
evaluation of the rule-based selection criteria by using the LOJD-SIM approach. The section
ends with conclusions.
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Rule 11.1 VOL1SF
if (fmajor/fminor) ≤ 2.15 then

if (ftotal/narms) ≤ 746.5 then
j = Equal

else
if pleft ≤ 27.39 then
j = Signal

else
j = Priority

end if
end if

else
if fmajor,left ≤ 182.5 then

if (fmajor/fminor) ≤ 3.55 then
j = Equal

else
j = Priority

end if
else
j = Priority

end if
end if

11.2.1 Experimental set-up

As said, for this experiment, the Sioux Falls network and demand is used. The network con-
tains 20 junction locations, with each four junction design alternatives, being equal junc-
tion, priority junction, signalised junction and roundabout. Six new rule-base criteria, being
VOL1SF, VOL2SF, VOL1D, VOL2D, VOL1SFD and VOL2SFD are used. The rules containing
network variables (VOLNET1D, VOLNET2D) cannot be evaluated, since the Sioux Falls net-
work does not incorporate the regarding attributes. Since there is no current situation, the
LOJD-SIM approach starts with an empty network with only priority junctions. The rules
are evaluated for both CAPF = 1.5 and CAPF = 5.0 with base demand (ODF = 1.0).
The selection strategy is not relevant for the LOJD-SIM approach. The LOJD-SIM algorithm
uses settings as concluded from Chapter 9.

11.2.2 Local optimisation with selection criteria

Table 11.3 shows the loss times for the new rule-based selection criteria and the operational
optimum situation whereas Table 11.4 presents the resulting network solutions. These tables
can be compared with Tables 10.11 and 10.12 which showed similar results for the existing
selection criteria. For comparison reasons, the results from the existing, and generally best
scoring criterion MINAVGDELAY, are also shown in Table 11.3. For the new rule-based
selection criteria, the results are mixed. The rule based on the Sioux Falls dataset and a small
decision tree (VOL1SF) can only reach a 45% match in juction design with the operational
optimum, although the tree had an expected predicting accuracy of 74.5%.
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Link Junction Total
CAPF Situation/Criterion Abs. % Abs. % Abs. Index
1.5 VOL1SF 1640 83 332 17 1972 111

VOL2SF 1402 76 436 24 1838 103
VOL1D 1392 70 598 30 1990 112
VOL2D 1441 66 755 34 2196 123
VOL1SFD 1472 73 533 27 2005 113
VOL2SFD 1570 81 372 19 1942 109
MINAVGDELAY 1573 84 296 16 1869 105
Op.Optimum 1364 76 424 24 1788 100

5.0 VOL1SF 154 29 373 71 527 134
VOL2SF 162 38 266 62 428 109
VOL1D 112 15 635 85 748 191
VOL2D 138 17 656 83 795 203
VOL1SFD 174 31 384 69 558 142
VOL2SFD 185 28 488 72 674 172
MINAVGDELAY 170 37 291 63 461 118
Op. Optimum 150 38 242 62 392 100

Table 11.3 Loss times (pcuh) for new rule-base selection criteria and the operational optimum in
absolute values (Abs.), percentages (%) and index for CAPF = 1.5 and CAPF = 5.0

Node number Match
CAPF Situation/Criterion 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 (%)
1.5 VOL1SF + + + + + + + + + 45

VOL2SF + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 80
VOL1D + + + + 20
VOL2D + + + + 20
VOL1SFD + + + + 20
VOL2SFD + + + + + + 30
Op.Optimum 100

5.0 VOL1SF + + + + + + + + + 45
VOL2SF + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 85
VOL1D + + + + 20
VOL2D + + + + + 25
VOL1SFD + + + + + + + + + + 50
VOL2SFD + + + + + + + 35
Op.Optimum 100
Number of arms 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3

Equal Priority Signalised Roundabout

+ Junction design is the same as the design for the operational optimum

Table 11.4 Junction design solutions for new rule-based selection criteria and the operational
optimum with CAPF = 1.5 and CAPF = 5.0

Apparently, the iterative process and the interaction with the link delays and the route
choice process, ‘pushes’ the solutions away from operational optimum. The results from the
rule based on the large decision tree (VOL2SF) are far more promising. This rule produces
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the best approximation of the operational optimum both in network performance and solu-
tion. It has a 80-85% match in junction designs and a 3-9% di�erence in loss time compared
to the operational optimum. This is very promising, however, the results for rules that are
not based on the Sioux Falls dataset are far less comforting. VOL1D and VOL2D produce
values ranging from 112 to even 203 for the total loss time index. This would indicate that
the determined rules are not transferable. Rules based on operational optimum data from
Delft are not suitable for Sioux Falls and presumably vice versa. This matter is discussed
later in this chapter. The rules based on a combined dataset show a little better results,
although values range between 109 and 172 for the total loss time index.

11.2.3 Conclusions
In this section, new rule-based selection criteria have been evaluated by using the Sioux
Falls case. Various non-performance requiring rules based on �ow variables were evaluated.
The two rules which were based on the dataset containing the results from the OO runs
for Sioux Falls, gave very promising results. The rule based on the biggest tree (VOL2SF),
approached the results of the operational optimum with 3-9% for the total loss time with a
80-85% match in junction designs. However, other non-performance requiring rules, which
were not (solely) created based on data from Sioux Falls provided less promising results.
This raises serious doubts whether the rules can be transferred from one case or network to
another. Moreover, an important issue is how the new rules, will perform on a more realistic
network. This issue will be discussed in the next section.

11.3 Evaluate rule-based selection criteria with Delft
In this section the Delft case is used for evaluating the new rule-base selection criteria. The
section starts with a brief explanation of the overall experimental set-up, followed by the
evaluation of the rule-based selection criteria by various approaches. Respectively, single
application of selection criteria for all junctions, single application of selection criteria for a
selection of junctions, multiple applications of selection criteria and local optimisation with
selection criteria are discussed. The section ends with conclusions. For each approach both
network performances and network solutions are discussed.

11.3.1 Experimental set-up
As said, for this experiment, the Delft network and demand are used. The network contains
242 junction locations with each four junction design alternatives, being equal junction,
priority junction, signalised junction and roundabout. The network contains a current situ-
ation (i. e. the junction designs as they are de�ned nowadays) which involves 93 equal
junctions, 85 priority junctions, 50 signalised junctions and 14 roundabouts.

The same six rule-based criteria as used for the Sioux Falls case are used. Addition-
ally, VOL1DMIX, VOLNET1D and VOLNET2D are used. Furthermore, di�erent selection
strategies will be used: ALL and N-AVGDELAY. The �rst simply selects all junctions. The
second selects the N junctions with the highest (volume weighted) average delay. Values
used for N are 10, 20 and 50. For reasons of completeness, the results from the existing,
generally best scoring, selection criterion MINAVGDELAY are also shown.
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Two modelling approaches are used to evaluate the new rule-based criteria, being: LOJD-
SEQ and LOJD-SIM. The current situation is used as a starting point for all approaches. All
approaches use model settings as concluded in Chapter 9. Not every rule-based criterion
and selection strategy is used for each approach.

11.3.2 Single application of selection criteria for all junctions
In this section, the new rule-based selection criteria are evaluated using the LOJD-SEQ ap-
proach with one iteration, which involves a single application of the selection criteria. Both
network performances and network solutions will be analysed.

Network performances

Table 11.5 shows the network performances of the new rule-based selection criteria, the
current and operational optimum situations. The table also shows the results for the ex-
isting MINAVGDELAY criterion. The values are indexed to the current situation. A �rst

Loss time Crashes Emissions
Situation/Criterion Link Junc. Total Link Junc. Total NOx PM10
Current 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
VOL1SF 121 75 92 102 92 99 105 104
VOL2SF 147 104 119 103 91 100 107 106
VOL1D 95 67 77 98 92 97 102 101
VOL2D 103 71 82 100 83 96 102 102
VOL1SFD 115 78 92 102 92 99 105 104
VOL2SFD 141 106 119 103 85 98 107 106
VOL1DMIX 118 74 90 102 81 96 105 104
VOLNET1D 109 72 85 99 85 96 104 103
VOLNET2D 103 72 83 101 82 96 102 102
MINAVGDELAY 94 46 64 99 87 96 100 100
Op.Optimum 95 45 63 99 81 94 99 100

Table 11.5 Index values for the network performances for each criterion, the current and
operational optimum situation when applied once

observation from the table is that the rule-based criteria do not approximate the operational
performance (i.e. the total loss time) of the MINAVGDELAY criterion and the operational
optimum situation closely. Nevertheless, for several rule-based criteria, a substantial re-
duction of total loss time and a reasonable reduction of the number of crashes is achieved.
This is encouraging knowing that this is achieved without de�ning di�erent junction design
alternatives and determining their performances.

The results for the new rule-based selection criteria are mixed and several interesting
things can be noted. The rule with the largest reduction of loss time compared to the cur-
rent situation is the VOL1D rule. Rather surprising, this rule is based on a small decision
tree and only based on volume related variables. Rule 11.2 shows the pseudo-code for this
rule. The underlying decision tree can be found in Appendix E. Where f represents �ow
values, either for the whole junction (total), the major (major) or minor (minor) road or
left turning tra�c (left), narms represents the number of arms on the junction and j is the
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Rule 11.2 VOL1D
if fmajor ≤ 12.95 then

if (fmajor,left) ≤ 0.27 then
j = Equal

else
if fmajor,left ≤ 0.525 then
j = Roundabout

else
j = Signal

end if
end if

else
if ftotal ≤ 1928.75 then

if fminor ≤ 204.750 then
j = Priority

else
j = Equal

end if
else

if (ftotal/narms) ≤ 649.15 then
j = Roundabout

else
j = Signal

end if
end if

end if

actual junction design to be determined. This rule facilitates a 23% reduction of total loss
time and a 3% reduction of the number of crashes. The emissions increase with 2% and 1%
for NOx and PM10. The increase of emissions for the matter of fact applies for all rules. Rule
VOL2D, which is based on the same data, but constructed from a larger decision tree, pro-
duces a smaller reduction of loss time, (i.e. 18%). Generally, rules based on larger decision
trees, with better accuracy rates, do not produce better results. Apparently, more strict rules
do not provide better results in combination with the route choice process. Another notion
is that the rules that are based on data from the Delft case, have better results. The VOL2SF
rule, which is based on data from the Sioux Falls case, gave very promising results when
applied on the Sioux Falls case in the previous section (11.2). This rule produces an increase
of 19% in total loss times for the Delft case. The doubt raised earlier, whether rules can be
transferred from one case or network to another, is thus con�rmed. The rules based on a
mixed dataset (i.e. VOL1SFD and VOL2SFD) show similar results. A soothing factor is that,
although four main junction types were used for both cases, a larger variety of junction
sizes and typically volume ranges exist in the Delft network, as a result of which the rules
are less transferable. A further notion is that the rules containing network based variables,
being VOLNET1D and VOLNET2D, are not better than the rules only containing volume
based variables. It would be interesting to see how both VOL1D and VOLNET2D perform
when applied on a selection of junctions and/or multiple times. This will be discussed in the
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following sections. A �nal notion concerns the VOL1DMIX rule. This rule was constructed
based on a dataset containing the �ows from the current situation and the junction designs
from the operational optimum situation, with the idea that this would create a better ‘shift’
from one situation to another, and thus create better network performances. Regrettably,
that is not the case, with a reduction of (only) 10% of the total loss time. Before drawing a
conclusion on this matter, it is useful to examine the network solutions. This will be done
in the next subsection.

Network solutions

Figure 11.1 shows the percentage of each junction design type that occurs in the solution
of the evaluated rule-based selection criteria and the current and operational optimum situ-
ation, whereas Table 11.6 shows the number of junctions that have a di�erent type for the
rule-based selection criteria in comparison with the current and operational optimum situ-
ation. Some new rules, predict no roundabouts at all. When discussing the determination

Figure 11.1 Junction type distribution for each rule and the current and operational optimum
situation

of new rules, it was already mentioned that trees tend to underestimate the prediction of
junction types with a limited appearance in the dataset. For the VOL1SF and VOL2SF rules,
this lead to rules without roundabouts as a possible solution. For the Sioux Falls network,
this was acceptable, but for the Delft network this is de�cient. For other rules, the problem
of underestimation was treated by duplicating cases. However, this did not add di�erent
situations (i.e. tra�c �ow con�gurations) to the datasets. Therefore, the number of situ-
ations for which roundabouts are ‘the best option’ are still limited and with a very speci�c
(small) range. This problem can only be solved by collecting more situations for which
roundabouts are the best option. The VOL1D rule predicts only one roundabout (which
cannot be seen in the �gure). Overall, the distribution of junction types for this rule is close
to that of the operational optimum. The same goes for the VOL2D, VOLNET1D and VOL-
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Nr. of di�erences with
Situation/Criterion Current Op. Optimum
Current - 133
VOL1SF 139 95
VOL2SF 141 134
VOL1D 116 89
VOL2D 128 90
VOL1SFD 113 81
VOL2SFD 137 99
VOL1DMIX 133 135
VOLNET1D 125 87
VOLNET2D 130 92

Table 11.6 Number of junctions that have a di�erent type for the rules in comparison with the
current and operational optimum situation

NET2D rules. Nevertheless, the number of junction locations with a di�erent type as for
the operational optimum situation is still rather large, ranging from 87 to 92 for the men-
tioned rules. Moreover, the number of changes from the current situation is very large. For
the VOL1D rule for example, 116 junctions have to change their design. Although a large
amount of changes is between equal and priority junctions, as was noted before, this is still
a substantial number of changes. In the next section, the network e�ects of applying the
rules on a limited selection of junctions will be discussed.

11.3.3 Single application of selection criteria for a selection of junc-
tions

Until now, the selection criteria were applied on all junctions in the network. As was ob-
served in the previous chapter and subsection, this lead to a considerable number of changes
in junction design. In practice, the number of junctions that can be altered is often limited
(e.g. due to budget constraints). Therefore, in this section, the e�ects of selecting a limited
number of junction is evaluated. This is done for the best four new rule-based selection
criteria being VOL1D, VOL2D, VOLNET1D and VOLNET2D. Again, both network perform-
ances and network solutions are discussed.

Network performances

Figure 11.2 shows the performance indices for di�erent numbers of selected junctions and
new rule-based selection criteria. The �gures show indices for the operational, safety and
environmental performance values for di�erent numbers of selected junctions (N ). The N
junctions with the highest (volume weighted) average turn delay are selected, after which
the regarding rule is applied on these junctions. Values of 10, 20 and 50 were used forN . For
the sake of completeness, the �gures also show the results when all junctions were selected
(N = 242) and the results of the existing MINAVGDELAY criterion. Generally, the more
junctions are selected and changed by the rules, the lower the index values and thus the
larger the reduction of negative e�ects. An interesting conclusion is that for N = 10, the
results for volume-based rules and the MINAVGDELAY criterion are rather similar. The
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(a) Total loss time (b) Total crashes

(c) Total NOx substance emission (d) Total PM10 substance emission

Figure 11.2 Performances indices for di�erent numbers of selected junctions and selection criteria

loss time indices for the VOL1D, VOL2D and MINAVGDELAY are respectively 95, 96 and
94. The other rules do not decrease the negative e�ects for the operational objective. For
N = 20, the result are similar in terms of di�erences between the rules. So, when ‘only’ 20
junctions can be changed, the e�ects of non-performance requiring and simple VOL1D rule
(87) are close to that of the MINAVGDELAY criterion (84). The di�erences start to become
more serious forN = 50. Similar but less distinctive results can be seen for the crashes and
the NOx and PM10 emissions. For most new rules, the latter increase (i.e. more emissions)
when the number of selected junctions increases. This is presumably caused by the fact
that, although junction delays and queues decrease, route length increases and is shifted to
road types with di�erent speeds and emission factors. As concluded for the existing criteria,
the results for N = 50 are close to those for selecting all junctions (N = 242). Generally,
selecting junctions does not mean that the junction design is actually changed. It is possible
that the current design still is the best option. This will be discussed in the next subsection
when looking at the network solutions.

Network solutions

Figure 10.6 shows percentages of each junction design type that occurs in the solution of
a selection of evaluated rule-based selection criteria for di�erent numbers of selected junc-
tions. The results for the VOL2D and VOLNET1D rules are not shown, since these are similar
to respectively VOL1D and VOLNET2D. The �gures show no surprises. Generally, percent-
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(a) VOL1D (b) VOLNET2D

Figure 11.3 Network solutions for di�erent numbers of selected junctions and selection criteria

ages increase or decrease when more junctions are selected moving towards the solution
when selecting all junctions. An exception is the decrease of the percentage of equal junc-
tion between N = 50 and N = 242. A lot of these junctions have very low delay values
and are only selected and changed to priority junctions when all junctions are selected. This
also explains why the di�erences in network performances between N = 50 and N = 242
are small, although still a substantial number of junctions is changed. This can also be seen
in Table 11.7, which shows the number of junctions that is actually changed in comparison
with the current situation for di�erent numbers ofN . In order to obtain a reduction in total

N
Criterion 10 20 50 242
VOL1D 5 13 37 116
VOL2D 5 15 42 128
VOLNET1D 9 18 46 125
VOLNET2D 9 18 44 130
MINAVGDELAY 8 17 43 128

Table 11.7 Number of junctions that are actually changed in comparison with the current situation
for di�erent number of selected junctions and selection criteria

loss time of 21% for the VOL1D rule and 32% for the MINAVGDELAY criterion, ‘only’ 37
junctions would have to be changed in comparison with the current situation.

11.3.4 Multiple applications of selection criteria
A next step in the analysis is to evaluate the rule-based selection criteria when they are
applied multiple times. This serves two types of evaluation. When selection criteria are
applied on all junctions, this provides an indication of the stability of the solution. When
selection criteria are applied on a selection of junctions, it provides a simulation of the
evaluation of di�erent time steps (e.g. changing a limited number of junctions each year).
The evaluation is done by using the LOJD-SEQ approach with multiple iterations. The �rst
type of analysis is done for the best four new rule-based criteria being VOL1D, VOL2D,
VOLNET1D and VOLNET2D and only involves analysis of the network performances. The
second type of analysis is only done for the potentially most interesting new rule-based
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criterion: VOL1D. This involves both network performances and solutions.

Network performances

Figure 11.4 shows performance values for loss times and crashes for the di�erent rule-based
criteria, when the selection criteria are applied on all junctions. For comparison reasons,
the results for the MINAVGDELAY criterion are also shown. The results for emissions are

(a) Total loss time (b) Total crashes

Figure 11.4 Performances indices for all new rule-based criteria by iteration

omitted since there are only minimal di�erences between iterations and rules. The �gures
show index values, where performances for the current situation are set to 100. The �gures
show that the performance levels stay reasonably stable after the �rst iteration, except the
VOLNET1D rule, which tends to keep shifting between two points. As concluded when
evaluating the existing selection criteria, the �rst iteration is determinative.

Figure 11.5 shows results when di�erent number of junctions are selected each iteration
(10, 20, 50 and 242) for the VOL1D rule. The other rules show similar results in the sense
of the course of the graphs. Since the y-axis of the graphs is now more detailed, one can

(a) Total loss time (b) Total crashes

Figure 11.5 Performances indices for N-AVGDELAY selection strategy and VOL1D rule for di�erent
values of N

better see the noteworthy shape of the loss time index line for N = 242 over the iterations.
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The results for the �rst iteration are the best, after which the loss time index increases for a
couple of iterations after which it decreases again. A similar e�ect can be seen for N = 50
and in some matter for N = 20. This would imply that the rule is not suitable to be applied
multiple times for a large amount of selected junctions. After a while, the e�ects of the rule
seems to be exhausted. An interesting notion is that for N = 10, the lines are gradually
descending, and ultimately produce better results than for other values of N . In the next
subsection a closer look is taken at the di�erences in junction types for and between each
iteration.

Network solutions

Figure 11.6 shows the number of di�erent junctions compared to the current situation and
the situation in the previous iteration for the VOL1D rule. The most interesting conclusion

(a) Di�erent from current situation (b) Di�erent from previous iteration

Figure 11.6 Number of junctions di�erent from the current situations and from the previous
iteration for di�erent numbers of selected junctions for the VOL1D rule

from these �gures is that when using N = 10, after 10 iterations only 27 junctions were
actually changed in comparison with the current situation, while the total loss time has been
reduced with 21% and the number of crashes with 3%.

11.3.5 Local optimisation with selection criteria
The �nal step of the evaluation of the new rule-based selection criteria is to apply them by
using the LOJD-SIM approach. As said, this approach provides an idea of the potential of the
selection criterion. The results are primarily used to con�rm the conclusions based on the
various evaluations with the LOJD-SEQ approach. The evaluation is done for the rule-based
selection criteria: VOL1SF, VOL2SF, VOL1D, VOL2D, VOLNET1D and VOLNET2D. Again,
both network performances and network solutions are discussed.

Network performances

Table 11.8 shows the network performances of the new rule-based selection criteria, the
current and operational situation. Again, for comparison reasons, the existing MINAVG-
DELAY criterion is added. The results in the table con�rm the conclusions drawn from the
evaluation of the rules using the LOJD-SEQ approach. The VOL1SF and VOL2SF rules are
not suitable for the Delft network, since they do not reduce the negative e�ects, both for
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Loss time Crashes Emissions
Situation/Criterion Link Junc. Total Link Junc. Total NOx PM10
Current 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
VOL1SF 153 75 103 104 96 102 108 107
VOL2SF 158 88 114 104 98 103 109 108
VOL1D 93 61 73 99 87 96 101 101
VOL2D 97 57 71 98 76 92 100 100
VOLNET1D 106 74 86 100 83 95 104 103
VOLNET2D 103 69 81 100 79 94 101 101
MINAVGDELAY 95 45 63 99 83 95 100 100
Op.Optimum 95 45 63 99 81 94 99 100

Table 11.8 Index values for the network performances for each criterion, the current situation and
the operational optimum

operation, safety and environment. The VOL1D and VOL2D provide the best results. Where
VOL1D was the best when applied using the LOJD-SEQ approach, now VOL2D is slightly
better. Most interesting is the reduction in crashes for the latter rule, being 8%.

Network solutions

Figure 11.7 shows the percentage of each junction design type that occurs in the solution of
the evaluated rule-based selection criteria, the current and operational optimum situation.
The �gure shows great similarities with Figure 11.1 which showed the network solutions

Figure 11.7 Junction type distribution for each criterion and the current and optimal situation

for a single application of rules on all junctions. Again, previous conclusions are con�rmed.

11.3.6 Conclusions
In this section, new rule-based selection criteria were evaluated using the Delft case.

A �rst conclusion is that the non-performance requiring rules are not as good as the
existing performance requiring rules. When using the LOJD-SIM approach on Delft, which
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re�ects the potential best of the rule, the best non-performance requiring rule (VOL2D) is
able to reduce the total loss time with 29%, versus 37% for the existing MINAVGDELAY cri-
terion and the operational optimum. On the other hand, the number of crashes is reduced
with 8% with the new rules, versus 5%-6% for the existing rule and optimum situation. Res-
ults for emission reduction are similar, either being a small reduction of 1% or no reduction
at all. Although, the results for the operational performance are better for the existing
MINAVGDELAY rule, the results of the non-performance requiring rules is very promising.
Also the rather simple VOL1D rule performs well. For the single application of rules on
all junctions, using the LOJD-SEQ approach, the VOL1D rule provides the best result of all
new, both performance and non-performance requiring rules.

A second conclusion is that rules based on Delft data perform bad in the Sioux Falls case
and rules based on Sioux Falls data perform poorly in the Delft case. In order to prevent this
problem, also rules based on a combined dataset were constructed. However, these generally
perform bad in both cases. Thus, based on these cases, there is a serious doubt whether rules
can be transferred from on case or network to another. A soothing factor is that, although
four main junction types were used for both cases, a larger variety of junction sizes and
typically volume ranges exist in the Delft network. This makes a successful transfer of rules
between the theoretical Sioux Falls and the practical and more realistic Delft networks less
likely. It is expected that rules based on the Delft case can be used in other realistic cases.

A third conclusion is that the addition of site or network related variables to the dataset
and consequently the rules, does not produce rules with better results than the solely volume
based rules. On the contrary, the di�erence is about 10 percentage points in favour of the
volume based rules.

A fourth conclusion is that the di�erences between the existing criteria and new rules is
less obvious when a limited number of junctions is selected for which the rules are applied.
For N = 20 the di�erences between the MINAVGDELAY and VOL1D, VOL2D, VOLNET1D
and VOLNET2D are very limited (i.e. only a few percent points). Although the reduction
of negative e�ects is much more limited when the rules are applied on a selection of rules,
instead of on all rules, still a reduction in total loss time of 21% for the new VOL1D rule
and 32% for the existing MINAVGDELAY criterion can be obtained by changing ‘only’ 37
junctions (N = 50).

In conclusion, the most promising new rules are VOL1D and VOL2D. The �rst even more
promising, since it is a rather simple rule, which can be applied on a case rather easily.

11.4 Overview of local selection criteria
In the Chapters 10 and 11, results of both existing local selection criteria and new rule-based
selection criteria were evaluated and therein compared with results of the current and op-
erational optimum situations. In this section, an additional overview is provided of the
operational and safety performances for the Delft case for both existing and new selection
criteria. Since the di�erences in environmental performances, i.e. NOx and PM10 emis-
sions, are relatively small, these have been omitted from this representation. The purpose
of this overview is to provide a comprehensible summary of the performances of all criteria
and situations at a glance. Explanation and interpretation can be found in the mentioned
chapters. Figure 11.8 shows the indices for operational (loss time) and safety performances
(crashes) for all existing and new criteria, and the current and operational optimum (OO)
situation. The current situation has index values of 100.
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Figure 11.8 Indexed operational and safety performances for all selection criteria and the current
and operational situation using the LOJD-SEQ approach with one iteration and selecting all junctions

Figure 11.9 Indexed operational and safety performances for all selection criteria and the current
and operational situation using the LOJD-SEQ approach on iteration and selecting 20 junctions

For the selection criteria, the �gure shows results of applying the LOJD-SEQ approach
with one iteration and selecting all junctions. The �gure also includes the results of the
volume-capacity ratio based selection criteria as discussed in appendix D. Figure 11.9 shows
a similar graph, but now with results from the LOJD-SEQ approach with one iteration and
selecting 20 junctions. The TYPE selection criteria are excluded from this �gure.
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Chapter 12

Conclusions, implications and
further research

In Chapter 1 the context, problem formulation as well as the research objective, design,
scope and intended contributions were presented. Chapter 2 provided background inform-
ation about junction design and negative e�ects both on local and network level. Moreover,
the strengths and weaknesses of existing junction design rules were discussed. Thereafter,
the research description was clustered based on the two main research tracks, where the
chapters 3-6 discussed the alternative identi�cation and the chapters 7-11 dealt with the
network e�ects of local selection criteria.

This �nal chapter is divided in three sections. First, in Section 12.1, the thesis research
is summarised and conclusions are drawn from the perspective of the research objective
formulated in Chapter 1. Second, in Section 12.2 possible research implications are dis-
cussed. Third, recommendations for further research are presented in Section 12.3. In each
section both research tracks are discussed. The presented conclusions, implications and
recommendations are relevant for practitioners as well as scientists.

205
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12.1 Conclusions
This thesis provides junction design rules, as well as a suitable approach to determine and
evaluate them, which can be used to identify viable junction design alternatives that bene�t
most to minimising the negative e�ects of tra�c on isolated junctions. This thesis also
provides insights in the network e�ects of local selection criteria and provides a suitable
approach for the evaluation of network e�ects in practice.

Improving the junction design assessment process with rules and insights, will lead to
junction design alternatives with less congestion, accidents and pollution in urban networks,
or when this is not possible, at least to more conscious choices. However, to be able to
provide these rules and insights, several additional challenges had to be addressed in this
research. In the remainder of this section conclusions are discussed for the challenges that
were overcome for both research tracks. The two subsections start with the general con-
clusions for the regarding topic, followed by a summary of the analysis and conclusions
presented in earlier chapters.

12.1.1 Alternative identi�cation
In order to determine new identi�cation rules, datasets were generated containing the op-
erational, safety and environmental performances for a wide range of junction design al-
ternatives and tra�c �ow patterns. Pareto optimal sets of junction design alternatives were
determined for each tra�c �ow pattern in the data. Decision tree methods were used in
order to derive decision trees and rules from the data. The main conclusions, based on
analysing two cases, are:

• Results showed that for about 90% of the situations the Pareto optimal set could be
predicted by the new rules, whereas the existing rules hardly reached 35%.

• The junction design alternatives identi�ed by the new rules provide better perform-
ances (i.e. less negative e�ects). For the Dutch case, the operational performances
are reduced with 28% when compared to the existing rules. Safety and environmental
performances are reduced with respectively 26% and 60%.

• The new rules provide smaller sets of viable junction design alternatives. Existing
rules are less discriminating, resulting in large set sizes. A 41%-52% reduction of set
size can be achieved by the new rules, which might imply a similar reduction in cost
in later stages of the junction design assessment process.

• It is possible to generate accurate and comprehensible junction design rules that can
be included in junction design manuals. The determined rules only require four
volume based independent variables as input to provide a (Pareto optimal) set of viable
junction design alternatives.

• The suitability of the modelling approach used is demonstrated. The approach (in-
cluding a new multi-label decision tree method) can easily be used to generate new
or update existing junction design rules.

To reach these conclusions, a modelling framework was constructed, solution approaches
were evaluated, new rules were determined and compared with existing rules. The steps
taken and more detailed conclusions for these topics are summarised in the subsequent
paragraphs.
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Modelling framework and cases

The main idea to solve the problem of evaluating and determining junction design rules is
to generate data by using performance models and derive new rules from the data by using
data mining methods.

The basic idea of the dataset to be generated is that it contains one or more optimal or
viable junction design alternatives for each tra�c �ow pattern. It was determined that this
viable set should be a Pareto optimal set of junction design alternatives. In order to determ-
ine these Pareto optimal sets, junction performance models were used for the operational,
safety and environmental objectives. One of the main requirements for these models was
that they should be computationally fast. Based on a literature review of existing modelling
approaches, a static deterministic analytical approach was concluded to be the most suitable.
This resulted in the use of the internationally esteemed HCM approach, which was exten-
ded with additional features (e.g. for properly handling bicycle tra�c) ultimately providing
average turn delays (s). For the safety model an APM was concluded to be the most suitable.
The most comprehensive set of APMs for junctions is provided by the HSM, providing the
average number of fatal-and-injury crashes per year. For the environmental performance
model, a tra�c situation based emission model, using a simpli�ed version of the ARTEMIS
model, was concluded to be the best option, providing NOx and PM10 emissions (g).

The data mining challenge can be ful�lled by a classi�cation method. It was concluded
that decision tree methods are most suited for this task, especially because they can handle
large datasets, can deal with a categorical target variable and both numerical and categorical
input variables, are �t for both single- and multi-label classi�cation and foremost are easy
to interpret and used by decision makers. Based on a literature review it was concluded that
various traditional single-label decision tree methods are available and suitable for determ-
ining junction design rules. However, no method was used for this speci�c problem and
research from other domains suggested that the choice for the best method is very domain
or even case speci�c. It is best to evaluate multiple methods with di�erent implementations
of functions. For multi-label data, no ready-made and suitable method was available. A new
approach was therefore developed, which extends traditional single-label methods by using
the resulting predicted probabilities to predict sets of junction design alternatives.

In order to evaluate existing and new rules as well as di�erent decision tree methods,
cases were de�ned. Since junction design speci�cations and rules can be very country spe-
ci�c, two di�erent countries, being the United States (US) and the Netherlands (NL), were
chosen. For both countries , two (sub)cases were de�ned, resulting in four cases: US1, US2,
NL1 and NL2. For each case, di�erent junction design speci�cs, tra�c �ows variables and
ranges and number of objectives involved were de�ned.

Solution approaches

Although it was concluded that decision tree methods are the most promising data mining
method to determine junction design rules, literature indicated that no speci�c tree induc-
tion method was superior to others in all aspects of quality and over di�erent domains. The
general strategy is to evaluate multiple solution approaches which encompasses algorithms
with di�erent implementations of the splitting, stopping and pruning functions. Approaches
using the three best suited decision tree algorithms, being CRT, CHAID and QUEST, were
evaluated on their ability to produce both single- and multi-label junction design trees and
rules.
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In order to obtain experience with deriving junction design rules by decision tree meth-
ods, �rst a single-objective and single-label case (US1) was examined. The (operational) ob-
jective was to determine the junction design alternative with the lowest (volume weighted)
average turn delay (s). Seven solution approaches were de�ned based on their main method
and splitting criterion. The approaches were evaluated for their computation time and their
accuracy and complexity of the resulting trees. The �rst part of the analysis was conducted
without speci�c tree limits and pruning. Di�erent training set sizes were evaluated. The
bigger the training set, the higher the accuracy rate of the resulting tree. However, tree
complexity and computing time also increased drastically, resulting in some sort of ideal
training set size. Generally, the solution approaches based on the CRT method gave the
best accuracy rates, whereas the QUEST based approaches gave the worst results. CHAID
produced reasonable accurate trees, but tended to create very large trees. In order to avoid
the largest junction design alternative always be the best (i.e. with the lowest delay val-
ues), size categories were introduced. It was concluded that creating separate trees for size
categories as compared to including size category as a predictor variable does not provide
signi�cantly better accuracy rates. The second part of the analyses was conducted with spe-
ci�c tree limits and pruning, in order to create comprehensible (i.e. small) trees and rules.
Again, CRT based approaches gave the best results.

For the multi-objective and multi-label situation, another case (US2) was examined which
next to the operational objective, also included a safety objective which aims to minimise
the average number of fatal-and-injury cashes per year. Three main solution approaches
(CHAID, CRT and QUEST) were evaluated as part of the new approach. In order to evaluate
multi-label classi�cation, additional accuracy measures were used. When su�ciency was
used as measure for accuracy, it was concluded that the trees could be used to predict a
viable set of junction design alternatives (i.e. a Pareto optimal set) with an 80-90% accuracy.
In an unpruned situation, 90% was reached, whereas in a pruned situation 81% was reached
for a tree with 5 levels and 16 leaves. Overall the CRT algorithm produced the highest val-
ues for su�ciency, similarity and equality and the lowest value for overestimation. The
optimal value for the threshold value, used to determine whether a solution should be part
of the predicted set of solutions, was dependent upon the required levels of su�ciency and
overestimation.

Existing and new rules

In order to determine new and improved identi�cation rules, datasets were generated for
two cases (being US2, NL1) containing Pareto optimal sets of junction design alternatives
for a wide range of tra�c �ow patterns. For each case, the dataset was split into a training
and test dataset. The �rst was used to derive trees and rules using the CRT decision tree
method. The second was used to evaluate both existing and new rules for their accuracy
and performance. Results from the two cases showed that for about 90% (US2, NL1) of the
situations the Pareto optimal set could be predicted by the new rules, whereas the existing
rules hardly reached 35% (US1) or were not discriminating enough resulting in very large set
sizes (NL1). The latter leads to more work in later stages of the junction design assessment
process. Accuracy rates for the new rules remain high when they are di�erentiated by size
and/or volume categories. As was stated, the Pareto optimal set of solutions always contains
the best solution, whatever set of weights is used for di�erent objectives in a later stage of
the junction design assessment process. Thus, the Pareto optimal set always contains the
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solution(s) with the minimum performance value for each objective (e.g. the junction design
alternative with the lowest average number of fatal-and-injury crashes per year). When
this speci�c alternative is not part of the predicted set, this will lead to an alternative which
generates more crashes. The new rules provide better performances, especially for the non-
operational objectives (safety and environment). Results for the operational performances
were di�erent for the two cases. Generally, the new rules produced better results with
smaller predicted sets.

In order to make a fair comparison of existing and new rules, the types and attributes
of the junction design alternatives were restricted. In order to determine the full potential
of the approach and rules, these restrictions were lifted in case NL2. Results showed that
although the number of junction design alternatives was increased, the accuracy of the
resulting rules also slightly increased. Moreover, the performances for new rules decreased
for all objectives. The operational, safety and environmental performances were reduced
with respectively 28%, 26% and 60% when compared with the results from the existing rules.
This con�rmed the expectation that junction design alternatives with better performances
(i.e. less negative e�ects) can thus be found.

Eventually, the rules which can be read from the decision trees, are to be used in the �rst
stage of junction design assessment process, in which viable alternatives are identi�ed based
on limited input data. And although the determined trees were accurate and transparent,
they still were rather extensive in terms of the number of levels, nodes, leaves and variables.
The challenge was to determine a smaller tree (i.e. one that �ts on one page in a design
manual), by limiting the number of levels and apply tree pruning, without loosing too much
accuracy. This resulted in a tree with four levels, fourteen leaves and four decision variables
with still a 90% accuracy. Overall, a 41%-52% reduction of set size was achieved by the new
rules when compared with the existing rules. A reduction of the set size (i.e. the number
of junction design alternatives to be evaluated) reduces time and cost in later stages of the
junction design assessment process. Furthermore, the new rules are based on input data
which is largely similar to that of the existing rules, supporting an easy transition from
existing to new rules.

12.1.2 Network e�ects
In order to obtain insight in the network e�ects of local selection criteria, the operational,
safety and environmental network performances of di�erent selection criteria were determ-
ined and analysed using various modelling approaches incorporating route choice beha-
viour. Models for static tra�c assignment and local and global optimisation of junction
designs were used. The latter was used to determine the operational optimum situation for
the whole network. The main conclusions, based on analysing two cases, are:

• Results showed that a substantial reduction of negative e�ects of tra�c can be achieved
by optimising the junction designs. For the Delft case, a 37% reduction of total loss
time, a 6% reduction of the total number of fatal-and-injury crashes per year and a 1%
reduction of NOx emissions could be obtained in comparison with the current situ-
ation.

• The network e�ects of local selection criteria using delay, especially those using volume
weighted average delay, are very close (1%-point) to those of the global (operational)
optimum situation, for operation, safety and emissions.
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• The solutions from the operational optimum and the operationally best performing
local criteria contain relatively few signalised junctions and far more priority junc-
tions.

• The local selection criterion based on sustainable safety on the other hand, performs
poorly. First and foremost for operation, but surprisingly, due to the route choice
e�ects, the results for safety are also below expectations.

• Applying the local selection criteria on a limited number of junctions each time (e.g.
year), generally leads to poorer network performances, also when eventually the same
number of junctions has been evaluated.

• Based on data retrieved from the global optimisation, rule-based selection criteria
were determined by using decision tree methods. The resulting (non-performance
requiring) volume based rules can be used to evaluate local selection criteria for ex-
isting urban networks without the necessity to de�ne and evaluate junction design
alternatives for all junction locations in the network.

In order to reach these conclusions, a modelling framework was constructed, modelling
improvements were employed, local selection criteria were evaluated and new rule-based
selection criteria were determined and tested for their ability to provide reliable information
about the network e�ects. The steps taken, and more detailed conclusions for these topics,
are summarised in the subsequent paragraphs.

Modelling framework

The problem of evaluating the network e�ects of local selection criteria for junction design
alternatives can be ful�lled by using tra�c optimisation models, which concerns solving a
speci�c case of the road NDP.

The optimisation challenge is a particular case of the road NDP which has been formu-
lated as a bi-level optimization problem. The upper level represents the behaviour of the
network authority, which aims to optimise one ore more system objectives and controls
the decision variables. The lower level describes the behaviour of the road users, which
aim to minimise their own generalised cost (or travel time), by making individually optimal
choices in the road network. In this thesis, the decision variables are clearly the junction
design alternatives. The lower level is served by a (static deterministic user equilibrium)
tra�c assignment model with junction modelling. For the upper level, two approaches were
identi�ed, being the local optimisation of junction designs (LOJD) and global optimisation
of junction designs (GOJD). The LOJD approach, assumes a local optimisation of junction
designs and can be used to evaluate a local junction design selection criterion. The GOJD
approach, assumes a global optimisation of junction designs and can be used as a benchmark
for evaluating existing or creating new local choice selection criteria. Based on literature
study, solution approaches were chosen for both the LOJD and GOJD problem. The GOJD
problem can best be solved by using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The LOJD can best be solved
by either using a simultaneous MSA-based approach (LOJD-SIM) and a sequential approach
which simply applies the tra�c assignment with junction modelling (LOJD-SEQ).

As part of the lower level model or simply to determine the performances of changing
junction designs (without optimisation objectives), a tra�c assignment with junction mod-
elling and network performance models are needed. Traditional (static deterministic) tra�c
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assignment models allocate origin-destination trips to routes according to Wardrop’s Prin-
ciple of equal minimum cost per used route. In addition, they assume that travel time on
each link is a separable function of the �ow on the link itself. This simplistic assumption
allows a convenient mathematical treatment using convex optimisation formulations that
guarantees solution uniqueness, assists in proving algorithms convergence and allows the
use of convenient solution algorithms such as the Frank-Wolfe algorithm. However, with the
introduction of junction modelling, link cost become non-separable and potentially highly
asymmetric, raising the need for an alternative, more heuristic, solution approach. Based on
literature study, it was concluded that a MSA-based approach is best for solving the static
tra�c assignment with junction modelling. Various approaches, with alternative ways of
determining the step size (i.e. the weight of the resulting �ows of each iteration), were
observed. Since the choice for the best approach is often case speci�c, multiple averaging
methods were included in the framework. Existing methods were adapted in order to �t the
speci�c junction design challenges. In order to determine the network state, the junction
performance models, already developed in the alternative identi�cation track, were exten-
ded with corresponding road performance models. The operational performance model was
extended with BPR functions for links and the safety performance model with APMs for
roads according to the HSM approach. For the environmental performance an alternative
formulation of the tra�c situation based model ARTEMIS was used.

In order to evaluate existing and new selection methods, as well as in order to improve
the modelling approaches, two cases were de�ned. The �rst is the well-known Sioux Falls
case. This case was chosen because it is often used in papers concerning equilibrium assign-
ments and optimisation problems. It is well documented, has fast calculation times and is
easy to check during research as well as by readers of this thesis. The second case involves
a network of the town of Delft in the Netherlands. This is a realistic, calibrated urban case
with a substantial number of junctions, but is still manageable in sense of network size and
calculation times.

Modelling improvements

The solution approaches consist of iterative heuristics that aim to reach a stable equilibrium
situation. Generally, a lot of iterations are and thus computing time is needed to reach
a su�cient stable situation, even for the relatively small network cases presented in this
thesis. Since, optimal settings are very problem speci�c, it is inevitable to simply evaluate
various modelling approaches and model settings. This was done for the tra�c assignment
with junction modelling and the LOJD-SIM and GOJD approaches by using the Sioux Falls
case with di�erent network and demand variant. For the tra�c assignment with junction
modelling, di�erent averaging methods were evaluated for their convergence speed. The
MSWA method (with d = 2) outperformed all other averaging methods, being 75% to 95%
faster than the classic MSA, dependent on the level of congestion and junction types in the
network. MSWA (with d = 2) was also best for the LOJD-SIM approach. The options start
with zero �ows and update the junction designs each iteration (from start to end) provided
the best convergence speed in combination with this method. For the GOJD, which also
incorporates the tra�c assignment with junction modelling, the di�erences in computing
time between the worst and best GA approaches and settings reached a factor 10 to 20.
Generally, it is better to have a smaller population size and employ more generations in
comparison with a larger population with fewer generations.
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Local selection criteria

In order to evaluate the network e�ects of existing local junction selection criteria, the LOJD-
SEQ, LOJD-SIM and GOJD approaches were applied on both the Delft and Sioux Falls cases.
A �rst major conclusion was that a substantial reduction of negative e�ects can be achieved
by changing the junctions designs in the studied network of Delft. This was concluded
from application of the GOJD approach, which determined a global network optimum min-
imising the total loss time in the network. A 37% reduction of total loss time, a 6% reduction
of the total number of fatal-and-injury crashes per year and a 1% reduction of NOx emis-
sions was obtained in comparison with the current situation. A second major conclusion
was that some local selection criteria, speci�cally the DELAY related methods (MINAVG-
DELAY, MINMAXDELAY and MINCOMDELAY), can approximate the results of the oper-
ational optimum in the Delft network (with a 1-2%-point di�erence). A single application
of the MINAVGDELAY and MINCOMDELAY criteria, already approximated the results of
the operational optimum. On the other hand, choosing one speci�c junction type for the
whole network was not a wise option. All TYPE criteria produced an increase in total loss
time, emissions, and except TYPE:RA, in crashes. The latter is also the overall best option
for reducing the number of crashes (i.e. with 8%). The SUSA selection criterion, which pur-
sues the principle of sustainable safety, lead to a substantial deterioration of the operational
performances and due to the route choice e�ects no better safety performances than other
selection criteria. Results were similar for the LOJD-SEQ approaches with single and mul-
tiple iterations as well as the LOJD-SIM approach. A third major conclusion was that in
order to achieve the earlier mentioned reductions in negative e�ects, a substantial number
of junctions had to be changed. The network solution of the operational optimum contained
133 (of the 242) junctions with a di�erent type as compared to the current situation. In ab-
solute numbers and roughly, the current situation had more signalised junctions, whereas
the operational optimum situation had more priority junctions. Moreover, although the
network performances of the operational optimum and the local DELAY criteria were quite
similar, substantial di�erences existed in their network solutions. Selecting a limited num-
ber of junctions lead to smaller reductions of negative e�ects, but the di�erences between
selecting 50 instead of all junctions was limited to a few percent. A fourth major conclu-
sion was that the above-mentioned observations for the Delft case, hold when the criteria
were applied on the Sioux Falls case, even when link capacities (CAPF ) and total demand
(ODF ) are varied.

In conclusion, the local junction design selection criteria, and speci�cally the DELAY
criteria, could contribute considerably to reducing the negative e�ects of tra�c in urban
networks. The local selection criteria approximated the results of a global operational op-
timum. However, a considerable number of junctions had to be changed to achieve this and
the network solutions of the operational optimum and the local rules also di�ered consid-
erably.

Rule-based selection criteria

The modelling approaches and junction design selection criteria used thus far, required the
de�nition of junction design alternatives for all junction locations in the network. These
de�nitions were required in order to determine the junction performances. For large urban
networks, it is undesirable or at least rather labour-intensive, to prepare all these de�nitions.
It was stated that an interesting approach would be to determine junction design rules (i.e.
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rule-based selection criteria) that only need tra�c �ow variables and/or network attributes
as input to determine the new junction design alternative.

These rule-based selection criteria were determined based on various datasets construc-
ted from operational optimum runs for both the Sioux Falls and Delft cases. Decision tree
methods were used to derive the rules from the data, resulting in either small or bigger trees
and thus simple and more complex rules. Di�erent decision tree methods were assessed on
their accuracy. Again, the CRT method was best for all rules, ranging with accuracy rates
between 55.4% and 87.5%, which depended upon the dataset, the variables and the maximum
tree size allowed. Besides rules with solely volume variables, also rules with network related
variables, such as the number of neighbouring junction and road types, were constructed.
The new rules were evaluated using both the Sioux Falls and Delft cases.

A �rst major conclusion was that the rule-based selection criteria were not as good as
the existing selection criteria. When using the LOJD-SIM approach on Delft, which re�ects
the potential best of the selection criteria, the best rule-based criterion (VOL2D) was able
to reduce the total loss time with 29% versus 37% for the existing MINAVGDELAY criterion
and the operational optimum. On the other hand, the number of crashes was reduced with
8% with the new rule-based criterion, versus 5%-6% for the existing criterion and optimum
situation. Results for emission reduction were similar, either being a small reduction of 1%
or no reduction at all. Although, the results for the operational performance were better
for the existing MINAVGDELAY criterion, the results of the rule-based criteria were very
promising. Also, the rather simple VOL1D rule performed well. For the single application of
rule-base selection criteria on all junctions, using the LOJD-SEQ approach, the VOL1D rule
provided the best result of all new rules. A second major conclusion was that rules based
on Delft data performed bad in the Sioux Falls case and rules based on Sioux Falls data
performed poorly in the Delft case. In order to prevent this problem, also rules based on a
combined dataset were constructed. However, these generally performed bad in both cases.
Thus, based on these cases, there was a serious doubt whether rules can be transferred from
on case or network to another. A soothing factor is that, although four main junction types
were used for both cases, a larger variety of junction sizes and typically volume ranges exist
in the Delft network. This makes a successful transfer of rules between the theoretical Sioux
Falls and the practical and more realistic Delft networks less likely. It was expected that the
rules based on the Delft case can be used in other realistic cases. A third major conclusion
was that the addition of site or network related variables to the dataset and consequently
the rules did not produce rules with better results than the solely volume based rules. The
di�erence is about 10 percentage points in favour of the volume based rules. A fourth major
conclusion was that the di�erences between the existing and new criteria was less obvious
when a limited number of junctions was selected for which the criteria were applied. For
N = 20 the di�erences between the MINAVGDELAY and VOL1D, VOL2D, VOLNET1D and
VOLNET2D were very limited (i.e. only a few percent points). Although the reduction of
negative e�ects was much more limited when the criteria were applied on a selection of
junctions, instead of on all junctions, still a reduction in total loss time of 21% for the new
VOL1D rule and 32% for the existing MINAVGDELAY criterion was obtained by changing
‘only’ 37 junctions (N = 50).
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12.2 Implications
The results obtained in this research can also be translated in implications for various as-
pects in the �eld of tra�c and transport. The major implication is that it improves the junc-
tion design assessment process regarding the identi�cation of viable alternatives in the �rst
stage and introduces insight in the network e�ects of junction design choices in the �nal
stage of the process. Both stages in this process will change and will be less expert judge-
ment based and more systematic and objective based (i.e. the choices for a speci�c junction
design alternative are based on actual performance measures for multiple objectives). In
the remainder of this section, the implications for both research tracks are discussed, where
implications for the academic world as well as for tra�c engineering and policy-making
practice are highlighted. The section ends with a �nal remark.

12.2.1 Alternative identi�cation

The rules determined in this research o�er the transport planners and engineers a Pareto
optimal set of junction design alternatives based on a given peak hour tra�c �ow. This
Pareto optimal set of solutions always contains the best solution, whatever weight is used
for the di�erent objectives in a later stage of the junction design assessment process. Deal-
ing with multiple objectives in such a systematic manner is a major improvement for the
identi�cation process. The rules for the Dutch case, for example, reckon with operational,
safety and environmental objectives. Moreover, the new decision tree based rules replace
a web of existing, often outdated, graph and table based rules for various aspects of junc-
tion design attributes, reducing the risk of errors and incorporating contemporary junction
design alternatives. Although the Pareto optimal set guarantees the presence of the best
alternative, it also limits the solution set. This is important for later stages in the junction
design assessment process. Large sets of junction design alternatives can lead to time and
money consuming engineering studies and selection methods, which can lead to choosing
simple and less reliable modelling approaches or omitting certain alternatives. Ultimately,
the new rules are manageable and transparent and can easily be included in design manuals.

In this thesis, new junction design rules were determined for two US and NL cases, us-
ing data generation and data mining steps. Before generating the data, choices were made
regarding the junction design and tra�c �ow variables and the objectives and their per-
formance measures. When new junction design alternatives are introduced, or when tra�c
�ow ranges should be extended, or when additional objectives and/or performance meas-
ures should be reckoned with, simply new datasets can be generated and new rules can be
derived from it. The suggested approach provides a way to keep the rules up to date. This
also applies for dealing with other countries, with speci�c junction design alternatives or
performance measures. Moreover, the performance models used in the approach can be
replaced by models that are speci�cally equipped and/or accepted for use in a speci�c coun-
try or region. For example, the approach can be used to determine rules for a German case
using the HBS methodologies for operational performances or for an Australian case using
SIDRA Intersection for performance modelling.

The concept of using decision tree methods to determine junction design rules is new. As
proven, decision trees methods can deal with large datasets and result in transparent rules
with high accuracy rates. This concept might be interesting to explore further for other top-
ics in tra�c and transport where rules (of thumbs) are involved in order to select or choose
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one or more solution alternatives. The decision tree method used in order to determine
multi-objective and multi-label rules is particularly new. The method uses the predicted
probabilities of the resulting trees in order to construct the predicted (Pareto optimal) sets.
An important advantage of this method is that it is a straightforward extension of existing
single-label decision tree methods, which o�er extensive options for optimising the trees.
Although the framework uses the IBM SPSS Decision Tree module and the Ruby program-
ming language, the approach can easily be transferred to another development platform if
preferred. The decision tree methods CRT, CHAID and QUEST are well documented and
widely available in di�erent software packages or libraries.

Besides using the new rules in a design manual, they could also be used in an assessment
tool, which also o�ers additional decision support information regarding the performance
measures for the di�erent objectives. As a matter of fact, this was actually done as part of
an innovation project in the Netherlands developing an online assessment tool. Datasets
for both three and four arm junctions were generated in accordance with case NL2. Trees
were derived from the data. By using the rules in a (digital) tool, comprehensibility is less
important, since going through the tree is done by the tool. Nevertheless, large trees do
not necessarily produce the most accurate results, as was concluded earlier. The tool uses a
tra�c �ow pattern and size category as input and produces a viable set of junction design
alternatives as output. Figure 12.1 shows an example view of the assessment tool. The

Figure 12.1 Example screen of assessment tool using junction design rules (in Dutch)
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�gure shows that based on the given tra�c �ows (100 pae/h for each turn) and a speci�c
size category (4), two main type of junction design alternatives should be considered for
further study. The tool also shows index values for operational, safety and environmental
performances of a selected alternative. These values were determined based on the average
performance values of the items in a regarding leaf of the decision tree. The best (lowest)
value for each objective is set to 100. Furthermore, information regarding a certain degree
of quality for junction design alternative was determined (not shown in the �gure), based
on the frequencies or predicted probabilities. A high frequency (or probability) means that
for many alternative tra�c �ow patterns that meet the variable splits evaluated in order
to reach a particular leaf, the junction design alternative is the preferred option. Moreover,
this tool also included bicycle and/or pedestrian crossing �ows as separate input data. These
variables were also included in the underlying decision trees, in contrast with the limited
way of dealing with bicycle tra�c in the rules evaluated in this thesis. The latter was caused
by the fact that no suitable existing rules were found.

Based on the results in this thesis, the use of existing junction design rules in the US and
NL practices should be reconsidered. The rules presented in current design manuals, can be
updated by rules presented in this thesis or by rules generated by the approach presented
in this thesis.

12.2.2 Network e�ects

The results regarding the network e�ects of local selection methods obtained in this research
o�er the transport planners and engineers additional information which they can use in
their assessment process before selecting the best alternative. An important insight is that
local junction design changes can have a substantial e�ect on the negative e�ects of tra�c in
an urban network. For example, in the Delft case a substantial reduction of operational and
safety performances was obtained when an operational optimum situation was determined.
Another important insight is that locally selecting junction designs based on the minimum
(volume weighted) average delay, also contributes to minimising or at least reducing the
negative e�ects of tra�c on the network level. Another interesting insight that can be used
is that applying a sustainable safety based local selection criterion is not necessarily positive
for the network (i.e. both operational and safety e�ects deteriorate). Although these insights
are based on the results from two relatively small networks, the results were stable between
cases and for di�erent variations of link capacities and tra�c demands. When there is need
for insights in the network e�ects of additional local selection methods, the constructed
modelling framework can easily be used to compute these. Still, the new insights about the
network e�ects of local junction selection methods is only one part of the total assessment
process for decision makers. The network e�ects still have to be weighted against all other
criteria before selecting the �nal alternative.

In order to determine the network e�ects of local junction design choices, various ap-
proaches reckoning with route choice e�ects were used. Although performing a static de-
terministic user equilibrium tra�c assignment with junction modelling is certainly not new,
still no dominant heuristic which can solve this problem can be found in literature. In this
thesis, various averaging methods were evaluated for their convergence speed. The MSWA
method, which generally uses larger step sizes than the classic MSA method, gave the best
results, resulting in faster convergence. The improvement was highest for heavy conges-
ted variants. When performing optimisation tasks, such as with a GA, a tra�c assignment
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is easily called thousands of times (i.e. the model improvement runs in this thesis used
2000 function calls). Even for relatively small networks using MSA or MSWA could mean
a di�erence between several days or hours of computing time. Moreover, irrespective of
the optimisation task, in practice many tra�c assignment models still use the classic MSA
method. Replacing the classic MSA with the MSWA method is relatively easy and saves a
lot of valuable (computing) time. Furthermore, performing a GA with junction design al-
ternatives as the decision variables has, for as far as known, not been done earlier. Insights
regarding the encoding, selection, reproduction, mutation, population size and the number
of generations might be useful for future studies regarding this topic.

The (non-performance requiring) rule-based junction design selection criteria enable a
practical approach to provide crucial information about which junction designs to change in
order to minimise or at least reduce the negative e�ects of tra�c in an urban network. This
approach is a workable replacement for more time and money consuming optimisation ap-
proaches, which are generally omitted from a study for that reason. The rule-based approach
is particularly useful for transport planners and decision makers at local road authorities.
The rules can easily be applied on a network in an existing tra�c assignment model with
junction modelling, without having to code and compute all junction design alternatives for
every junction in the network. The rules indicate which junction designs should be changed,
after which the changes are applied manually and �ows and performances are determined
by using the existing tra�c assignment and performance models. The results feed the de-
cision process of which junction design to change in the near future (e.g. the next year),
in order to reduce the negative e�ects of tra�c with a certain recognised amount. Apply-
ing the approach for di�erent numbers of junctions to be selected (i.e. evaluated), provides
the decision maker crucial information about which number is best in relation with the
available budget. Analysis showed that changing 10 junctions for 5 years resulted in worse
results than changing 50 junctions in one go. Finally, the developed framework o�ers the
possibility to de�ne other objectives and new rules.

The solution for the operational optimum situation as well as solutions from the opera-
tionally best local selection criteria contain relatively few signalised junctions and relatively
more priority junctions. In part, this illustrates the operational limitations of signalised
junction. However, this could also indicate that a coordinated signal strategy is required
(i.e. given priority to tra�c on a particular (main) route). The tra�c assignment model with
junction modelling used in this research does not incorporate signal coordination options.
All signal settings are, more or less, optimises locally. Insights from solutions found by ap-
plication of the approaches presented in this thesis, can be used to determine signal control
policies.

12.2.3 Final remark

An important insight from this research is that a substantial reduction of negative e�ects
of tra�c can be achieved by changing the junction design in the studied network of Delft.
As concluded, a 37% reduction of total loss time, a 6% reduction of the total number of
fatal-and-injury crashes per year and a 1% reduction of NOx emissions can be obtained
in comparison with the current situation. For safety and emissions, larger reductions are
possible, since the performances result from a solution based on minimising the operational
performance. Nowadays, a lot of e�ort and money is invested in network optimisation using
tra�c management measures such as coordinated or smart tra�c lights, which are �exible
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and e�ective tools in order to manage tra�c �ows. However, one should keep in mind that
the criteria for selecting a speci�c junction design alternative have similar or even bigger
impacts on tra�c �ows in the network.

12.3 Further research
Based on the �ndings in this thesis, future research directions are suggested. Most recom-
mendations for further research in this section relate to a speci�c component of a modelling
framework. Additional recommendations are made regarding the incorporation of recent
developments in technologies and policies. Since some topics relate to both research tracks,
they are not grouped by track this time.

Negative e�ects

In this research the three main negative e�ects of tra�c, being congestion, tra�c accidents
and air pollution were included. However, more negative e�ects of tra�c exist that would
be interesting to include, such as climate change, noise pollution and energy consumption.
Both climate change and energy consumption have gained more interest on the political
agenda in recent years. Climate change or global warming involves the emission of car-
bon dioxide (CO2) or related gases, which acts as a greenhouse gas warming up the earths
surface by retaining the heat in the atmosphere. Tra�c and transportation in�uences the
greenhouse concentrations by burning fuel. In the Netherlands tra�c and transportation is
responsible for approximately 17% of the emitted CO2-equivalents. In 2016 many countries
signed the Paris Agreement among other things committing to a substantial reduction of
CO2 emission compared to 1990. For the Netherlands a reduction of 49% in 2030 and 95%
in 2050 is stated in the Climate Act. In relation with climate change, policies on energy
consumption focus on saving energy and making it more sustainable, e.g. the Climate Act
states that in 2050 all energy should be 100% sustainable (i.e. CO2-neutral). While climate
change and energy consumption goals are set for cities, countries or globally, noise pollu-
tion is more a local problem. Noise pollution is displeasing human or machine created sound
that disrupts the activity of happiness or health of human or animal life. In the Netherlands
in 2016, about 48% of people su�ered from noise pollution due to road tra�c. Although,
developments such as electric vehicles reduce noise pollution, this is still a serious prob-
lem. A lot will change for both noise and air pollution as a result of the expected increase
in alternative fuel vehicles. Hybrid, electric and hydrogen cars will change the relationship
between tra�c and emissions in the future. Additionally, negative e�ects are nowadays reg-
ularly assessed within the broader context of well-being and their impact on the Sustainable
Development Goals. Moreover, objectives like equity and vitality become more important.

Junction model

Based on a literature review it was concluded that static deterministic analytical junction
models are most suitable for this research. Although dynamic stochastic simulation models
are better in predicting tra�c dynamics, especially in non standard situations with a lot of
vehicle interactions, they require more input data and need substantially more computing
time. Therefore, they were regarded unsuitable for the purpose of the research presented in
this thesis. An unexplored category for junction models is the dynamic analytical models.
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For tra�c assignment models this is a more common category. Various methods have been
suggested, applied and evaluated in literature often referred to as macro- or mesoscopic dy-
namic tra�c assignment models. Although most of these models focus on the propagation
of tra�c on road segments and often use separate static analytical or dynamic simulation
models for the modelling of junctions, this is an interesting option to explore. Introducing
dynamics in tra�c �ows and thus tra�c performances also enables improvements for the
modelling of safety and environmental performances, as will be discussed in the next topic.

On the other hand, when computer performances keep on increasing, which is to be
expected (as stated by Moore’s Law), microscopic simulation models become more and more
suitable, especially for the local junction performance model. It would be interesting to
generate a dataset based on performances generated by a microscopic simulation model.

Another issue, involves the modelling of signalised junctions. In this research the ‘quick
estimation method’ which is part of HCM methodologies is used in order to determine the
cycle time and green times for a junction. Although this method, does not guarantee an
optimal signal timing plan (with minimum control delay for the junction), it provides signal
timings and delays when minimal data is available. Nevertheless, more advanced meth-
ods are available in literature and in software. This becomes more important when more
junctions are equipped with intelligent or smart tra�c lights.

Performance models

Performance models were used for the operational, safety and environmental performances,
respectively using the average delay (s) or total loss time (pcuh), the number of fatal-and-
injury crashes per year and the substance emission of NOx and PM10 (g) as indicators. Al-
though suitable models were found for application in this research, some recommendations
for further research can be suggested. The recommendations concern both alternative mod-
elling approaches and performance measures.

For the safety performance model the HSM approach was used. Although this is an
extensive set of APMs which is kept up-to-date throughout the years, the level of detail
concerning junctions is still limited. Calibration factors can be used to adjust the models to
local circumstances, but this is di�cult for relatively new junction design alternatives. The
approach is especially vulnerable for use with (turbo) roundabouts and with bicycle tra�c
�ows. This could be resolved by obtaining speci�c data. However, lack of data remains
an important issue, especially because the occurrence of accidents decreases and in some
cases because the registration degree of accidents is decreasing. On the other hand, there
is an enormous increase in available tra�c data also for urban roads. This provides the
opportunity to improve the understanding of the e�ects of di�erent �ow characteristics on
safety. Additionally, SPIs in combination with micro-simulation models become a serious
option once their transferability or calibration for multiple locations matures, although this
would necessitate replacing the static analytical junction model with a dynamic simulation
model as discussed in the previous topic.

Although suitable models were found for determining the emissions of NOx and PM10
in combination with static tra�c modelling, for air quality dispersion models are used to
determine the actual concentrations. Although there is a strong correlation between emis-
sions and concentrations, it can be of interest to extend the framework used in this research
with dispersion models as well as to take into account how many people are a�ected by cer-
tain levels of concentrations. Moreover, using static data to represent the tra�c situation is
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a simpli�cation of actual tra�c dynamics.

Decision tree methods

This research proves that decision tree methods are very well able to determine junction
design rules based on model generated data with high accuracy rates. Based on literature
study the CRT, CHAID and QUEST methods were selected to be used. An obvious extension
would be to extend this with additional methods such as ID3, C4.5 or C5.0/See5 where each
is an extension of the previous one. C5.0/See5 is the most recent one of all mentioned
methods and is said to be signi�cantly faster, more memory e�cient, providing smaller
trees and allows boosting, weighting and winnowing.

All methods mentioned partition the feature space using axis parallel splits. When the
true decision boundaries are not aligned with the feature axis, this approach can produce
complicated boundary structures. Oblique decision trees use oblique decision boundaries
to potentially simplify the boundary structure. Although a major limitation of this type of
decision tree methods is that they are computationally extensive and a limited number of
options like pruning are available, this is an interesting topic for further research. Similarly,
random forests or random decision forests are a potentially interesting extension. Random
forest methods construct a multitude of decision trees at training time and outputting the
class that is the mode of the classes of the individual classi�cation trees. Random forests
tend to correct for decision trees’ habit of over�tting to their training set. A disadvantage
of random forest is the interpretability of the decision tree. This disadvantage also applies
for oblique trees.

In order to deal with multi-label decision trees, a new approach using the predicted
probabilities of trees generated by single-label decision tree methods was successfully used.
This approach was chosen because existing methods, such as MMC, MMDT, SSC and AMDT
lack a mechanism to di�erentiate between predicting too large or too small sets and pruning
methods. However, research on these methods has continued in recent years, making it
more interesting to explore whether they would perform better than the suggested approach
using the predicted probabilities.

Rules for alternative identi�cation

Junction design rules for the identi�cation of viable (Pareto optimal) alternatives have been
determined. The standard input for these rules are variables based on the peak hour tra�c
�ow. Based on an analysis of the consequences of tra�c �ow variations (Bezembinder et
al., 2016b) for junction design choices, it is justi�ed to state that relatively small variations
in tra�c �ows can lead to di�erent junction design alternatives to be the best option. An
interesting track for further research would be to include these variations in the rules (e.g.
by combining sets for multiple tra�c �ows). Furthermore, cost constraint could be added to
the choice rules and the rules could be extended with more junction design types and/or al-
ternatives (e.g. split level options). Moreover, it would be valuable to review the determined
rules with experts and/or even adjust the rules according to expert judgement, although this
would abrogate the advantages of transparency and reproducibility.

An important topic for further research concerns the incorporation of slow tra�c (i.e.
bicycle and pedestrian) �ows in the rules. This is especially true for Dutch practice, where
bicycle �ows are a substantial part of total tra�c �ows and important for the operational,
safety and environmental performances of junctions. In the rules evaluated in this thesis,
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bicycle �ows were included by way of pcu values. This limited approach was necessary
because of the lack of possibilities of using separate bicycle �ows in existing rules. The
follow-up project mention in the previous section (also see Figure 12.1), demonstrated that
slow tra�c �ows can successfully be used in decision tree based rules. This should be ex-
tended and evaluated in more detail in the near future.

Tra�c assignment model

A static deterministic user-equilibrium tra�c assignment model with junction modelling
was used in order to reckon with the route choice e�ects and determine the operational
network performances. Although this method was chosen due to a series of advantages,
some improvements can be suggested, especially when computing times and data availab-
ility improve. The �rst involves the modelling of tra�c blocking back from one junction
to another. Related to this is reckoning with the coordination of tra�c signals. Although
static assignment models exist with these features, dynamic assignment models would be a
logical step for improvement, especially macro- or mesoscopic dynamic models. Dynamic
models generally predict better travel times and locations of congestion.

Alternatively, when using the static tra�c assignment model with junction modelling,
the problem of non-separable and asymmetric link cost functions, could be solved by al-
ternative approaches as MSA-based approaches. Research on diagonalised cost functions
continues, mostly for stochastic assignment models which experience a similar problem.
The latter is also a possible extension of the deterministic approach. A stochastic approach
is especially important in less congested networks or networks with many nearly similar
routes between origins and destinations. Furthermore, in line with this research, the dataset
generated for the NL2 case was used to estimate cost functions for turns which are largely
or completely independent of �ows on other (crossing) turns. The functions were imple-
mented in a tra�c assignment model for the Amsterdam region (VMA) by TNO in order
to speed up the convergence process. Although convergence speed was improved, results
were mixed, especially concerning non-standard junction design alternatives.

Optimisation methods

For the local optimisation of junction designs (LOJD-SIM) (i.e. for the evaluation of local
junction selection methods), a simultaneous MSWA approach was used. Similar to what
was suggested for the tra�c assignment model, alternative approaches could be considered.
Moreover, further experiments with di�erent variants of the MSWA method can be explored,
especially considering the initial �ows and update frequency of the junction design choices.
These features were evaluated using the highly congested Sioux Falls case. It would be a
logical next step to evaluate these options on the Delft network or additional and larger
networks and/or with di�erent levels of tra�c demand.

For the global optimisation of junctions (GOJD) a GA approach was used in order to
determine the operational optimum situation. Research on GAs or alternative methods con-
tinues, and it is wise to monitor this closely in order to improve the GA features, especially
concerning the stability or certainty of the optimum solution found and the convergence
speed in combination with a stop criterion. Moreover, in this research, only the operational
optimum situation was determined. Alternatively, the optimum situation for safety and/or
environment could be computed, respectively minimising the number of fatal-and-injury
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crashes and the emissions of NOx or PM10. For evaluation purposes, this is rather straight-
forward. However, when the results are used to assist in choosing a network strategy for
junction design it becomes complicated. Which junctions designs should be changed in or-
der to obtain one or more objectives? In accordance with the local multi-objective solutions,
Pareto optimal sets of solutions could be determined. This requires solving the challenging
multi-objective NDP, which has received substantial attention in literature during the past
decade. A �rst step would be to elaborate on the work of Wismans (2012) and Brands (2015).

Travel behaviour

The behavioural response taken into account was limited to route choice, because it is ex-
pected this will be the main response. However, other responses like destination choice,
mode choice and departure time choice can be behavioural responses as well, dependent
on the impact of junction design changes. Extending the framework, taking into account
these behavioural responses is therefore of interest, especially when most of the delay is
experienced at junctions and a lot of junctions designs are changed. However, considering
these responses as well, will increase computation times signi�cantly. Even more, since in-
troducing departure time choice necessitates the use of a dynamic tra�c assignment which
was discussed earlier in this section.

Network e�ects of local selection methods

Although the local selection methods were extensively evaluated, only two relatively small
network cases were used. A logical next step would be to evaluate the selection methods on
multiple larger network cases, preferably with di�erent network structures, from practice.
This is especially interesting for Dutch cities with relatively high volumes of bicycles, such
as Amsterdam and Utrecht. Furthermore, the evaluation can be extended with a comparison
with optimum situations for the safety and environmental objective, although performing
the GOJD on large networks is computationally challenging.

Rule-based selection criteria

In order to determine new, non-performance requiring, (rule-based) selection criteria, data-
sets were determined based on the results of GOJD runs from two cases. Di�erent datasets
were constructed, either solely based on data from one case or from both cases. Even for
the dataset with combined data, for employing decision tree inducers, the sets were relat-
ively small. Although, trees with acceptable accuracy rates were constructed, the minimum
number of cases in a node and leaf was reduced to 1 in order to achieve this. A logical exten-
sion would be to extend the number of GOJD runs for the Delft case, since only one GOJD
run, with one set of tra�c demand was conducted. For the Sioux Fall case, GOJD runs with
multiple tra�c demands and link capacities factors were conducted, but it was concluded
that rules from combined datasets did perform less well then rules from datasets based on
data from one case. Therefore, a logical extension would be to run the GOJD approach on
the Delft case with multiple tra�c demands and multiple network variants. And, although
rules based on data from the Sioux Falls case did not perform well on the Delft case and
vice versa, the quality of the rules might be improved by results from GOJD runs from other
realistic cases. The lack of interchangeability between Sioux Falls and Delft rules is most
likely caused by the deviant theoretical and highly saturated grid network of the �rst. It is to
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be expected that rules from similarly structured realistic networks are compatible. Further-
more, the use of multiple network cases might produce more data for a better evaluation
and use of site and network related variables in the rules.

The GOJD runs used represented operational optimal situations. Although, safety and
environmental e�ects were determined, the GOJD approach was not used to minimise the
number of crashes or emissions in the networks. As mentioned earlier in this section, this
would be an interesting next step. The results can be used for evaluating the network solu-
tions of di�erent local choice rules and for determining new rules which aim to minimise
the negative e�ects for safety and air pollution in the network. Ideally, the GOJD approach
is extended to determine Pareto optimal network solutions, which can be used to determine
rules predicting Pareto optimal sets of junction design alternatives, similar to the ones for
alternative selection. Determining and interpreting the Pareto optimal network solutions is
however a complex challenge.

Another interesting direction for further research involves the practical use of the rule-
based local selection criteria for road authorities and decision makers. The rules could be
extended or combined with cost constraints, where road authorities can use them to determ-
ine which junctions to change in order to achieve certain policy objectives, given a certain
budget. As was noted in this thesis, changing between junctions and roundabouts is more
expensive than changing between equal and priority junctions.

Junction design assessment process

In this thesis, two major improvements to the junction design assessment process were
presented, one regarding the identi�cation of viable junction design alternatives in the �rst
stage of the process and one regarding accounting for network e�ects of junction design
choices in the �nal stage of the process. In order to examine the network e�ects, relatively
simple and straightforward selection methods were used in this latter stage. In practice,
the selection of the best alternative is sometimes based on a complicated life-cycle, cost-
bene�t or multi-criteria analysis. Di�erent criteria are weighted (e.g. by cost or score) before
choosing a �nal design. A �nal suggestion for further research is to explore how the insights
obtained in this research can best be integrated in this procedure. How do network e�ects
relate to other criteria such as cost or local constraints?
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Appendix A

Existing junction design rules

In this appendix, an overview is given of existing types of junction design rules. Four main
types, characterised by their target and predictor variables, as listed in Table A.1 will be
discussed.

Type Target variable Predictor variable(s)
I Junction type Tra�c �ow variables
II Junction type Road characteristics
III Junction attribute Tra�c �ow variables
IV Junction type Site or network characteristics

Table A.1 Main types of junction design rules

For each type the most common rules are mentioned and explained brie�y. Although
various references are mentioned, it is by no means the intention or even possible to discuss
all rules and sources.

In practice, junction design rules (of di�erent types) are often applied sequentially or
combined in a system. This will be discussed at the end of this appendix.

Type I: Junction type based on tra�c �ow variables

This is by far the most common type of junction design rule. The general principle is that
a speci�c junction type is selected or excluded based on one or more tra�c �ow variables.
Various appearances exist.

A frequently applied form advises the main junction type based on the major and minor
road tra�c volumes, providing a region in a graph for which a speci�c type is the best type
from an operational point of view. During the 1970s and 1980s a diagram was developed
based on UK practice as shown in Figure A.1. It shows a diagram, from GBDOT (1987),
which helps to determine whether an at-grade junction has su�cient capacity (i.e. tra�c
can be handled with reasonable delays) or not. This can be determined from the tra�c
volumes (vehicles per day) on the major (primary) and minor (secondary) roads. This was
later extended with areas in which roundabouts and/or signals should (also) be considered as
shown in A.2, from (IHT, 2008). Various publications refer to this diagram or its predecessor
(IRC, 1994; NTA, 2003; GLA, 2009).
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Figure A.1 Example of junction design rule of type I (Reprinted from Roads and Tra�c in Urban
Areas by GBDOT, 1987)

Figure A.2 Example of junction design rule of type I (Reprinted from Transport in Urban
Environment by IHT, 1997)

A.3 shows a similar diagram that was constructed in the USA, advising all-way stop,
two-way stop or signal controlled junctions, based on the major and minor street peak hour
two-way volume (veh/h) (TRB, 2000). This diagram was later re�ned by Han et al. (2008),
whom constructed di�erent diagrams based on the percentage of left turning tra�c. Figure
A.4 shows the diagram with 10% left-turning tra�c. Tracz (2000, 2004) constructed a similar
�gure for application in Poland. SETRA (2002) presented a diagram showing the �eld of
application for roundabouts in France. Goudappel Co�eng (2015) extended the diagram, to
di�erentiate between di�erent types of roundabouts based on peak hour volumes and added
a measure for the ease of crossing for bicycles and pedestrians for the Netherlands as shown
in Figure A.5.

Another frequently applied form is a table in which one or more threshold values are
given for a speci�c junction type whether it should be considered (for further research)
or not. Table A.2 shows an example from the Netherlands (CROW, 2012), in which two
thresholds are given for three junction types. If one of the threshold values is exceeded
the capacity of the speci�c type is regarded as not su�cient and the type should not be
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Figure A.3 Example of junction design rule of type I (Reprinted from Highway Capacity Manual
2000, TRB, 2000)

Figure A.4 Example of junction design rule of type I: Reprinted from Control-Type Selection at
Isolated Intersections Based on Control Delay under Various Demand Levels by Han, Li and Urbanik
II, 2008

considered. The con�icting �ow in Table A.2 is the sum of the approaching and circulating
�ows for each arm. The maximum value is compared with the threshold value. The rules
are referred to as ‘rules of thumb’. Similar tables, either smaller or larger, can be found in
other publications (e.g. (CROW, 2008; SANRAL, n.d.)).

Another type of threshold based junction design rules are the ‘signal warrants’ presen-
ted in the Manual on Uniform Tra�c Control Devices (MUTCD) by (FHWA, 2012). The
installation of a tra�c signal should be considered if one or more of the in total nine war-
rants in the reference manual are met. The �rst warrant considers the eight-hour vehicular
volume. Volume thresholds are given in a table for the major and minor approach for a
series of di�erent conditions (e.g. dependent upon the number of lanes on the major and
minor approach), the approach speed and the area type. The need for a tra�c signal should
be considered if the threshold is exceeded for any of the eight hours of an average day.
Warrant 2 and 3 respectively consider four-hour and peak hour vehicular volumes based on
thresholds in graphs with the major and minor approach volumes. The graph for the four-
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Figure A.5 Example of junction design rule of type I (Reprinted from Goudappel Co�eng, 2015)

Junction type 24h �ow (veh/24h) Con�icting �ow (pcu/h)
Priority junction 18.000 1.100
Single-lane roundabout 25.000 1.500
Turboroundabout 38.000 2.100

Table A.2 Table example of junction design rule of Type I: Adapted from Handboek Wegontwerp,
CROW, 2012

hour warrant is shown in Figure A.6. Warrant 4 considers pedestrian volumes in a similar

Figure A.6 Reprinted from Manual on Uniform Tra�c Control Devices by FHWA, 2012

way. Warrants 5 to 9 use other type of rules and will be discusses in the regarding sections
below. The MUTCD also provides criteria and conditions for other junction types, such as
all- and two-way stop or yield control and roundabouts. CROW (1998) provides sixteen
diagrams similar to Figure A.6, although the function type varies, for the consideration of
di�erent types of roundabouts with di�erent types of bicycle �ows and priority types.

A slightly di�erent, however similar rule, is presented by (SETRA, 2002). An example for
three arm junctions is shown in Figure A.7. They advise three levels (of detail) of capacity
study that should be conducted based on the annual average daily tra�c (AADT) on the
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Figure A.7 Reprinted from The design of interurban intersection by SETRA, 2002

major and minor roads.
All of the rules discusses until now are primarily based on an operational objective.

The application areas and threshold lines are generally based on a certain level of delay
that is accepted or not. Figure A.8 shows one of the few examples where the choice for a
junction type is based on the relationship between the safety level and the tra�c volumes
on the major and minor roads (SweRoads, 2000). The �gure shows a diagram for a three arm

Figure A.8 Reprinted from Highway Design Report by SweRoad, 2000

junction with a 70 km/h speed limit on the main road, based on Swedish accident statistics.
The choice is whether to select a priority junction or a signal controlled junction.

Type II: Junction type based on road characteristics

A second main type of junction design rules that is fairly common determines the main
junction type based on the characteristics of the crossing roads. The choices are (implicitly)
based on multiple underlying objectives, mostly regarding operation and safety and re�ect
a certain policy of the road authority. Although larger roads, imply that the tra�c volumes
on it are also higher, no tra�c �ow variables are used. The junction type is based on the
road types only. Figures A.9 and A.10 show examples from Canada and Germany with this
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type of junction design rule. The general principle is that one or more junction types

Figure A.9 Reprinted from Strategy for Improving Intersections Safety - Model Guidelines for
Intersection Design and Operations, ICBC, 2003

Figure A.10 Reprinted from Richtlien für die Anlage von Landstrassen: RAL, FGSV, 2013

are advised based on the road types of the major and minor road that are crossing at the
junction. The rows and columns represent di�erent road types, whereas the cells convey
the junction types that should be considered for this type of crossing. Similar tables can be
found in (AWV, 2009; Austroads, 2013; HE, 2017).

Type III: Junction attribute based on tra�c �ow variables

The third main type is closely related to the �rst type, in that they are also based on tra�c
�ow variables. However, instead of the main junction type, a particular junction element
is under consideration. In many rules, a decision has to made concerning some lane char-
acteristic, such as the number of lanes, addition of a turn bay, the length of lanes or even
the turn-radius. Figures A.11 and A.12 shows two rules in graph form. Figure A.11 indic-
ates the conditions that may justify the use of two approach lanes on the minor road. This
can be determined for each approach based on the peak hour volumes for the major and
minor approaches and the percentage of right-turns in the minor road. Figure A.12 shows a
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Figure A.11 Reprinted from Evaluating Intersection Improvements: An Engineering Study Guide,
by TRB, 2000

Figure A.12 Reprinted from Evaluating Intersection Improvements: An Engineering Study Guide,
by TRB, 2000

guideline for determining if the bay storage length of a stopped approach is adequate based
on the turn and con�icting volumes. Similar rules can be found in CROW (2013).

Type IV: Junction type based on site or network characteristics

The fourth main type of junction design rules helps determining the junction type based on
site or network characteristics. This type of rules is far less common.

The earlier mentioned ‘signal warrants’ (FHWA, 2012) contain rules of this type. Each
warrant contains criteria by which a tra�c control signal should be considered (or not).
Warrant 5 assumes there are crossing schoolchildren and compares their numbers with the
gaps in the tra�c stream. Warrant 6 has criteria to test the need for a coordinated signal
system. Warrant 8 provides criteria to test the need for tra�c signal based on the importance
of the junction in the network (e.g. when it is part of the principal road network for through
tra�c). Warrant 9 reckons with proximity of a grade crossing. Basically, these rules simply
reckon with the presence of something on or near the site of the junction, such as crossing
school children, an adjacent (coordinated) tra�c signal or grade crossing. Other site speci�c
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rules e.g. consider bus stops and/or routes, parking manoeuvres and facilities, emergency
services, bridges, freight tra�c routes and spatial planning (TRB, 2000; CROW, 2012, 2013;
HE, 2017).

Combination of junction design rules

The four main types cover the majority of available junction design rules. In practice, many
rules are combined in a system or set of rules, frequently following a certain hierarchy which
is often presented as a decision tree. The earlier mentioned ‘signal warrants’ are a system of
rules for considering a tra�c signal. The warrants combine di�erent types of rules. If one
of the warrants is met, a tra�c signal should be considered. This was extended for multiple
junction types in (TRB, 2000) where a system of rules (including the signal warrants) was
presented including consideration of priority junctions and roundabouts. Various speci�c
systems of rules exists for the consideration of a tra�c signal or a speci�c junction type,
such as a roundabout (e.g. see (TRB, 2010a; CROW, 2008)).

Another example of a combination of rule types is expressed as an ordered list. (CROW,
2013) suggest a preferred order of junction design types from a safety point of view. The rule
prescribes to �rst evaluate the operational performance of a roundabout (e.g. by using one
of the rules of Type I). If for some reason (e.g. capacity or available space), a roundabout is
not possible, then try a priority junction. If a priority junction is also not possible, then ulti-
mately, try a signalised junction. This preferred order stems from the idea that roundabouts
are safer then other junction types.



Appendix B

Alternative identi�cation: Case
descriptions

In this appendix a detailed description of the cases used to determine and evaluate junc-
tion design rules is provided. Successively, the United States (US) case and the Netherlands
(NL) case are discussed. For each case, respectively the junction design alternatives, tra�c
demand, model parameters and the existing rules are explained.

Case: US
The US case consists of two sub-cases, being US1 en US2. The �rst is used to determine
single-objective, single-label rules, the later for multi-objective, multi-label rules.

Junction design alternatives
For the US case, four main junction types, in accordance with the distinction made in the
HCM-methodologies (TRB, 2010a), are used:

• All-Way stop controlled (AWSC) junctions
• Two-Way stop controlled (TWSC) junctions
• Signalised junctions
• Roundabouts

For each of these main junction types, di�erent junction con�gurations, i.e. alternatives,
are de�ned. Table B.1 shows the junction design alternatives used for case US1. The table
shows that besides the main junction type, the alternative is de�ned by the number (ne)
and con�guration (τ ) of the approach lanes, the central reservation width (wcr) and the
number of exit lanes (nx) for respectively the major (ma) and minor (mi) road arm. For
roundabout arms, the number of opposing circulating lanes (nc) is also de�ned. By de�ning
this by arm, it is also possible to con�gure turbo-roundabout alternatives. The approach
lane con�guration (τ ) can contain lanes for one turning movement (i.e. left, straight or
right), or lanes shared by two or three movements. Additionally, right-turn by-pass lanes
can be de�ned. In total, 24 junction design alternatives are de�ned for this case.
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Nr Id Sc
Major road Minor road
ne,ma τma wcr,ma nx,ma nc,ma ne,mi τmi wcr,mi nx,mi nc,mi

1 A11 1 1 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
2 T11 1 1 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
3 T21 1 2 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
4 S11 1 1 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
5 S21 1 2 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
6 T1W1 2 1 5.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
7 T2W1 2 2 5.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
8 T2W2 2 2 5.0 1 0 2 0.0 1 0
9 S22 2 2 0.0 1 0 2 0.0 1 0
10 S32 2 3 0.0 1 0 2 0.0 1 0
11 S33 2 3 0.0 1 0 3 0.0 1 0
12 S42 3 4 0.0 2 0 2 0.0 1 0
13 S43 3 4 0.0 2 0 3 0.0 1 0
14 S44 3 4 0.0 2 0 4 0.0 2 0
15 1R11 3 1 0.0 1 1 1 0.0 1 1
16 1R21 3 2 0.0 1 1 1 0.0 1 1
17 S64 4 6 0.0 2 0 4 0.0 2 0
18 1R21 4 2 ∗ 0.0 1 1 1 0.0 1 1
19 1R22 4 2 ∗ 0.0 1 1 2 ∗ 0.0 1 1
20 S66 5 6 0.0 2 0 6 0.0 2 0
21 2R11 5 1 0.0 1 2 1 0.0 1 2
22 TR21 5 1 0.0 2 1 1 0.0 1 2
23 2R22 5 2 ∗ 0.0 2 2 2 ∗ 0.0 1 1
24 2R22 5 3 ∗ 0.0 2 2 2 ∗ 0.0 2 2

A=AWSC-junction,T=TWSC-junction,S=signalised junction, *=bypass
1R=one-lane roundabout,2R=two-lane roundabout, TR=turboroundabout

Table B.1 Junction design alternatives for case US1

The junction design alternatives are divided over �ve size categories (Sc), based on the
total area covered by the junction. Table B.2 shows the area range used for each size cat-
egory.

Size category Area (m2)
1 0-749
2 750-1249
3 1250-1749
4 1750-2249
5 ≥2250

Table B.2 Area range by size category for case US1

The area for each junction is calculated using the following equations.

wma = ne,ma · wl + wcr,ma + nx,ma · wl

wmi = ne,mi · wl + wcr,mi + nx,mi · wl
Ajc = wma · wmi
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Ama = wma · lma
Ami = wmi · lmi

Aj = Ajc + 2 ·Ama + 2 ·Ami (B.1)

wherewl is the average lane width, being 3.5 meter. lma and lmi are respectively the lengths
of the major and minor road approach which is reckoned as being part of the junction, being
30 and 15 meter. For roundabouts the area is calculated by using the following equations:

Arc = π · r2nc

Ar = Arc + 2 ·Ama + 2 ·Ami (B.2)

where rnc
is the radius of a roundabout with nc circulating lanes, with r1 is 17 meter and

r2 is 25 meter.
Table B.3 shows the junction design alternatives used for case US2. The same main

junction types as for case US2 are used.

Nr Id Sc
Major road Minor road
ne,ma τma nx,ma nc,ma ne,mi τmi nx,mi nc,mi

1 A11 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
2 T11 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
3 S11 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
4 T21 2 2 , , 1/2 0 1 1 0
5 S21 2 2 , , 1/2 0 1 1 0
6 T22 3 2 , , 1/2 0 2 , , 1/2 0
7 T31 3 3 1 0 1 1 0
8 S22 3 2 , , 1/2 0 2 , , 1/2 0
9 S31 3 3 1 0 1 1 0
10 T32 4 3 1 0 2 , , 1/2 0
11 S32 4 3 1 0 2 , , 1/2 0
12 S41 4 3 , , 1 0 1 1 0
13 1R11 4 1 1 1 1 1 1
14 S33 5 3 1 0 3 1 0
15 S42 5 4 , , 1/2 0 2 , , 1/2 0
16 S43 6 4 , , 1/2 0 3 1/2 0
17 S44 6 4 , , 2 0 4 , , 2 0
18 2R11 6 1 1 2 1 1 2
19 S64 7 6 2 0 4 , , 2 0
20 2R21 7 2 2 2 1 1 2
21 2R22 7 2 2 2 2 2 2

A=AWSC-junction,T=TWSC-junction,S=signalised junction,
1R=one-lane roundabout,2R=two-lane roundabout

Table B.3 Junction design alternatives for case US2

In case US2, 21 junction design alternatives are used. Each alternative is de�ned by
the main type and by the number (ne) and con�guration (τ ) of the approach lanes and
the number of exit lanes (nx) for respectively the major (ma) and minor (mi) road arm.
The central reservation width is not used in this case. For roundabout arms, the number of
opposing circulating lanes (nc) is also de�ned. For each alternative, one or more variants can
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be de�ned by di�erent values for τ . Junction alternative T21, for example, has three variants,
whereas T22 has nine variants. In total, 67 separate variants are used. The number of exit
lanes (ne) on an arm depends on the lane con�guration variant of the adjacent arms. The
junction design alternatives are divided over seven size categories (Sc), based on the total
area covered by the junction. Table B.4 shows the area range used for each size category.

Size category Area (m2)
1 0-899
2 900-1099
3 1100-1299
4 1300-1649
5 1650-1999
6 2000-2649
7 2650-3000

Table B.4 Area range by size category for case US2

The area is calculated with equations B.1 and B.2, and the parameters mentioned for
case US1.

Tra�c demand
Random tra�c �ow patterns are generated based on a total motorised volume ranging
between 1 and 7000 (pcu/h). First the total tra�c �ow on the junction is determined. Then
the total �ow on the major road is determined, being at least 50% of the total �ow, where
the remaining part is the total �ow on the minor road.

Turning �ows Composed �ows Percentages
WB right volume Total volume Major percentage
WB through volume Major volume Minor percentage
WB left volume Minor volume Major left percentage
NB right volume Major through volume Minor left percentage
NB through volume Major left volume Major through percentage
NB left volume Minor through volume Minor through percentage
EB right volume Minor left volume Major through & left percentage
EB through volume Major trough & minor left volume Minor through & left percentage
EB left volume Major through & left volume Left percentage
SB right volume Minor through & left volume Through percentage
SB through volume Left volume
SB left volume Through volume

WB volume
NB volume
EB volume
SB volume

WB=west bound, NB=north bound, EB=east bound, SB=south bound

Table B.5 Independent demand variables
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Subsequently, �ows for each arm and each turning movement are determined, resulting
in 12 tra�c �ows (for a four arm junction). U-turn �ows are excluded. Eventually, the
demand �ow rates are used as independent variables for the decision tree model. Besides
the basic tra�c �ows, combined �ows are used as independent variables. Table B.5 shows
both the 12 basic turning �ows as well as the 26 combined �ows.

Model parameters
Subsequently, the model parameters for the operational and performance models as de-
scribed in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 are described.

Operational performance model

The operational performance model is primarily an implementation of the Highway Capa-
city Manual (HCM) 2010 methodologies for junctions (TRB, 2010a). The delay functions of
the HCM methodologies, as presented in equations 4.7 and 4.8 for non-signalised junctions
(and roundabouts) and in equations 4.10 and 4.11 for signalised junction, contain various
parameters. Table B.6 shows the parameters used for the US case.

Parameter Value
xl,0 0
α 0
β 8
γ 0
k 0.5
l 0

Table B.6 Parameters for the operational performance model

Safety performance model

The safety performance model is an implementation of the Highway Safety Manual (HSM)
methodologies (AASHTO, 2010a). The models in the HSM methodologies, as presented in
Section 4.2.2, contain various parameter values for safety performance functions (SPFs) and
crash modi�cation factors (CMFs) for speci�c situations.

Table B.7 shows the parameter values used for the di�erent junction con�gurations.
ACFs for other (main) junction types are determined by way of the CMFs. Since there are
no model parameters for fatal-and-injury crashes at three and four-arm TWSC junctions in
Table B.7, Equation 4.14 is replaced by:

Nsv(FI) = Nsv(TOT )·fsv (B.3)

where fsv is the proportion of fatal-and-injury crashes, with a value of 0.31 for three-arm
TWSC and 0.28 for four-arm TWSC junctions.
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Crash severity Collision type Junction type α β γ
Total Multiple-vehicle 3SG -12.13 1.11 0.26

3ST -13.36 1.11 0.41
4SG -10.99 1.07 0.23
4ST -8.90 0.82 0.25

Single-vehicle 3SG -9.02 0.42 0.41
3ST -6.81 0.16 0.51
4SG -10.21 0.68 0.27
4ST -5.33 0.33 0.12

Fatal-and-injury Multiple-vehicle 3SG -11.58 1.02 0.17
3ST -14.01 1.16 0.30
4SG -13.14 1.18 0.22
4ST -11.13 0.93 0.28

Single-vehicle 3SG -9.25 0.43 0.29
3ST - - -
4SG -9.75 0.27 0.51
4ST - - -

Table B.7 SPF parameters for di�erent crash severities, collision types and junction types

Table B.8 shows values for fcm,lt and fcm,rt for di�erent junction types and number of
approaches with left-/right-turn lanes.

Junction type na,lt/rt fcm,lt fcm,rt
3SG 1 0.93 0.96

2 0.86 0.92
3 0.80 0.92

3ST 1 0.67 0.86
2 0.45 0.74

4SG 1 0.90 0.96
2 0.81 0.92
3 0.73 0.88
4 0.66 0.85

4ST 1 0.73 0.86
2 0.53 0.74

Table B.8 CMF values left-turn and right-turn lanes

For fcm,ltsp a value of 0.94 is applied. The fcm,ra for conversion from a signalised junc-
tion to a roundabout is 0.52. The fcm,AWSC for conversion from a TWSC to a AWSC junc-
tion is 0.30. The values for the SPF parameters for vehicle-pedestrian collisions at signalised
junctions are provided in Table B.9. Only fatal-and-injury crash frequencies are determined.
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Junction type α β γ δ ε
3SG -6.60 0.05 0.24 0.41 0.09
4SG -9.53 0.40 0.26 0.45 0.04

Table B.9 SPF parameters vehicle-pedestrian collisions at signalised junction for di�erent junction
types

fj,ped is the pedestrian accident adjustment factor, di�erentiated for three- and four-arm
junctions, being 0.021 for three-arm and 0.022 for four-arm junctions.

Table B.10 shows the SPF parameters for bicycle-pedestrian collisions for di�erent junc-
tion types.

Junction type fbike
3ST 0.016
3SG 0.011
4ST 0.018
4SG 0.015

Table B.10 SPF parameters bicycle-pedestrian collisions for di�erent junction types

Existing rules
The rules are based on the guidelines provided in (TRB, 2001). Only guidelines that refer
to a speci�c junction design alternative are used. Rules referring to more detailed design
elements, such as on-street parking, left-turn prohibition, lane length, right-turn radius and
signal �ash mode, are excluded. Obviously, only guidelines that need volume-based input
are used. Guidelines that require performance-based input, such as delay or crash-history,
are excluded, since it is undesirable to run a model or perform an extensive survey in the
�rst stage of the junction assessment process. The guidelines regarding signalised junctions
in (TRB, 2001) are based on the so-called tra�c signal warrants from (FHWA, 2000). These
warrants have been updated over the years and therefore the most recent version from
(FHWA, 2012) is used. Most guidelines regarding stop-controlled junctions are presented
as graphs. For these, di�erent (linear, exponential, logarithmic, second-order polynomial)
functions have been estimated to �t the lines in the graphs. Table B.11 shows which rules
are applied for each size category (Sc).

Sc Base set
Rules

S1 S2 S3 S4 A1 A2 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 R1
1 {A11,T11,S11} I I I I I E I E E E
2 {T21,S21} I I I I I E E
3 {T31,S31,T22,S22} I I I I I E E
4 {T32,S32,S41,1R11} I I I I I I
5 {S33,S42} I I I I
6 {S43,S44,2R11} I I I I I
7 {S64,2R21,2R22} I I I I I

Table B.11 Junction design rules for case 1: Application of rules by size category
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Each size category has a base set of viable junction design alternatives, corresponding
to the de�nitions in Table B.1. For each alternative in the base set it is evaluated whether
it should be included (I) or excluded (E) from the base set. For each main type (A=AWSC-
junction, T=TWSC-junction, S=signalised junction and R=roundabout), this is determined
by one ore more rules. Each rule performs a check resulting in a true or false value. If true
then that particular type is either included or excluded from the base set. Table B.11 shows
which rules cause inclusion or exclusion.

Code Condition Speci�cs
S1 qmas8 ≥ λS1a and qmix8 ≥ λS1b Signal warrant 1a
S2 qmas8 ≥ λS2a and qmix8 ≥ λS2b Signal warrant 1b
S3 qmas4 ≥ 0.0003q2mix4 − λS3aqmix4 + λS3b Signal warrant 2
S4 qmas1 ≥ 0.0002q2mix1 − λS4aqmix1 + λS4b Signal warrant 3
A1 qmas8 ≥ 300
A2 J = signal
T1 qmas24 ≥ 6000
T2 qmi1 > λT2ae

(−0.001qmas1) ≥ 2 lanes on minor road
T3 qmao1 > λT3a ln(qma1) + λT3b left-turn lane on major road
T4 qmar1 > 683.6e(−0.004qmas1) right-turn lane on major road
T5 T3 and T4
R1 qtot24 ≥ 3600 + 9000lc(1 + (81/50))− 94pl

Table B.12 Junction design rules for case 1: Rules and conditions

As a starting point all alternatives are excluded. The rules are executed in the order as
shown in Table B.11. For example, for size category (Sc) 1, ‘S11’ is excluded unless one of
the rules S1-S4 provides a true value. Alternative ‘T11’ is excluded unless rule T1 is true,
but if one of the rules T2-T4 is true it is always excluded. Table B.12 provides the conditions
that are checked for each rule. Tables B.13, B.14 and B.15 provide parameter values for the
λ that is used in various rules.

lma lmi λS1a λS1b λS2a λS2b λS3a λS3b λS4a λS4b
1 1 500 150 750 75 0.7697 573.8 0.7815 751.44
≥2 1 600 150 900 75 0.7689 659.11 0.7339 842.04
≥2 ≥2 600 200 900 100 1.0226 881.44 0.9397 1076.4

Table B.13 Junction design rules for case 1: Parameters for rules S1-S4

pmir λT2a

≤ 0.35 550.67
> 0.35 641.80

Table B.14 Junction design rules for case 1: Parameters for rule T2
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pmal λT3a λT3b

< 0.075 -922.4 6157.0
0.075− 0.124 -951.8 6046.6
0.125− 0.174 -863.7 5369.8
0.175− 0.299 -997.9 5849.3
≥ 0.300 -880.7 5362.9

Table B.15 Junction design rules for case 1: Parameters for rule T3

Table B.16 provides the volume conversion factors that were used to determine the
volumes needed for the rules, based on the peak hour volume �ows (pcu/h) that are used as
base input. The variable notations are explained at the end of the appendix.

Volume Units Factor
Peak hour volume pcu/h 1.00
Peak hour volume veh/h 0.93
Four-hour volume veh/h 0.78
Eight-hour volume veh/h 0.67
Daily volume veh/day 10.33

Table B.16 Volume conversion factors for the junction design rules of case US

Case: NL
The NL case consists of two sub-cases, being NL1 and NL2. Both are used to determine
multi-objective, multi-label rules.

Junction design alternatives
For the NL case, four main junction types are used:

• Equal junctions
• Priority junctions
• Signalised junctions
• Roundabouts

For each of these main junction types, di�erent junction con�gurations (i.e. alternat-
ives), are de�ned. Table B.17 shows the junction design alternatives used for case US1. The
table shows that besides the main junction type, the alternative is de�ned by the number
(ne) and con�guration (τ ) of the approach lanes, the central reservation width (wcr) and
the number of exit lanes (nx) for respectively the major (ma) and minor (mi) road arm. For
roundabout arms, the number of opposing circulating lanes (nc) is also de�ned. By de�ning
this by arm, it is also possible to con�gure turbo-roundabout alternatives. The approach lane
con�guration (τ ) can contain lanes for one turning movement (i.e. left, straight or right),
or lanes shared by two or three movements. Additionally, right-turn by-pass lanes can be
de�ned. In total, 16 junction design alternatives are de�ned for this case. For each alternat-
ive, one or more variants can be de�ned by di�erent values for τ . Junction alternative P21,
for example, has two variants, whereas S44 has nine variants. In total, 42 separate variants
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are used. The number of exit lanes (ne) on an arm depends on the lane con�guration variant
of the adjacent arms. The junction design alternatives are divided over �ve size categories
(Sc), based on the total area covered by the junction.

Nr Id Sc
Major road Minor road
ne,ma τma wcr,ma nx,ma nc,ma ne,mi τmi wcr,mi nx,mi nc,mi

1 E11 1 1 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
2 P11 1 1 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
3 S11 1 1 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
4 P21 2 2 , 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
5 P22 2 2 , 0.0 1 0 2 , 0.0 1 0
6 S21 2 2 , 2.5 1 0 1 2.5 1 0
7 S22 2 2 , 2.5 1 0 2 , 2.5 1 0
8 S33 3 3 , , , , 5.0 1/2 0 3 , 2.5 1/2 0
9 1R11 3 1 2.5 1 1 1 2.5 1 1
10 2R11 3 1 2.5 1 2 1 2.5 1 2
11 S44 4 4 , , 5.0 1/2 0 4 , , 2.5 1/2 0
12 TR22 4 2 , 2.5 2 1 2 2.5 1 2
13 2R22 4 2 2.5 2 2 2 2.5 2 2
14 S66 5 6 5.0 2 0 6 5.0 2 0
15 TR23 5 2 7.0 1 2 3 7.0 1 2
16 TR33 5 3 7.0 1 2 3 7.0 1 2

E=equal junction,P=priority junction,S=signalised junction
1R=one-lane roundabout,2R=two-lane roundabout, TR=turboroundabout

Table B.17 Junction design alternatives for case NL1

Table B.18 shows the area range used for each size category.

Size category Area (m2)
1 0-749
2 750-1249
3 1250-1749
4 1750-2249
5 ≥2250

Table B.18 Area range by size category for case NL1
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Table B.19 shows the junction design alternatives used for case US2. The same main
junction types as for case NL2 are used.

Nr Id Sc
Major road Minor road
ne Conf. wcr nx nc ne Conf. wcr nx nc

1 E11 1 1 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
2 P11 1 1 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
3 S11 1 1 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
4 P1W1 2 1 5.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
5 P21 2 2 , 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
6 S21 2 2 , 2.5 1 0 1 2.5 1 0
7 P2W1 3 2 , 5.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
8 P1W2 3 1 5.0 1 0 1 , , 0.0 1 0
9 P22 3 2 , 0.0 1 0 2 , 0.0 1 0
10 S22 3 2 , 2.5 1 0 2 , 2.5 1 0
11 P31 3 3 0.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
12 S31 3 3 , , , , 5.0 1/2 0 1 2.5 1/2 0
13 P2W2 4 2 , 5.0 1 0 2 , 0.0 1 0
14 PS21 4 2 , 5.0 1 0 1 0.0 1 0
15 P32 4 3 0.0 1 0 2 , 0.0 1 0
16 S32 4 3 , , , , 5.0 1 0 2 , 2.5 1 0
17 S33 5 3 , , , , 5.0 1/2 0 3 , 2.5 1/2 0
18 S42 5 4 , , 5.0 1/2 0 2 , 2.5 1/2 0
19 S43 6 4 , , 5.0 1/2 0 2 , 2.5 1/2 0
20 1R11 6 1 2.5 1 1 1 2.5 1 1
21 S44 7 4 , , 5.0 1/2 0 4 , , 2.5 1/2 0
22 RB21 7 2 ∗ 2.5 1 1 1 2.5 1 1
23 RB22 7 2 ∗ 2.5 1 1 2 ∗ 2.5 1 1
24 S66 8 6 5.0 2 0 4 , , 2.5 2 0
25 TR21 8 2 , 2.5 2 1 2 2.5 1 2
26 TR22 8 2 , 2.5 2 1 2 2.5 1 2
27 S66 9 6 5.0 2 0 6 5.0 2 0
28 2R22 9 2 2.5 2 2 2 2.5 2 2
29 TR23 9 2 7.0 1 2 3 7.0 1 2
30 TR33 9 3 7.0 1 2 3 7.0 1 2

E=equal junction,P=priority junction, PS=priority square, S=signalised junction, *=bypass
1R=one-lane roundabout,2R=two-lane roundabout, RB=roundabout with bypass, TR=turboroundabout

Table B.19 Junction design alternatives for case NL2
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Model parameters
Table B.20 shows the emission factors used in the environmental performance model.

Substance Emission factor
NOx 0.2178
PM10 0.0561

Table B.20 Emission factors for urban roads with a 50 km/h speed limit

Existing rules
The rules are based on guidelines provided in (CROW, 2008) and (CROW, 2013). There are
three main types of rules. The �rst rule uses a threshold value for the total amount of tra�c
on the junction. Di�erent threshold values are used for di�erent junction types. The second
rule checks a threshold value regarding the con�icting volume for each arm. If the threshold
is exceeded for one of the arms, a speci�c type is not viable. The third rule is the so-called
Slop-criterion, which is used to check whether a priority junction is still viable. Table B.21
shows which rules are applied for each size category (Sc).

Sc Base set
Rules

E1 E2 E3 P1 P2 P3 S1 S2 R1 R2
1 {E11,P11,S11} E E E E E E E E
2 {P21,P22,S21,S22} E E E
3 {S33,1R11,2R11} E E E E
4 {S44,2R22,TR22} E E E E
5 {S66,TR23,TR33} E E E E

Table B.21 Junction design rules for case 2: Application of rules by size category

In this case, as a starting point all alternatives for a speci�c size category are included in
the �nal set unless one of the applied rules for that speci�c alternatives returns a true value.
Table B.22 provides the conditions that are checked for each rule. Tables B.23,B.24 and B.25
provide various parameter values for the rules. In this case only one volume conversion
value is used in comparison with the peak hour volume (1.00). In order to obtain the eight-
hour volume a factor of 0.63 is used.
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Code Condition Speci�cs
E1 qtot1 > 1500 total volume threshold
E2 qc > 1100 con�icting volume threshold
E3 (qmix8/β1)× (−1 +

√
1 + β2qmas8/qmix8) > 1.33 Slop-criterion

P1 qtot1 > 1500 total volume threshold
P2 qc > 1100 con�icting volume threshold
P3 (qmix8/β1)× (−1 +

√
1 + β2qmas8/qmix8) > 1.33 Slop-criterion

S1 qtot1 > λS1 total volume threshold
S2 qc > λS2 con�icting volume threshold
R1 qtot1 > λR1 total volume threshold
R2 qc > λR2 con�icting volume threshold

Table B.22 Junction design rules for case 2: Rules and conditions

lma lmi β1 β2
1 1 300 2.0
2 1 300 2.4
1 2 400 3.2
2 2 400 2.7

Table B.23 Junction design rules for case 2: Parameters for rules E3,P3

lma λS1 λS2
< 4 3500 3800
≥ 4 7500 3800

Table B.24 Junction design rules for case 2: Parameters for rules S1-S2

Roundabout alternative λR1 λR2

1R11 2000 1500
2R11 2200 1700
2R22 3500 2400
TR22 3500 2100
TR23 4000 2300
TR33 4500 2800

Table B.25 Junction design rules for case 2: Parameters for rules R1-R2
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Notations
Variables:
qat Vehicular tra�c volume for turn(s) a and time unit t
λr Parameter for rule r
pm Percentage of tra�c volume for movement m
lc Number of circulating lanes on a roundabout
lma Number of lanes for the major approach
lmi Number of lanes for the minor approach
J Junction type
Subscripts (a, t,m):
1 Peak hour volume
4 Four-hour volume
8 Eight-hour volume
24 Daily volume
ma Major arm approach volume
mao Major arm opposing volume (right-turn and through)
mar Major arm right-turn volume
mas Sum of approach volumes of both major arms
mi Minor arm approach volume
mir Minor arm turn-turn volume
mix Maximum approach volume of both minor arms
tot Sum of approach volumes of all arms
l Left-turn movement volume
c Con�icting volume for an arm



Appendix C

Network e�ects: Case
descriptions

In this appendix a detailed description of the cases used to determine and evaluate junction
design strategies is provided. Successively, the Sioux Falls case, the Delft case and model
parameters used for both cases are discussed.

Case: Sioux Falls
The Sioux Falls network, which was �rst published by Morlok et al. (1973), is widely used in
transportation studies, especially when dealing with tra�c equilibria and network design
problems. Unfortunately, it occurs in several variants with small di�erences in travel de-
mand, link attributes and link travel time function parameters and it is often not clear from
the cited references or the posted �gures and tables, which variant is used in a speci�c pa-
per (Bar-Gera, Hellman & Patriksson, 2013). Here, the variant as reported by S. Wang et al.
(2013) is used as a starting point, mainly because they give a comprehensive description of
input and output data. First, the base network and travel demand are described. Next, the
junction design additions are explained. Subsequently, road type and speed limit extensions
are presented.

Base network and travel demand
The basic Sioux Falls network, as shown in Figure C.1, consists of 24 nodes and 76 links. The
nodes also function as origin and destination points for trips in the network. Each link has
a capacity, free-�ow travel time and travel time function assigned to it. Although S. Wang
et al. (2013) don’t mention a speci�c time unit, the link capacities (and travel demand) cor-
respond to a 24-hour period. Because the operational junction performance model requires
passenger car units per hour (pcu/h), both capacities and demand are divided by a factor of
10, assuming the peak hour to contain 10% of the 24-hour period trips. The link free-�ow
travel times are interpreted as a hundredth part of an hour. A free-�ow travel time of 6
would then be 0.06 hours, being 3.6 minutes. For the travel time function, the BPR function
as shown in Equation 8.4 is used. The function uses the model parameters α and β. These
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are constant for all links in this Sioux Falls variant, where α = 0.15 and β = 4. Tables C.1
and C.2 respectively show the link attributes and travel demand matrix.
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Figure C.1 Sioux Falls network with node and link numbers. Grey coloured nodes are also junction
locations
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F T Ca t0a F T Ca t0a F T Ca t0a
1 2 2590.02 6 10 11 10 000 5 17 19 482.3951 2
1 3 2340.347 4 10 15 13 512 6 18 7 2340.347 2
2 1 2590.02 6 10 16 485.4918 4 18 16 1967.99 3
2 6 495.8181 5 10 17 499.3511 8 18 20 2340.347 4
3 1 2340.347 4 11 4 490.8827 6 19 15 1456.475 3
3 4 1711.052 4 11 10 10 000 5 19 17 482.3951 2
3 12 2340.347 4 11 12 490.8827 6 19 20 500.2608 4
4 3 1711.052 4 11 14 487.6508 4 20 18 2340.347 4
4 5 1778.279 2 12 3 2340.347 4 20 19 500.2608 4
4 11 490.8827 6 12 11 490.8827 6 20 21 505.9912 6
5 4 1778.279 2 12 13 2590.02 3 20 22 507.5697 5
5 6 494.7995 4 13 12 2590.02 3 21 20 505.9912 6
5 9 10 000 5 13 24 509.1256 4 21 22 522.991 2
6 2 495.8181 5 14 11 487.6508 4 21 24 488.5358 3
6 5 494.7995 4 14 15 512.7526 5 22 15 959.9181 3
6 8 489.8588 2 14 23 492.4791 4 22 20 507.5697 5
7 8 784.1811 3 15 10 13 512 6 22 21 522.991 2
7 18 2340.347 2 15 14 512.7526 5 22 23 5000 4
8 6 489.8588 2 15 19 1456.475 3 23 14 492.4791 4
8 7 784.1811 3 15 22 959.9181 3 23 22 5000 4
8 9 505.0193 10 16 8 504.5823 5 23 24 507.8508 2
8 16 504.5823 5 16 10 485.4918 4 24 13 509.1256 4
9 5 10 000 5 16 17 522.991 2 24 21 488.5358 3
9 8 505.0193 10 16 18 1967.99 3 24 23 507.8508 2
9 10 1391.579 3 17 10 499.3511 8

10 9 1391.579 3 17 16 522.991 2

F :From node; T :To node; Ca:Capacity (cpu/h); t0a:Free �ow travel time (min)

Table C.1 Sioux Falls link attributes.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
1 0 1 1 5 2 3 5 8 5 13 5 2 5 3 5 5 4 1 3 3 1 4 3 1
2 1 0 1 2 1 4 2 4 2 6 2 1 3 1 1 4 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
3 1 1 0 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
4 5 2 2 0 5 4 4 7 7 12 14 6 6 5 5 8 5 1 2 3 2 4 5 2
5 2 1 1 5 0 2 2 5 8 10 5 2 2 1 2 5 2 0 1 1 1 2 1 0
6 3 4 3 4 2 0 4 8 4 8 4 2 2 1 2 9 5 1 2 3 1 2 1 1
7 5 2 1 4 2 4 0 10 6 19 5 7 4 2 5 14 10 2 4 5 2 5 2 1
8 8 4 2 7 5 8 10 8 16 8 6 6 4 6 22 14 3 7 9 4 5 3 2
9 5 2 1 7 8 4 6 8 0 28 14 6 6 6 9 14 9 2 4 6 3 7 5 2

10 13 6 3 12 10 8 19 16 28 0 40 20 19 21 40 44 39 7 18 25 12 26 18 8
11 5 2 3 15 5 4 5 8 14 39 0 14 10 16 14 14 10 1 4 6 4 11 13 6
12 2 1 2 6 2 2 7 6 6 20 14 0 13 7 7 7 6 2 3 4 3 7 7 5
13 5 3 1 6 2 2 4 6 6 19 10 13 0 6 7 6 5 1 3 6 6 13 8 8
14 3 1 1 5 1 1 2 4 6 21 16 7 6 0 13 7 7 1 3 5 4 12 11 4
15 5 1 1 5 2 2 5 6 10 40 14 7 7 13 0 12 15 2 8 11 8 26 10 4
16 5 4 2 8 5 9 14 22 14 44 14 7 6 7 12 28 5 13 16 6 12 5 3
17 4 2 1 5 2 5 10 14 9 39 10 6 5 7 15 28 0 6 17 17 6 17 6 3
18 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 3 2 7 2 2 1 1 2 5 6 0 3 4 1 3 1 0
19 3 1 0 2 1 2 4 7 4 18 4 3 3 3 8 13 17 3 0 12 4 12 3 1
20 3 1 0 3 1 3 5 9 6 25 6 5 6 5 11 16 17 4 12 0 12 24 7 4
21 1 0 0 2 1 1 2 4 3 12 4 3 6 4 8 6 6 1 4 12 0 18 7 5
22 4 1 1 4 2 2 5 5 7 26 11 7 13 12 26 12 17 3 12 24 18 0 21 11
23 3 0 1 5 1 1 2 3 5 18 13 7 8 11 10 5 6 1 3 7 7 21 0 7
24 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 2 2 8 6 5 7 4 4 3 3 0 1 4 5 11 7 0

Table C.2 Sioux Falls matrix of demands between OD pairs (in thousands vehicles per hour)
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Junction designs
On 20 of the 24 nodes in the Sioux Falls network, a junction de�nition is added, as depicted
by the grey coloured nodes in Figure C.1. This results in 14 three-arm and 6 four-arm junc-
tions. The �ve-arm junction at node 10 is interpreted as a four-arm junction, where the arm
from node 17 is ignored in the operational junction performance model. For each location,
four junction design alternatives are de�ned:

• Equal junction
• Priority junction
• Signalised junction
• Roundabout

Besides the main junction type, the number of approaching and exiting lanes as well as
the lane allocation is de�ned for each junction arm. Figure C.2 shows the four-arm junction
design alternatives, whereas Figure C.3 shows the three-arm options.

(a) Equal junction (b) Priority junction

(c) Signalised junction (d) Roundabout

Figure C.2 Sioux Falls four-arm junction design alternatives

For equal junctions and roundabouts, only one shared approach lane for each arm is
de�ned. For priority junctions, a shared straight and right turn lane and a separate left
turn lane is de�ned for each arm. For signalised junctions, separate approach lanes for
each turning movement are de�ned. All junction types have one exit lane per arm. The
width of all central reservations is zero and there are no slow tra�c crossing facilities. For
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(a) Equal junction (b) Priority junction

(c) Signalised junction (d) Roundabout

Figure C.3 Sioux Falls three-arm junction design alternatives

priority junctions, a choice was made which links must give way. For the junctions at nodes
4,5,20,24 and 25 the major road (with right-of-way) runs horizontally (or east-west) as shown
in Figure C.1. For the other junction locations, the major road runs vertically (or north-
south). For signalised junctions, no speci�c signal settings are de�ned. The operational
junction performance model used will determine the signal settings (cycle time, green times)
based on the junction layout and tra�c �ows while minimizing the average control delay.
All roundabouts have only one circulating lane.

The operational junction performance model requires a multitude of additional junc-
tion design attributes, such as lane width, lane length, saturation �ow, roundabout inner
diameter and exit lane radius. And, although the signal settings (cycle time, green times)
are determined, the model requires various signal setting attributes such as start loss time,
end gain time, minimum green time and maximum cycle time. It would go to far to dis-
cuss all attributes and settings in this thesis. Instead, it is su�cient to mention that default
values di�erentiated by main junction type, as distributed with OmniTRANS version 6.1.16
with junction modelling version 27, were used, as described in the accompanying technical
document (Bezembinder & Brandt, 2013).

To make the height of the link capacities in accordance with junction capacities, the link
capacities should be multiplied by a factor of 1.5. This is indicated with CAPF = 1.5.

Road types and speed limits
For both the safety and environmental performance models, model parameters for the road
part of the model are di�erentiated by speci�c road types and speed limits that are not
present in the base network.

Since the base Sioux Falls network uses (free-�ow) travel times on links, no link lengths
and (free-�ow)speeds are given. In order to determine link speeds, �rst all link lengths are
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set to 1.0 kilometre. The link speeds are then determined based on the length and travel
time. A travel time of 4 minutes results in a link speed of 25 km/h. This results in link
speeds between 16.7 and 50.0 km/h.

For the safety performance model, model parameters are linked to speci�c road types
as de�ned in the Highway Safety Manual (AASHTO, 2010a). Since the Sioux Falls network
does not contain any road types, new types are determined based on the link capacities, as
shown in Table C.3.

Capacity (pcu/h) Code Full name
≤ 1,234 2U Two-lane undivided arterials
1,235-1,504 3T Three-lane arterials including a centre two-way left-turn lane
1,505-2,018 4U Four-lane undivided arterials
2,019-2,475 5T Five-lane arterials including a centre two-way left-turn lane
>2476 4D Four-lane divided arterials

Table C.3 Sioux Falls capacity, road type and description

The road type code refers to the total number of lanes on a road (sum of both directions)
and whether the lanes of the two directions are divided (D) or undivided (U) or share a
two-way left-turn lane in the centre of the road (T).

For the environmental performance model, model parameters are also linked to speci�c
road types. Model parameters are di�erentiated for the main road types: motorway, rural
and urban. These road types can be determined based on the speed limits and location
(urban/rural). However, since the speed limits in the Sioux Falls network are less than or
equal to 50 km/h, all road types are set to urban.

For analysis purposes and for the ability to apply certain rule based strategies, for each
link approaching a junction it should be clear whether it is the major or minor road. The
major and minor roads are de�ned in accordance with the link de�nitions for the priority
junctions as discussed in the previous subsection.

Case: Delft
The Delft case is a small tra�c and transport model for the town of Delft in The Neth-
erlands. It was originally developed for educational and research purposes by Omnitrans
International and Delft University of Technology. Although it is a small model, without me-
dium to long distance travels and thus related travel choices, the network and travel demand
is realistic and the model is calibrated based on actual counts and census data. The Delft case
is distributed with OmniTRANS, transport planning software, as a tutorial project. Several
variants of de Delft case exist, however none was (fully) documented in published docu-
ments or papers. Since a full description of the case would encompass numerous pages, in
this thesis, it is su�cient to provide a brief description and mention that the Delft case as
distributed with OmniTRANS version 6.1.16 is used as a starting point. In this section, �rst,
the base network and travel demand are described. Next, the junction design additions are
explained. Subsequently, road type extensions are presented.
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Base network and travel demand

The Delft network, as shown in Figure C.4, consists of 491 nodes, 726 (one-way and two-
way) links and 25 centroids. The latter being origin and destination points for trips. Link
attributes, such as speed and capacity, have default values based on the road type. Figure
C.4 shows the main road types, whereas Table C.4 shows the road types and default values
for speed and capacity.

Figure C.4 Delft network with links (coloured by main road type) and centroids (with number)

For the travel time function, the BPR function as shown in Equation 8.4 is used. The
function uses the model parameters α and β. These are constant for all links, where α =
0.87 and β = 4. The total amount of departing and arriving trips in the network is 41,192
pcu/h. Most trips originate from (and depart to) centroids 1,3 and 4 being the (cut o�)
motorways between Rotterdam (south) and The Hague (north).
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Road type Speed (km/h) Capacity (pcu/h)
Motorway 4 100 9600
Motorway 3 100 7000
Motorway 2 100 4800
Highway 2 80 4000
Highway 1 70 2200
Main road 2 50 3400
Main road 1 50 1800
Local road 40 1500
Local road mixed tra�c 35 1200

Table C.4 Delft road types and default link attributes (speed and capacity)

Junction designs

On 242 of the 491 nodes a junction de�nition is present. Figure C.5 shows which junction
types are de�ned in the base network.

Figure C.5 Delft network with base junction types
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The base network consists of 93 equal junctions, 85 priority junctions, 50 signalised junc-
tions and 14 roundabouts. Besides the main junction type, the number and turn allocation of
approaching and exiting lanes, the central reservation width and slow crossing facilities are
de�ned per arm. Junction sizes vary from small junctions with one approach lane per arm
to large junctions with six approach lanes, a wide central reservation and multiple exit lanes
per arm. Roundabouts with both one and two circulating lanes exist in the base network.
For each junction location, four junction design alternatives are de�ned, so in addition to
the base junction design, as presented in Figure C.5, three additional junction design altern-
atives are de�ned. As an example, Figure C.6 shows the junction design alternatives for
node 6831.

(a) Equal junction (b) Priority junction

(c) Signalised junction (d) Roundabout

Figure C.6 Delft junction design alternatives for node 6831

For priority junctions, the major (right-of-way) roads were determined based on the
existing priority junction design from the base network, the road type hierarchy or expert
judgement. For signalised junctions, no speci�c signal settings are de�ned. The operational
junction performance model used will determine the signal settings (cycle time, green times)
based on the junction layout and tra�c �ows while minimizing the average control delay.

Other attributes required for the operational junction performance model are dealt with
as was done for the Sioux Falls case. Default values as distributed with OmniTRANS version
6.1.16 with junction modelling version 27 are used.
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Additional road types
For both the safety and environmental performance models, model parameters are di�eren-
tiated by speci�c road types that are not present in the base network. Table C.5 shows both
road types, which are linked to the road type, speed and capacity from the base network.

Road type Speed Capacity Road type Road type
(km/h) (pcu/h) safety emissions

Motorway 4 100 9600 5T Motorway
Motorway 3 100 7000 4D Motorway
Motorway 2 100 4800 4D Motorway
Highway 2 80 4000 4U Rural
Highway 1 70 2200 2U Rural
Main road 2 50 3400 3T Urban
Main road 1 50 1800 2U Urban
Local road 40 1500 2U Urban
Local road mixed tra�c 35 1200 2U Urban

Table C.5 Delft road types for safety and emission performance models

The safety road type code refers to the total number of lanes on a road (sum of both
directions) and whether the lanes of the two directions are divided (D) or undivided (U) or
share a two-way left-turn lane in the centre of the road (T).

For analysis purposes and for the ability to apply certain rule based strategies, for each
link approaching a junction it should be clear whether it is the major or minor road. The
major and minor roads are de�ned in accordance with the link de�nitions for the priority
junctions as discussed in the previous subsection.

Model parameters
The cases share various model parameters. In this section, model parameters for respect-
ively the operational, safety and environmental network models are discussed. For a detailed
description of these models see Section 8.1.

Operational performance model
The operational network performance model comprehends a junction (turn) and a road
(link) part.

The operational junction performance model is based on the Highway Capacity Manual
2010 methodologies (TRB, 2010a), with various extensions, e.g. to enable working with equal
en priority junctions as well as crossing slow tra�c. This model was discussed in Section
4.2.1. In both the Sioux Falls and Delft case, a speci�c implementation is used, being the
model included in the OmniTRANS version 6.1.16 distribution with junction modelling ver-
sion 27. This model contains many parameters, used in the capacity and delay functions, for
example to re�ect behaviour involving gap-acceptance and follow-up headway for di�erent
road users, vehicle types and junction situations. Discussing these parameters lies outside
the scope of this thesis and therefore it is referred to the technical document included in the
OmniTRANS distribution (Bezembinder & Brandt, 2013).
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The implementation and model parameters of the operational road performance model
are pretty straightforward, since the BPR function is used, which uses the model parameters
α and β. As already mentioned in the descriptions of the base network, both cases use one
set of values for the whole network, being α = 0.15 and β = 4 for Sioux Falls and α = 0.87
and β = 4.0 for Delft.

Safety performance model
The safety network performance model comprehends a junction (node) and road (link) part.
Both parts are implemented according to the Highway Safety Manual (HSM) 2010 method-
ologies (AASHTO, 2010a).

The safety junction performance model was discussed in Section 4.2.2. For the strategy
cases, the same model parameters as for the rule cases are used. For further details, see
Sections B and B.

The safety road performance model was discussed in Section 8.1.2. The HSM approach is
based on safety performance functions (SPFs) for speci�c road and collision types. The HSM
provides sets of predictive models for rural two lane roads, rural multi-lane highways and
urban and suburban arterials. Only the later are used for the cases in this thesis. Table C.6
shows the parameters for both the multi-vehicle non-driveway and single-vehicle collisions
by which the number of fatal-and-injury crashes can be determined.

Road type
Multi-vehicle Single-vehicle

α β α β
2U -16.22 1.66 -3.96 0.23
3T -16.45 1.69 -6.37 0.47
4U -12.08 1.25 -7.37 0.61
4D -12.76 1.28 -8.71 0.66
5T -10.47 1.12 -4.43 0.35

Table C.6 SPF parameters for collision types and road types for fatal-and-injury crashes

Table C.7 provides the adjustment factors used for the SPFs for vehicle-pedestrian col-
lisions. Originally, the HSM uses a 30 mph limit to di�erentiate di�erent speed categories.
This has been adjusted to 50 km/h, since that is the corresponding legal speed limit in km/h.

Road type ≤50 km/h >50 km/h
2U 0.036 0.005
3T 0.041 0.013
4U 0.022 0.009
4D 0.067 0.019
5T 0.030 0.023

Table C.7 Pedestrian adjustment factors fped for di�erent road types and maximum speed

Table C.8 provides the adjustment factors used for the SPFs for vehicle-bicycle collisions.
Finally, the HSM model provides the possibility to apply one or more calibration factors

in order to calibrate the model for local conditions. Calibration factors can be applied for
each junction and road type. The Delft case area, more or less, corresponds with the area of
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Road type ≤50 km/h >50 km/h
2U 0.036 0.005
3T 0.041 0.013
4U 0.022 0.009
4D 0.067 0.019
5T 0.030 0.023

Table C.8 Bicycle adjustment factors fped for di�erent road types and maximum speed

the municipality of Delft. For statistical (data signi�cance) and practical (data availability)
reasons, only the total number of observed fatal-and-injury crashes per year were collected.
For the years 2015-2018, the values were 98, 106, 157 and 161 (average is 131) (Delft, 2018).
The safety network performance model for the base network, tra�c demand and junction
designs produced a value of 113. If this value is confronted with the average value for the
observed years, a calibration value of 1.16 should be applied. However, considering the fact
that not all roads are included in the network and the model is used for comparing di�erent
variants, it is decided to use no calibration factors.

Environmental performance model
The environmental network performance model, which determines the amount of NOx or
PM10 (g) emitted by tra�c, uses an implementation of the ARTEMIS model for air emissions
as suggested by (Wismans, 2012) and discussed in Section 4.2.3. This model predicts the
emissions based on di�erent tra�c situations or states for which di�erent emissions factors
are used. Table C.9

Road type Tra�c state NOx PM10

Motorway

Free-�ow 0.86546535 0.03882576
Heavy 0.91114514 0.03916790
Saturated 1.03675608 0.04350911
Stop-and-go 2.43464021 0.10119364

Rural

Free-�ow 0.91065539 0.04160556
Heavy 0.92942113 0.04377170
Saturated 1.42471465 0.05643012
Stop-and-go 2.45022698 0.10164757

Urban

Free-�ow 1.00447465 0.07057599
Heavy 1.30931231 0.07735164
Saturated 1.33531572 0.07734171
Stop-and-go 2.72702794 0.12234230

Table C.9 Emission factors for di�erent road types and tra�c states

The tables shows average emission factors for all vehicle types. The emission factors
are averaged for the car, light goods and heavy goods vehicles using respectively 0.80, 0.15
and 0.05 weights.



Appendix D

Network e�ects: Additional
local selection criteria and
strategies

In this appendix a description of an analysis of additional (to the ones discussed in Chapter
10) local selection criteria and strategies is presented.

Local selection criteria and strategies
Based on expert judgement it was decided to evaluate two additional selection criteria based
on the volume-capacity ratio. MINAVGVC chooses the junction design alternative with the
lowest (volume-weighted) average volume-capacity ratio, whereas MINMAXVC chooses the
alternative with the lowest maximum volume-capacity ratio. This is similar to the MINAVG-
DELAY and MINMAXDELAY selection criteria and the volume-capacity ratio is related to
the delay value (or actually the other way around). However, especially heavy saturated sig-
nalised junctions are sooner chosen based on the volume-capacity ratio then on the delay.

A selection strategy determines which junction should be assessed with the regarding
selection criteria. Initially, only the strategies ALL and N-AVGDELAY were used. The �rst
simply selects all junctions. The second selects the N junctions with the highest (volume
weighted) average delay. In line with the volume-capacity ratio based selection criteria,
it is obvious to add a N-AVGVC strategy, which selects the N junctions with the highest
(volume weighted) average volume-capacity ratio. Additionally, the selection strategy N-
AVGDELAYX is added, where X represents a threshold value. This selection strategy selects
the N junctions with the highest (volume weighted) average delay for which the delay is
above the threshold value (typically 20 seconds). Values for N are again 10, 20 and 50.

273
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Evaluate local selection criteria with Sioux Falls
In this section the Sioux Falls case is used for evaluating the additional local selection cri-
teria. The section starts with a brief explanation of the overall experimental set-up, followed
by an evaluation of the criteria by using the LOJD-SIM approach. The section ends with
conclusions.

Experimental set-up
As said, for this experiment, the Sioux Falls network and demand is used. The network con-
tains 20 junction locations, with each four junction design alternatives, being equal junction,
priority junction, signalised junction and roundabout. Two criteria, being MINAVGVC and
MINMAXVC are used. Since there is no current situation, the LOJD-SIM approach starts
with an empty network with only priority junctions. The criteria are evaluated for both
CAPF = 1.5 and CAPF = 5.0 with base demand (ODF = 1.0). The selection strategy
is not relevant for the LOJD-SIM approach. The LOJD-SIM algorithm uses settings as con-
cluded from Chapter 9.

Local optimisation with selection criteria
Table D.1 shows the loss times for the criteria and the operational optimum situation whereas
Table D.2 presents the resulting network solutions. These tables can be compared with
Tables 10.11 and 10.12 for the other criteria. For comparison reasons, the results from the
existing, and generally best scoring criterion, MINAVGDELAY is also shown in in Table D.1.
Generally, the additional criteria MINAVGVC and MINMAXVC are not an improvement in

Link Junction Total
CAPF Criterion Abs. % Abs. % Abs. Index
1.5 MINAVGVC 1608 74 577 26 2185 122

MINMAXVC 1380 73 504 27 1884 106
MINAVGDELAY 1573 84 296 16 1869 105
Op.Optimum 1364 76 424 24 1788 100

5.0 MINAVGVC 167 26 471 74 638 163
MINMAXVC 141 19 615 81 756 193
MINAVGDELAY 170 37 291 63 461 118
Op. Optimum 150 38 242 62 392 100

Table D.1 Loss times (pcuh) for selection criteria and the operational optimum in absolute values
(Abs.), percentages (%) and index for CAPF = 1.5 and CAPF = 5.0

the sense of minimising the total loss time in the network compared to the existing MINAVG-
DELAY and MINMAXDELAY criteria. Although the match in junction design between the
criteria and the operational optimum tends to be higher, the overall network performance
is worse. Only for CAPF = 1.5, the index for MINMAXVC criterion (106) is close to the
value for MINAVGDELAY (105).
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Node number Match
CAPF Criterion 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 (%)
1.5 MINAVGVC + + + + + + + + + 45

MINMAXVC + + + + + + + + + + + + 60
Op.Optimum 100

5.0 MINAVGVC + + + + + + + + + + + 55
MINMAXVC + + + + + + + + + 45
Op.Optimum 100
Number of arms 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3

Equal Priority Signalised Roundabout

+ Junction design is the same as the design for the operational optimum

Table D.2 Junction design solutions for local selection criteria and the operational optimum with
CAPF = 1.5 and CAPF = 5.0

Conclusions
In this section, additional selection criteria have been evaluated by using the Sioux Falls case
and the LOJD-SIM approach. The main conclusions is that the additional selection criteria,
which were based on the volume-capacity ratio, did not give better results than those of the
delay-based existing criteria.

Evaluate local selection criteria with Delft
In this section the Delft case is used for evaluating the additional selection criteria. The
section starts with a brief explanation of the overall experimental set-up, followed by the
evaluation of the criteria by various approaches. Respectively, single application of local
selection criteria for all junctions, single application of local selection criteria for a selection
of junctions, multiple applications of local selection criteria and local optimisation with
selection criteria are discussed. The section ends with conclusions. For each approach both
network performances and network solutions are discussed.

Experimental set-up
As said, for this experiment, the Delft network and demand are used. The network con-
tains 242 junction locations with each four junction design alternatives, being equal junc-
tion, priority junction, signalised junction and roundabout. The network contains a current
situation, i.e. the junction designs as they are de�ned nowadays, which involves 93 equal
junctions, 85 priority junctions, 50 signalised junctions and 14 roundabouts.

Two additional selection criteria, being MINAVGVC and MINMAXVC are used. Fur-
thermore, di�erent selection strategies are used: ALL, N-AVGDELAY, N-AVGVC and N-
AVGDELAYX. The �rst simply selects all junctions. The second selects the N junctions
with the highest (volume weighted) average delay, whereas the third selects theN junctions
with the highest (volume weighted) average volume-capacity ratio. The latter is similar to
N-AVGDELAY, with the exception that a junction only can be selected when the (volume
weighted) average delay is above 20 seconds. Values for N are 10, 20 and 50. For reasons
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of completeness, the results from the existing, generally best scoring, criterion MINAVG-
DELAY are also shown.

Two modelling approaches are used to evaluate the additional criteria, being: LOJD-
SEQ and LOJD-SIM. The current situation is used as a starting point for all approaches. All
approaches use model settings as concluded in Chapter 9.

Single application of local selection criteria for all junctions
In this section, the additional local selection criteria are evaluated using the LOJD-SEQ ap-
proach with one iteration, which involves a single application of the criteria. Both network
performances and network solutions will be analysed.

Network performances

Table D.3 shows the network performances of the additional selection criteria, the cur-
rent and operational optimum situations. The table also shows the results for the existing
MINAVGDELAY criterion. The values are indexed to the current situation. A �rst observa-

Loss time Crashes Emissions
Criterion Link Junc. Total Link Junc. Total NOx PM10
Current 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
MINAVGVC 110 70 84 101 79 95 103 102
MINMAXVC 96 67 78 99 85 95 99 99
MINAVGDELAY 94 46 64 99 87 96 100 100
Op.Optimum 95 45 63 99 81 94 99 100

Table D.3 Index values for the network performances for each selection criterion, the current and
operational optimum situation when applied once

tion from the table is that the additional criteria are not better than the existing MINAVG-
DELAY criterion concerning the operational performance (i.e. the loss time) and only a small
improvement in safety and environmental performances compared to the existing criterion
can be seen.

Applying the MINAVGVC and MINMAXVC criteria, respectively produce a 16% and 22%
decrease of total loss time. This e�ect is substantially smaller than that of the MINAVG-
DELAY criterion which causes a 36% decrease of total loss time. Although, the safety and
environmental e�ects are a little better for the MINMAXVC criterion, it can be stated that
these criteria do not provide an improvement (i.e. a better approximation of the operational
optimum situation in sense of network performances). This corresponds with the results
from the Sioux Falls case.

Network solutions

Figure D.1 shows the percentage of each junction design type that occurs in the solution of
the evaluated criterion and the current and operational optimum situation, whereas Table
D.4 shows the number of junctions that have a di�erent type for the criteria in comparison
with the current and operational optimum situation. Figure D.1 shows that both additional
criteria lead to more roundabouts and less equal junctions. This is especially true for the
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Figure D.1 Junction type distribution for each criterion and the current and operational optimum
situation

Nr. of di�erences with
Situation/Criterion Current Op. Optimum
Current - 133
MINAVGVC 131 96
MINMAXVC 123 104

Table D.4 Number of junctions that have a di�erent type for the criteria in comparison with the
current and operational optimum situation

MINMAXVC criterion, which results in 51 roundabouts. This can be explained by the fact
that roundabouts ‘naturally’ average tra�c �ows and thus the volume-capacity ratios over
the junction, thus producing lower values for the maximum volume-capacity ratio. How-
ever, low volume-capacity ratios do not necessary lead to low delays on junctions, as could
be noted in Table D.3.

Single application of local selection criteria for a selection of junc-
tions
Until now, the critera were applied on all junctions in the network. As was observed, this
lead to a considerable number of changes in junction design. In practice, the number of
junctions that can be altered is often limited (e.g. due to budget constraints). Therefore, in
this section, the e�ects of selecting a limited number of junctions is evaluated. Again, both
network performances and network solutions are discussed.

Network performances

Figure D.2 shows the performance indices for di�erent numbers of selected junctions and
the additional selection criteria. The �gures show indices for the operational, safety and
environmental performance values for di�erent numbers of selected junctions (N ). The N
junctions with the highest (volume weighted) average turn delay are selected, after which
the regarding criterion is applied on these junctions. Values of 10, 20 and 50 were used for
N . For the sake of completeness, the �gures also show the results when all junctions were
selected (N = 242) and the results of the existing MINAVGDELAY criterion. Generally,
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(a) Total loss time (b) Total crashes

(c) Total NOx substance emission (d) Total PM10 substance emission

Figure D.2 Performances indices for di�erent numbers of selected junctions and criteria

the more junctions are selected and changed by the criteria, the lower the index values
and thus the larger the reduction of negative e�ects. An interesting conclusion is that for
N = 10, the results for various criteria, including the MINAVGDELAY criterion are rather
similar. The loss time index for MINMAXVC and MINAVGDELAY are respectively 93 and
94. The MINAVGDELAY criterion does not decrease the negative e�ects for the operational
objective. For N = 20, the result are similar in terms of di�erences between the criteria.
The di�erences start to become more serious forN = 50. Similar but less distinctive results
can be seen for the crashes and the NOx and PM10 emissions. For the additional criteria, the
latter increase (i.e. more emissions, when the number of selected junctions increases). This
is presumably caused by the fact that, although junction delays and queues decrease, route
length increases and is shifted to road types with di�erent speeds and emission factors. As
concluded for the existing criteria, the results for N = 50 are close to those for selecting all
junctions (N = 242). Generally, selecting junctions does not mean that the junction design
is actually changed. It is possible that the current design still is the best option. This will be
discussed in the next subsection when looking at the network solutions.

As announced, also di�erent selection strategies were evaluated. Table D.5 shows the
network performances for a selection of criteria using di�erent selection strategies. The
table only shows results for N = 50, since for this value of N the di�erences between
criteria are more distinctive. As said, the N-AVGDELAY selection strategy selects the N
junctions with the highest (volume weighted) average delay. N-AVGVC does the same, but
now based on the (volume weighted) average volume-capacity ratio. N-AVG-DELAYX se-
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Loss time Crashes Emissions
Sel.Strat. Criterion Link Junc. Total Link Junc. Total NOx PM10
N-AVGDELAY MINAVGDELAY 94 53 68 99 89 96 100 100

MINAVGVC 108 71 85 101 82 96 101 101
MINMAXVC 95 68 78 99 89 96 99 99

N-AVGDELAYX MINAVGDELAY 97 73 82 99 91 97 100 100
N-MAXVC MINAVGVC 110 76 88 101 81 96 103 102

MINMAXVC 96 70 79 99 86 96 100 100

Table D.5 Index values for the network performances for criteria with di�erent selection strategies
(N=50)

lects theN junctions with the highest (volume weighted) average delay for which the delay
is above the threshold valueX , here set to 20 seconds. In short: none of the combinations of
selection strategies and criteria show better results than the original N-AVGDELAY selection
strategy and MINAVGDELAY criterion.

Network solutions

Figure D.3 shows percentages of each junction design type that occurs in the solution of
the additional criteria for di�erent numbers of selected junctions. The �gures show no

(a) MINAVGVC (b) MINMAXVC

Figure D.3 Network solutions for di�erent numbers of selected junctions and criteria

surprises. Generally, percentages increase or decrease when more junctions are selected
moving towards the solution when selecting all junctions. An exception is the decrease of
the percentage of equal junction between N = 50 and N = 242. A lot of these junctions
have very low delay values and are only selected and changed to priority junctions when
all junctions are selected. This also explains why the di�erences in network performances
between N = 50 and N = 242 are small, although still a substantial number of junctions
is changed. This can also be seen in Table D.6, which shows the number of junctions that is
actually changed in comparison with the current situation for di�erent numbers of N .

Multiple applications of local selection criteria
A next step in the analysis is to evaluate the criteria when they are applied multiple times.
In this case only the network performances are analyses.
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N
Criterion 10 20 50 242
MINAVGVC 9 19 44 131
MINMAXVC 6 14 37 123
MINAVGDELAY 8 17 43 128

Table D.6 Number of junctions that are actually changed in comparison with the current situation
for di�erent number of selected junctions and criteria

Network performances

Figure D.4 shows performance values for loss times and crashes for the di�erent criteria,
when the criteria are applied on all junctions. For comparison reasons, the results for the
MINAVGDELAY criterion are also shown. The results for emissions are omitted since there

(a) Total loss time (b) Total crashes

Figure D.4 Performances indices for selection criteria by iteration

are only minimal di�erences between iterations and criteria. The �gures show index val-
ues, where performances for the current situation are set to 100. The �gures show that
the performance levels stay reasonably stable after the �rst iteration. As concluded when
evaluating the existing criteria, the �rst iteration is determinative.

Local optimisation with local selection criteria
The �nal step of the evaluation of the additional criteria is to apply them by using the
LOJD-SIM approach. As said, this approach provides an idea of the potential of the local
criteria. The results are primarily used to con�rm the conclusions made based on the various
evaluation with the LOJD-SEQ approach. The evaluation is done for criteria MINAVGVC
and MINMAXVC. Again, both network performances and network solutions are discussed.

Network performances

Table D.7 shows the network performances of the additional criteria, the current and oper-
ational situation. Again, for comparison reasons, the existing criterion MINAVGDELAY is
added. The results in the table con�rm the conclusions drawn from the evaluation of the
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Loss time Crashes Emissions
Criterion Link Junc. Total Link Junc. Total NOx PM10
Current 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
MINAVGVC 101 71 82 100 82 95 101 101
MINMAXVC 96 68 78 99 85 95 101 101
MINAVGDELAY 95 45 63 99 83 95 100 100
Op.Optimum 95 45 63 99 81 94 99 100

Table D.7 Index values for the network performances for each criterion, the current situation and
the operational optimum

criteria using the LOJD-SEQ approach.

Network solutions

Figure D.5 shows the percentage of each junction design type that occurs in the solution
of the evaluated criteria, the current and operational optimum situation. The �gure shows

Figure D.5 Junction type distribution for each criterion and the current and optimal situation

great similarities with Figure D.1 which showed the network solutions for a single applica-
tion of local selection criteria on all junctions. Again, previous conclusions are con�rmed.

Conclusions
In this section, additional local selection criteria were evaluated using the Delft case. The
general conclusion is that additional selection criteria, which are based on volume-capacity
ratios, instead of delay for the existing criteria, do not provide better results than those
for the existing criteria. Although, as was expected, the MINAVGVC and MINMAXVC cri-
teria lead to more signalised junctions and roundabouts, as was the case for the operational
optimum compared to the existing MINAVGDELAY criterion, this did not produce better
network performances. Di�erent selection strategies, involving delay with a threshold or
average/maximum volume-capacity ratio, also do not provide better results than the existing
strategy using average delay.
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Appendix E

Network e�ects: Decision trees

This appendix contains the following non performance requiring rules represented as de-
cision trees:

• VOL1SF
• VOL2SF
• VOL1D
• VOL1DMIX
• VOL2D
• VOL1SFD
• VOL2SFD
• VOLNET1D
• VOLNET2D
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Figure E.1 Rule VOL1SF
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Figure E.2 Rule VOL2SF
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Figure E.3 Rule VOL1D
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Figure E.4 Rule VOL1DMIX
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Figure E.5 Rule VOL2D
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Figure E.6 Rule VOL1SFD
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Figure E.7 Rule VOL2SFD
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Figure E.8 Rule VOLNET1D
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Figure E.9 Rule VOLNET2D



Notations

List of abbreviations

General abbreviations

AADT Annual average daily tra�c
ACF Average crash frequency
APM Accident prediction model
ARBM Accident risk based model
C(A)RT Classi�cation and Regression Trees
CHAID Chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection
CMF Crash modi�cation factor
DT Decision tree
DTM Decision tree method
GA Genetic algorithm
GOJD Global optimisation of junction designs
GOSS Global optimisation of signal settings
HCM Highway capacity manual
HSM Highway safety manual
JDA Junction design alternative
JPM Junction performance model
LOJD Local optimisation of junction designs
LOJD-SEQ Local optimisation of junction designs, sequential approach
LOJD-SIM Local optimisation of junction designs, simultaneous approach
LOSS Local optimisation of signal settings
OO Operational optimum
MJT Main junction type
MO Multi-objective
MO NDP Multi-objective network design problem
MOML-DTM Multi-objective multi-label decision tree method
MSA Method of successive averages
MSWA Method of successive weighted averages
NDP Network design problem
NPM Network performance model
QUEST Quick, Unbiased, E�cient Statistical Tree
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SC Size category
SO Single-objective
SO NDP Single-objective network design problem
SOSL-DTM Single-objective, single-label decision tree method
SPF Safety performance function
SPI Safety performance indicator
SRAM Self-regulating averaging method
TAJM Tra�c assignment with junction modelling
TDP Tra�c demand pattern

Junction type abbreviations
AW All-way stop controlled junction
AWSC All-way stop controlled junction
EQ Equal junction
OS Other solution
PR Priority junction
SIG Signalised junction
RA Roundabout
TW Two-way stop controlled junction
TWSC Two-way stop controlled



Summary

People travel because they want to carry out activities such as living, working, shopping
and visiting friends at di�erent locations. Goods are transported because several stages of
production and sale are spatially separated. In modern society, mobility of people and goods
is a basic human need and an important prerequisite for economic development. However,
mobility also has negative e�ects. Especially in urban areas, supply has been unable to
keep pace with increasing demand, resulting in negative impacts such as environmental
pressure, safety impacts and congestion. The challenge is to manage mobility in such a way
that locations stay accessible and the negative e�ects, such as pollution and accidents are
minimised.

Junction design encompasses the choice for the main type such as equal, priority, signal-
ised or roundabout and choices regarding the layout such as the number and con�guration
of the lanes, the central reservation width, the number and type of lanes on a roundabout,
the facilities for bicycles and pedestrians, and the signal control settings. Junction design is
determinative for the e�ects of tra�c in urban areas, both on local and network level. The
choice for a particular junction design leads to certain levels of operation, safety and en-
vironmental impact on the junction and on other junctions and the road network. For road
authorities it is important to �nd the junction design which minimises one or more negative
e�ects, corresponding to the related policy objectives, both on local and network level. The
contemporary junction design assessment process incorporates two main de�ciencies. One
regarding de�cient identi�cation rules used in the �rst stage of the assessment process and
one regarding insight in and tools to control network e�ects of local selection methods used
in the last stage of the process. This resulted in two research tracks which will be discussed
separately.

Alternative identi�cation
In the �rst stage, viable alternatives are identi�ed based on limited input data, using decision
rules in the form of trees, graphs, look-up tables or simple calculation methods. Existing
identi�cation rules do not o�er a complete and consistent approach for all junction design
alternatives, have not been updated for many years, require unavailable input data, serve
only one underlying objective, are di�cult to comprehend and thus use and/or only identify
one speci�c junction design alternative. Moreover, the rules have been developed over a
period of many years based on a combination of data collection and expert judgment as
a result of which there is lack of a systematic method to update existing or generate new
rules. The �rst objective of this research was to provide junction design rules, as well as
a suitable approach to determine and evaluate them, which can be used to identify viable
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junction design alternatives that bene�t most to minimising the negative e�ects of tra�c
on isolated junctions. The main idea to solve this problem of evaluating and determining
junction design rules is to generate data by using performance models and derive new rules
from the data by using data mining methods. First, a modelling framework was constructed
containing tools for data generation, data mining and rule evaluation. Second, di�erent
solution approaches for determining junction design rules were developed and evaluated.
Third, both existing and new rules were compared using multiple cases.

Modelling framework

The modelling framework comprises both data generation and data mining. The basic idea
of the dataset to be generated is that it contains one or more viable junction design altern-
atives for each tra�c �ow pattern. It was determined that this viable set should be a Pareto
optimal set of junction design alternatives. The Pareto optimal set always contains the best
alternative, regardless how di�erent objectives are weighted in later stages of the assessment
process. In order to determine these Pareto optimal sets, junction performance models were
used for the operational, safety and environmental objectives. Based on various model re-
quirements (such as speed and integration in the assessment process) and a literature review
of existing modelling approaches, a static deterministic analytical approach was concluded
to be the most suitable. For the operational model, this resulted in the choice of the ‘High-
way Capacity Manual’-methodologies for junctions. These were extended with additional
features, such as the handling of bicycle tra�c, ultimately providing average turn delays (s).
For the safety performance model an accident performance model (APM) was concluded
to be the most suitable. The most comprehensive set of APMs for junctions is provided by
the ‘Highway Safety Manual’, providing the average number of fatal-and-injury crashes per
year. For the environmental performance model, a tra�c situation based emission model,
using a simpli�ed version of the ARTEMIS model, was concluded to be the best option,
providing NOx and PM10 emissions (g).

The data mining challenge can be ful�lled by a classi�cation method. It was concluded
that decision tree methods are most suited for this task, especially because they can handle
large datasets, can deal with a categorical target variable and both numerical and categorical
input variables, are �t for both single- and multi-label classi�cation and foremost are easy
to interpret and used by decision makers. Based on a literature review it was concluded that
various traditional single-label methods are available and suitable for determining junction
design rules. However, no method has been used for this speci�c problem and research from
other domains suggested that the choice for the best method is very domain or even case
speci�c. It is best to evaluate multiple methods with di�erent implementations of functions.
For multi-label data, no ready-made and suitable method was available. A new approach was
therefore developed, which extends traditional single-label methods by using the resulting
predicted probabilities to predict (Pareto optimal) sets of junction design alternatives.

In order to evaluate existing and new rules as well as di�erent decision tree methods,
multiple cases were de�ned for both the United States and the Netherlands.

Solution approaches

The general strategy to �nd the best decision tree approach is to evaluate multiple solution
approaches which encompasses algorithms with di�erent implementations of the splitting,
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stopping and pruning functions. Approaches using the three best suited decision tree al-
gorithms, being CRT, CHAID and QUEST, were evaluated on their ability to produce both
single-label and -objective and multi-label and -objective junction design trees and rules.
Di�erent settings for tree limits, pruning and splitting criteria as well as di�erent training
set sizes were evaluated for their computation time, their accuracy and complexity of the
resulting trees. For the multi-label and -objective case, additional accuracy measures such
as su�ciency, similarity and equality were de�ned. Overall, the solution approaches based
on the CRT method gave the best results, whereas the QUEST based approaches gave the
worst results. CHAID produced reasonable accurate trees, but tends to create very large
trees. The new predicted probabilities based, multi-label and -objective method is able to
produce accurate trees and rules.

Existing and new rules

In order to determine new and improved identi�cation rules, datasets were generated for
two cases containing Pareto optimal sets of junction design alternatives for a wide range of
tra�c �ow patterns. Results from the two cases showed that for about 90% of the situations
the Pareto optimal set could be predicted by the new rules, whereas the existing rules hardly
reached 35% or were not discriminating enough resulting in very large set sizes. The latter
leads to more work in later stages of the junction design assessment process. Accuracy rates
for the new rules remain high when they are di�erentiated by size and/or volume categories.
The new rules also provide better performances, especially for the non-operational object-
ives (safety and environment). Results for the operational performances were di�erent for
the two cases. Generally, the new rules produced better results with smaller predicted sets.
In order to make a fair comparison of existing and new rules, the types and attributes of
the junction design alternatives were restricted. In order to determine the full potential of
the approach and rules, these restrictions were lifted in another case. Results showed that
although the number of junction design alternatives was increased, the accuracy of the res-
ulting rules also slightly increased. Moreover, the performances for new rules decreased for
all objectives. The operational, safety and environmental performances were reduced with
respectively 28%, 26% and 60% when compared with the results from the existing rules. This
con�rmed the expectation that junction design alternatives with better performances (i.e.
less negative e�ects) can thus be found.

Eventually, the rules which can be read from the decision trees, are to be used in the
�rst stage of junction design assessment process, in which viable alternatives are identi�ed
based on limited input data. Although the determined trees were accurate and transparent,
they still were rather extensive in terms of the number of levels, nodes, leaves and variables.
The challenge was to determine a smaller tree, by limiting the number of levels and apply
tree pruning, without loosing too much accuracy. This resulted in a tree with four levels,
fourteen leaves and four decision variables with still a 90% accuracy. Overall, a 41%-52%
reduction of set size was achieved by the new rules when compared with the existing rules.
A reduction of the set size reduces time and cost in later stages of the junction design as-
sessment process. Furthermore, the new rules are based on input data that is largely similar
to that of the existing rules, supporting an easy transition from existing to new rules.
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Network e�ects
In the last stage of the assessment process, the best alternative is selected based on a spe-
ci�c method such as a multi-criteria analysis or a ‘simple’ identi�cation of the alternative
with the least delay. Changing the design and thus delays of one junction can trigger route
choice changes throughout the network, resulting in di�erent operational, safety and envir-
onmental network performances. There is a general lack of insight in the network e�ects
of consequently or repeatedly applying certain local selection criteria. Insights are lim-
ited to the operational e�ects on adjacent junctions, the e�ects of signal control strategies
and/or the e�ects of changing the design of one junction. Within this context it is highly
desirable to gain insight in the ‘contribution’ of local selection criteria to global network
objectives (i.e. minimising the negative e�ects of tra�c on a network level). An import-
ant reason why network e�ects are omitted in selection methods is that determining them
is very labour-intensive and computationally demanding for full-scale urban networks in
practice. A suitable approach is needed to make this more accessible. The second objective
of this research was to provide insight in the network e�ects of local selection criteria for
junction design alternatives and to provide a suitable approach for the evaluation of network
e�ects in practice. The problem of evaluating the network e�ects of local selection criteria
for junction design alternatives can be ful�lled by using optimisation models, which con-
cerns solving a speci�c case of the road network design problem (NDP). First a modelling
framework was constructed containing optimisation tools. Second, model improvements
were de�ned and evaluated. Third, the network e�ects of existing local selection criteria
were evaluated. Fourth, rule-based local selection criteria for use in large-scale urban net-
work were developed and evaluated.

Modelling framework

The optimisation problem is a particular case of the road NDP which is generally formu-
lated as a bi-level optimisation problem. The upper level represents the behaviour of the
network authority, which aims to optimise one or more system objectives and controls the
decision variables. The lower level describes the behaviour of the road users, which aim
to minimise their own generalised cost (or travel time), by making individually optimal
choices in the road network. In this research, the decision variables are clearly the junction
design alternatives. The lower level is served by a (static deterministic user equilibrium)
tra�c assignment model with junction modelling. For the upper level, two approaches were
identi�ed, being the local optimisation of junction designs (LOJD) and global optimisation
of junction designs (GOJD). The LOJD approach, assumes a local optimisation of junction
designs and can be used to evaluate the local junction design selection criteria. The GOJD
approach, assumes a global optimisation of junction designs and can be used as a bench-
mark for evaluating existing or creating new local selection criteria. Based on literature
study, solution approaches were chosen for both the LOJD and GOJD problem. The GOJD
problem can best be solved by using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The LOJD can best be solved
by either using a simultaneous MSA-based approach (LOJD-SIM) or a sequential approach
which simply applies the tra�c assignment with junction modelling and network perform-
ance models iteratively (LOJD-SEQ). The �rst approach provides insights in the potential of
the local selection criterion under evaluation, whereas the latter provides better insights in
how the criteria are used in practice. As part of the lower level model or simply to determine
the performances of changing junction designs (without optimisation objectives), a tra�c
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assignment with junction modelling and network performance models are needed. Due
to the junction modelling element, link cost become non-separable and potentially highly
asymmetric, making it impossible to use convenient solution algorithms such as the Frank-
Wolfe algorithm and raising the need for an alternative, more heuristic, solution approach.
Based on literature study, it was concluded that an MSA-based approach is best for solving
the static tra�c assignment with junction modelling. Various approaches, with alternative
ways of determining the step size, were observed. Since the choice for the best approach
is often case speci�c, multiple averaging methods were included in the framework. In or-
der to determine the network state, the junction performance models, already developed
in the alternative identi�cation track, were extended with corresponding road performance
models.

In order to evaluate existing and new local selection criteria as well as in order to improve
the modelling approaches, two cases were de�ned being the well-known Sioux Falls case
and the more realistic, calibrated urban case of the town of Delft.

Model improvements

The solution approaches consist of iterative heuristics that aim to reach a stable equilib-
rium situation. Generally, a lot of iterations are and thus computing time is needed to reach
a su�ciently stable situation, even for the relatively small network cases used in this re-
search. Since, optimal settings are very problem speci�c, it is inevitable to simply evaluate
various modelling approaches and model settings. This was done for the tra�c assignment
with junction modelling, the LOJD-SIM and GOJD approaches by using the Sioux Falls case
with di�erent network and demand variant. For the tra�c assignment with junction mod-
elling, di�erent averaging methods were evaluated for their convergence speed. The MSWA
method outperformed all other averaging methods, being 75% to 95% faster than the classic
MSA, dependent on the level of congestion and junction types in the network. MSWA was
also best for the LOJD-SIM approach. For the GOJD, which also incorporates the tra�c as-
signment with junction modelling, the di�erences in computing time between the worst and
best GA approaches and settings can reach a factor 20. Generally, it is better to have a smal-
ler population size and employ more generations in comparison with a larger population
with less generations.

Local selection criteria

Based on literature review, various local selection criteria were de�ned. Most selection cri-
teria are based on an operational measure, such as delay or volume-capacity ratio. For ex-
ample, the MINAVGDELAY criterion selects the best alternative with the minimum (volume
weighted) average turn delay. The SUSA criterion on the other hand selects the best altern-
ative based on a sustainable safety preferred order with an operational constraint. In total,
ten existing local selection criteria were evaluated. In order to evaluate the network e�ects
of existing local selection criteria, the LOJD-SEQ, LOJD-SIM and GOJD approaches were
applied on both the Delft and Sioux Falls cases. In conclusion, the local junction design
selection criteria, and speci�cally the delay-based criteria, can contribute considerably to
reducing the negative e�ects of tra�c in urban networks. Moreover, the delay-based local
selection criteria approximate the results of a global operational optimum. However, a con-
siderable number of junctions must be changed to achieve this and the network solutions
of the operational optimum and the local selection criteria also di�er considerably. On the
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other hand, the network performances of various runs are rather close, whereas the solu-
tions (i.e. the selected junction design alternatives in the network) di�er considerably. One
could conclude that there are multiple ‘proper’ solutions. The sustainable safety based se-
lection criterion lead to a substantial deterioration of the operational performances and due
to the route choice e�ects no better safety performances than other selection criteria. The
results are similar for both the Delft and Sioux Falls cases, even when link capacities and
total demand are varied for the latter.

Rule-base selection criteria

The modelling approaches and junction design selection criteria used thus far, required the
de�nition of junction design alternatives for all junction locations in the network. These
de�nitions were required in order to determine the junction performances. For large urban
networks, it is undesirable or at least rather labour-intensive, to prepare all these de�nitions.
It was stated that an interesting approach would be to determine rule-based selection criteria
that only need tra�c �ow variables and/or network attributes as input to determine the new
junction design alternative. These rule-based selection criteria were determined based on
various datasets constructed from operational optimum runs for both the Sioux Falls and
Delft cases. Decision tree methods were used to derive the rules from the data, resulting in
either small or big trees and thus simple and more complex rules. Di�erent decision tree
methods were assessed on their accuracy. Again, the CRT method was best for all rules,
ranging with accuracy rates between 55.4% and 87.5%, which depended upon the dataset,
the variables and the maximum tree size allowed. Besides rules with solely volume variables,
also rules with network related variables, such as the number of neighbouring junction and
road types, were constructed. The new rules were evaluated using both the Sioux Falls and
Delft cases.

A major conclusion is that the rule-based selection criteria are not as good as the exist-
ing selection criteria. Nevertheless, the best rule-based criterion is able to reduce the total
loss time with 29% versus 37% for the existing delay-based criterion and the operational
optimum. On the other hand, the number of crashes is reduced with 8% for the new rule-
based criterion, versus 5%-6% for the existing criterion and optimum situation. Results for
emission reduction are similar, either being a small reduction of 1% or no reduction at all.
Although, the results for the operational performance are better for the existing delay-based
criterion, the results of the rule-based criteria were very promising. The rule-based criteria
o�er an interesting approach to evaluate the network e�ects of local selection criteria on
large-scale networks. Unfortunately, rules based on Delft data performed bad in the Sioux
Falls case and rules based on Sioux Falls data performed poorly in the Delft case. In order
to prevent this problem, also rules based on a combined dataset were constructed. How-
ever, these generally performed bad in both cases. Thus, based on these cases, there was
a serious doubt whether rules can be transferred from one case or network to another. A
soothing factor is that, although four main junction types were used for both cases, a larger
variety of junction sizes and typically volume ranges exist in the Delft network. This makes
a successful transfer of rules between the theoretical Sioux Falls and the practical and more
realistic Delft networks less likely. It is expected that the rules based on the Delft case can
be used in other realistic cases. Another conclusion is that the addition of site or network
related variables to the dataset and consequently the rules did not produce rules with better
results than the solely volume based rules.
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Implications and further research
The results obtained in this research can be translated in implications for various aspects in
the �eld of tra�c and transport. A major contribution of this research is that it improves
the junction design assessment process regarding the identi�cation of viable alternatives
in the �rst stage and introduces insight in the network e�ects of junction design choices
in the �nal stage of the process. Both stages in this process will change and will be less
expert judgement based and more systematic and objective based (i.e. the choices for a
speci�c junction design alternative are based on actual performance measures for multiple
objectives). Improving the junction design assessment process, will lead to junction design
alternatives with less congestion, accidents and pollution in the urban network, or if this
is not possible, at least to more conscious choices. Regarding the identi�cation of viable
junction design alternatives in the �rst stage of the assessment process, it would be wise
to replace the existing rules by new, Pareto optimal, rules. The approach to determine new
rules based on data generated by tra�c performance models, developed and evaluated in
this research, provides a convenient tool to achieve this. Regarding the insights in network
e�ects, one should keep in mind that applying local selection criteria minimising junction
delays, can (surprisingly) also contribute to minimising the network e�ects, although this
can be very case speci�c. When using sustainable safety based local selection criteria, one
should take account of the fact that this leads to substantially worse operational network
performances (i.e. more loss time). Moreover, based on the models and cases used in this
research, the safety performance on a network level is not better than those of delay based
local selection criteria. This is clearly a topic for further research.

Based on the �ndings in this thesis, future research directions are suggested. Most re-
commendations for further research relate to a speci�c component of a modelling frame-
work. Additional recommendations are made regarding the incorporation of recent devel-
opments in technologies and policies. A major recommendation concerns the evaluation
of network e�ects for the sustainable safety based local selection criterion. The safety per-
formance model used for both junctions and roads can be improved. Next to comparing with
an operational optimum situation, comparison with a safety based optimum (i.e. minimise
the number of accidents in the network) would be a useful extension. Moreover, the local
selection criteria, including the sustainable safety based one, should be evaluated on more
(large-scale) urban network cases.

Final remark
An important conclusion from this research is that a substantial reduction of negative e�ects
of tra�c can be achieved by changing the junction designs (i.e. the junction types such as
equal, priority, signalised and roundabout) in the studied network of Delft. A 37% reduction
of total loss time, a 6% reduction of the total number of fatal-and-injury crashes per year and
a 1% reduction of NOx emissions can be obtained in comparison with the current situation.
For safety and emissions, larger reductions are possible, since the performances result from
a solution based on minimising the operational performance. Nowadays, a lot of e�ort
and money is invested in network optimisation using tra�c management measures such as
smart or intelligent tra�c lights, which are �exible and e�ective tools in order to manage
tra�c �ows. However, one should keep in mind that the criteria for selecting a speci�c
junction design alternative have similar or even bigger impacts on tra�c �ows, safety and
air quality in urban networks.
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Samenvatting

Mensen reizen omdat ze activiteiten uit willen oefenen zoals wonen, werken, winkelen en
het bezoeken van familie en vrienden. Goederen worden vervoerd omdat de verschillende
fasen van productie en verkoop ruimtelijk van elkaar gescheiden zijn. In de huidige samen-
leving is de mobiliteit van personen en goederen een basisbehoefte van en een belangrijke
voorwaarde voor economische groei. Helaas heeft mobiliteit ook negatieve e�ecten. Vooral
in stedelijke gebieden heeft het aanbod niet gelijke tred kunnen houden met de toenemende
vraag, resulterende in negatieve e�ecten zoals �les, verkeersonveiligheid en milieuschade.
Het is de uitdaging om mobiliteit zodanig te organiseren dat locaties bereikbaar blijven en
de negatieve e�ecten zoals verkeersongevallen en luchtvervuiling minimaal zijn.

Kruispuntontwerp behelst de keuze voor het type zoals gelijkwaardig, voorrang, gere-
geld of rotonde en keuzes voor de inrichting, zoals het aantal en de con�guratie van op-
stelstroken, de breedte van de middenberm, het aantal en soort stroken op een rotonde,
de voorrangsregeling voor voetgangers en/of �etsers, en de instellingen van een verkeers-
regelinstallatie. Kruispuntontwerp is bepalend voor de e�ecten van verkeer in stedelijke
gebieden, zowel op lokaal als netwerkniveau. De keuze voor een bepaald kruispuntontwerp
leidt tot een bepaalde impact op doorstroming, veiligheid en milieu op het kruispunt en op
andere kruispunten en wegen in het netwerk. Voor wegbeheerders is het belangrijk om
het kruispuntontwerp te vinden met de minste negatieve e�ecten voor één of meerdere be-
leidsdoelen, zowel op lokaal als netwerkniveau. Het hedendaagse afwegingsproces voor het
kiezen van een kruispuntontwerp bevat twee belangrijke gebreken. Eén met betrekking tot
gebrekkige beslisregels voor het identi�ceren van geschikte kruispuntalternatieven in de
eerste fase van het proces en één met betrekking tot het rekening houden met netwerkef-
fecten bij het selecteren van een uiteindelijk ontwerp in de laatste fase van het proces. Dit
heeft geresulteerd in twee onderzoeksporen, die afzonderlijk besproken zullen worden.

Identi�ceren van alternatieven
In de eerste fase van het afwegingsproces, worden geschikte kruispuntalternatieven geïden-
ti�ceerd op basis van beperkte invoerdata, gebruik makend van beslisregels in de vorm van
beslisbomen, gra�eken, tabellen of eenvoudige rekenregels. Bestaande regels bieden geen
volledige en consistente aanpak voor alle kruispuntalternatieven, zijn al vele jaren niet meer
ge-update, vereisen invoerdata die niet beschikbaar zijn, dienen vaak slecht één onderlig-
gend doel, zijn moeilijk te doorgronden en gebruiken én wijzen vaak maar één speci�ek
kruispuntalternatief aan. Bovendien zijn de regels in de loop van vele jaren ontwikkeld op
basis van een combinatie van gegevensverzameling en het oordeel van experts, waardoor er
gebrek is aan een systematische methode om bestaande regels te updaten of nieuwe regels
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te generen. Het eerste doel van dit onderzoek was om ontwerpregels voor kruispunten op te
stellen, alsmede een methode om ze te generen en evalueren, die gebruikt kunnen worden
om geschikte kruispuntalternatieven te identi�ceren die het meest bijdragen aan het mini-
maliseren van negatieve e�ecten van verkeer op geïsoleerde kruispunten. Dit probleem van
evaluatie en generatie van ontwerpregels voor kruispunten is opgelost door data te gene-
reren met behulp van verkeersprestatiemodellen en nieuwe regels af te leiden van die data
door middel van datamining technieken. Daarvoor is ten eerste een modelraamwerk opge-
steld met tools voor datageneratie, datamining en evaluatie van regels. Ten tweede zijn er
verschillende oplossingsmethoden voor het bepalen van ontwerpregels ontwikkeld en geë-
valueerd. Ten derde zijn de bestaande en nieuwe ontwerpregels met elkaar vergeleken voor
verschillende casussen.

Modelraamwerk

Het modelraamwerk behelst zowel datageneratie als datamining. Het basisidee van de da-
taset die moet worden gegenereerd is dat deze één of meerdere geschikte kruispuntalterna-
tieven bevat voor elk mogelijk intensiteitspatroon. De geschiktste set is de Pareto-optimale
set van kruispuntalternatieven voor meerdere doelen. Deze bevat het beste alternatief, on-
geacht de weging van doelen in een latere fase van het afwegingsproces voor kruispunten.
Om de Pareto-optimale sets te bepalen is gebruik gemaakt van prestatiemodellen voor door-
stroming, veiligheid en milieu. Op basis van verschillende modelvereisten (zoals snelheid en
inpassing in het afwegingsproces) en een literatuuronderzoek naar bestaande modellen is
bepaald dat een statische deterministische analytische modelaanpak het meest geschikt is.
Om de doorstromingsprestatie te bepalen is gekozen voor de ‘Highway Capacity Manual’-
methoden voor kruispunten. Deze zijn op enkele onderdelen, zoals de a�andeling van �ets-
verkeer, uitgebreid en leveren gemiddelde vertragingen per afslagbeweging (s). Voor het
veiligheidsprestatiemodel werd geconcludeerd dat een ongevalspredictiemodel (APM) het
meest geschikt is. De meest veelomvattende set van APMs voor kruispunten is te vinden
in de ‘Highway Safety Manual’, waarmee het gemiddelde aantal ongevallen met doden en
gewonden per jaar geschat wordt. Voor het milieuprestatiemodel, is een verkeerssituatie-
a�ankelijk emissiemodel het meest geschikt, waarbij een vereenvoudigde versie van het
ARTEMIS model gebruikt wordt. Hiermee worden NOx and PM10 emissies (g) bepaald.

De datamining uitdaging kan vervult worden door gebruik te maken van een classi�-
catiemodel. Er werd geconcludeerd dat beslisboom methoden het beste toegerust zijn voor
deze taak, omdat ze om kunnen gaan met grote datasets, met categorische doelvariabelen
en zowel numerieke als categorische invoervariabelen kunnen werken, geschikt zijn voor
zowel enkelvoudige als meervoudige (label) classi�catie en vooral omdat ze eenvoudig te
interpreteren en gebruiken zijn door beslissers. Op basis van literatuuronderzoek werd ge-
concludeerd dat er verschillende traditionele enkelvoudige (label) methoden beschikbaar
en geschikt voor het bepalen van ontwerpregels voor kruispunten zijn. Echter, geen van de
methoden is gebruikt voor dit speci�eke probleem en onderzoek uit andere domeinen geeft
aan dat de keuze voor de beste methoden erg domein of zelfs casus speci�ek is. Het is het
beste om meerdere methoden met verschillende implementaties van verschillende functies
met elkaar te vergelijken. Voor meervoudige (label) data, zijn geen kant-en-klare metho-
den beschikbaar. Daarom is een nieuwe aanpak ontwikkeld, waarbij bestaande traditionele
enkelvoudige (label) methoden uitgebreid zijn door gebruik te maken van de voorspelde
kansen om zodoende (Pareto-optimale) sets van kruispuntalternatieven te bepalen.
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Om de bestaande en nieuwe ontwerpregels, als wel om verschillende oplossingsmetho-
den, te evalueren, zijn meerdere casussen voor zowel de Verenigde Staten als Nederland
gede�nieerd.

Oplossingsmethoden

De werkwijze om de beste beslisboom methode te vinden is om meerdere oplossingsmetho-
den te evalueren waarbij gevarieerd wordt met verschillende basisalgoritmes en verschil-
lende implementaties van de splitsings-, stop- en reductiefuncties. De drie geschiktste ba-
sisalgoritmes, zijnde CRT, CHAID en QUEST, zijn geëvalueerd op basis van hun vermogen
om beslisbomen en -regels voor enkelvoudige en meervoudige labels en doelen te produce-
ren. Verschillende instellingen voor de maximale omvang van de beslisboom, reductie- en
splitsingscriteria als mede verschillende groottes van de training dataset zijn geëvalueerd op
basis van hen rekentijd, accuraatheid en complexiteit van de resulterende beslisbomen. Voor
de casus met meervoudige labels en doelen zijn extra maten voor accuraatheid toegevoegd,
zoals toereikendheid, gelijksoortigheid en gelijkheid. In het algemeen geven de oplossings-
methoden gebaseerd op het CRT algoritme de beste resultaten, terwijl de methoden geba-
seerd op QUEST het minst scoren. CHAID produceert redelijk accurate beslisbomen, maar
de bomen zijn vaak erg groot. De nieuwe op voorspelde kansen gebaseerde methode voor
meervoudige labels en doelen is in staat om accurate beslisbomen en regels te produceren.

Bestaande en nieuwe ontwerpregels

Om nieuwe en verbeterde identi�catieregels te bepalen, zijn datasets gegenereerd voor twee
casussen. De datasets bevatten Pareto-optimale sets van kruispuntalternatieven voor een
grote variatie aan intensiteitspatronen. De resultaten voor de twee casussen laten zien dat
voor 90% van de situaties de Pareto-optimale set door de nieuwe regels voorspeld kan wor-
den, terwijl de bestaande regels amper 35% halen of niet onderscheidend genoeg zijn zodat
ze hele grote sets produceren. Dat laatste leidt tot meer werk in latere fasen van het af-
wegingsproces voor kruispunten. De accuraatheid van de nieuwe regels blijft hoog als ze
gedi�erentieerd worden op basis van formaat en intensiteit. De nieuwe regels bieden alter-
natieven met betere prestaties, in het bijzonder voor de niet-operationele doelen (veiligheid
en milieu). De resultaten voor de operationele prestaties waren enigszins verschillend voor
de twee casussen. In het algemeen produceren de nieuwe regels betere resultaten met behulp
van kleinere sets. Om een eerlijke vergelijking te maken tussen bestaande en nieuwe regels,
werden de typen en eigenschappen van de kruispuntalternatieven beperkt. Om de volledige
potentie van de nieuwe aanpak en regels te bepalen, werden deze beperkingen opgeheven
in een nieuwe casus. De resultaten lieten zien dat ondanks dat het aantal kruispuntalter-
natieven groter was, de accuraatheid gelijk bleef of zelfs iets steeg. Bovendien waren de
prestaties voor alle doelen beter voor de nieuwe regels. De operationele, veiligheids- en
milieuprestaties namen af met respectievelijk 28%, 26% en 60% in vergelijking met de resul-
taten van de bestaande regels. Dit bevestigt de verwachting dat kruispuntalternatieven met
betere prestaties (minder negatieve e�ecten) kunnen worden gevonden.

Uiteindelijk moeten de regels die afgelezen kunnen worden uit de beslisbomen, gebruikt
worden in de eerste fase van het afwegingsproces voor kruispunten, waarin geschikte alter-
natieven geïdenti�ceerd worden op basis van beperkte invoerdata. Ondanks dat de nieuwe
beslisbomen accuraat en transparant waren, bevatten ze nog steeds een groot aantal niveaus,
knopen, bladeren en variabelen. Het was daarom de uitdaging om kleinere beslisbomen te
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creëren door het aantal niveaus te begrenzen en reductiefuncties toe te passen, zonder dat
er te veel accuraatheid verloren ging. Dit resulteerde in een beslisboom met vier niveaus,
veertien bladeren en vier beslisvariabelen met nog altijd een accuraatheid van 90%. Sa-
menvattend is het gelukt om de sets 41%-52% kleiner te maken, wanneer de nieuwe met de
bestaande regels vergeleken worden. Een reductie van de omvang van de sets leidt tot een
reductie van tijd en kosten in latere fasen van het afwegingsproces voor kruispunten. Daar-
naast is de invoer voor de nieuwe regels nagenoeg gelijk aan die benodigd voor de bestaande
regels, hetgeen de transitie van bestaande naar nieuwe regels gemakkelijker maakt.

Netwerke�ecten
In de laatste fase van het afwegingsproces, wordt het beste alternatief geselecteerd op basis
van een speci�eke methode zoals een multi-criteria analyse of een ‘eenvoudige’ identi�catie
van het alternatief met de minste vertraging. Het veranderen van het kruispuntontwerp en
daarmee de vertraging op dat kruispunt kan leiden tot diverse routekeuze aanpassingen in
het netwerk, hetgeen resulteert in verschillende prestaties voor doorstroming, veiligheid en
milieu. Er is een algemeen gebrek aan inzicht in de netwerke�ecten van het consequent of
herhaaldelijk toepassen van bepaalde lokale selectiecriteria. De inzichten zijn beperkt tot
de operationele e�ecten op aangrenzende kruispunten, de e�ecten van verkeersregelstra-
tegieën en/of de e�ecten van het wijzigen van één kruispuntontwerp. Binnen deze context
is het zeer wenselijk om inzicht te krijgen in de ‘bijdrage’ van lokale selectiecriteria aan
globale netwerkdoelen (d.w.z. het minimaliseren van de negatieve e�ecten van verkeer op
netwerkniveau). Een belangrijke reden waarom netwerke�ecten niet meegenomen worden
in selectiemethoden is dat het bepalen ervan doorgaans erg arbeids- en rekenintensief is, in
het bijzonder voor grote stedelijke netwerken uit de praktijk. Er is een aanpak nodig om
dit toegankelijker te maken. Het tweede doel van dit onderzoek was om inzicht te geven in
de netwerke�ecten van lokale selectiecriteria voor kruispuntontwerp en om een geschikte
aanpak voor het evalueren van de netwerke�ecten in de praktijk te bieden. Het probleem
van het evalueren van netwerke�ecten van lokale selectiecriteria voor kruispuntontwerp
kan worden opgelost door gebruik te maken van optimalisatiemodellen, waarbij een speci-
�ek geval van het netwerkontwerpprobleem (NDP) opgelost wordt. Ten eerste werd daarbij
een modelraamwerk geformuleerd met optimalisatietools. Ten tweede werden verschillende
verbeteringen voor modelonderdelen voorgesteld en geëvalueerd. Ten derde werden de net-
werke�ecten van bestaande lokale selectiecriteria geëvalueerd. Ten vierde werden op regels
gebaseerde lokale selectiecriteria voor toepassing in grote stedelijke netwerken ontwikkeld
en geëvalueerd.

Modelraamwerk

Het optimalisatieprobleem is een speci�ek geval van het NDP welke doorgaans geformu-
leerd wordt als een twee-niveau wiskundig optimalisatieprobleem. Het bovenste niveau
vertegenwoordigt het gedrag van de netwerkbeheerder, welke één of meerdere systeem-
doelen tracht te optimaliseren en de beslisvariabelen controleert. Het onderste niveau be-
schrijft het gedrag van de weggebruiker, die zijn of haar eigen gegeneraliseerde kosten (of
reistijd) probeert te minimaliseren door individuele beslissingen in het wegennetwerk. In
dit onderzoek zijn de beslisvariabelen uiteraard de kruispuntalternatieven. Het onderste ni-
veau wordt ingevuld door een (statisch deterministisch gebruikersevenwicht) toedelingsmo-
del met kruispuntmodellering. Voor het bovenste niveau zijn twee aanpakken vastgesteld,
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zijnde het lokaal optimaliseren van kruispuntontwerpen (LOJD) en het globaal optimalise-
ren van kruispuntontwerpen (GOJD). De LOJD aanpak gaat er vanuit dat de kruispunten
lokaal geoptimaliseerd worden en kan gebruikt worden om de e�ecten van lokale selectie-
criteria te evalueren. De GOJD aanpak gaat er vanuit dat de kruispunten globaal geoptima-
liseerd worden en kan gebruikt worden als referentie voor het evalueren van bestaande of
het creëren van nieuwe lokale selectiecriteria. Op basis van een literatuurstudie zijn oplos-
singsmethoden gekozen voor zowel het LOJD als het GOJD probleem. Het GOJD probleem
kan opgelost worden met behulp van een genetisch algoritme (GA). Het LOJD probleem
kan oplost worden met zowel een simultane MSA aanpak (LOJD-SIM) als een sequentiële
aanpak waarbij eenvoudigweg het toedelingsmodel en de netwerkprestatiemodellen itera-
tief gebruikt worden (LOJD-SEQ). De eerste aanpak geeft een beter beeld van de potentie
van een lokaal selectiecriterium, terwijl de tweede een realistischer beeld geeft van wat er
in de praktijk gebeurt. Als onderdeel van het onderste niveau of eenvoudigweg om te bepa-
len wat de prestaties van het wijzigen van kruispuntontwerpen zijn (zonder optimalisatie-
doelen) zijn een toedelingsmodel met kruispuntmodellering en netwerkprestatiemodellen
nodig. Door het kruispuntmodelleringsonderdeel in de toedeling, worden de kosten van
een wegvak niet-scheidbaar en potentieel asymmetrisch, waardoor het gebruik van gun-
stige oplossingsmethoden zoals het Frank-Wolfe algoritme onmogelijk wordt en het nood-
zakelijk wordt alternatieve meer heuristische oplossingsmethoden te gebruiken. Op basis
van literatuurstudie werd geconcludeerd dat ook hier een MSA aanpak de beste insteek is.
Verscheidene methoden, met alternatieve manieren voor het bepalen van de stapgrootte,
werden vastgesteld. Aangezien de keuze voor de beste methode vaak heel situatiea�an-
kelijk is, werden meerdere wegingsmethoden in het modelraamwerk opgenomen. Om de
netwerkprestaties te bepalen werden de kruispuntprestatiemodellen, die reeds ontwikkeld
waren voor het alternatief identi�catie spoor, verder uitgebreid met overeenkomstige mo-
dellen voor het bepalen van de prestaties op wegvakken.

Om de bestaande en nieuwe lokale selectiecriteria en om de beoogde modellen te verbe-
teren, zijn twee casussen, zijnde de bekende theoretische en goed gedocumenteerde Sioux
Falls casus en de realistische en gekalibreerde stedelijke Delft casus gebruikt.

Modelverbeteringen

De oplossingsmethoden bevatten iteratieve heuristieken die een stabiele evenwichtssitua-
tie proberen te bereiken. Over het algemeen is een groot aantal iteraties en dus rekentijd
nodig om een voldoende stabiele situatie te bereiken, zelfs voor de relatief kleine netwer-
ken die in dit onderzoek gebruikt worden. Aangezien de optimale instellingen erg pro-
bleemspeci�ek zijn, is het onvermijdelijk om eenvoudigweg verschillende modelaanpakken
en -instellingen te evalueren. Dit is gedaan voor het toedelingsmodel met kruispuntmo-
dellering en voor de LOJD-SIM en GOJD aanpakken door gebruik te maken van de Sioux
Falls case met verschillende netwerk- en verkeersvraagvarianten. Voor het toedelingsmo-
del met kruispuntmodellering werden verschillende wegingsmethoden geëvalueerd op basis
van hen convergentiesnelheid. De MSWA methode presteerde in alle opzichten beter dan
de andere wegingsmethoden, zijnde 75% tot 95% sneller dan de klassieke MSA, a�ankelijk
van het congestieniveau en de toegepast kruispunttypen in het netwerk. Ook voor de LOJD-
SIM aanpak was de MSWA methode het beste. Voor de GOJD aanpak, met daarbinnen ook
het toedelingsmodel met kruispuntmodellering, liepen de verschillen in rekentijd tussen de
slechtste en beste GA implementaties op tot een factor 20. Over het algemeen was de con-
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clusie dat het beter is om een kleinere populatieomvang te hebben en meer generaties dan
een grotere populatieomvang met minder generaties.

Lokale selectiecriteria

Op basis van literatuuronderzoek zijn verschillende lokale selectiecriteria gekozen. De meeste
selectiecriteria zijn gebaseerd op een doorstromingsmaat, zoals vertraging of de intensi-
teit/capaciteit verhouding. Het MINAVGDELAY criterium selecteert bijvoorbeeld het kruis-
puntontwerp met de laagste (naar intensiteiten gewogen) gemiddelde vertraging per af-
slagbeweging. Het SUSA criterium selecteert het kruispuntontwerp volgens een duurzaam
veilige voorkeursvolgorde met een doorstromingsvoorwaarde. In totaal zijn tien bestaande
lokale selectiecriteria geëvalueerd. Om de netwerke�ecten van deze bestaande lokale selec-
tiecriteria te vergelijken zijn de LOJD-SEQ, LOJD-SIM en GOJD aanpakken toegepast op de
Delft en Sioux Falls casussen. Concluderend kunnen de lokale selectiecriteria, en in het bij-
zonder de op vertraging gebaseerde criteria, een aanzienlijke bijdrage leveren aan het redu-
ceren van de negatieve e�ecten van verkeer in stedelijke netwerken. Bovendien is het zo dat
de op vertraging gebaseerde lokale selectiecriteria de resultaten van een globale netwerk-
optimalisatie kunnen benaderen. Om dit te bereiken moet wel een groot aantal kruispunten
in het netwerk gewijzigd worden en zijn de verschillen in netwerkoplossing van het opera-
tionele optimum en de lokale criteria aanzienlijk. Anderzijds is het zo dat netwerkprestaties
van verschillende runs dicht bij elkaar liggen, terwijl de oplossingen (d.w.z. de gekozen
kruispuntalternatieven in het netwerk) behoorlijk verschillen. Hieruit zou je ook kunnen
concluderen dat er meerdere ‘goede’ oplossingen zijn. Het op duurzaam veilig gebaseerde
selectiecriterium leidt tot een substantiële verslechtering van de operationele prestaties en
door routekeuze e�ecten geen betere veiligheidsprestaties ten opzichte van andere criteria.
De resultaten voor Delft en Sioux Falls zijn vergelijkbaar, ook als de wegvakcapaciteiten en
de verkeersvraag gevarieerd worden voor die laatste.

Selectiecriteria op basis van regels

De tot dan toe gebruikte model aanpakken en lokale selectiecriteria voor kruispunten, ver-
eisten de de�nitie van alle kruispuntalternatieven voor alle kruispuntlocaties in het netwerk.
Deze de�nities waren nodig om de kruispuntprestaties te kunnen bepalen. Voor grote ste-
delijke netwerken, is het onwenselijk of op zijn minst erg arbeidsintensief, om al die de-
�nities in te voeren. Gesteld werd dat het een interessante aanpak zou zijn om op regels
gebaseerde selectiecriteria te maken die enkel de verkeersintensiteiten en/of netwerkken-
merken als invoervariabele nodig hebben om het nieuwe kruispuntalternatief te selecteren.
Deze op regels gebaseerde criteria zijn bepaald op basis van diverse datasets die afgeleid zijn
van de operationeel optimale runs van de Sioux Falls en Delft casussen. Beslisboom metho-
den werden gebruikt om de regels af te leiden van de data, resulterende in zowel kleine als
grote beslisbomen en dus eenvoudige en meer complexe regels. Verschillende beslisboom
methoden werden beoordeeld op hun accuraatheid. Opnieuw was het CRT algoritme de
beste voor alle regels, met een accuraatheid tussen de 55.4% en 87.5%, a�ankelijk van de
dataset, de variabelen en de toegestane maximale omvang van de beslisboom. Naast regels
die enkel op intensiteiten gebaseerd waren, werden er ook regels op basis van netwerk ge-
relateerde variabelen, zoals het aantal naburige kruispunten en wegtypen, opgesteld. De
nieuwe regels zijn geëvalueerd met zowel de Sioux Falls als de Delft casus.
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Een belangrijke conclusie is dat de op regels gebaseerde selectiecriteria niet zo goed zijn
als de bestaande op prestaties gebaseerde selectiecriteria. Niettemin, is het beste op regels
gebaseerde criterium in staat om de totale verliestijd met 29% te reduceren, versus 37% voor
de bestaande op vertraging gebaseerde criteria en het operationele optimum. Aan de andere
kant, wordt het aantal ongevallen verminderd met 8% voor de nieuwe op regels gebaseerde
criteria, versus 5%-6% voor de bestaande criteria en het operationele optimum. De resultaten
voor emissies zijn nagenoeg gelijk, ofwel een kleine reductie van 1% of geen reductie. Alhoe-
wel de resultaten voor de operationele prestatie voor de bestaande op vertraging gebaseerde
criteria beter zijn, zijn de resultaten van de op regels gebaseerde criteria veelbelovend. De
op regels gebaseerde criteria bieden een interessante aanpak om de netwerke�ecten van
lokale selectiecriteria te evalueren voor grote stedelijke netwerken. Helaas presteerden de
regels gebaseerd op data van de Delft casus slecht in de Sioux Falls cases en de regels op
basis van de Sioux Falls casus slecht in de Delft casus. Om dit probleem te ondervangen
zijn er ook regels op basis van een gecombineerde dataset opgesteld. Helaas presteerden
deze regels slecht in beide casussen. Op basis van deze casussen is er twijfel of de regels wel
overdraagbaar zijn van één casus of netwerk naar een andere. Een verzachtende omstandig-
heid is dat, ondanks dat er voor beide casussen vier kruispunttypen gebruikt zijn, het Delft
netwerk een veel grotere variatie aan kruispunt groottes en intensiteiten bevat. Dit maakt
een succesvolle overdracht van regels tussen het theoretische Sioux Falls en het praktische
en realistische Delft minder voor de hand liggend. Het mag verwacht worden dat de regels
gebaseerd op de Delft casus wel gebruikt kunnen worden in andere realistische casussen.
Een andere conclusie was dat de toevoeging van locatie of netwerk gerelateerde variabelen
aan de dataset en de regels niet betere resultaten levert dan de regels die enkel op intensi-
teitsvariabelen gebaseerd zijn.

Implicaties en verder onderzoek

De resultaten verkregen in dit onderzoek kunnen worden vertaald naar implicaties voor ver-
schillende aspecten in het vakgebied van verkeer en vervoer. Een belangrijke bijdrage van
dit onderzoek is de verbetering van het afwegingsproces voor kruispunten met betrekking
tot het identi�ceren van geschikte alternatieven in de eerste fase en het introduceren van
inzicht in de netwerke�ecten van kruispuntkeuzes in de laatste fase van het proces. Beide
fasen in dit proces zullen veranderen en zullen minder gebaseerd zijn op het oordeel van des-
kundigen en meer systematisch en doelgericht zijn (d.w.z. de keuze voor een speci�ek kruis-
puntontwerp zijn gebaseerd op daadwerkelijke prestatiematen voor meerdere doelen). De
verbetering van het afwegingsproces voor kruispunten zal leiden tot kruispuntontwerpen
met minder congestie, verkeersongevallen en luchtverontreiniging in stedelijke netwerken,
of als dit niet mogelijk is, in ieder geval tot bewustere keuzes. Met betrekking tot de identi�-
catie van geschikte kruispuntalternatieven in de eerste fase van het afwegingsproces, is het
verstandig om de bestaande regels te vervangen door nieuwe, Pareto-optimale, regels. De
aanpak om nieuwe regels af te leiden uit data gegenereerd met verkeersprestatiemodellen,
ontwikkeld en geëvalueerd in dit onderzoek, biedt een geschikt hulpmiddel om dit te berei-
ken. Met betrekking tot de inzichten in netwerke�ecten, moet men in gedachte houden dat
het toepassen van lokale selectiecriteria gebaseerd op het minimaliseren van kruispuntver-
tragingen, (verrassend genoeg) ook bijdraagt aan het minimaliseren van de netwerke�ecten,
alhoewel dit wel per casus kan verschillen. Bij het gebruik van op duurzaam veilig geba-
seerde selectiecriteria moet men er rekening mee houden dat dit tot substantieel slechtere
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operationele netwerkprestaties kan leiden (d.w.z. meer verliestijd). Bovendien, op basis van
de modellen en casussen gebruikt in dit onderzoek, is de veiligheidsprestatie niet beter dan
die op basis van lokale criteria gebaseerd op vertraging. Dit is duidelijk een onderwerp voor
verder onderzoek.

Op basis van de bevindingen in dit onderzoek wordt vervolgonderzoek voorgesteld. De
meeste aanbevelingen voor verder onderzoek hebben betrekking op een speci�eke compo-
nent van het modelraamwerk. Aanvullende aanbevelingen worden gemaakt met betrekking
tot de inpassing van recente ontwikkelingen in technologieën en beleid. Een belangrijke
aanbeveling betreft de evaluatie van netwerke�ecten voor het op duurzaam veilig geba-
seerde lokale selectiecriterium. Het veiligheidsprestatiemodel gebruikt voor kruispunten en
wegvakken kan worden verbeterd. Daarnaast is naast de vergelijking met een voor doorstro-
ming optimale situatie een vergelijking met een voor veiligheid optimale situatie (d.w.z. het
minimaliseren van het aantal ongevallen in het netwerk) een nuttige uitbreiding. Daarnaast
zouden de lokale selectiecriteria, inclusief het op duurzaam veilig gebaseerde criterium, ge-
ëvalueerd moeten worden op meerdere (grootschalige) stedelijke netwerken.

Slotopmerking
Een belangrijke conclusie uit dit onderzoek is dat een substantiële reductie van negatieve ef-
fecten van verkeer kan worden bereikt door het aanpassen van kruispuntontwerpen (d.w.z.
typen zoals gelijkwaardig, voorrang, geregeld of rotonde) in het onderzochte netwerk van
Delft. Een reductie van 37% voor de totale verliestijd, een 6% reductie van het aantal onge-
vallen met doden en/of gewonden en een 1% reductie van NOx emissies ten opzichte van de
huidige situatie kan worden bereikt. Voor veiligheid en emissies, zijn grotere reducties mo-
gelijk, aangezien de prestaties afkomstig zijn van een oplossing gebaseerd op het minimali-
seren van de doorstroming. Heden ten dage wordt veel geld geïnvesteerd in netwerkoptima-
lisatie door middel van verkeersmanagementmaatregelen zoals intelligente verkeerslichten,
wat �exibele en e�ectieve hulpmiddelen zijn om de verkeersstromen te managen. Echter,
men zou in gedachten moeten houden dat de criteria voor het selecteren van een speci-
�ek kruispuntontwerp een vergelijkbare of zelfs grotere impact op de verkeersstromen en
doorstroming, verkeersveiligheid en luchtkwaliteit in een stedelijk netwerk hebben.
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